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SERENDIPITY-*
Serendipity is a truly amazing thing. One day in

Liverpool, England, a kid named John bumps into

another named Paul—and before you know it,

they changed the world, In 1961, much the same
was happening on the overcrowded, bustling Isle

of Manhattan, While Americans were being

taught to duck and cover, and children cowered

under their school desks, a group of creative

young artists led by a carnival barker named Stan

were on the same road as John and Paul. They
would change the way stories were told

—

influencing some of today's greatest directors,

screenwriters and novelists—and the way we
forever looked at the heroic ideal.

1961 was the year the Marvel Comics legacy

was born. In the years that followed, the world

was introduced to the likes of the Amazing
Spider-Man, the Incredible Hulk and Daredevil,

the Man Without Fear ... heroes, warriors and
gods whose adventures thrill men, women and
children of all ages even more today than they

did more than 40 years ago.

But for the mutant X-Men—a new breed of

humans born with extraordinary powers and
abilities, banded together to protect the world

from fellow mutants who would use their genetic

gifts for evil—1963 was just an average start.

A cult favorite among loyal fans in the book's early

years, the X-Men were little more than also-rans

when compared to the likes of Spider-Man, the

Fantastic Four and the Hulk. The honest-to-God

truth is that the title was considered one of

Marvel's very few and incredibly rare failures.

Hence, X-Men—with all of its beautifully subtle

metaphors for puberty, tolerance, isolation and
coming of age—was canceled in a way in 1970

even though rife with potential. From 1970 to 1974,

the comic languished as nothing more than a

reprint title, re-purposing material created as far

back as 1963—but great ideas don't die, they just

wait for the rest of the world to catch up with

them. So in 1975, perhaps the world was finally

ready, or perhaps the new wave of creators at

Marvel had a uniquely recharged vision— it

doesn't matter. It was serendipity, and the comic-
book world was changed forever,

That year, a brand-new X-Men title was unleashed
upon an unsuspecting public. Boasting on its

cover, in a fashion that would make Stan the

carnival barker proud, were the simple words, "All

New, All Different" -and boy, was that a mouthful.

The plan was to create a team of characters that

were not only diverse in their powers; their

diversity would be compounded by their ethnicity,

genders, political views and preferences within. A
super-powered team that reflected the diversity of
a world that was shrinking by the minute. A world
whose future could be glorious if we all learned

the lessons of tolerance and acceptance, or could

end up as a black pit of despair if we let fear rule

our lives. Needless to say, this struck a chord

within all of us, and the X-Men were reborn.

The team's cultural and racial diversity broke

radical new ground in the world of four-color

adventure. Threatened by inner turmoil and social

issues as often as superhuman villains, the X-Men
raised the bar even further on the new storytelling

standard Marvel had set a decade before.

America’s youth had their new heroes!

Oh, and did I forget to mention that there was also

this little runt of a guy named Wolverine?

Just before the relaunch in ‘75, Wolverine was
created to be one of the many new international

characters to be introduced in the new X-Men.

Marvel decided to give the little guy a guest

appearance in an issue of Hulk- and wouldn't you

know it, it was serendipity all over again. Not since

the creation of Spider-Man had Marvel had such a

cultural icon on their hands. The little Canadian

scrapper named Logan touched a chord in almost

every reader, and it wasn't long before the X-Men
had their leading man!

In the almost 28 years since that landmark event,

the X-Men have stood unchallenged atop the

comic book world, becoming arguably comics'

most popular title of all time. Their universe has

grown into a world of myth and legend even more
vast and fantastic than Tolkien's Middle Earth, and

more magical and whimsical than Hogwart's
Academy, yet as real as today's headlines or what
lies beyond our kitchen windows.

This new encyclopedia volume serves as a guide

for readers who have thrilled to the X-Men's
adventures and understood their pain and
triumphs for decades, and serves as a beautiful

introduction to new fans who are just discovering

this rich fictional tapestry for the first time. Some
of the greatest creators in the history of comics
have worked on the X-Men, from artists to writers,

and this book is just a small sampling of what
they've managed to create through the years and
a tribute to their legacy. Enjoy the journey.

And if you're wondering what led you to this book
and made you crack it open to this simple

introduction, well it was just serendipitous.

See ya in the funnybooks,
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Art

by

Frank

Quitely

THE FUTURE OF EVOLUTION HAS EMERGED.

X-MEN

Persecuted, Hared, Tortured. Mocked* Feared. By virtue of their generic make-up alone,

mutants—born every day in greater and greater numbers—suffer from humans

discrimination and prejudice. Forced lq live among Homo sapiens who

Fear that mutants will steal their jobs and take human partners* their

anger at likeir fate Is understandable.

Angry at themselves, and angry at the powers they were horn with,

the mutants needed a leader -a man with a vision—to help them

overcome their despair and see the blessing they have been given

instead of the curse they thought it to he.

They found that leader in Professor X . Sensing the growing

movement of anti-mutant sentiment. Professor .X opened up his

Westchester mansion and created living and learning spaces where

special mutants could be trained to use their unique gifts for the

betterment of all species—before it was too late.

Professor X foresaw a future consumed by genetic war,

where man and mutant would battle in a bleak

wasteland once known as Earth* He knows that

maintaining the peace now will prevent endless

warfare between man and mutant.

He knows that only a handful of mutants can help

stave off this devastating future.

He calls them the X-Meu.

They call themselves the futures only hope.

Art by Frank Quitely

Mutants, Homo superior. They now occupy the highest rung on tine evolutionary ladder.

And their predecessors are not taking fine ascendance lightly.
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ARCHANGEL
Real Name:

Warren Kenneth

Worthington 11-1

First Appearance:
X-Men.m (1963)

B orn into a family of privilege and power, Warren

Worthington attended a prestigious boarding school on

the East Coast. But while his preppy classmates sported boat

shoes and khakis, Warren secretly sported wings. He kept them

hidden, afraid that revealing them would cast him out of the

only life bed known.

Height: 6
1

Weight: 176 lbs

Eye Color: Blue

Hair Color: Blond

• Flight

• Accelerated healing

raptor, which also affects

those who come in

contact- w i r h his bioo

d

POWERS/
WEAPONS

While Warrens ability to fly terrified him, it was also

exhilarating* I le had to finally abandon his fear when a fire

broke ou r in his do rm i to ry. Despera f ely wa n ring to h clp— an

d

desperate to conceal his identity in the process—Warren wore

a blond wig and nightshirt as he gallantly saved the students.

The onlookers had no idea it was Warren; they only saw what

they believed to be an “angel”

This life-saving episode turned into a life-

affirming mission for Warren. He soon after

took to the New York City skies as the crime

fighter called the Avenging Angel. \ fis

nighttime missions were quickly noticed by

Professor X. who asked him to become one

of the initial members of the X-Mcii .

Warrens good times, however, came to a

grinding halt when the superhuman assassins

the Marauders attacked the M orlocks ,

subterranean mutants in New York City.

Warren helped battle back die assassins, but

suffered devastating consequences: The Marauder

Harpoon impaled his wings, which were amputated.

Deeply depressed by the loss, Archangel attempted to commit

suicide by crashing his plane. Just before the explosion of his

small aircraft, however, he was teleported to safety by

Apocalypse . The mutant warlord offered to return Archangels

ability to fly, but for a steep price: Act as one of Apocalypse s

Horsemen—Death. Desperate and confused. Archangel agreed

and underwent the painful genetic re-engineering of his wings,

now made of razor-sharp metal. Fortunately, his pact with

Apocalypse was short- lived. Archangel has returned to the X-

Men, where his wings have since molted and regenerated, once

again regaining their feathery appearance.

INTELLIGENCE
tfr #—%-

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY
•—m— •—m—•

ENERGY PROJECTION
fk—

•

—•—•— - .»

FIGHTING SKILLS

*—*
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BANSHEE
peeping his mutant ability a secret. Banshee was making it

m through life with nothing but good fortune on his side.

Born as the heir to the castle and estate of Cassidy Keep,

Ireland, as well as a small fortune. Banshee graduated from

Trinity College in Dublin with a Bachelor of Science degree

and became a detective in the international law-enforcement

organization known as Interpol. By the time he married

Maeve Rourke (despite competition from his cousin, Black

Tom Cassidyh Banshee had risen to the rank of Inspector. But

things went horribly wrong when Banshee left on a lengthy

secret mission for Interpol, His wife discovered she was

pregnant and ga.ve b i rth to th e i r daugh tc r ?
Th eresa . A s M aeve

and the child were on a visit to Northern Ireland, a terrorist bomb
exploded, killing Maeve. Black Tom secretly rescued Theresa

(Siiyn ) and raised her as his own.

Returning from his mission only to find his wife dead and

unaware of the birth of his only child, Banshee left Interpol in

despair and became a detective with the New York City police

department. But peace of mind eluded him, and he drifted into a

life of crime. Saved from that Bite by Professor X , a grateful

Banshee joined up with the X-jVIen. Through them he found love

again with Moira MaeTaggert and. along the way, was reunited

with his daughter Theresa.

Banshee later took on the role of mentor and tutor ro a younger team

t 3 f mutan ts cal 1ed 0enerari on X . But wh a reve r h app i ness a new 1 ove ?

a reunion with his daughter, and mentoring a new generation

brought did not last long. After the death of Moira at

the hands of [Mystique , Banshee attempted to

drown his grief in alcohol. Distraught by the

tragic turns in his life, Banshee abandoned the

X-Men to build a new organization called the

X -Co rp s rh a r won 1 d m aintain o rd e r among
the mutant population. Enlisting the aid of

Mastermind II to help brainwash former

mutant villains into joining the X-Corps,

Banshee couldn’t anticipate how deadly his

alliance would become. Secrcdy working

w i lh Mas terminch Myslip ue

infiltrated X-Corps to try

and [ake co ti l ro 1 of the

organization from

within. After

discovering her

plot. Banshee

battled Mys ti que

,

who slit his throat,

leaving him to

convalesce m a

hospital while he

recovered from

his injuries.

* Superhuman vocal cords.,,

throat, and lungs that allow

him to create powerful sonic

waves with his voice

• Flight

Art by Ron Garney

Real Name:
Sean Cassidy

First Appearance:
X-Men #28 (1 %7)

Height:

Weight:

Eye Color:

Hair Color:

S'

180 lbs

Blue-green

Reddish-

blond

INTELLIGENCE
o a—®-

STRENGTK

SPEED

DURABILITY

^ >—
ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS
-*—

#

POWERS/
WEAPONS



Real Name:
Dr. Henry McCoy

First Appearance:
X-Men# 1 { 1 963)

Height:

Weight:
Eye Color:

Hair Color:

5:1 T
402 hs

Blue

Originally

Henry McCoy began his life with a. few very distinctive traits:

excessiveJy large hands and feet* These outward

manifestations of his mutant abilities at first served him well.

During high school, Henry, able to mask his mutation,

showcased his athletic prowess and superhuman agility on the

football field. His awed teammates nicknamed him “Beast” for

his ferocious tenacity on game days*

h rown , bluish-black

in furry form

But as a Homo superior living in the Homo sapiens world, I lank

would shortly learn that even his prodigious athletic ability could

not save him from fear and prejudice. When his talent on th£

field was exposed as mutant ability, the school asked Hemy to

leave. Professor X, however, stepped in and invited Henry to attend his School for Gifted

Youngsters—-a safe haven where Henry could hone not only his mutant skills hut satisfy his

insatiable thirst for knowledge. His training at the school served him well: He used both brain

and brawn to aid the X-Men in the field, and helped them to prevent Magneto from

exterm \ nat i ng hu man i ty.

After his graduation, Henry stumbled upon a chemical compound thar triggered mutation.

Ignoring all good scientific testing measures, Henry opted to ingest rhe compound himself. In so

doing, he altered Lhe course of his life forever. While the chemical formula did exaggerate his

incredible athletic prowess, several unintended side effects occurred: Henry s skin developed blue

fur and Ins canine Leeth grew significantly larger. Scared, 1 lank at first attempted to conceal his

new persona—but he grew to accept the change.

POWERS/
WEAPONS
Superhuman

strength,, speed,

and agility

INTELLIGENCE
e—ft—®—ft- |j|- ?--

STRENOTH
•—*— 1 ^

SPEED

DURABILITY
•—•—

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

hven with his own acceptance oi his appearance. Beast continues to struggle for the acceptance

ol others. As a man of arts and letters and rhe sciences, Beast is very much the

Ren aissance m an, a nd whi1e ii is pee rs i n the i nterna tion al intellectual ct>mmun i ty know
this, they still consider him very much a mutant. His greatest achievement

—

building upon die work of Moira MacTaggcrt to find a cure for the

mutant plague known as the Legacy Virus—

w

ras followed closely by his

most heartbreaking rejection. His great love Irish Tilby left him because

she chose to see only the Beast outs!de over the gen r 1 e man within.

Despite his ongoing battle with loneliness, Beast focuses on the X-

Me 1 \ s goal of buildi ng better relationsh ips between man and

mutant, in immersing himself in this campaign, BcasL holds

hope that in the world he and the other X-Men dream

of, he’ll finally be known more tor the genius within

than for the creature outside*

Art by Kevin Sharpe
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— BISHOP

Real Name:
I ,ucas Bishop

First Appearance:
Uncanny X-Men #282

(1991)

Height: 6'6"

Weight: 223 lbs

Eye Color: Brown

Hair Color: Black

• Energy absorption/

emission

* Variety ot energy-

projecting firearms

Art by Salvador

Ldfr&ca

POWERS/
WEAPONS

L
ucas Bishop came back from the future to join his heroes

of the past*

This homicide cop, born 70 years after the time of the XrMen ?

grew up idolizing the X-Men and their dream for peaceful

coexistence between man and mutant. But there was nothing

peaceful about the world Bishop knew as his own.

Living in a world ravaged by an ongoing war being waged

between man and mutant, Bishop learned at a very early age

how to use his mutant ability to put an end to the violence

around him. Xav iers Secur ity Enforce rs , the future secu rity

force founded on the principles created by Professor X ,

recruited Bishop as a teenager. He advanced quickly and

eventually made a name for himself as ati XSE homicide cop.

As a member of the XSE. Bishop patrolled the mean stree ts

of a planet shattered by wan with one whole continent

rendered uninhabitable by radiation.

In pursuit of madman Trevor Filzroy , a dangerous

mutant criminal known for his ability to open

portals through time, Bishop and other XSE
agents traveled through one of Fitzmys time

tunnels and found themselves right in the

middle of the X-Men s time* In the ensuing

battle with Fitzroy and his minions. Bishops

XSE partners were killed and Bishop was

seriously wounded. In an amazing turn. Bishop

not only met his heroes the X-Men—they also

saved his tile.

Upon his recovery, Professor X invited Bishop

to join the team, an invitation he accepted with

great honor.

Today Bishop stands side-by-side with the heroes

former past. Even though hels now an X-iYlan, he

holds his lawman's ideals close and remains

committed to upholding the basic tenets of justice

while fulfilling his mission to protect and serve

the very people who hate all that he is.

INTELLIGENCE
s

jjgl a—*— e— —

*

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY
•—• •—*—9—•

ENERGY PROJECTION
—S 9—9 $ *

FIGHTING SKILLS
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CANNONBALL
G rowing up in West Virginia, Sam Guthrie was never

able to imagine what his future held. He knew he

wanted to take off to find a better life—but he never dreamed

bed do it in such a dramatic way.

Real Name:
Samuel Zachary Guthrie

First Appearance:
Marvel Graphic Novel #4

Height: G
1

Weight: 181 lbs

Eye Color; Blue-gray

Hair Color: Blond

Forced by circumstance to work in the dirty, dangerous coal

mines to help support his family, including his sister Paige

(Husk), Sam Guthrie did what lie could to help make ends

meet. But Sam was no ordinary coal miner—it took only one

day to change forevet who lie thought he was and what he

was capable of becoming.

One day, the mine collapsed, leaving Sam and his partner trapped. With an impending cave-

in and knowing that his time was running out, Sam experienced such stress trying to save

himself and his partner that lie triggered his latent mutant ability. Using his enormous

propulsive power, Sam blasted them out of the cave to safety.

Donald Pierce , a renegade member of the Hellfire Club , learned of Sams burgeoning

powers and located the young man* Using his cunning powers of manipulation, Pierce

coerced the naive teenager into leaving the firm and serving as one of his operatives.

Pierce almost immediately sent Sam into battle against Professor X and the New Mutants .

However, Sam refused to obey his handlers order to murder the young mutants, and in

retaliation Pierce tried to kill him. Professor X defeated Pierce and thus saved Sams life.

Professor X realized Sam had been misled and invited him to join the New Mutants.

Fighting alongside the New Muian ts
,
the wide-eyed boy f rom a small Wes t- Vi rgin ia town

blossomed into both a man and a hero. Under the tutelage of the teams one-rime leader,

Nathan Summers , Cannonball also developed sharp leadership abilities.

I

As he realized his leadership potential and

more carefully honed his pronounced mutant

powers, Cannonball received the ultimate

accolade from Professor X: an invitation to join

the X-Men. Cannonball, thrilled at the

oppo r ru n i ry to grad u a te to the fi ne s t te am o 1

mutant fighters assembled, seized upon the

chance.

POWERS/
WEAPONS

Art by Salvador Lavrova

Ability to generate

thermochemica]

energy and release it

from hts skin

* Flight

* Protective blasting

field

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROMOTION
* * * •

FIGHTING SKILLS

O < ft I — • *



CHAMBER
13

T hings seemed to be going great for British teen jonothon

Starsmore and his girlfriend, Lady Gayle Ldgerton. But their

good limes were ruined when Jonothon s mutant abilities

unexpcctedly crupted : An exp 1as ion of purc p s ionic energy

blasted from his torso, tearing a hole in his body and shattering

Lady Edgertons legs. The blast also destroyed the young man’s

mouth and voice box, so he can only speak telepathically.

The teenagcd Chamber rook comfort in Professor X s invitation

to attend his Xavier’s School for Gifted Youngsters at the school s

branch in the newly re-opened Massachusetts Academy As a

member of Generation X, Jonothon could learn to control his

abilities among other young mutants facing similar fates.

Real Name:
|
ono thon Evan Sra r.smn re

First Appearance:
GenerationX #1 (1 994)

Height: 5
f 9>'

Weight: 140 His

Eye Color: Brown

Hair Color: Reddish -

brawn

Chamber eagerly accepted, and met with a dubious welcome at the airport when template was

the first to greet him. Generation X stepped in to prevent Chambers certain doom. Narrowly

escaping Km plates deadly grips, Chamber returned with Generation X ro the Academy, joined

the team, and learned to control his burgeoning powers. Unfortunately he suffered something

of a setback after accidentally destroying the girls'

dormitory in a panic after being kissed by Husk.

In time, Generation X was disbanded, but not before

Chamber received the highest honor: Professor X asking

him to serve with the X-Men , It was an honor, however, he

only reluctantly accepted*

On a recent assignment for the X-Men, Chamber enrolled

in Empire State University's pro-murant program to

investigate the deaths of mutant students on campus in a

suspected bomb attack on a co-species organization called

Students for Tolerance. While on campus, Chamber

discovered the sad truth about the blast: I he mutant

boyfriend of Students far Tolerance s human leader, Gigi

Martin, accidentally caused the explosion and Gigi hoped

to use the accident as a means to martyr her dead friends,

thus furthering her organizations cause.

Though die mission was successful, its aftermath left an

indel ible inip rint on Chambe r. When Cyclop s ch o se him

to lead the next X-Men mission, Chamber turned him

down, opting instead for a life in the classroom. Chamber

chose to become a teaching assistant at Professor Xs school

and hoped he could learn more

about himself from the students

under his

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Projection of bio-blasts from his torso

* Limited telepathy

A rt by ('hris Bachido

tutelage.
INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION
» « • « # * *

FIGHTING SKILLS
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COLOSSUS
Jft man of both enormous size and heart, he was the mutant

i hat men feared and other mutants revered. At once a

tanner, an artist, and a gentleman* he was also a brute force in

battle. I l is name was Colossus. Never again will there be anorher.

Born Piorr **Peter* Rasputin in Lake Baikal, Siberia, Peter first

manifested his tremendous mutant ability in his adolescence.

Though he was content to help his fellow farmers with his

incredible strength and durability, another man needed him roo:

Professor X. Reaching out to Peter after his X-Men had been

captured by Knikoa, Professor X asked him to use his n4utant

strength and muscle to help other mutants in need* While he

preferred to stay on his collective farm with his parents and little

sister, lilyana (M agile), Peter reluctantly agreed to Mp Professor

X and left for the United States at once.

Having liberated the X-Men from their captivity, Peter decided

to stay in America with the learn. Young and idealistic, he believed he could make a difference

and help others like him live in peace with mankind. Bui Peter, a gentle man, would have to

face great adversity after his decision: I I is parents were slaughtered hy vicious mutants, his

brother Mikhail Rasputi n became his enemy, and in perhaps the worst blow of all, his beWed
sister lllyaiia succumbed m the deadly Legacy Virus, a disease rhar affects only mutants.

To Peter, all this was too much. He split from the X-Men and despair drove him to the

Acolytes, disciples of the mutant terrorist Magneto, But his stint there did not last long; a

change oi heart sent him back to the X-Men one last time.

1 he X-Men’s resident scientist. Beas t, developed a cure for the Legacy Virus. His cure, however,

was a double-edged sword, In order for it to work, the serum would need to lie administered to

a mutant host, causing his powers to flare, thereby spreading the cure into Barth’s atmosphere

and protecting all mutants—bur the host would perish in the process.

Real Name:
Pion- Peier

Nikfikievhch Rasputin

First Appearance:
Gifae-Siz? X-Mm *1

(1075)

Height: 6 6 (normally),

7'V (transformed)

Weight: 250 lbs

(normally), 500 lbs

(transformed)

Eye Color: Blue

(normally), silver

(transformed)

Hair Color: Black

POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Ability to transform

flesh into organic steel

Nearly defeated by his lifetime of loss, and desperate to stop the

disease Peter, widiour revealing his intentions to anyone, strode into

Beasts empty laboratory and injected himself with the formula. In

that one net, Peter rid rhe world of die Legacy Virus, ensuring the

disease would never take another mutant and leave others to grieve.

For this honor, Peter paid with his life.

At one time, Peter might have only been remembered

for his ability to transform his body tissue into an

organic, steel-like substance. But after his final selfless

act he was remembered as something even greater: a

hero to all mutanckind.

Art hy Leinil Francis Yu
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CYCLOPS
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H e lives for the dream. And he is willing lo die for it. Nor

one thing or person can stand in the way of Cyclops’s

steadfast belief in the one man who made all the difference in

the world to him: Professor X .

Real Name:
Scott Summers

First Appearance:
X-Men*\ (1 963)

Scott Summers holds the profound honor and privilege of

being the first mutant recruited to participate in Professor Xs
dream for the future. As the first member of the X-Men as

well as its dc facto leader, Scott remains the most dedicated to

ihe p li is u i l o 1 pcacefu 1 coex i s ten ce between man and m lltan t

.

Height: 6’f

Weight: 181 lbs

Eye Color: Red

Hair Color: Brown

4*

Cyclops's mutant ability manifests in the continual emission of force

beams from his eyes. Even the slightest glance without a ray-

shielding device could vaporize ail unsuspecting, innocent person.

While closing his eyes prevents the emission of rays, be cannot

choose to live his life as a blind man. In an effort to see while

keep i n g innocent people o ut of ha r rii s way, Cyclops dons his ever-

present r.uby quartz visor and glasses, which manage to keep the

destructive rays in check.

Cyclops knows the devastating power of his ability all too wclb In

his youth, his power erupted in a sudden blast that

destroyed a construction crane. As the crane's contents

plunged toward a crowd of terrified onlookers, a

quick- thinking Cyclops unleashed a second blast

front his eyes that obliterated the deadly debris

during its descent. While his actions were life-

saving, the cn rwd interpre tcd the d i. spiay w i th all rh

fear of Homo sapiens the world over: They formed an

angry lynch mob and chased the scared mutant.

Professor X rescued Cyclops from life on the run

and invited him to be the first X-Man.

It was an invitation Cycl

to accept. Having grown

after losing bis parents h

airplane accident and his

brother Alex (Havok)

lo foster parents,

Cyclops deeply

wanted to belong

to a real family.

The relationship

between Cyclops

and Pro lessor X
evolved from one ol

teacher and student to

One of father and son.

In addition to helping

Cyclops harness his optic

powers. Professor X led

his own sterling exam pi

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION
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*

FIGHTING SKILLS
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POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Optic force blasts

nly ioo ager

orup
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Art by Frank Outrely



CYCLOPS
and helped Scott become the exemplary man he is today.

Cyclops’s devotion and dedication to his Bather figure and

mentor is unwavering.

As the years passed, more X-Meti were recruited

and trained, including one who, aside tram

Professor X, would become the most important

person in Cyclops s life: Jean Grey, At first,

he believed his powers made it impossible

to be close to her. But with time,

Cyclops s tentative demeanor gave

way to the amazing power of

love—but things did not go

exactly as planned.

A cosmic entity known as the

Phoenix Force assumed Jeans

identity and took her place on

rhe team. When the Phoenix

force committed suicide to save

rhe world, Cyclops believed the

love of his life had died along

with it. Grief-stricken, he met and

married Madeline Pryor ( Goblin

Queen}— unaware she was a clone of

jean created by Mr. Sinister and

designed to dupe him. This union

produced their son, Nathan

Sum liters .

>ut lean was not dead, merely In

uspended animation. When

he emerged, Cyclops left his

rife and eagerly went back to

Lis true love. After Madelyne died, Scott married Jean. And while the marriage sometimes

offers from Scott S distant and distracted manner, it lias so far withstood the test of time.

Putting his personal life aside for the greater good of the team’s goals, Cyclops.5 detachment

often serves him and the other X-Mcn well. When Professor X steps away from his duties or

is in some way incapacitated, it is Scott’s cool head and stoic nature that help him serve as a

valuable interim leader of the team.

Today, Cyclops lives and works with the people he knows as his family and friends; the X-

Men. His desire to see Professor X’s dream realized is his primary focus, above the wishes ol

all others—including his wife Jean. It is because Cyclops knows that when the rime comes, it

is he who will succeed Professor X. A time that Cyclops hopes will not arrive too soon.

Art

by

John

Byrne
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n the world of celebrity* die right kind of disclosure can

enhance a career just as much as die wrong kind can kill

ir. Alison Blaire took her chances—and her disclosure led to

more than she had ever imagined. Even though she was

keenly aware of her ability to transform sound into light, the

last thing on Alisons mind as a teenager was using her

mutant ability to become a super hero. But no one thinks

about ones own destiny— it just shows up and happens.

Real Name:
Alison Blaire

First Appearance:
X-Men #130 (1980)

Height: 5 8
"

Weight: 135 lbs

Eye Color: Blue

Hair Color: Blonde

What she did consider was her singing career. Blessed with a

wonderful voice, a strong-willed Alison pursued her dream of %

being in show business* To promote herself and create her

unique stage persona, she summoned her mutant powers to

create specialized iigluing effects for her shows. Depending

on the song or the mood, she would conjure the

corresponding effect—anything from disconcerting cascades ol

color to hypnotic strobe effects and even soothing gentle glows.

Alison adopted the stage name the Dazzler.

Her audience never had any inkling that the light shows were

anything more than special effects generated by a combination

of elcc tric itv and tecb no 1og ica 1 i n ge n li i ty . But Alison knew th ey

were so much more and eventually chose to reveal herself as a

mutant instead of hide behind the lie. Bui her candid revelation of

her mutant abilities backfired, and Alison was blacklisted out of

die business. Her only recourse was to embrace her amazing

abilities and join forces with the X-Mem

Leaving behind her failed career in show business allowed her to

flourish in the mutant realm. Her association with the X-Men not

only let her capitalize on her already- powerful skills but also led

her to the love of her life* Longshot .

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

•—•—A—•— —t-

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Ability to generate light from sound

Ability ro manufacture holographic images

* Creation of protective force fields to deflect or

vapo rize oncoming o bj eets

Side- by-side with Longshot, Dazzler and the X-Men returned ro

Longshots home planer of Mojoworld to rid it of its merciless and

tyrannical ruler, Mojo * Once Mojo had been defeated, Longshot

opted to stay and rebuild the planet. Eventually Dazzler and

Longshot married.

Though content with who she is and what she has become, Dazzler

rejoined the X-Men temporarily ro help them rescue Professor X , who

was being held captive by Magneto . She is now in the process of

rebuilding the .singing career she dreamed of so

long ago*
INTELLIGENCE

»—e-

STRENGTH

SPEED

Art
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Studios



Real Name:
Unrevealed

First Appearance:
Uncanny X-Men //184

(1984)

Known by no other name but Forge, this intuitive mutant

inventor started out as a Cheyenne Indian and a dutiful

pupil ol Naze, his tribes shaman. As a result of his training,

Forge developed, considerable mystical powers along with liis

unusual talent for inventing mechanical devices.

Height: 6
r

Weight: 1 80 lbs

Eye Color: Brown

Hair Color: Black

INTELLIGENCE
*—•

—

STRENGTH

SPEED

FIGHTING SKILLS

i ^ > •—

POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Intuitive genius at inventing

Mystical abi lines

Called by his country to serve in Southeast Asia, Forge lost his

right hand and right leg during a 13-52 bombing. Sinking into

a suicidal depression, he tried unsuccessfully to kill himself.

During his recovery, he used his mutant skills to help him

design an artificial hand and leg lo replace those he lost. He
did not—and could not—summon his mystical skills for

assistance. Somewhere back in the jungles be fought in, he had

sworn to give diem up.

Back home, Forge became an inventor, and he picked up a Defense

Department contract to create advanced weaponry. Among his many
inventions was a neutralizer weapon that could eliminate the

superhuman abilities of any powerful being, Forge became enraged

when his untested neutralizer fell into the hands of government

operative Henry Gyrich , Using the device, the agent inadvertently

struck Storm, stripping her of all her powers. Guilty and dismayed,

Forge rook the stricken Storm to his home in Dallas, Texas, where

he nursed her back to health; the pair fell deeply in love. When
Storm found out that it was Forge's neutralizer that had taken away

her powers, she felt angry and betrayed and left him.

Desperate Lo give Storm her powers back and to regain her love and

trust, Forge destroyed all known versions of his- Original neutralizer

and invented another device that restored her powers. Forge joined

the X-Men and Storm to fight a critical battle. Back in his own
hometown, Forge and the X-Men fought rhe Adversary . During

the struggle, the X-Men learned why Forge had lefr his mystical

powers behind: During a secret mission in Southeast Asia, Forges

entire battalion was killed, in a fir of rage and desperation, he

used Ins shaman ic magic power ro call upon die spirits of the dead

soldiers to open up a dimensional portal, allowing them to return

to Earth and slaughter the enemies who had killed them.

Concerned about the consequences of his actions, Forge

ordered the fateful B-52 bombing run to close up the

portal in an attempt to destroy the spirits—a decision

that cost him bis hand and his leg.

Forge eventually signed on full rime with the

X-Men. Back at the Xavier Mansion , he

helped redesign the Danger Room and

completely revamped rhe Blackbird jet,

outfitting it with stealth technology and

a cloaking device.

A rt by Aaron Lop rest

l
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EMMA FROST

Emmas brains and beauty earned her acceptance into one of the planets

most dice organ izado ns, the Hdlfire Club . Members of this prestigious

and ultra-exclusive club include some of the worlds wealthiest and most

powerful people. But even among these elite men and women, Emma felt

like an intellectual superior. She decided to seize control oi the club and

became its new White Queen.

1 1mm a even piaced her mutan l recru Its at the M a ssach uset ts Acaden 1y i

n

peril, and her Hellions fought with the X-Mcn on numerous occasions.

But after a catastrophic battle that killed all of her I Id lions, nearly

claimed Emmas life and rendered her psychically incapacitated, her

schools reins were turned over to Pro lessor X and he added

the facility to his growing Xavier Institute. Not one to

cede control quietly Emma resumed her role at the

Academy once she regained her powers and set out to

train a new breed of young mutants called Generation X.

In a series of dramatic turns, she was forced ro disband

Generation X and close her Academy After the vast

genocide perpetrated in Genosha by Cassandra Nova

and the Sep tinels , Emma ultimately joined the X-Men,

seeing the team as the only alternative to a world in

which mutants are marginalized, persecuted, and

exterminated. Now, as part ol the X-Men and a teacher

at the Xavier Institute, Emma is content to fight

alongside her one-time adversaries to defend a world on

the brink of genetic war.

H eiress. Intellectual. CKarmen Seductress. Emma Frost is all

of the above. But its another word rhat haunts her: mutant.

As the middle child of an old-money Boston mercantile family

Emma became a majority stockholder of a mulrihillion-dollar

electronics and transportation conglomerate. Despite her young

age
j her my riad p ersonal charms ,

irina cc i n tc 11ec tuali$m , and the

secret use of her psionic powers led to her early rise to power,

and she was swiftly named chairwoman of the hoard and CEO
of Frost International. In addition to her amazing business

acumen, she pulled double duty as the chairwoman of the board*

of trustees oi the Massachusetts Academy a college preparatory

school for grades seven through 12.

Real Name;
Emma Frost

First Appearance:
Uncanny X-M.cn # 1 29

(1979)'

Height: A 10"

Weight: i 50 lbs

Eye Color: Blue

Hair Color: Blonde

POWERS/
WEAPONS
* 'Telepathy

4 Diamond-hard, nearly

indestructible sldn (cannot

access, her telepathic abilities

in this form)

INTELLIGENCE
9 a # 0

STRENGTH
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SPEED

DURABILITY A
ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

Art by Frank Qtdtely



GAMBIT
Real Name:

Remy LeRe&u

First Appearance:
Uncanny.X-Men #266

mm '

Height: 6'
I"

Weight: 1 83 lbs

Eye Color: Red

Hair Color: Brown

Mft cniy LcBeau s life had all the earmarks of a modern-day

mm. tragedy: Abandoned, orphaned, and forced into the streets,

he led a life built, on crime, shameful acts—and, finally,

redemption. Orphaned in infancy, Remy was stolen off a New
Orleans street by the members of the Thieves' Guild., whose

leader Jean-Luc LeReau eventually adopted the boy. As a member

of the legendary Guild, Remy with the help of his foster father,

grew up to become a master thief himself. This tough-as- nails

street kid also had one significant trademark: the mutant ability

to charge objects with kinetic energy generated by bis body.

As pan of a peace agreement with their rivals, the Assassins’

Guild, the Thieves’ Guild arranged a marriage between Remy and his childhood swee lheart

Belladonna . Rut Belladonnas brother Ju lien saw things differently. After the marriage, Jalien

challenged Remy to a duel and was severely wounded in the ensuing fight. In an effort to

prevent a Guild war, Remy left rown—and Belladonna—forever. He turned his back on the

only world he knew and ser our to ply his trade as a thief around the world.

Gambit came under the tutelage of Mr. Sinister and was duped into helping him organize a

team ol mutants called the Marauders , whom he then led into the Motlocks tunnels. The

Marauders systematically slaughtered the M orlocha-

in uch to Gambits horror. Abandoning

Sinister, Gambit met up with Storm ,

and helped her do battle with the

Shadow King . Impressed, Storm

sponsored his membership into the

X-Merj. Gambit saw Lhis as his chance

to atone for the Morlocks’ massacre—

a

secret sin he kept to himself until it

was unwittingly revealed: During his

one kiss with his great love Rogue,

her ability to absorb memories drew

our his deepest secret—and the

X-Men learned of Gambits hand in

the terrible murders. Gambit was filled

with shame, and the X-Men abandoned

him to his fate. After much self-

ex am i nation, Gambit tea 1 ized he had

found his calling among rhe X-Men*

Consumed by remorse, Gambit returned

and made his peace with the team.

POWERS/
WEAPONS

Art by Georges Jeanty

* Charges inanimate

objects, most frequently

playing cards, with

cxplmive Iy released

biokineric energy

* Master thief
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JEAN GREY
can Grey came to know death* literally—at quite a young

age. And that death would forever change her entire life.

When she was just ten years old, Jean saw her best friend

Annie Richardson get struck and killed by an automobile.

Touching her dying friend, Jeans emotions awakened her

latent telepathic powers and she experienced Armies dying

thoughts as if they were her own.

Real Name:
Jean Grey-Summers

First Appearance:
(1963)

Height: 5'8"

Weight: 143 lbs

Eye Color: Green

Hair Color: Red

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Telepathy

* Telekinesis

INTELLIGENCE
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SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS
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Jean was unable to cope and became deeply depressed. Her

parents sought out the help of Professor X ,
who treated the

mutant for the next several years. Professor X erected psychic-

shields for [cans mind so she wouldn't be

able to fully use her telepathic abilities

until she matured and had the ability to

control them. Professor X counseled

]eahs parents and asked them for

permission to enroll Jean as his first

student in bis Xaviers School for Gifted

Youngsters, a learning facility designed for

talented mutants such as Jean. Professor X

eventually inducted Jean into the newly

formed X-Men and gave her the code name

Marvel Girl

As a teenager, Jean fell deeply in love with Cyclops,

Years passed before either shy teen could admit their

true feelings to one another. And there was one deadly,

near fatal reason that almost kept them apart forever: the

Phoenix Force,

After a mission in outer space, Jean and __

the other X-Men were forced to flyback

to Earth during a powerful radiation

storm. Because the pilots cabin lacked

sufficient shielding, Jean insisted on flying the

craft, assuming that her powers would, protect

her. But her powers weren’t enough ol a shield.



Art by John Paul Leon

Succumbing to radiation poisoning, Jean was. touched by a cosmic being known as the

Phoenix horcc. 1 he entity duplicated Jeans body, her memories, her personality, and
absorbed some of her consciousness, I r then guided the plane to crash -land in Jamaica Bay,

near New York City, I he Phoenix Force placed the real Jean in a cocoon-like pod that came
to rest at the bottom of the bay.

Now free to roam the world in the guise of Jean , the Phoenix Force eventually became
corrupted by its limitless power—-but Jeans persona ultimately regained dominance and her

psyche caused the entity to sacrifice itsell to save the universe. Scott watched in horror as the

Phoenix Force committed suicide, thinking it was Jean herself who was dying. Months later,

after her pod bad been located, Jean broke free of the cocoon and released herself, running
straight into the arms of Scott, the man she loved.

Jean returned to the X-Men, and, after she rebuilt her relationship wr irh Cyclops, the two
finally married.

While she remains true to her marriage, Jean must forever conceal her feelings towards

another X-Men member, Wolverine . With Cyclops sometimes a distant partner, Jean sees in

Wolverine great animal passion and killer instincts that merely serve to mask a gentle soul.

When Cyclops is worlds away, either physically or emotionally, Wolverine stands by Jean in

the here and now. He shares her feelings, but, like Jean, chooses not to act on them to

preserve die best interests for everyone Involved. To the other X-Men, the unspoken
attraction between the two reads only as a deep and abiding friendship.

l.hesc days, Jean throws all her energy and devotion into her job as headmistress of the

Xavier Institute, teaching and mentoring troubled mutant teens to survive in a world that

hates and fears them.

\\



HAVOK
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A s a child, Alex Summers and his older brother Scott

(Cyclops) lost their parents in an airplane accident; the

children escaped in die planes sole parachute* Hospitalized with

injuries, Alex suffered traumatic amnesia after the accident,

flunking Ids parents dead, and with his brother in a coma* he

left die hospital within two weeks and was placed in an

orphanage. It would be years before he saw his brother again.

Real Name:
Ales antler Summers

First Appearance:
JCIMeM #54

( 190 )

Height:

Weight:

Eye Color:

Hair Color;

6
*

180 IW

Brown

Blornlit wasn't until his college years that Alex learned of his mutant

abilities. A professor ofarcheology named Ahmet Abdel (Living

Mpnpli tli)i a mutant him sc 1 f, had d 1^covered n psychic link *

between hi nisei I and the hoy. Abducting Alex to Egypt, Adbid found a way to take the ambient

cosmic radiation from Alex and allow his own body to attain its latent potential. When die

X-Men . including his brother Cyclops, came to his rescue, l lavoks powers manifested*

Working with the X Men, Havok learned to keep his powers in check* During this time* Havok

fell in love with teammate Polaris , But Havok, consumed by comparisons ro his revered brother,

longed to get out from under Scores shadow* After serving for a time as team leader of a

government-funded mutant strike force, Havok was

ripped from his own reality by an airplane

explosion and deposited on a dark, twisted alternate

Earth. There, he found himself allied with a team

of mutants who were sinister, parallel incarnations

ofhis friends and family. In a cataclysmic battle to

preserve the fabric of all reality* Havok rapped into

a well of raw power never again to be unleashed in

all the dimensions and destroyed his adversary But

the price of victory appeared to be death, as Alex's

soul was cast adrift in the void while his original,

physical body lay in a coma on his own Earth*

Havok was a comatose "John Doe patient at the

Rosy Manor Convalescent Hospital in upstate New
York when nurse Annie C hayikan tan recognized

him from a newspaper article about

Institute. A Fte r shc contucted the \

m

titu te,

came to collect his brother and returned

mansion—along with Annie* who had developed

in unrequited love for Alex and sought to continue

his rehab ill tadorn Havok was eventually brought

out of his coma rhanks to Annie s son Carter

Ghazikanian. himself a mutant, who managed to

reconnect Alexs

consciousness to his

POWERS/

* Solar-gcncratcd plazma

blasts

Art by Phillip listi
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HUSK
Real Name:

Paige Elisabeth Guthrie

First Appearance;
X-Force #32 (1 994)

Height: 57"

Weight: 1 28 lbs

Eye Color: Blue

Hair Color: Blonde

POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Skin manipulation

G rowing up poor on a West Virginia fami
,
Paige Guthrie

longed for another life, one filled with excitement and

adven ture . U n like so tnany o the rs? she go t exae tly wh at she

wished for. After the death of her father, Paige, like all of her

siblings, was forced to take oil the responsibilities of miming

the family farm. With her brother Sam fCannonball ) working

in the coal mines to help the family's income. Husk spent day

after day with her mother. Once Cannonball manifested his

mutant powers, he left the farm and eventually became a

member of the New Mutants. Husk was left behind and

worked with her mother to run the farm. Husk lived

vicariously through Cannonball; he would send home letters filled

to the brim with all the exciting and dangerous adventures he was

having at Xavier s school. Husk yearned to have the same kinds of

experiences, too. Before long, she got her wish.

At age 13, her superpowers manifested, but she kept them to herself

until her brother and his teammate Meltdown visited the farm.

Shortly after they arrived, a group of reckless mutants captured

Cannonball and Meltdown in an effort lo win a diabolical game

created by Gamesmaster . Using her new powers, Husk shed her

outer skin and her body morphed into the temporary guise of an

insect. In this new form, Husk challenged the Gamesmaster to a

contest with heavy stakes: the very lives of her brother and his

fellow mutants. Husk defeated the Gamesmaster in a contest of wits,

and Cannonball and the others were freed.

1

Husk returned to the farm only to be kidnapped by the Ph alanx ,

who wanted to experiment on mutants in order to learn how they

could be assimilated into their own masses. Joining other similarly

ahd llc ted yt >un g m u ta n ts
, Hus k a n d he r fc 1 1ow cap t ives we re re scued

ks to the combined efforts of Banshee . Jubilee , Emma Frost ,

and Sab ictooth .

After the rescue. Husk did nor return to the farm. Instead, she

and the youn g mum n ts bccamc th c fo und i ng membc rs of

Generation X . a new team of mutants enrolled in Xavier

3

School for Gifted Youngsters ai the institutes campus in the

newly re-opened Massaehuse t ts Acadenty

.

After many adventures with Generation X. including a brief

rela t i.on shi p with I cl 1ow teamma te Chamber
,
Husk le ft when

the Acadcmy clo sed and tikima tcly went lo wo rk fo r

X-Corpo

r

atio

n

, a global search -an d-resc ue unit for

oppressed mutants. In time, the form-changing Husk finally

“graduated” and joined the ranks of the X- Men .

The life Husk had always dreamed of while living on her

family’s farm is now rhe very life she lives, from a simple

farm girl to a powerful mutant, Husk knows no dream is

too b
ig to com e t ru e—i n clud i n g Professor X s d team o f

peaceful coexistence between man and mutan ;t,

Art by Km Asmniya
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N ormal. Thar's what Bobby Drake wanted. A normal life.

A normal town. A normal routine. But despite his best

efforts, he coir1dm always get what lie wanted.

Bobby was just an ordinary schoolboy growing tip in Long

Island, New York. But Ills hope for a similarly average adult

life ended abruptly during his teen years when he discovered

he possessed the mutant ability to control ice. His parents

knew the world would come ro hare and fear him if his

superpowers became apparent, and they encouraged Bobby to

keep his mutant skills bidden.

Real Name:
Robert Drake

First Appearance:
X-Men# 1 0963 )

Height: 58

Weight: 145 lbs

Eye Color: Brown

Hair Color: Brown

When Bobby was out with his girlfriend one day, a group of local

bullies appeared and began to assault them. Without hesitation.

Bobby summoned his lone line of defense against the main aggressor

and temporarily encased the voting chug in ice.

Ir didn’t take long for the small community to get wi nd of what the

mutant teen had done. Instead of rallying around the boy for his

swift thinking,, they formed a lynch mob and broke into rhe Drakes

home on a mission to stop the mutant. Bobby tried to contain the

moh as best he co tiki , bu L th elr sh ee r numbe r ovc rwhe lm ed hi m

.

Fortunately, die local sheriff took Bobby to the nearby jail- mostly

for the boy s own protection. POWERS/
WEAPONS

Dismayed by Bobby's treatment, Professor X sent Cyclo ps lo survey

die situation. Bur Bobby resisted Cyclops’s efforts to remove him

from the town. Outside the jail, the mob bad regrouped and

prepared to hang the two mutants inside. In an effort to save both

mutants, Professor X used his pslonic powers to halt the mob and

leir memories of rhe entire event. Grateful for escaping with

ms life, Bobby accepted Professor X’s invitation to join the

X-lVlcn and became their yo

i

i nges t membc r : Icc \n a n -

Iceman also bore another distinction as the team prankster.

Always quick to crack a clever joke, Iceman lends levity to

rhe team during the Limes when they need all the good

cheer they can get.

Despite his good sense of humor, Bobby suffers the

same pains of all mutants brought on by a lifetime

plagued by insecurity and discrimination. He

works hard to surmount these problems by

perfecting his mutant ability

Bobby h as come to grips

with both his destiny and

his true, heartfelt belief in

fulfilling the dream of

peaceful coex i s ten ce

between man and mutant.

Orglame ice control

Art by Kid Asamiya
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JUBILEE

Real Name:
Jubilation Lee

First Appearance:
Um'anny X-Men X244

( 1988
)

‘

H er life seemed extraordinarily goud-

extraordmanly bad.

-until it turned

Born to wealthy parents, Jubilation Lee was raised in tbe

exclusive, elegant confines of Beverly Hills, California*

Wanting for nothing., she received a first-class education and

grew into a talented gymnast. But any hope of a peaceful life

cam e to a d evastating end wh en he r pa ren ts were m u rd ered *

Beset with unexpected poverty in addition to her orphan

status, Jubilee became a ward of the state. Her tolerance for

those In authority was not just limited—it was nonexistent.

She fled her state-sponsored keepers and sought refuge in a Hollywood mall, where she

learned co survive on the spoils of petty theft. When mall security caught her, Jubilee

panicked. Her moment of crisis brought forth her mutant powers—powerful energy bursts-

which startled the police and allowed her to escape.

Height: 5V
Weight: 115 lbs

lye Color: Blue

Hair Color: Black

* Generation of

POWERS/
WEAPONS

explosive energy bursts

similar to fireworks,

varying in power and

intensity

Art by An Adams

Her lonely life ended when Storm , Rogue, Psylocke , and Daizler rescued her from capture

at the hands of a mutant hunter. Soon after, Jubilee joined forces with the X-Men , Although

initially reluctant to trust them—as she was with any other authority

figure—she learned how to be a team player and even signed on to

join Generation X, a team of younger mutant counterparts to the

X-Men,

For a lime, Jubilee paired with Wolverine , who had sponsored

her membership into the X-Men. While at first glimpse they

appeared to be an unlikely duo, Jubilee found a hither figure in

Wolverine and Wolverine counted on Jubilee to prevent him

from taking actions that he might one day regret*

Having gotten over her initial fears and

suspicions, jubilee now loves and trusts the

X-Men as she did rhe family she once had,

I ler explosive energy- bursts, sarcastic nature*

personality, and constant ability to

speak her mind help Jubilee cope with rhe

rask at band: making the world a better

place for peaceful coexistence between,

man and mutant*
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JUGGERNAUT
A s a jealous and spiteful young boy, the thuggish Gain

Marko took great pleasure in tormenting his stepbrother

Charles
(
Professor XX Forced by his fathers marriage to

Charles's mother to cohabit with the unwanted, sibling, Cain

grew more enraged by the day as it became evident his father

preferred Charles over him. The rage grew stronger with every

b 1ow Ca i n t<>ok from h is fa the r—hear i n gs b roughton as

punishment for his own actions against Charles. When Charles

unwittingly entered Cain's mind with his telepathic powers,

Cain saw th e i nvas ion as a delibera te personal assault

.

Cain was drafted into military service, and he wound up in the same

unit as Charles. When Cain deserted, Charles trailed him in a bid to

bring him back before court martial proceedings were ordered.

Following his stepbrother into a cave, Charles saw Cain pick up a

large ruby—a gem that would forever alter Cain's life. They had

entered the long-hidden temple of Cyttorak. And the ruby Cain had

discovered came with an ominous inscription: “Whosoever touches

this gem shall possess the power of Cyttorak. Henceforth, you who

read th ese words shal 1 become foreve rm o re a h uman
j
uggernau t .

”

Charles watched in horror as his stepbrother Cain became the

monstrous Juggernaut, gaining supernatural poweres and

invulnerabiliy But just as the transformation completed, the cave

collapsed around them. Charles escaped, bur Cain did not.

Real Name:
Cain Marko

First Appearance:
X-Men # 1.2 (.1965)

Height: 6 10

Weight: 9§f lbs

Eye Color: Blue

Hair Color: Red

POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Supernatural strength

* I tivulnerability

*
r

I elsepachy-b locking hel ro et

With great efficiency he dug his way out of the cave and made his

way back to America. Year after year, Juggernaut battled viciously

against the X-Mcii , fueled by his lifelong hatred of his stepbrother.

Though Juggernaut brought only vengeance and

chaos, Professor X always believed he could be

saved. When the powers of bis frequent

partner, Black Torn Cassidy , went out

of control, Juggernaut sought the

X-Mens aid. Tom unsuccessfully

attempted to kill Juggernaut, who

1are r aecep tcd Xav icr's o ffe r to

recuperate at the Xavier

Institute
. Juggernaut fought

alongside the X-Men in a

battle against Maximus
Lobo , and experienced

perhaps for the first lime

in his life a sense ol

camaraderie and

accomplishment. This

experience so

dramatically altered him

that he sought our his

s iepbro the i s approva

I

and asked to join the

team. Charles, who had

always waited for this day

gladly gave his blessing.

Art by Ron Garney
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LONGSHOT

Real Name:
Lon-gshoi

First Appearance:
Longshot $ 1 CH85)

Height:

Weight:
Eye Color:

Hair Color:

6
'

2
"

80 lbs

Blue

Blond

B Jl^hen I ongshot declared, to his owner Mojo what every

Wwr slave knows and nurtures in his heart, he had the means

and the power to make good on his word.

With die exception oF his th reeTi ngered , s i n gle-thumbcd hands

.

Longshot appears to he human. But he is not. He is actually an

artificially manufactured humanoid, specifically assembled to

serve as a slave to the ruling class known as the Spineless Ones.

Because Longsliot possesses a hollow bone structure, he weighs

only SO pounds. His litheness, along with his strengthened

mus cle ri s su

e

T gra n rs • h im su perhuman agil ity and re flexes .

*

i

Created by lEc genetic scientist Arize on Mojoworld, a planet in another dimension,

Longshot bravely resisted bis life as a slave and encouraged others sharing his "'birthright” to

do the same. Fortunately for Longshot, Arize gave him some help. Arize, torn between doing

his job and doing the right thing, had endowed Longshot and other engineered humanoids

with special abilities, hoping one day those abilities would aid them in an eventual slave

revolt against their masters. Arize had given Longsliot superhuman agility and the power to

alter probability in order to gain good luck.

It took time and patience, but Longshot s good luck would serve him well in rhe end.

POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Superhuman agility

* Power to alter

probability to give

himself good luck

Art by Art Adams

As Longs hots '"owner,’' Mojo exploited the handsome humanoids athletic prowess,

forcing him to be a stuntman in Mojoworlds increasingly bizarre film productions. But

Longshot broke free and fled to Earth, where he joined forces with the X-Men and

convinced them to help him conquer Mojo and the other

Spineless Ones.

Before returning to Mojoworld lq exact his retribution,

Longshot met and fell in love with the stunning X-Man
Puzzler, a singer also known as Alison Blaire.

Returning lq Mojoworld with the X-Men , Longshot

rallied the other slaves into a rebellion against Mojo.

I he battle came to its brutal and inevitable

conclusion when Longshot impaled Mojo on one

of his razor-sharp knives.

To the victor go the spoils: After his time on

Earth and brief affiliation with the X-Men,
Longshot married 1 Jazzier.
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NIGHTCRAWLER

S ave for his indigo fur, Kurt Wagner resembles every bit the

Western worlds idealized notion of the devil: a prehensile tail

that ends in a point, pointed ears, fanged teeth, three-fingered

hands, and two'toed feet. But lochs are deceiving.

A deeply religious man, Nightcrawlcr had a rough start in life.

When Bavarian villagers discovered his true mutant identity, they

tried to kill both him and his mother, Mystique . As the villagers

goL dangerously close, Mystique made a ruthless decision: She

chose to save her own life and tossed her infant over a waterfall As

luck would have it, Nightcrawlcr survived the fall, and a band led \

by a nearby gypsy queen, Margali Szardos , took him in and raised

him in a traveling circus.

Real Name:
Kurt Wagner

First Appearance:
'Gimt-Sim X-Men #1

( 1975 )

Height: >9"

Weight: 161 lbs

Eye Color: Yd low

Hair Color: Black

It was in Margalis traveling circus where Nightcrawler flourished. He became a gifted acrobat

and high -wire performer. While audiences cheered his stunts, they believed his appearance was

merely a costume covering a normal human form.

POWERS/WEAPONS
4 Teleportation

* Accomplished circus acrobat and aerialisr

4 Prehensile tail

4 Limited invisibility

4 Master fencer

His daring feats eventually caught the eye of a Texas millionaire who wanted to purchase the circus

with the hopes of making Nightcrawler a star in ail American freak show. Choosing escape over

exhibition, Nightcrawler fled the circus and ended up in Winzeldorf, Germany Mistaken by its

citizens as the perpetrator of a recent spate of murders, Nightcrawler faced imminent death when a

mob approached him with upraised stakes. A quick-

thinking Professor X interceded and psionically

paralyzed the mob, allowing Nightcrawler to escape

and join the X-Men ,

Th ese days, Nightcrawlers faith allows him to

believe that the X-Men arc fighting a winning

battle for universal acceptance of their kind—no

matter how high the odds are stacked against them.

INTELLIGENCE
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Art by Man Smith



NORTHSTAR

Aker some time spent; in a radical separatist group. Northstar came

to join forces with the Canadian governments super hero

program Alpha Flight. One of the other recruits stuck

out—a woman named Aurora who bore an astonishing

familial resemblance to Northstan The pair learned

they were in fact brother and sister, and had been

separated by fateful choices made by

North stars adoptive parents.

After Norchstar told the press he lived Ins life

as a gay man, the Canadian governmen r

dispatched an operative to pull him back from

the media limelight—not just because Northstar

had revealed his homosexuality, bui also because they

feared he was somehow involved in the murder of a journalist

who had previously threatened to olil him.

Northsrar was exonerated and eventually returned to Alpha

Flight, but he soon tired ol living life in the spotlight. He left

to write his autobiography Born Normal. At a book signing in

Philadelphia, Norrhstar was recruited by lea n Grey to join an

ad-hoc ream of X-Men to combat Magneto and his planned

all-out attack against mankind. At Professor X’s behest,

Northstar now teaches business and economics ar the

Xav icr Institute .

POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Flight

* Super-speed

* Light projection

Real Name;
Jean-Paul Bcauhier

Appearance;
X-Men #1 20 (197‘L

Height: 5
*

11
"

Weight; 175 lbs

Eye Color; Blue

Hair Color: Black

B y the age of six, jean -Paul Beau bier had lost bo tlx Iks birth

parents and his adoptive parents.. Forced into a foster

home, he struck out on his own and wound up in Quebec

City, where he met Raymonds Belmo rule. Bdmonde would

become h is mentor and guardian, helping him cope not only

with his emerging mutant powers but with his homosexuality

as well.

In his late teens, jean-Paul secretly used his powers to become

a world champion skier. He ultimately took home an Olympic

gold medal for Canada. His achievements on the ski dopes

also helped make him a wealthy young man. But Jean-Paul yearned

for better; as he grew older, he sought to use his powers more openly

and less selfishly.
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Art by Kia Asamiya
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Real Name:
I,orn;j Dam: (legal

name since adoption,

given name unrevealed)

First Appearance:
X-Afen #49 (1%E)

Height: 57
11

Weight: 138 lbs

Eye Color: Green

Hair Color: Green

O nly through a sinister plot did Lorna Dane learn she was

a mutant. Mesmero captured Lorna and placed her in a

machine tliaL activated her latent mutant power to control

magnetic forces. In the nick of time, Iceman found the captive

girl and freed her from her imprisonment.

Grateful for her release, Polaris teamed up with the X-Men and

entertained an attraction to Iceman—but it was Havok who
stole her heart. Using her skills to fight for peace between man

and mutant with the X-Men, Polaris worked sidc-by-sidc with

Havok. But the X-Men s enemies continued their efforts to seize

her magnetic powers , Growing tired of these threats to her

safety, she, along with Havok, eventually left the

X-Mcn to pursue graduate studies in geophysics.

Only months after finishing her degree, Polaris was

possessed by the psychic entity named Malice , who

forced her to battle Havok and to join the

Marauders in their quest to slaughter the Morlocks .

Once our from under Malices control, Polaris joined

! lavok on a government-funded mutant strike force.

After an extended period of time with the team,

Polaris ended her romantic relationship with Havok

and her professional relationship with the team.

Thinking she was doing a good deed, Polaris

traveled to Genosha with Magneto to supply him

with power and help him keep order over the

country he ruled. Her plan backfired when

Magneto launched a full-scale assault on the last

Genoshan town opposing his rule, Polaris

attempted to stop him, but she was unsuccessful

and left the island. Along with Quicksliver , Polaris

returned to covertly intercede in Magnetos

tyrannical rule. But she got caught up in

cata s ttop he w hen mutan t -h unting Senti nels , sc n t

to the island by Cassandra Nova, appeared and

tn urdc red more than lb million of its c it iztns .

While Polaris survived, she carried millions of

magnetic patterns within herself—including

recordings of the last moments of Genosha, and the

last words of Magneto himself. Professor X tried as

best as he could to exorcise

Polaris’s mind of the

magnetic demons. But she

rema i n s trauma tized , s 1 ow 1 v

heading towards insani ty.
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• Magnetic manipulation

Art by Kia Asamiya
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PROFESSOR X
H e is the man from whom the dream was born and rhe

man who leads the others in pursuit of it. The dream is

simple yet profound: that someday both man and mutant and

all of humanity will live in peaee together, setting aside fear

and prejudice for understanding and acceptance.

It is a dream worth pursuing—and one not yet fulfilled*

The son of nuclear researcher Brian Xavier and his wife

Sharon, Charles s superior telepathic abilities came to light

alter tragedy. After his fathers accidental death, his motheii

married Dr, Kurt Marko, a former colleague of Brian s, and both Kurt and his son Cain

(Juggernaut) moved into the family mansion* It didn't take long before Cain—a brutal,

mean-spirited boy—began to bully Charles. Mb punish his son, Kurt beat the boy. But

Charles had made a telepathic connection with Cain and, tillable to control his burgeoning

powers, Felt every blow Cain received as i( he were being hit himself.

A natural genius, Charles graduated high school at the age of 16 . He completed college in

only two years, and went on to do his graduate work at Oxford University

1 1 was a t Oxfo id that fellow student Moira MacTaggert c rt> ssed his path, A

f

re r spc n ding

Real Name:
( M aides Xtfvier

First Appearance:

( 1 963 )

Height: 6
'

Weight: \ 7% lbs

Eye Color: Blue

Hair Color: None

Art by A(him Kubert



many hours together passionately discussing genetic mutation, the

two fell deeply in love and decided to marry. But when Moiras

estranged husband, Joe Mac J. aggerty a lance corporal in die Royal

Marines, showed up and started to bully Charles, something in

Charles snapped. To prove that he wasn't the wimp Mac Tuggert

accused him of being, Charles enlisted in the military after his

Oxford graduation.

His efforts ultimately proved futile: Moira unexpectedly and

without explanation called off their engagement, Charles, in

turn, quit the military and set off to see the world. His first stop

was Cairo, Egypt, where he met and battled die criminal mutant

Amahl baton k, die Shadow King . His great victory led to his

grea ter cp ip han y. A fire r this encpunter Charles swore to devo re his

life to protecting humanity from misguided mutants hell “bent on

using their powers to dominate the world—and to protecting

innocent mutants from those in humanity who would

oppress them.

After Cairo, Guides headed lo Israel, where he befriended a

man named Magnus, later known as Magneto . Together,

Charles and Magneto battled terrorists and came to learn of each

others mutual mutant abilities. But that was where their paths

diverged: Charles vehemently believed in peaceful man and mutant

coexistence and Magneto did not. Instead, Magneto saw mutants.

Homo superior, as just another class of people primed for exploitation,

harassment, and ultimately annihilation by Homo sapiens. He believed

war with humanity was the only solution to the problem. The two

mutants not only parted philosophies; they eventually parted ways.

Art by Frank Quitely
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On his way back to the U,S,, Charles was crippled in an accident

—

but a brilliant mind cannot be broken by withered limbs and Charles

returned to his family s mansion in New York more resolved than ever

to realize Ids dream of peaceful coexistence between man and m utan t

.

He began by helping a traumatized 1 1 -year-old girl named Jean

(hey , a mutant with similar, though less heightened, telepathic

abilities. After succeeding with Jean, Charles—with help from his

forro e r fiancee Molra—opened Xavier s Schoo 1 for Gifted YoungsterS

and Jean became the first in a long line of equally gifted yet

misunderstood mutants he helped. In lime, he altered and redesigned the mansion to

accommodate all the mechan ism s and mc ihod s that we re n eeded to fuifiU 1 1 is drcam . He a) so

recruited five highly skilled mutants to form the XTvleiy assembled to fight for all of

human i tv under a veil of secrecy.

POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Telepathy

* Astral projection

Through his tireless efforts ro save and train young mutants. Professor X recruited dozens of

them into his school in the ensuing years. In addition, he is Constantly redefining and fine-

tuning his X-Mcn to meet the changing needs of an increasingly hostile World. Charles had

always received wide acclaim as an advocate for peaceful relations between man and mutant,

and as an expert authority on genetic mutation. But he operated in silence, closely guarding

his own mutant status and that of bis X-Mem That all changed when the malevolent

Cassandra Nova, inhabiting her brothers body, addressed a worldwide television audience

and broke the news about who Charles and the X-Men really were. In hindsight, Charles

realized she had done what he should have done. To this day, Charles Xavier is proud of who

he is and what he .stands for. He leads by example—a man guided by high principles and an

unwavering focus upon peace for all.
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PSYLOCKE
Real Name:

Elis&beth Braddock

First Appearance:
Captain Britain £8(1 976)

Height:

Weight:
Eye Color:

Hair Color

511
"

165 lbs

Blue

Black, dyed

purple

B Jjfhile her twin brother Brian became Captain Britain .

IfIF Betsy Braddock took a different route* By day

photographers shot her for the covers of the world s most popular

fashion magazines, and she did runway shows from Milan to

New York. By night, she used her psychic powers to live otic her

secret life of serving her homeland as a special agent.

When Brian stepped down as Captain Britain, Betsy was

persuaded to take up the mantle, Bui Betsy s career as England’s

preeminent costumed champion came to an untimely end when

one of her brothers foes savagely beat her until she was blmd and

near death. Realizing that her telepathic abilities compensated for

her lack of sight, Betsy traveled to Switzerland to recuperate* But Mojo abducted her there and

ourfitted her with artificial, camera-] ike eyes in an attempt to beam what she saw into the homes

of die citizens of Mo joworld* Ultimately, Professor X ’s New Mutants rescued her and short-

c i rcu i red Mo j os p rogram m i ng wh i Ie p res ervi ng he r ab i I ity to see . Psy 1oeke jo i iied up w ith the

X-Men but faced a new peril when the villainous Mandarin and Spiral captured her and

transplanted her psyche into the body of the Ninja assassin Revanche* Likewise, Revanches soul

came to dwell in Psyloekes form. When the assassin succumbed to the Legacy Virus, Psvlocke

became trapped forever in her new form.

Ultimately Psvlocke left Xavier s mansion with a small strike force of fellow X-Men in search of

Destiny’s diaries, which contained Lire map ofhuman history for the next thousand years. While

in Spain, most of the team was captured and trapped within a maze. Psvlocke, Beast and Rogue

found themselves in the headquarters’ control

center. Separated from their teammates* they

Battled Vargas. Betsy engaged her

opponent in a duel to the death; she lost*

dying when Vargas speared his sword

through her abdomen. Psyloekes

sudden demise left her teammates to

balance die scales and complete the

quest for the missing diaries*

]Uvlocke wi 1 1 fo rever be

remembered as a fierce fighter

and a powe r fi j I inu ran t who

wanted nothing more than to strive

for peace between man and mutant.

POWERS/
WEAPONS

Telepathy

* Mind bolts

• Psion ic ability that

allows for the creation

o f a ' psychic knife”
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ROGUE

Shortly afterwards. Mystique, another mutant,

found the young Rogue. Rogue agreed to leave with

rhe shape-shifting mutant only after Mystique

appealed to Rogues outsider status by

revealing her true bluish form. Mystique

raised Rogue as her foster daughter

and rhe two became very close.

But Mystique had Other ideas for her

adopted next of kin, including

inducting the girl into her terrorist

organization, the Brotherhood of

Evil Mutants . In the Brotherhood,

Rogue participated in jail breaks,

assassination attempts, and

superhuman brawls. During a pivotal

battle against the super hero Ms. Marvel,

she permanently absorbed the woman's

power of flight, superhuman strength, near-

invulnerability, and—much to Rogue's dismay—Ms. Marvel's psyche. Her

mind became a war zone of competing thoughts and memories as she

struggled to maintain her own identity alongside that of Ms, Marvel.

POWERS/
WEAPONS

Art by Jim l ee

* Ah i 1 1 ty /mcmo ry absorptio

n

through physical contact

* Invulnerability

* Superhuman srrength

* Flight

A first kiss is long remembered for its sweetness, a fond

reminder of a more innocent time. But for Rogue, her

first kiss will forever be remembered as the first sign of her

extraordinary gift—and curse.

Rogue recalls growing up along the banks of the Mississippi

River in the Deep South, but remembers little else. In her

adolescence, she and her boyfriend, Cody Robbins, snuck away

to steal a kiss. As their lips touched, Rogue momentarily

assumed Cody’s memories and became him, with his thoughts

and realities competing against her very own for dominance in
4

her mind. With Cody in a coma from the experience, and her

own mind unable to process what had just occurred, Rogue

panicked and ran—a pattern she d find herself repeating many

times in her young life. Desperate to keep her real name a

secret, she dubbed herself
11

Rogue* and vowed to live her

life as a hermit. By doing so, she believed she could

keep her mutant ability in check; by never touching

anyone again, she could never risk injuring herself or

another person again.

Real Nome;
Lrnrevelled

First Appearance:
Avengm Annual #10

(mi)

Height: 5"8"

Weight: 142 lbs

Eye Color: Green

Hair Color: Brown, with

a white
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ROGUE
Rogue's powers grew increasingly our of control. Desperate, she had but one option: turn to

Professor X for help. Breaking free of the Brother!loo cl meant betraying her foster mother

for Mystiques adversary Professor X, but to Rogue, it was the only way she could make her

life at all worth living.

Professor X decided rhe best way to help her manage her ability—and to use it for the

greater benefit of humankind—was to let her join rhe X-Men . However, not all the X-Men
thought the idea of fighting alongside a recent enemy held much merit. Professor X. stepped

into the fray and explained to the skeptical X-Men that only they could help her achieve her

potential for using her abilities for good and not evil. Helping her own cause, Rogue

displayed genuine sincerity in her commitment to turn her life around; eventually die 6ther

X-Men came to embrace her as truly one. of their own.

I

I

And one X-Man, Gambit, embraced something more: her heart.

Gambit and Rogue fell deeply in love * The only thing that stood between them were her

powers. Forced to wear a costume that keeps nearly all of her skin covered to prevent

unwanted skin-to-skin contact, Rogue can never even touch the one she loves out of fear her

absorption powers will have devastating effects. She learned this lesson when, in a. moment
of weakness* she first kissed Gambit and absorbed a memory he had never wished to be

known: his unwitting participation in the deaths of countless

scores of Moriocks .

But their love is strong and deep,

and Rogue continues to

struggle with the physical

and emotional conflicts

surrounding her

absorption powers* While

she does use her abilities

to perform critical tasks

that benefit the cause ,
she

still bat tles wi l li ad
j
usring

her life around them.

Despite her own personal

crises, Rogue always

capable of profound

compassion and deep

commitment to

Professor X s d ream .

Whatever she can

contribute she will,

knowing that no

contribution is too small

when the future of all

species is on the line*

Art by Rodolfo Mig/iari
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r his beautiful fighter and spy often relics on something far

more important than brawn: the power of her beautiful

mind. From computing to healing. Sages brain is the

ultimate source of power in times of need.

Known only as Tessa, she came to the X-Mansion in secret

when Professor X recruited the first team of X-Men . No one

but Professor X knew of Tessas presence; it was his intention

to use her as a sp>y.

Real Name:
Tessa (full name

un revealed)

First Appearance:
X-Men ft 132 .(1:980)

Height: 57"

Weight: 135 lbs

Eye Color: Blue

Hair Color: Black

On her first mission, Tessa infiltrated the Hellfire Club ro

gain the trust of its .leader, Sebastian Shaw . Shaw took a

shine to the young woman, and for years, lessa advised and counseled him in all

aspects of his shady business- all the while gathering information to report back to

Professor X* Shaw never once suspected her and gratefully relied on her tor her

uncanny ability to function as a. living computer.

After years of seemingly loyal service to Shaw, lessa left the employ of the hi ell tire

Club and worked for the X-Mem acting as a member oi the teams supporr

crew. Later, Tessa left Xaviers mansion with a small strike force of fellow

X-Men in search of Destin y's diaries, which mapped out human

history for the next thousand years. Dubbed ''Sage by Storm ,

Tessa proved instrumental in saving the life of Beast after he was

injured in an encounter with Vargas, She revealed a previously

unseen mutant ability, advancing Beasts evolution to its next

stage, which healed him of his injuries and activated his

latent secondary mutation.

But her former employer would come calling

one more time. After uncovering Sage's

deception, an enraged Shaw allied himself with

Lady Mastermind to exact revenge on his former

assistant. Lady Mastermind trapped Sage in a convincing

illusion, making her believe that she was once again Shaw's

assistant back In the Hell fire Club. Sage was freed by Lifeguard

and returned the favor by catalyzing Lifeguards brother

Slipstreams latent mutant power.

What she sees, she remembers; what she remembers can be

in an instant, with perfect clarity. Yet she still remains an enigma.

Her team mates know little of hen yet she seems to know everyth i

about them.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Telepathy

* Ability to record and analyze vast

•amounts of data, and recall specific

information with incredible speed and

accuracy

* Projection of astral form

* Manipulation ot mutagenic fields

Ability to catalyze latent mutant abilities

INTELLIGENCE
3—.*-

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY
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»
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ENERGY PROJECTION
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*

FIGHTING SKILLS

Art

by

Salvador

Larroca



SHADOWCAT
Real Name;

Katherine .Pryde

First Appearance;

( 1980 )

Height; 5‘6"

Weight: 132

1

%
Eye Color: Hazel

Hair Color: Brown

F or any normal 1 3-year-old, a headache could simply be the

physical manifestation of die daily stresses of life. But for

Kitty Pryde,. a simple headache turned out to be so much more.

In her suburban bedroom in Deerfield, Illinois, Kitty closed

her eyes briefly to find some respite from the troubling,

intense headaches she'd been suffering. Upon opening her eyes,

she found herself not in her bed, but on the living room floor

directly below it* This was the first time Kitty Pryde passed

through a solid object. It would not be her last.

The headaches Kitty had been having were no ordinary headaches—they were the first sign

of her emerging mutant abilities. And very powerful people knew about them. Courted by
both Professor X and Emma Frost to join rheir very d [ ffe ren t academ i es fo r m utan ts

, K i 1 1y
took an immediate dislike for Emma and chose to go with Professor X.

Unused to rejection, Emma kidnapped Kitty's visitors and Kitty

participated in a light to rescue them. Her achievement did not

go unnoticed, and she soon joined the ranks of the X-Men as

Shadowcat.

Despite her young age, Shadewear stayed on with the X-Men
even though Professor X organized rhe New Mutants , who were

closer to her own age. 1 hro ugh the X-Men, Shadowear experienced

a world vastly different than the one she had known: She

traded suburban comfort for battles in outer space and

experienced her first love not in the hallways of high

school, but surrounded by the walls of the Danger Room.

bile she is content ro spend time with her loyal

companion, the dragon Lockheed , Shadoweat has

maintained tight relationships with other mutants as

well, including Wolverine, who served for a time as

her mentor, and her great love, Colossus, who
wound up sac r i ficing h im s

e

l f fo r Professo r X s

dream. Numb and disillusioned after Colossus s

death, Shadowcat left the X-Men to find new
ways to live put Professor Xs vision. Today, a

student at the University of Chicago, she

makes her own effort to fight for the dream

in which she still believes: peace.

Art by Leinil Francis
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POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Ability ro slide dirough

solid objects

* Walk on air

* Disrupt inner workings of

electrical devices



STACY X
S he is a woman with a past* She has made choices no woman

should ever have to make—yet so many tragically must. But

now she has one shot at redemption with rhe X-Men.

Alone and on the run from her past, Stacy X had nowhere to

turn. With no job skills, a volatile personality, and no money to

support herself, she had to take the route so many other girls in

the same situation had taken to survive: prostitution. Using her

mutant abilities to her benefit, Stacy walked the streets and

earned her living. Eventually, Stacy was scouted by Madame

Drache of the X-Ranch, a mutant brothel located in Nevada* If

only to have a safe, stable place to live, Stacy agreed to go.

Rea! Name:
L’n revealed.

First Appearance:
linennny. X-Men #399

(2001
)"

Height: 5'\I"

Weight: 160 lbs

Eye Color: Green

Hair Color: Black

But Stacy s safe place to live didn't stay safe for long. The congregants and leaders of the

mutant-hating Church of Humanity attacked the mutant brothel and burned h to the

ground. The X-Men arrived and rescued Stacy, but no one else survived. Stacy, having no

other options, reluctantly agreed to join the X-Men and use her mutant abilities in ways she

had never entertained.

Stacy would have to confront the Church members who so eagerly sought her demise. During

one of her first missions with the X-Men, Stacy was accidentally teleported by a member ol

the Church to the Church’s cathedral headquarters, Stacy's interrogation by the Supreme

Pontiff, however, was cut short by the X-Men who arrived and rescued her before any harm

could be done.

* Pheromone control

* Snakelike skin

Despite occasional infighting with her teammates, Stacy

s

afifi 1 i ation wi th the X-Men h as p rc>ven to be no th i n g sb o rt

of life-affirming. Instead of using her mutant pheromones

to ply an illicit trade, Stacy now makes practical use of

them, allowing the X-Men to gain ground on those who

would do harm. With the X-Men, Stacy walks the path to

redemption after heading down a

road leading straight to nowhere

for so long.

speed

projection

FIGHTING SKILLS

POWERS/
WEAPONS

While Stacy s brash personality often nibbed the team the wrong way,

the X-M en cou I dn t deny her p ivo t a 1 ro 1 e i n their defea t of Van isher,

the head of a drug cartel that peddled a drug, granting short- term

mutant abilities. Stacy used her powers to distract Vanisher for

several days, allowing Archangel enough time to use his significant

financial resources to shut down die cartel. Stacy’s transformation

from streetwalker to super hero came full circle when she played a key

role in the X- Men's victory over Black Tom Cassidy. Using her mutant

pheromones, Stacy stopped Cassidy from draining the X-Men s vital

bodily fluids, which he was using to nourish himself



Art

hy

Chris

Bachalo

STORM

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY
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ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

commands nature—but. by her very mutant nature, defies

ft at the same time.

Born to N’Da re, a princess of an African tribe, young Ororo bore

all the physical trademarks of the long line of African priestesses

before her: white hair and blue eyes. When she was only six

months old, her mother and photojournalist father relocated from

Manhattan to Cairo, Egypt.

Five years after the Mu nroes’ arrival, Cairo transformed into a

hotbed of conflict* A terrorist bomb exploded in their home*

killing Ororo s mother and father. Terrified

but still alive, Ororo was

trapped under tons of

rubble, right next rn her

mother’s lifeless body.

This traumatic

experience

scarred Ororo

in many ways*

and contributed to

lifelong battle

claustrophobia.

now an

orphan, wandered
* Weather control

• Flight

Real Name:
Ororo Manme

First Appearance:
GUmt-Sizc X-Moi = 1

U.275)

Height: 5
H

1

1

"

Weight: 1 59 lbs

Eye Color: Hlue

Hair Color: White

POWERS/
WEAPONS



the streets and came under the care of a master thief, Achtned d-Gibar. EI-Gibar offered rhe

young girl more than a hot meal and safe place to stay—he offered her a trade, and Ororo

quickly became the best pickpocket and thief in all of Cairo*

Yearning for her true homeland, Ororo ended her life of crime at age 1 2 and left the city

Traveling hy foot, she crossed the Sahara Desert alone, bound for her ancestral home on the

Scrcngeri Plain,

In the shadow of Mount Kilimanjaro, Ororo carefully honed her ability to manipulate the

weather. So adept had she become that she aided the local tribes, ensuring they suffered

neither drought nor floods. With harvests plentiful the locals worshipped Ororo as the

Storm Goddess*

Knowing of her weather-altering abilities with the peoples of the Plain, Professor X appealed

to Ororo to help rescue the X-Men , who were trapped on the mutant island of Krakoa . She

agreed and quire ably assisted the X-Men in

their time of need*

Once her mission had been completed,

Professor X asked her to join the second

generation of the X-Men. Ororo, sensing she

could use her powers on a much broader scale

and reach many more people in need, accepted

his kind offer.

Storm’s power over the weather is dictated by

her emotions. Annoyed, she causes storm

clouds to gather; angry, she can summon winds

that carry her high in rhe sky where she

commands thunder m rumble and lightning

bolts to crackle. But these episodes of fury belie

her true nature—a peaceful woman content to

surround herself with the beauty of nature.

3 lated and feared for her strange and

frigh ten ing ab i li l it s—ra (her rh a n revered as she

had been in Africa—Storm has stood fast with

the X- Men in their attempts to promote

peaceful coexistence between man and mutant.

Except for brief periods away from the team,

she has remained a member, and they have

stuck by her even during the temporary loss of

her mutant abilities.

A powerful presence among the X-Men* Storm

bears responsibility for the safety of those she

leads and is deeply loyal to her friends and

teammates. As one with the Earth, Storm truly

understands the sanctity of life and feels a

strong obligation to help preserve Life in all its

forms—man or mutant, plant or animal good

or evil.

Art by Rodolfo Mrgliari
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NATHAN SUMMERS
Real Name:

N r h an Ohris Lopher

Summers

First Appearance:
Unamny X-Men $29 I

(1986)

Height:

Weight:
Eye Color:

Hair Color:

6
f8"

350 lbs

Blue

White

it from taking its roll

robotic appearance,

wrhen an incurable techno-organic virus threatened his

young life, Nathans father, Cyclops , made a difficult

decision and sent his child 2,000 years into the future—

a

future ravaged by the ongoing genetic war between man and

mutant. There, Nathan could learn to manage the virus with

help from the Askani, a tribe of mutants who taught and lived

by a practical belief system that focused on the psyche as a way

to bring about inner peace. In the postapocalyptic landscape of

the future, the Askani tutored Nathan in their spiritual and

martial disciplines and naught him to use bis telekinetic powers

to fight the aggressive virus running rampant through l&s

body Nathan was a success in ail of his Askani studies, save

one: Despite controlling the virus, he could not entirely keep

and when he reached his teens, hail ol his body took on a metallic.

The Askani felt strongly that Nathan was predestined to save the world from the coming

genetic war—and die reign of Apocalypse . Their philosophies compelled Nathan to come to

terms with his destiny, no matter how daunting it seemed. Upon reaching maturity, Nathan

returned to the present to fight for the future.

Nathan fought in mercenary and intelligence groups and learned to be a master soldier.

Ultimately, he left that life behind and chose to fight for the same goals espoused by

Professor X and the X-Men . which included his father Cyclops and stepmother, Jean Grey ,

Nathan soon formed a team comprised of Professor Xs former students, a proactive strike

force that exacted retribution on anyone who might threaten to persecute mutantkind. Such

activity contradicted the X-Men s philosophy of responding to outbreaks of violence rather

than prevention of hostility. Ultimately, Nathan and Professor X could not mend the chasm

in their ideologies and so parted ways.

Although he has ended the threat of Apocalypse, Nathan firmly

believes that the war between Homo superior and Homo sapiens

is very much a thing of the present—and that only he lias the

wherewithal to stop ir. All over the globe, Nathan intercedes

in the gravest of struggles: terrorist attacks, ethnic cleansing,

and the oppression enforced on minorities by tyrannical

dictatorships* Not one to impose his will on

others, th e man now known as So 1d i e r X
sows the seeds of peace wherever he visits,

hoping the Askani philosophy in which he

so fervently believes will one day save the

world from itself..

POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Telepathy

* Telekinesis

* Rxrremely proficient

with any number of

conven tioniil wcapons

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY
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FIGHTING SKILLS

Art by Igor Kordey
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SUNFIRE

A merica murdered his mother, he believed. And America

would have to pay. Bui this fierce nationalist also came to

believe something eke: that differences must be set aside in order

to avoid any war—including die one between man and mutant.

Real Name:
Shiro Yoshida

First Appearance:
X*Men #64 (1970)

1 le was born Shi ro Yoshida, the son of a woman severely and

irrevocably affected by the devastation wrought when the

United States dropped an atomic bomb on Hiroshima during

World War IL After his mother died giving birth to him, Shiro

was left in the care of his fiercely anti-American unde Tomo in

order for ShiroV father to continue his work as one of Japans *

greatest statesmen. As Shiros father worked to improve relations between japan and America,

his uncle do trio diligently instructed Shiro in anti-Americanism. Shiro came to know

Americans as his mothers murderers, and was willing to avenge her death at any cost.

Height: 5-3.fi*

Weight: 175 lbs

Eye Color: Dark brown

Hair Color: Black

At his uncles urging, Sunf! re traveled m the United Stares to destroy the Capitol Building in

Washington, D.C. 1 !is father was present and attempted to persuade Sunfire out of

completing his terrorist act -but as Sun file listened to Ins fathers reasoning, his uncle lomo

arrived and killed Shim's father. Furious, Sunfire killed his unde in retaliation and returned

to Japan.

POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Ionization of m surer into a fiery

plasma state, capable of

reaching 1,000,000 degrees

Fahrenheit

* Flight

Proclaiming hiimcii Japan's protector, Sunfire soon found some common ground

with American super heroes; while his ami -Americanism considerably lessened

over the years, his nationalist pride remained strong. Professor X took notice

and invited Sunfire to join the X -Men—but after a single mission with rhe

team, Sunfire resigned due to his unwillingness to leave japan, his preference

for operating solo, and his lack of ambition to act as a full-time costumed

adventurer. Sunfire still remains a steadfast ally of the X Men and aids

them on numerous occasions. Sunfire also uses his powers on special

missions for the Japanese government.

Sunfire recently accepted an oiler from Professor X to join

the global mutant searcb-and- reset re operation

the X-Co rponi t ion , based i n i rs M 1

1

m ba i , I ndia

branch.

Working with Professor X. Sunfire now balances

his allegiance to his beloved home country

Japan with his allegiance to serve the best

interests of man and mutant throughout the

world.
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Art by Abin Davis



THUNDERBIRD 1/

* Ability r<> convert

ambient heat energy

into super-heated

plasma

* Concessive force blasts

from his hands

* blight

Art by Kevin Sharpe

POWERS/
WEAPONS

Real Name:
Neal Shurra

First Appearance:
Hw! loa (2000)

N eal Shan a knows all about loss. He lost his brother. He lost

Ins lovers. But lie'll never lose sight of one thing: winning
the war against muuim discrimination and prejudice at the hands

of humankind,

Born into a wealthy family in Bangladesh, Neal led a carefree life

until he returned home one day ro find his brother San jit

missing. While Neals father dispatched a police detective named
Karima to find his son, Neat struck out on his own search.

Before long, trouble arose and Karima had to rescue Neal.

Together, the pair pushed forward in hopes of finding Safijir;

after awhile, the two found something else: love.

Height:

Weight:

Eye Color:

Hair Color

5T
165 lbs

Brown

Black

But their love could not save them from capture at the hands of Bastion s cyborg Sentinels -

one of whom turned out to be Sanjir. As Bastion tried to turn Neal into another of his

Sentinels, the stress manifested Neal s latent mutant abilities and lie destroyed Bastions base in

short order. Sanjir overcame his Sentinel programming long enough to disable the other

Sentinels, but was fatally wounded in die ensuing melee, Neal attempted to escape with Karima,
bur discovered she had already become a cyborg Sentinel. Neal fled alone.

Upon his return home, Neals parents learned of his mutant abilities. Knowing of the

discrimination he might suffer in Bangladesh , they suggested that he meet with their old friend,

Moira MacTagggrt. 1 h rough Dr, MacTaggeiT, Neal met Professor X and was asked ro join the

XrMcn . He gratefully accepted.

After he allowed time rn heal Ins pain,

Neal began to utke tentative steps towards

a relationship with Lifeguard . Together,

the pair decided lq leave the X-Mcn,

dedicating themselves to the search for her

missing brother, Slipstream ,

As part of the X-Men, Thunderbird helped

with the search lor Dost uiy
;

s diaries,

purported lo map out the history of

humans and mutants for the next

thousand years. He also formed a romantic

rcla tion sli ip wi tb h is teamma to Psvlocke .

But the relationship was doomed: Bsyloeke

died ar the hands of Vargas , and

Thunderbird took the loss hard.
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WOLVERINE
45

l

POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Animal-keen senses

Accelerated healing

factor

* Adam&miurn-laced

skeleton

* Retractable

adamanrium daws

Real Name:
Born James Hewlett,

currentR known as

Logan

First Appearance:
hnrrdlUc Hulk 0 1 80

(1974)

Height: 5'3"

Weight: IPS ll>s

Eye Color: Brown

Hair Color: Black

Small in stature yet

ferocious in battle,

Wt j 1veri i\cs grea tes t enemy
might just be himself

Having taken many years

to tame his overwhelming

impulses to kill. Wolverine

knows that even the

slightest lapse in control

could easily allow him to

slip into a berserk rage.

In the 19rh century, John

and Elizabeth Hewlett welcomed their second son, James,

into their privileged family But having privilege never

entitled young James to an easy life. His mother withdrew

and became distant after the untimely death of her first child.

And lames—a sickly, asthmatic child— relied more and more

on the companionship of his friend and tutor, the redheaded

Rose, and "Dug,” the son of the cruel groundskeeper Thomas
Logan, to help him through his childhood and give him the

and attention he so desperately wanted from his emotionally

absent mother.

But James's good rimes with his companions did not last.

During a struggle ar the l lowlett home, Thomas Logan,

with his son by his side, killed James s father. A terrified

James witnessed the event and even before it had time to

sink in, another trauma emerged: bony claws suddenly

protruded from the back of each of his hands. Confused by

what was happening to him, James lashed out; in the

ensuing panic, he inadvertently killed Thomas and slashed

Dog’s face, hi i /.a belli, while unharmed by the violence

surrounding her. could not cope with what she had

witnessed and killed herself soon after.

Turned out of his home by a grandfather who feared

what he had become, James suffered a complete

breakdown. While bis mutant abilities helped heal his

mind, they also blocked all memories of the terrible

events that had just occurred. Authorities blamed

Rose and Janies for the murders, and Rose ran

Art by Estul Ribic
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WOLVERINE
away with James to a British Columbia milling colony She renamed the boy “Logan” to

disguise his true identity

At the mining camp, Logan concealed more than just his identity—he also concealed his

growing love for Rose. He began to spend time with the wolves in the wild, convinced in his

heart he had more in common with them than with people. The locals nicknamed him
Wolverine after his remarkable tenacity in refusing to back away from all of the bullying he

took. Day by day, Wolverine worked on his strength and built up his ferocity—qualities

which would later serve him well.

His time at the mining colony ended when Dog tracked him down. Finally remembering the

night of his father s death, Wolverine viciously fought Dog, But during the battle, Wolverine

accidentally impaled Ins beloved Rose on his claws, killing lien Haunted by the deed, he ran

into the woods and disappeared for many years. After his disappearance, rhe legend of
Wolverine was born.

For years he traveled the world, even stopping in Japan for a length of time, where he trained

as a samurai. Along the way his mind again healed itself, helping him forget his tragedies

while combating the effects of the aging process, Ibday, though more than a century old,

Wolverine resembles a man in the prime of his life.

In the late 20th century the CIA, working through the Canadian government,

lorced Wolverine to participate in a diabolical experiment called Weapon X
in which scientists grafted the indestructible metal adam antium to his

skeleton and claws. Even worse, they implanted memory devices that

shaped a new, convoluted past—one more suitable to their needs than his,

of their experiments, Wolverine can no longer separate fact from

and knows little oi his own true past other than it was filled with

pain and loss*

While Wolverine worked as an operative lor the

government, Professor X asked him to join the X-Men,
Wolverine agreed to join Professor X—partly because be

truly believed in Professor X is vision, and partly because he

was a 1 1rac ted to thc beauiiful, yer a 1 ready a 1 1ached red h ead

lean Gre v,

Serving with the X-Men has given Wolverine what he had

missing for so long: a. cause worth fighting for. Still

somewh at unpredicrab 1e in ba t tie and pmn e to a

n

occasional berserk rage. Wolverine has nevertheless

proven to be a tremendous asset to the team, living up

to the slogan, “He is the best there is at what he does.”

At home in the Xavier Man sion , Wolverine continues

to work on recovering his lost memories. And
thanks to his affiliation with Professor X and the

X-Men, Wolverine now feels he lias die closest

thing to his own family for the first time in

his life*

Art hy Frank Quitely
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XORN
A ll he wants is peace. Peace tor mutants. Peace among

humans. Peace within himself. Born in China, Xorn

lived, an ordinary life until he reached his adolescence, when

everything changed. Just two days after reaching puberty, a

microscopic star exploded in Xorris head, causing panic among

Chinese authorities who imprisoned him and forced him to

wear an iron mask to contain his powers. After years of

imprisonment, a depressed Xorn came to see no other

alternative to suicide. He decided to kill himself by creating a

black hole that would not only envelop him but destroy the

whole world. But the X-Mcn had been alerted to the Chinese

mutants plight and arrived to liberate him from the prison.

Cyclops talked Xorn out of suicide and offered him a place with the

X-Men. Xorn accepted, but chose not to stay in Westchester, but at a

Tibetan monastery where be hoped be could find some peace.

Before long, Cyclops came calling on Xorn at the monastery in an

effort to help rid himself of a nano-Sen tin el infection brought on by

Cassandra Nova . But members of the SliPaj- Imperial Guard , also

under the control of Cassandra, captured them and took them

aboard their spacecraft. After freeing themselves, Xorn and Cyclops

teleported back to the Xavier Mansi on , where Xorn successfully rid

the team of the nano-Sentinel infection. He also performed another

miraculous feat: He healed Professor X s body, allowing him to

walk again.

Real Maine:
Uiireveuled

First Appearance;
New X-Men Anmmi
(200 1)

Height; 6
'

2
"

Weight; 240 lbs

Eye Color; Inapplicable

Hair Color; Inapplicable
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POWERS/
WEAPONS

Art by Frank Quitely

In America, Xorn drew on his devout Zen Bhuddtst beliefs to come

to terms with the mutant-hating fervor of the masses, and continues

to look for ways to spread beauty and peace. He thought be had

discovered such a wav in a boy named Sonny. Xorn found the

young mutant with his mother, who had just overdosed them

both in an effort to end their lives peacefully rather than suffer

rhe violent deaths they knew they would soon meet at the

liands of humans . Xorn vvas co nvineed rh a t Sonny

,

now in a transitional giant-sized state, would evolve

in a few short days into something much more

bea u t ifu 1 . Bu t n e i th er Xorn no r Son ny would see

that happen. Despite the course ol drugs ravaging

his body, Sonny somehow still rose to his feet—and

went on a rampage through the streets. Xorn rried

to stop him but failed, and the police shot and

killed Sonny. And someone that was to have been so

beautiful died because he entered an ugly world

too soon.

* Manipulation of gravitational

wavelengths

* Extraordinary healing abilities

Xorn was crushed by the senseless loss and

could do nothing more than remind himself

that life goes on. After taking up a

teaching position at the Xavier Institute ,

Xorn can concentrate on helping

himself-—and the world at large—find

peace and beauty among diemsclves, and

among those whom they hate and fear.
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Real Name: Kevin Sidney

First Appearance: Y-Mm #35 ( l%7")

Height: 5'1
1"

Weight: ] 80 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Shapeshitting

Serving in the subversive mutant organization

factor Three. Changeling learned of the

groups plot to wipe out both man- and

rnuumkind. Unwilling to go along with the

pkn, he freed Professor X and Hanshee ,

captives of his organization, in I he hope they

could chwarr Factor Three. The X-Men

dc fea

t

ed ihe mas te.rm i n d of the schcme
. So

o

j l

afterwards. Changeling was diagnosed with

terminal earner. Hoping to redeem himself, he

offered to impersonate Professor X so he could

go into seclusion. Changeling died heroically

staving off an attempt to destroy the Earth.

Real Name: Snoraya (lull name un revealed) Height: Unrevealed

First Appearance: "1 }3 (2002 > Weight: Unroeded

A prisoner of an Afghan mutant slave trade,

Snoraya unleashed a deadly attack when her

captors tried to remove the burfca from her

Head. The young girl activated her mutant

power: Transforming herself into a living dust

cloud, she stripped the flesh off Iter captors

bones. Wolverine arrived after the arrack and

took her to the Mumbai, India, branch of the

global mutant search and rescue organization

known as the X-Corporation , where she was

befriended by Jean G rey.

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Ability ro transform herself

inro a living dtisr cloud

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS
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Real Name: Un revealed Height: To
First Appearance: Uncanny X-Men #229 f 1988) Weight: 80 lbs

He ts a mystery, a man who operates in silence,

always in touch with the spiritual force of his

people. Christened “Gateway
17

by the criminals

who captured him and forced him inro service,

the aborigine spent must of his lime at the

Reavers ' Australian headquarters silently silling

atop a rock Alter defeating the Reavers, the

X-IVkn took over their headquarters and freed

Gateway. Soon after, Gateway began voluntarily

using his releporratioFia! powers to transport the

X-Men from place ro place. Gateway though still

an enigma, has become an unofficial member of

the ream.

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Creadon of teleponational

gateways

• Psionic speech
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POWERS/WEAPONS
• Master nf magnetism

Real Name: Joseph

First Appearance: X-Men #46 (1995)

Height: 6'T

Weight: 190 lbs.

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY
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ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS
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Unaware of bis true origins and believing be

could be Magneto , Joseph sought out the X

Men * thinking bis powers of magnetism

could be of some use to them. While he

proved a valuable asset to the team, Joseph

eventually left to find out who he really was.

After discovering he was a done of Magneto,,

Joseph sought to make up for all the troubles

the original Master of Magnetism had

wrought. Joseph finally sacrificed his life to

repair the Earths magnetosphere after

Magneto damaged it.

POWERS/WEAPOUS
v Subconscious manifestation

of whatever power or ability

is necessary in a given

situation

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH
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SPEED

DURABILITY
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ENERGY PROJECTION

Real Name: Heather Cameron Height: 5' 10"

First Appearance; X- T>time. X-Afen #6 (200

1

) Weight: 1 56 lbs

1 leather Cameron saved lives on the beaches

of Australia, but she could not save herself

from the form she would eventually assume.

During her rescue by the X-Men from the

murderous Chinese Triad, Cameron was

forced to reveal herself as a mutant. Alter she

and her brother Davis { Slipstream ) joined

the X-Men
,
Lifeguard began to become more

alien- and avian-like, giving rise to the belief

that her mother was a member of the .^hi'ar

race. Miptrcam, panicked over the possibility

of sharing the same fate* ran away and

Lifeguard left the X-Men to search for him.

POWER5/WEAPONS
* Flight

* Ability to breathe fire

* Resistance to telepathy

Real Name; Un revealed length: 2 6"

First Appearance; Uncanny X-Men #166 (1983) Weight: 20 lbs

Belonging to an alien race called the Flock,

Lockheed ran across the X-Men wrhile

fighting the Brood and saved Shadowear s

life. When the X-Men fled Broodworld

shortly before it was destroyed, Lockheed

managed to hitch a ride back with them and

wound up at the Xavier Mansion. The little

dragon soon won the affection of Shadowcat

and became her near-constant companion.

Shadowcat named him Lockheed after a

character in a fairy tale she had created,

which itself had been named after the

X-Men s jet.



CECILIA

REYES

MIMIC

MAGGOT

Real Name: japheih (fii I ] name unrevealed) Height; 6'8"

First Appearance: Uncanny X-Men $345 0997) Weight: 350 lbs

Told bt doctors his terrible stomach pains

were caused by cancer, and nor wan ring to

drain the family’s finances with medical

treatment* young Japheth left his small South

African village to commit suicide. He wound,

up iu the desert only to be found and saved by

Magneto * who helped uncover the true cause

of the boys malady: two slug-like creatures

that dwelled within Japheths guts. Years later,

Maggot
t
joined the X-Men . Some time after

leaving the team, Maggot t was captured by

Weapon X and executed at the Never!and

mutant concentration camp.

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Two slug-like cream res

dwelling in his digestive

system that allow his body

to absorb die energy from

the matter they digest

Real Name: Calvin Mon tgomeiy Rankin Height; 6'
2"

First Appearance: X-Men #] 9 (i. 966) Weight; 225 lbs

Brazen, conceited* and arrogant, Calvin

Rankin acquired his ability to “mimic” both

human abilities and superhuman powers after

an accident in his lather's lab? and he

exploited them for his own benefit. At college,

he met many of the X-Men , whom he

mimicked one after the other. Blackmailing

them with the threat of exposing their true

Identities, Mimic: pressured them to Icl him

join die team* Professor X agreed, knowing

that Mimics abilities could be of some use.

But his arrogance and combativeness got him

thrown out of the X-Men.

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Able to mimic any human

or superhuman abilities or

powers

Real Name; Cecilia Reyes Height: 57
First Appearance: X-Men #65 (1997) Weight: 138 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Subconscious generation of

fo ice-fields

Once her mutant power awakened, Dr. Cecilia

Reyes caught the attention of Professor X,

He offered her the chance to join tire X-Men ,

but she refused in order to continue her

medical career. Fired after being blamed for

the escape of one of her patients, Pyro , and

with nowhere else to turn, Reyes reluctantly

joined the X-Men . After an un i ntendon al

addiction to the illegal drug Rave jeopardized

her life and career, Cecilia sought Professor Xk

help to overcome the dependence. Once she

got clean, Cecilia left the X-Men and opened

her own medical clinic.



POWERS/WEAPONS
Instantaneous

transportation to another

location via a tachyon

stream
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Real Name: Das is Cameron Height: 6T'

First Appearance: X-Trem? X-Mtn (2001) Weight: 170 lh&

Marked for death by the Chinese- Triad because

of his father’s criminal ties, Australian surfer

Davis Cameron and his sister Heather were

rescued by rhe X-Mcn . After the Triad was

defeated, Davis chose to travel with the team

to stay close to Heather, who had joined their

ranks as Lifeguard . Over time, Lifeguard

began changing into a more alien- and avian-

like form, giving rise to the belief that her

mother was a member of the Shfar race.

Slipstream panicked. Out of fear that the same

transformation might befall him, he

transported himself away from die team.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Telepathy

* Telekinesis

* Generation and

manipulation of fire

Projection of force holts

INTELLIGENCE
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STRENGTH

SPEED
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DURABILITY
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ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name: Rachel Summers Height; V7"

First Appearance: X-Mm #14-1 (1981) Weight: 125 lbs

Rachel Summers, rhe daughter of Cyclop s and

Jean Grey , hails from an alternate future in

which gcnocidal Sentinels rule. Hoping she

could change history Rachel traveled back in

rime and joined the X-Men . Rachel eventually

managed to return to the future from which

she had come; she and her teammates were

able ro change die directives of all rhe

Sentinels of the era to preserve all life, thereby

ending the genocide that had prevailed for

years. Tnter shunted to yet another alternate

fu ture, Rachel became Mother Askanj and

helped raise Nathan Summers ,

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Superhuman strength,

speed, stamina, and

durability

INTELLIGENCE

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name: John Proud star Height: (V10

First Appearance: Gkm-Sk-c A Xte* { 1 975) Weight: 225 lbs.

John Proudstars mutant abilities manifested

when he returned ro his Apache reservation

after military service, and Professor X

discovered and recruited Thundcrhird into the

sccond gene ration o f X-Mcn , 'Hi underbird

aided in the rescue of the original X-Mcn from

Krakoa . Later attempting to stop a fleeing

extortionist, Thunderbird jumped tinto the

criminals plane as it took off. He ripped open

pan of the plane and wreaked havoc on irs

internal systems. Thunderbird furiously

pummeled the aircraft until it finahv exploded,

killing him instantly.
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The Acolytes started out as a group on the run from American soldiers, and were led to Magneto by

their leader Fabian Cortez . When Magneto granted them refuge within bis headquarters on Asteroid

M, they left Fabian out in the cold and reformed as Acolytes under Magneto. But Fabian was

incensed; before escaping Asteroid M, he helped bring about its destruction. When Asteroid M
plummeted to Barth, tbe Acolytes perished and only Magneto survived.

Fabian Cortez was then free to lead a second incarnation of Acolytes whose first mission involved an

attack on Our Mother of the Sacred Heart School to search for a child they hoped would become a

powerful mutant in hi.s adolescence. Once the X-Men stepped in, die Acolytes released the child-

hut only after finding out the boy had Downs syndrome, which made him un train able in the eyes of

rhe Acolytes. Following the brutal murders of dying hospitalized humans at Our Mother of the Sacred

Heart School and an aborted attack on a military base, Magneto returned. Magneto, bitter about

Cortez s betrayal, found and recruited the mutant known as Exodus to help reclaim the Acolytes*

After ousting Cortez, Magneto returned to space and established Avalon, a new space station

headquarters lor the group created from alien Shi!ar technology.

When Exodus retreated to Avalon, he and the other Acolytes noticed a floating cocoon in outer space

and brought the object onboard. But the cocoon housed the dimensionally displaced mutant called

Holocaust who , afte r reawake ning, killed severa 1 Aco1 y tos . During I Iolocalist's ba t rle w i th Exod U s

,

Holocaust sent Avalon and its occupants hurtling towards Earth. Only those Acolytes who made it to

an escape pod were saved.

By the time Avalon crash-landed, Magneto had been granted control over Genpsha by the United

Nations, and he attracted more Acolytes to help serve him on the island. But Magneto also faced rhe

retribution of other Acolytes, who mounted rhe Carrion Cove rebellion against his rule ofGenos-ha.

But this uprising was nothing compared to the Sentinel attack initiated by Cassandra Nova that saw

the destruction of the mutant homeland. Every Acolyte, as well as their leader Magneto, is now
presumed dead.



FABIAN CORTEZ
53

O riginally just a leader of a group of mutants on the run

from American soldiers, Fabian Cortezx life and mission

were forever changed when he led his group to seek sanctuary on

Asteroid M, a space station base created by Magneto dial orbited

the Earth. The group turned away from Fabian and swore

allegiance to Magneto; they called themselves Acolytes .

But Fabian, once safely ensconced on the craft, quickly dismissed

safety as a concern after losing his followers. Intent on wresting

control of rhe group back from Magneto, Fabian wanted nothing

more than to once again bask in tbe homage heaped upon him

by a legion of followers. Using bis “healing ' power to harm Magneto,

Cortez then helped orchestrate the destruction of Asteroid M. Cortez

escaped, leaving Magneto and his Acolytes trapped on Asteroid M.

Thinking Magneto dead, Fabian elevated the leader to martyr status,

and claimed to be Magnetos chosen successor—a successful tactic that

enabled him to attract new mutants into the ranks of the Acolytes.

Once his legion was assembled, a determined Fabian sent his Acolytes

on one diabolical mission after another—all with murderous results.

After an attack on a hospital in which Acolytes killed humans who

were already dying, coupled with an aborted attack on a military base.

Magneto returned with Exodus , exposed Cortez's betrayal, and

reclaimed control of the .Acolytes.

Real Name:
Fabian Cortez

First Appearance:
X-Men #1 (1991)

Height: 6T
Weight: 214 lbs

Eye Color: Blue

Hair Color: Brown

POWERS/
WEAPONS

Art by Derec Auc&in

Though furious over the loss, Fabian was a patient man. He knew

another opportunity would eventually present itself, allowing- him to

once again ascend to his leadership role. He did not have to wait long

When Magneto was rendered incapacitated, Fabian eagerly resurfaced

and vowed to take control of the war-tom island of Genosha. But

before Fabian had the chance to cause the mutant

revolt he thought would once again allow him to

rise to power, Hxodus arrived and put a stop to

his plans.

1 Amplification of any super

power or energy source

!r seemed that Fabian would never get what he

ultimately wanted, so when a recovered

Magneto was given control over Genosha by

rlae United Nations, be offered Fabian a

chance to redeem himself. Fabian, having

given up any hope of becoming the

Acolytes' leader, had no choice but to

accept, and reluctantly became one of

Magneto s adv iso rs *

But Magneto tired quickly of bis former adversary,

and when be used his extraordinary powers to

propel Fabian 50 miles to Carrion Cove, the

physical trauma killed Fabian instantly.



Real Name:
First Appearance:

Am c ! ia C . Vogh t Height: 6
'

1"

l/manuy X-Mm #300 ( 1 993 ) We
i
gh t; 156 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* A form ofteleportation

called Aransubstamiadoif

that allows her to transform I

the molecules of her body I

into an intangible mist tint I

she can maneuver with lut
]

thoughts

INTELLIGENCE

0 r
STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

After Professor X lost the use of his legs, Amelia

Voght was the nurse who tended to him. Before

long, the two fell in love, but. Professor Xs

increasing talk of bringing together a team of

mutants to help keep peace between man and

mutant worried her. Believing his X-Men would

only exacerbate already troubled human/ttmtant

relations, Voght decided site loved Xavier too

tn uch to .sec him th row his li fc aw ay on s i ich fo 1

1

y

and left him. If Voght could not make peace with

Professor X’s dream, perhaps she felt she needed to

believe in someone else. long after leaving

Professor X, Voght found herself recruited by

Fabian Cortes to join the Acolytes , Voght came

to meet Josep h, an amnesiac who -was certain he

was the missing Magneto , Knowing he was not,

Voght kept Joseph from claiming Magnetos terrible legacy This act branded

Voght a traitor in the Acolytes' eyes, and she was forced to sever all ties with

them. When Magneto offered her a place in Genosha, Voght reluctantly

accepted. She was present on Genosha when the deadly Sentinel attack was

unleashed by Cassandra Nova , Voght is now missing and presumed dead.

PROJECTION

Real Name: Russell Collins Height: 3' 11"

First Appearance: X-Famr* 1 (1986) Weight: 160 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Flame generation
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Young Rusty Collins’s powers manifested while

he was in the Navy, and he accidentally burned

a woman, Imprisoned for his act, Rusty burned

a hole through his cell and, with the help of

the original team of X-Men (including Cyclops

and lean Grey ), he escaped, Cyclops anti Jean

took Rusty hack to their headquarters, where

they began training him in the use of his

powers. Eventually,. Rusty learned how to keep

his power tinder control. I here. Rusty also

came to form a close relationship with another

team mate, Skids . Bur the pair were kidnapped and brain washed by mutant

criminals, who then forced them to serve in the terrorist group rhe Mutant

Li be ration Fron t. After a particularly brutal battle, Rusty and Skids were

transported to Avalon, where Magneto helped release them from their

altered states, A grateful Rusty and Skids accepted Magnetos offer to join his

Acolytes . On a mission with his team. Rusty and the other Acolytes

discovered a frozen Holocaust drifting in space and b to ught him aboard their

craft. But once the villain thawed, he needed energy to regenerate. As

Holocaust drained Rusty’s life force to restore himself, he killed the young

man in die process.

Art by Terry Shoemaker
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POWERS/WEAPONS
* Enhanced strength.and

durability

* Steel-hard skin
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Real Name: Joanna Cargill Height: 6' 11"

First Appearance: X-factor #4 (1986) Weight: 230 lbs

Origin Lilly allied with the Alliance o+ Evil, a

group that battled the X-Men , Cargill was

persuaded to join the Acolytes , When the

Acolytes' orbital base Avalon was destroyed,

Cargill helped Cyclops escape and find the

X- lVI ens former base in lh e Aus tra 1 i a

n

outback. She was- arrested, but escaped *

custody and returned to the Acolytes*

eventually enlisting in the Genoshan Unified

Military Patrol. Brainwashed by- J cam Grey ,

Cargill helped rescue Professor X, who was

being held prisoner by Magneto on Genosha.

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Generation of quantum

energy
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Real Name: Unrevealed Height: 6M"

First A

p

peara nee: X-Men =\ (1991) Weight: 1 90 1bs

As one of the founding members of the

Acolytes, Chrome was aboard Asteroid M as

it plummeted towards Earth. In an effort to

shield Magneto from harm, Chrome used his

powerful abilities to encase his leader in a

protective shell. This act protected Magneto

when the asteroid crashed* Chrome, however,

could nor act in time to save himself or the

others—they all perished. Chrome was the

very definition of an Acolyte* devoting all of

Ins time and dedication to the cause and

even offering the ultimate sacrifice to ensure

the works of his leader would go on.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* I fyper-empathetic awareness

* limited psionic abilities
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ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name: Anne-Marie Cortez Height: 6 1"

First Appearance: X-Mm M (

\

99 \ ) Weight: 1 58 lbs

She was one of the first Acolytes to serve

Magneto, But her service would not last long.

Wounded when she and other Acolytes were

fleeing agents of the law-enforcement agency

S . H . 1 .E L .D
,
Anne-Mari c w;ls he aled by he

r

brother Fabian Cortez. , After the S.HJ.E.L.D,

arrack, Magneto took control of the Acolytes

and ensconced his team on Asteroid M. But

Fabian, consumed by bis ambition to once

again take charge of the group, struck out

again s r A s re to id M . Ann e-M a ri e was onhoard

the stricken asteroid as it hurtled towards

Earth. She did not survive the crash.

ANNE-MARIE

CORTEZ

CHROME

JOANNA

CARGILL



Real Name: Tn revealed Height: V8
rr

First Appearance: tyikkstker #9 ( 1 998) Weight: 139 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Absorption of bio-energy

Thinly to a life force Lb at constantly depleted

i tsel 1

’

1 )eca y aged rap i dl v

.

' 1 b surviye T b e

absorbed the bio-cnergy from organic matter,

which caused him to revert to a stable younger

state. But Decay made a .significant—and

ultimately deadly-—miscalculation when lie

siphoned off the energy from a source far too

powerful for him. On the Acolytes mission to

Wundago re Mountain, Decay attempted to

absorb the High Evolutionary s energy. But the

power proved too great for him to handle and

caused him to explode. This energy ended his life

instead of extending it.
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Real Name; Hurry Delgado Height: 6 8"

First Appearance: X-Mrn #1(1991) Weight: 240 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Ability to increase strength

and sixe

A major in the international law-enforcement

agency S.H.I.KL.D., Harry Delgado led a team

pi agents ehasing a shuttle stolen by Acolytes

seeking refuge at Magneto's orbital base on

Asteroid M. Magneto took in the Acolytes, and

Delgado snuek aboard, but was coerced Into

Magneto's service by the mental manipulations

of An ne-Made Cortez . Delgado was also a

latent mutant, and those Acolytes who wrere

able to manipulate the abilities of their brethren

used his superhuman talents for their own ends.

Delgado died in the destruction of Asteroid M,

engineered by the treacherous Fabian Corte? .
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Real Name: Benner du Paris Height: 6'

First Appearance: X-Factor^)l (1993) Weight: 193 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Vast psionic abilities

* Teleportation

Lying dormant in a rejuvenation chamber within

a stronghold in the Alps- since the 12th century

ATX, Exodus’s latent mutant powers slowly

developed over time until Magn cto liberated him

in the 20th century. After ascending to become

Magneto's trusted lieutenant. Exodus tried to

exert his power over Genosha in his own quest

for dominance. In Magnetos absence, Exodus

disguised himself as the Acolytes beloved leader.

After the X-Men exposed his acL as a charade, he

left Genosha an island with no leader, and it

soon erupted into civil war.
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POWERS/WEAPONS
Absorption of kinetic energy,

which he then projects as

explosive force

* Conduit for atmospheric

wavelengths
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Real Name: Kam Height: 5' 11"

First Appearanee: llmmny X-Men #300 { 1 993 ) Weig ht : 171 lbs

During a dash with powerful Soviet

superagent Omega Red , Katu lost both of his

arms. Swearing revenge, Katu equipped

himself with bionic arms and joined the

Acoly tes. He seized upon an opportunity for

vengeance, and he and other Acolytes briefly

aligned themselves with Nathan Summeryto

stop Omega Red. In the ensuing battle with

his archenemy, Katu unleashed his powers,

causing a blast that seemingly killed him and

Omega Red. Both survived* but it remains

unclear what ill effects, if any, Katu suffers

from turning his explosive power on himself.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Ability to merge into a single

being

* Plasma blasts from hands

* Flight

Real Name: Harlan, Sven, and Eric Kieinsrock Height! 6 2" fall)

First Appearance: Un&mny X-Men £293 { 1 993) Weight: 190 lbs fall)

Recruited by Fabian Cortez into die second

incarnation of the Acolytes, the Kit instock

brothers engaged in a diabolical and deadly

first mission: Along with other Acolytes, the

trio helped attack Our Mother of the .Sacred

I (cart School to capture a child whose

mutant abilities, though not yet manifested,

they hoped would eventually become an asset

ro the group. During the ensuing melee with

the X-TVien , brie was shot and killed.

Undeterred by their brother’s death, the two

remaining Kleinsrocks continued to serve as

Acolytes.

POWIRS/WEAPON5

* Phasing

Real Name: Urpvealed Height: 5'S"

First Appearance: Uncanny X-Men #:MK) { 1-993) Weight: ISO lbs

Found in a church in Switzerland by the

Acolytes , a reluctant Neophyte was swayed to

join their cause. But once he saw Fabian

Corlcz tortu ri ng Mo i ra MacTaggert >

Neophyte had had enough. Using his mutant

ah 1 1 J ty , lie betrayed thc Aco Iy i es by phusing

the X^Men into the Acolytes’ stronghold off

the coast of France, Infuriated by his betrayal,

the Acolytes captured Neophyte and put him

on trial for his crimes-. Neophyte was spared

execution and was instead banished to Earth,

ultimately returning to the Acolytes in order

to serve their new master. Magneto,

NEOPHYTE

KLEINSTOCKS

KATU
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Real Name: Unrevealed Height: 5'2"

First Appearance: X-Mm;M&gnei& (1999) Weight: 120 lbs

Dining die Acolytes a l

L

ack on Xaviers mansion

chan was ordered by Fabian Cone/, Rem-Ram

was assigned to enter Rogues dreams, allowing

her to touch a man without absorbing Ins

thoughts and feelings. In fact, she had touched

Magneto—and even accepted a diamond ring

from him—before being jarred our of her sleep

by Gambit. When Fabian forced Rem -Ram ro

invade a conscious Professor Xk mind, Rem-

Ram failed. Fabian fled, leaving Rem-Ram and

the remaining Acolytes on the grounds of the

estate to seek asylum from the X-Men .

Professor X refused them.

ROWERS/WEAPONS
* Ability to enter and

influence dreams

INTELLIGENCE

* *—t—*—*—

•

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

• 0 •—•—•— —

»

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name: Lkircvealed Height: 6T"

First Appeara nee: Uncanny X-Mm #300 :

( 1 993) Weight: 1 59 lbs

Scanner was among the many mutants

recruited by Fabian Cortez to become a

member ol the second incarnation of the

Acol ytes. She was one of the few who survived

not only the deadly attack by Holocaust, but

also the subset] ucnr loss of the Acolytes' orbital

base Avalon thanks to an escape pod that also

counted Cyclops among its fleeing passengers.

Upon their return to Earth, Scanner helped

Cyclops find the X-Menk base in the

Au s t ralian Ou rback an d willing!y gave h e

i

H

sel

f

up to the authorities who sought her arrest.

She later escaped, only to rejoin the Acolytes.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Invisibility

Intangibility

• Communication via drought

projection

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY
• * # • »

ENERGY PROJECTION
#—flp—» » »

—

FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name: Senyaka (full name unrevealed) Height: 510"

First Appea ra ace: Uncmny X-Men #300 ( 1 993) Weig ht: 173 lbs

During the mission at Out Mother of the

Sacred Heart School, Senyaka critically injured

a nurse with his energy coils. An enraged

Magneto struck back at the errant mutant,

causing Senyaka to crush the life out of

himself. But Senyaka survived by siphoning

die life energy from the S.H.LE.L.D. agents

who had recovered his body. Seeking revenge,

Senyaka set out to kill Lee Forrester, a former

paramour of Magneto's. He Jailed, Senyaka

then joined the tanks of former Acolytes who

were aiding the Carrion Cove rebellion against

Magneto's rule of Genosha.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Drains the bio-electrical essence

of others upon physical contact I

* Accelerated healing powers

* Generation of psio.nie whips
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Real Name: Height:

Unrevealed 5'6"

First Appearance; Weight:

X-Men: Magneto .#*1 (1999) 140 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Creation of a reaction that solidifies moisture into a

hardened shell

* Shoots spray of barnacle- 1 ike crust

Real Name: Height:

Unrevealed 3'
8"

First Appearance: Weight:

Quicksilver #9 (1998) 75 I bs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Enhanced strength, durability, and agility

* Hyper-keen senses

* Natural High

t

INTELLIGENCE

6 0 s—*—a—*—

s

STRENGTH
#—•— I ^ —#—•

SPEED

DURABILITY

i i § t—*—•—

•

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name:
|aviLZ {full name mirevealed)

First Appearance:
Uncanny X-Men #3Q0 (1993)

Height:

9
h

i"

Weight:

U.Q0 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Enhanced strength, stamina, and durability

DURABILITY
»

—

*—0-

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

» ^ i—•—» »—

m

Real Name: Height:

Kamiil (full name unrevealed) 6'
7"

First Appearance: Weight:

Magn eio # 1 ( 1, 99 6) 240 I bs

POWERS/WEAPON5
* Ability to absorb the properties of any physical object

-4

I

s



PROJECTOR

ORATOR

MILAN

seamus

mellencamp

Real Name: Height:

Seamus Mci I encamp 6
r

First Appearance: Weight:
Uncanny.X-Men #300 (199-3) 1 91 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Super-dense reptilian skin

*
] lightened strength* agility, and endurance

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH
•—m—m-

SPEED

FIGHTING SKILLS

* # » % » • *

Real Name: Height:

M j Ian (i nil nam e u n revealed) 530"

First Appearance: Weight:
Uncanny X-Mert #300 ( 1993) 160 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Electropathy, the ability to convert thought waves

into electromagnetic signals

* Ability to communicate directly whh computers

* Mind read ing/mind projection

INTELLIGENCE
i—t < I

STRENGTH

*

—

m—i—

*

ENERGY PROJECTION
# >—^—#—“#—#—

E

FIGHTING SKILLS

> 0 i i —i-^i

Height:

f(y

Weight:

135 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Emotion enhancement

* Heightened empathedc awareness

Real Name:
Unrevealed

First Appearance:
Magneto #1 (1 9.96)

INTELLIGENCE
•—

—

9— —#““# I

STRENGTH

0 <—»— —•—#

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION
a *

FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name:
U nreveaJed

First Appearance:
QtitcMlwf #9 (1 99>i

)

POWERS/WEAPONS

Height:

6T
Weight:

1 90 lbs

* Projection of energy fields of solid light

* Ability, to create structures out of energy fields,

including tamps, spheres, and pillars

DURABILITY

ENERGY PR<^CnON

FIGHTING SKILLS
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Height;
5*6"

Weight:

150 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Feral mutation granting heightened strength, agility,

and stamina

Real Name:
Andrew Ham ish Graves

First Appearance;
UncannyX-Mm *300 (1 993)

-V?
*
* -J; ^ _ ,-t t -4^

t

Height:

5V
Weight:

130 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Ability to fire neuro-synaptic impulses from her

fingertips that cause paralysis and temporary

negation of any mutant ability

Real Name:
Uhrevealed

First Appearance:
X Mm: Magneto ttSfr# 1 (1999)

'

'

.

• :

Real Name:
C nmelln UiiushiottC

First Appearance:
Unainny X~Mt n #298; (1993)

Height:

6
*

2
"

Weight:

1 60 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
Psion ic exoskeleton* which serves as reflective body

armor and carries a neum-etectrk charge that can

paralyze opponents

INTELLIGENCE
£ ^ P ^ 0- Real Name; Height:

Unrevealed 5'9

First Appearance; Weight:

' v /JP/V
STRENGTH

SPEED Uncanny X-Mcn #366 (1 999) 160 lbs

DURABILITY

POWERS/WEAPONS
ENERGY PROJECTION
#— —•—

«

* Ability to emit a. gel -like liquid and ignite it into a

FIGHTING SKILLS
fiery stream of napalm

_ _l

VINDALOO

CARMELLA

UNUSCIONE

STATIC

SPOOR
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ALPHA FLIGHT

The time was right. The idea was born. And it would draw Canada our of the shadow of the United

States once and for all. This is Alpha Flight. And they are the super powers of the Great White North.

Born from James MacDonald Hudson's chance reading of a newspaper story recounting the formation of

the Fantastic Four, Americas team of tabled superhuman adventurers, Alpha Flight was created to aid and

benefit Canada.

At first Hudson selected Wolverine to lead the team—bur after Wolverine decided to join the X-Men ,

Hudson took the helm as Guardian and assembled the initial five members; Aurora, North star ,

Sasquatch, Snowbird, and Shaman . Shortly after the five finished training, Marrina and Puck came

aboard. Under the direction of Department H, a subunit named after Hudson, Alpha Flight took off.

While similar to the X-Men and the Fantastic Four in a number of ways, Alpha Flight differs slightly in

its manner of operation: It is a team recognized by the government of Canada. Make no mistake, Alpha

Flight is neither military nor menace—its ultimately the realization of one mans dream for the alignment

of Canadian men and mutants against threats to all their humanity. In service to all people of the world,

Alpha Flight always maintains its allegiance to all the citizens of our neighbors to the North.
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GUARDIAN

J
ames Hudson, a Canadian engineer, invented an armored

suit, controlled via a cybernetic helmet, that would enable

its wearer to bore through the earth and explore geological

resources. When Hudson learned of a plan by his employer to

sell the suit to the American military, Hudson quit in disgust,

along with executive assistant Heather McNeil (Vindicator).

Refusing to let his invention be turned into a weapon, Hudson

went back to the plant later and donned the armor. He used

the suit to break into the company safe and destroy its

blueprints. He then abandoned the suit, but cook the helmet

with him. Knowing be might face jail time for the theft, James *

and Heather approached the Canadian government and asked

for their help. Realizing what a potential asset a man ol Hudsons genius would he, the

•government declared that Hudson had been “retroactively” working for them tor six years

and that the helmet was indeed his property, James was then invited by the Canadian prime

minister to create a top-secret research and development agency within rhe Canadian

M i n i s t ry o f Defen se . The governme n r n am ed this agency Departin en t H afte r J am e s s I as t

name, Hudson.

Real Name:
James MacDonald

Hudson

First Appearance:
X-Menit109 (1977)

Height: GT
Weight: 190 lbs

Eye Color: Brown

Hair Color: Black

After returning from his honeymoon with Heather, James learned of the formation of the

ceam o f superhuman champious known as the fa ntastic hou r. Insp ired by the ncws^Hudson

decided to form a team of super-powered agents to protect Canada. Hudson intended

Wolverine to lead this new team, which he called Alpha Might . Wolverine had other plans,

however, and left to join the X-Men instead. But his will to see Alpha Flight come to

fruition could not be deterred. James decided to lead the team himself. On the advice of his

teammate Shaman
, James adopted the code name Guardian, which Shaman believed befit

Jamess role.

Guardian is the heart of Alpha Flight. A man guided by principles and the compulsion to

always do what’s right for his team and country—no mat Let the cost.

POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Battle-suit that allows him to

manipulate the Earths

e I ecttomagnctic [ie Id

* Flight

* Force-field

* Project OTirussivc blasts

INTELLIGENCE
&—&—*-

-^|
STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY
m m m—»-0-«—

«

ENERGY PROJECTION
* -»»»*#-«

FIGHTING SKILLS

« i ^ • * • P
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PUCK
T al I s

t

rang
,
and a th 1et ic—Eugeiic M i 1 ro n judd was all o f

those things in 1 93% But one encounter would, alter who

he was and leave him a man possessed.

Decades passed before Puck came to join Alpha Flight, and when

the Canadian government temporarily withdrew its funding of the

program. Puck was left to seek other employ. But an emotionally

turbulent time that involved his increasing guilt over killing a deadly

menace and his increased attachment to

Vindicator caused Puck to release Razaar from

his being so he could regain his once tail and

strong stature.

With Raazer free. Puck returned to his normal

height, hut lie was now an elderly man. As a

ferocious battle broke out between Alpha Flight

and Razaar, Puck realized he had to use his own

body lo imprison Razaar once more for the sake

6f h is tcam . A fre r st ruggl ing idr some r ime w i th

the physical effects of Razaar s entrapment. Puck

ultimately freed himself from Razaar s influence

entirely through the intervention of magical

forces. Despite his newfound freedom, Puck

reverted once again to his dwarfish size and

you th fu 1 appearancc

.

Puck is devoted to Alpha Flight and its

principles, and he will engage in missions with

the fervor of a man possessed—-even now that he

is free of the unwarned spirit within.

POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Uncanny gymnastic

ability

* Professionaldevel athlete

and lighter

When budding soldier-of-Fortune Eugene received retainers

from antiquities dealers to locate and return the mysterious

Black Blade of Baghdad, he accepted the challenge. Further

motivated by his own curiosity about the sword’s supernatural

origins, Eugene eventually cracked down the bounty in the

Middle East. Making a fateful decision, he decided to keep the

blade for himself When Eugene touched the Blade, his

selfish thoughts helped unleash the evil within: Razaar, a murderous

Persian sorcerer who had been trapped in his own blade long ago by

fellow sorcerers who wanted to stop him from using the weapon to

kill people. Razaar killed to absorb the life force of his victims ro

i n crease his own powe r a nd Iongev ity

.

When Eugene freed Razaar, the sorcerer began using the Black Blade

to steal Eugenes life force, reducing Eugenes height in the process.

Using his own previously untested knowledge oi sorcery, Eugene

fought back and imprisoned Raazer within his now dwarEl ike body.

Though he was now short in stature, rhe power ol Razaar extended

Eugenes life span and greatly slowed his aging process.

neignn
Weight:

Eye Color:

Hair Color:

3 6 ;

223 lbs

B town

Black

INTELLIGENCE
fi

—

9 tt— 6—

*

STRENGTH
•— ^ t—•—I—

f

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS
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1 Langkowski played professional football for

WW the Green Bay Packers, he independently studied the

science of gamma radiation, a subject he fell in love with during

college. Once his football career ended, Walter entered MJ.X
and quickly earned his Ph.D.; he went on to teach at McGill

University in Montreal.

Accumulating all the information he could about human

beings who had been transformed through exposure to gamma
radiation, Walter intended to recreate, under controlled

circumstances, die conditions that caused Dr. Bruce Banner to *

change into the Hulk. Walter spent over a million dollars oi

his own money on his research, and applied to the Canadian

government for additional funding, James MacDonald Hudson

(Guardian ) arranged for the funding and procured an isolated

laboratory north of the Arctic Circle for Walter, During a leave

of absence from McGill, Walter designed and constructed a

device to generate gamma radiation bombardments similar to

those which had created the ! It ilk, but under laboratory

conditions.

Rent Nome:
Walter I ,,mgkowskt

First Appearance:
X-Minn20 0979)

Height:
6*4'11

(as Langkowski),

10’ (as Sasquatch)

Weight:

245 lbs (as

Langkowski), 2,000 lbs

(as Sasquarch)

Eye Color:

Blue (as Langkowski)

,

red (as Sasquatch)

Hair Color;

Blond (as Langkowski),

orange (as Sasquatch)

In his lab, Walter used his equipment to h<mi bard himself with gamma radiation and veas

transformed into a ten-foot tall, superhumanly powerful creature. The shock of the

transformation sent Walter on a savage rampage for hours before he reverted to human form.

Walter called his bestial form 'Sasquatch d the Canadian name for the legendary ' Bigfoof

crearure that he resembled. Once he learned how to maintain his normal personality and

intelligence as Sasquatch and had undergone a period of Training in his newfound abilities, he

joined Alpha flight. Walter

Langkow ski continues to be his

own successful experiment, a

man changed into a superhuman

Sasquatch with powers that can

benefit all of mutamkind.

POWERS/
WEAPONS
• Superhuman strength and

resistance to injury

• Ability to leap great distances

• Transformation into superhuman

form through act or will

INTELLIGENCE
*

—

•—*

—

6-

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY
-9 ^ » •—*

ENERGY PROJECTION
-*>— —-e—is

FIGHTING SKILLS
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Art by David Finch
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SHAMAN

L

Real Name:
Michad Tvyoyoungmc n

First Appearance:
#120 ( 1979 )

Height: 5
'

1

0

"

Weight: 173 lbs

Eye Color: Brown

Hoir Color: Black

lchael TVoyou ngnians father believed in tlie healing

and mystical powers of his ancestors' Indian sorcery.

Michael believed in the power of Western medicine instead

and became a physician with a thriving medical practice. He
1hed on ts id c hi s fam ily s re$ervation i n Calgarv w i th his wi fe

,

Kathryn, and their young daughter, Elizabeth ( Talisman) .

Alter Michaels father died, his elderly grandfather asked him

to become his student in mystical arts, insisting his knowledge

could only be passed down to a blood relation. Michael

refused, again reiterating his disbelief in ritualized magic*

i

When Shaman suffered a crisis

of confidence, he renounced rhe

use of his medicine pouch.

Losing fairh in himself caused

Shaman to lose his mystical

powers. Returning to the life of

a hermit, he was again visited

by rhe spirit of his grandfather,

who taught him a new approach

to native magicks. After passing

a number oJ tests, Michael

gained new mystical abilities as

well as a “spirit staff-’ with

which he could summon the

spirits of nature and ask them

to do his bidding.

POWERS/
WEAPONS
Powerful magical abilities

* Levitation

* Spirit staff

INTELLIGENCE
—*— •—•—•—

•

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION
*—*—» a » 0

FIGHTING SKILLS
6-

When Michael discovered Kathryn had cancer, he promised

El izabeth he wou I d ded i cate h i m sel f to he al [ng he r mo th er.

Nevertheless, all his skill couldn't save her. By seeming

coincidence, Michael’s grandfather died the same day as

Kathryn. Elizabeth felr betrayed and went to live with

neighbors; she would only reconcile with her father after many

years spent hating him* Tormented by grief, Michael became a

recluse. One day, compelled to open a gift his grandfather had

left for him after he died, he discovered a mystical medicine

pouch and the skull of his grandfather, to which his

grandfathers spirit was bound. The spirit appeared ro Michael

and trained him ill the mystical arts ofthe Saracee Indians*

When mystical forces drew Shaman to a desolate area in

Canada, the goddess Ne Ivanna explained the reason for his

calling: His help was needed in order for her to give birth to a

demigod child. When Shaman

helped bring Snowbird into the

world, he was also called on to

raise the child as his own. In a

few years, Snowbird aged to full

adulthood. At this point, the

two were sought out by

Vindicator and Guardian and

recruited into Alpha Flight.



SNOWBIRD
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Snowbird was raised by Shaman, whom her mother

Nelvanna, the Eskimo god, had summoned to act as a

midwife during her demigod-chiids birth. When Snowbird

was born, Shaman cast a spell that helped bring her into the

world. Snowbird aged rapidly, reaching her early 20s in a short

span of time. During that time, their neighbors James and

Heather I ludson (Guardian and Vindicator) visited them,

and Shaman explained his mystical powers and Snowbirds

origin to. the couple. Guardian then asked both of them to join

a team of super-powered agents he was forming* They both

accepted and underwent a period of training in the use of their *

spedal powe rs , eventually j o ining Alpha Flight .

Real Name:
Nam

First Appearance:
X-Men £120 (1070)

Height: 5'io"

Weight: 140 lbs

Eye Color: blue

Hair Color: Bit) ride

• Mystical ability to

assume the form of any

animal whose natural

habitat is the Canadian

arctic north

Art hy Phil Noto

POWERS/
WEAPONS

Hudson helped Snowbird create the human cover identity of Anne McKenzie, and she was

installed as a records officer for the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. One of McKenzies fel-

low officers, Doug Thompson, fell in love with her. Even after .she revealed to him that she

was Snowbird, the two were married, and she became pregnant with bis child. Outraged that

she would thus ally herself with a mortal, the Eskimo gods for-

bade her to return to their realm. When the rime came for

Snowbird to give birrb, she traveled with her husband,

Shaman, and other members of Alpha blight ro a mystical

place of power in the Canadian Arctic to deliver her child

and bind its spirit ro the Earth, as had been done for her.

Unknown to Shaman, the body of Captain HR. Crozier lay

bu r icd u n d erground tor more 1 1 ) an 100 years in a s ta te o

f

suspended an ima t io n . Cro /. ier was still al i ve and fo rced h i

s

spirit to take possession of Snowbirds newborn son. trans-

forming the infants body into a fully mature adult. Crozier

fled, and Thompson tracked him to a mining town, where

Crozier infected him with a fatal disease. Thompson died after

informing Alpha Flight of Crozier s location. Shaman forced

Snowbird to assume her sasquatch form and attack Crozier.

After Snowbird killed Cmzier's body, he attempted ro possess

hers. Vindicator had no choice bur to strike down Snowbird

to prevent that from happening.

Years later, resurrected through a combination of science

and magic
,
S n owb i rd rejo i ned A

Ip h a F 1 i gin . Fin ally 1ree of

her obligation ro the gods, Snowbird is able to have the

"normal '

life and career she bad once sought, though

lives with the regret that her husband and child arc not

there to share it with her*

INTELLIGENCE
* O-

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY
#—1> ii «—*

—

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTINGSKILLS
-9-
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VINDICATOR

Real Name:
Headier McNeil

Hudson

First Appearance:

Height: S'V

Weight: 120 lbs

Eye Color: Green

Hair Color: Red

B y chance—and by choice—she is a woman of great

resources: intelligent, powerful, and willing lo fight for

love and justice, no matter the cost;

Id help her family’s income, Heather took a full-time job at an

early age. At merely 17, thanks to her great organizational

talent and intelligence. Heather became the private secretary to

Jerome “Jem” Jaxon, vice president in charge of research and

development of the Am-Can Petroleum Company in

Ihim ontoo , AIbcrta

.

4

While working aL Am-Oan, she fell in love with the much
older Dr, James MacDonald Hudson (Guardian ). After I ludson stole an armored suit he

had created to prevent Jaxon from selling it to the American military for purposes it was

not intended, Heather helped Hudson seek the aid of the Canadian government in order

to avoid p rosecu tion . When Heathe r and Jame s exp lai ned th e s i tua t ion ,
the govcmmen t

realized they could benefit from Hudson and his inventive genius and created

Department H specifically for him.

Mu cl l to V indi car c :> r s su
r
prise, Gua rd i a.n wa

s

resurrected, and together the couple continues to

lead Alpha flight; they eagerly anticipate the

birth of their first child.

Within a year, Heather and Guardian were married. While honeymooning in a Canadian

national park, the pair encountered a feral Wolverine , who came to view the couple as

his surrogate parents as they nursed him back to health. But when James tapped

Wolverine to lead his fledgling Alpha Flight team, Wolverine refused and the trio parted

ways. Instead, Guardian assumed the helm of Alpha flight—until a former associate of

Jaxon captured Heather in retaliation lor her and her husband’s initial betrayah When
Alpha flight came to her rescue, Heather could do nothing but stand back in horror and

watch her hiisband seemingly die in thc en su i rig figh l .

The members of Alpha flight subsequently chose Heather to

succeed her husband as the ream's leader. After a second clash

with Jaxon s associate, who was wearing a reconstructed version

of her husband’s battle-suit, Heather believed she loo needed

to become an active combatant on the team and also began

wearing a modified version of her husbands former

battle-suit. After proving herself'in combat, Heather

became known as the Vindicator.

INTELLIGENCE
& mm 9—

STRENGTH
ft—•—•—ft-

SPEED

DURABILITY
ft—»

—

ft ft

ENERGY PROJECTION
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FIGHTING SKILLS
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POWERS/
NS

Barde-siik dial, allows her to

manipulate the Earrlis

electromagnetic field

Flight

force- field

Project one us siye blasts

Art by Scott Clark
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POWERS/WEAPONS
* Enabled psicmicdly by its

operator, the Box robot can

lift about 40 tons

Real Name: Roger Bucks Height: 4'

First Appearance: Alpha blight -
1 f 1 Weight: 140 lbs

Brilliant engineer and mechanic Roger Rocks

was also something eke: a paraplegic. Blaming

the world for the loss of his legs, he battled

against his mental instability. Bochs invented

an extremely large iind powerful humanoid

robot, which he called “Box' as a pun on his

own name. For years, Bochs used, die powerjjjd

device to benefit Alpha Flight, hut all die

while, his menial health continued us

downward spiral, despite many attempts at a

cure. On his last mission with the team, Bochs

lost more than his mind—he hist his life.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Diamond 'hard skin resistant

to injury

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

•-M
SPEED

DURABILITY
»—•—•—*—• 0

ENERGY PROJECTION» * »

FIGHTING SKILLS—*—•-

Real Name: Lillian Cawley Height: 6’4"

First Appearance: Alpha flight

«

I (
:
l'<W3) Weight: 171 lbs

Serving with Al pha Flight and falling in love

with teammate Madison kffri es wasnt

enough to satisfy Diamond LSI; she detoured to

the wrong side of die law. After stints in

prison, Diamond I il took a hard look at her

life and returned to Alpha Flight to rekindle

her relationship with Madison. But just when

it seemed she had gotten hack on track, she

found, a lump in her breast. Since her skin

prevented typical surgery, Diamond Li I

discovered a laser that could allow lor a biopsy.

Learning the mass was benign, she eventually

married Madison,

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Vast innate- magical abilities

Real Name: Chuck Mo*s Height: 6
T

First Appearance: tt Whh 17k f2002 Weight: 242 lbs

This former hockey player has a power more

devastating than anything seen on die ice:

shamanism- Wolverine helped Larchmover

harness his powers, teaching him that if he

were not properly instructed he would become

dangerous. Wolverine began instructing his

student in the art of bushido, the way of the

warrior. It was during this training that

Earthmover discovered his shamauk tic totem

(the natural worlds representation of his innate

power) was the earthworm, indicative of rhe

powT
er at his command. To further enhance his

abilities, Earth mover now seeks guidance from

Shaman as a member ol Alpha Flight,

EARTHMOVER

DIAMOND

LIL

BOX



MARRINA

MANBOT

FLEX

Real Name: Adrian Corbo Height: 57"

First Appearance: Alpha Flighr In thr Weight: 150 lbs

Beginning, . ,

ftA (1997)

1
:
1ex , a shy, withdrawn boy, his brother Radiu s

and Murmur left the orphanage in which cluy

were raised to join Alpha Flight. Fearing chat he

might hurt someone with his admittedly

dangerous ability. Flex is often lies itant to act—

but is slowly gaining confidence, thanks in part

to his budding relationship wtih teammate

Chose Girl. After the original members of Al pha

Flight rejoined the group, the younger members,

inducing Flex, were reassigned L'o the training

team known as Beta Flight.

Real Name: BtrnieLachaiay Height: Variable

First Appearance: Alpha Flight #3 (1997) Weight: 520 lbs

When Department H salvaged the robot Box

and reworked it Into a new system, they merged

one of their employees, Bernie bachenay, into

the robot and called the new machine Manbot.

During the newly reassembled Alpha Flight's

first few missions, Manbot secretly recorded

their activities for later study back at the

Department, Alter the restructuring of the

Department that followed the apparent death of

a high-ranking official, Manboi vs as no longer

Utilised in such a covert manner and has since

been reassigned to the training ream Beta Flight,

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Ability ro "flex" parts of his t

into thin sheets of organic i

which arc highly resistant ti>

physical damage

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Offensive weaponn and

defensive systems

* Silent communication via

radio link

INTELLIGENCE —«—

4

STRENGTH
» #—« •—4-0

SPEED

DURABILITY
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ENERGY PROJECTION
;

FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name: Martina .Smallwood Mackenzie Height: 6'

First Appearance: Alpha Flight # 1 (1983} Weight: 200 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Shape-changing

* Creation of Water spouts

Found underwater by her adoptive father while

fishing, the alien Marrina joined Alpha Flight

alter her 16th birthday when she demonstrated

her powers. During a mission, she met. fell in

love with* and eventually married Namor, the

infamous Att&jfirean Sub-Mariner. Her alien

heritage, however, caused a serious rift in the

marriage ajid ultimately led to a violent

confrontation wirh Namor in which she was

thought to have been killed, She later resurfaced

ns a prisoner of Alpha Bight adversary the Master

of the World, but after his base was destroyed, her

fate remains unknown.

INTELLIGENCE
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STRENGTH
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DURABILITY
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FIGHTING SKILLS
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POWERS/WEAPONS
* Psionic ability that allows

her to manipulate others

upon physical contact

* Teleportation

Real Name: Arlette Truffaut Height: 5'8
n

First Appearance: Alpha Flight n (1997) Weight: ] 34 lbs

Murmur came to Alpha Plight by way of the

same orphanage as her teammate Flex .

Flirtatious and somewhat vain. Murmur

initially proved reluctant to work as a member

of a team. Fighting alongside Her teammates

and watching them risk their lives to save

innocents, however, she soon came 10 realize

die inherent value of being a team player and

adjusted her attitude. After serving as a valued

member of the ream. Murmur was reassigned

to Department Hs second -tier training team

Beta Flight following the return of Alpha

Flight s original members.

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Circlet of Enchantment that

grants her full access to her

innate magical powers

Real Name: Elizabeth Twoyoungmen Height: 5 8”

First Appearance: Alpha Flight#*) (1983) Weight: 132 lbs

When her physician father Shaman could do

nothing to save her mother from dying from

cancer, Talisman disowned him. Years

afterward, feeling a need for reconciliation.

Talisman located her father, who by then was a

powerful mystic. When she met up with him,

Talisman was asked to draw a magic circlet

from his mystical pouch known as the Circlet

of Enchantment, and, upon his instruction,

put it on her brow. She was transformed into a

person of immense mystic ability whose

coming had long been prophesied- Soon after,

she joined her father in Alpha Flight ,

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Ability to create solidified

molecules oJ air

•Transformation of liquids

into gases
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Real Name: Colin Ashworth Hume Height: 6

First Appearance: Alpha Flight #87 (1990) Weight; 183 lbs

Ashamed of the villainous deeds he was forced

to perform as a special operative for Roxxon

Oil, Windshear quit and became an official

member of Alpha Flight. During his time

with A1pha Flight, Wi nd shea
r
gradu ally

became more comfortable with die role of a

super hero. When the Canadian government

temporarily disbanded Alpha Flight,

Windshear retired from the super hero life and

returned to his home in England, where he set

up a curio shop that sells high-priced objects,

created with his mutant power, that are only

visible under special lighting.

WINDSHEAR

TALISMAN

MURMUR



Art

by

Aaron

Lopresti

BROTHERHOOD OF 4
EVIL MUTANTS

[

It can he defeated, but it will never really go away. It can -resurrect itself in many guises—and always

docs. Tile players may change, bur one thing remains the same: If evil is eternal, then rlie

Brotherhood will always live on.

ihey are everything die X-Men arc not. Terrorists, Murderers. Extortionists. With mutant oppression

on the rise, the lost and confused have begun to join the Brotherhood in ever-increasing numbers

—

seeking family an escape from human rule, a chance to be rbemsclves, and the freedom to do what
they want, whenever they want.

Defeat means nothing to this group of mutant terrorists. If anything, it only fuels their desire to up
die ante -and perhaps one day they will successfully orchestrate an act of terror that will finally bring

humanity to an end. When the age of evil is ushered in, there is no doubt the Brotherhood will be
the one who opens the door.
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—BLOB
T hinking o.f himself as nothing more than 'an extra-strong

freak,” Fred J. Dukes used his superhuman powers to make

a living lor himself as a performer in a carnival, where he earned

the nickname "The Blob/ At work one day, the original

members of the X-Men came to die carnival in their everyday

identities to invite the morbidly obese Blob to meet Professor X .

Smitten with fean Grey , Blob accepted and went with the group

to the Xavier Mansion . Xavier asked Blob to join the X-Men,

hut Blob arrogantly refused. Blobs attitude forced Xavier to. try

and use his mental powers to erase Blobs knowledge of the

X-Men s true identities. But the Blob fought oil the X-Men, 4

escaped the mansion, and returned to the carnival.

Prior to his meeting with Professor X, Blob had no idea that he possessed superhumanly

powerful mutant abilities. Equipped with this knowledge, however, Blob now believed himself

to be superior to ordinary humans, arid began taking over the carnival. Blob was later

approached by Magneto , who was seeking new recruits for bis Bro therhood o f Tvi 1 Mu tan ts »

Eager for revenge against the X-Men T Blob agreed to join, but his affiliation with the

Brotherhood did not turn out as he expected: During a battle with the X-Men, Magneto

launched a powerful torpedo at the heroes—with I i trie concern for the fact that Blob stood ngliL

in the weapons path. The torpedoes did not seriously injure the Blob, but he swore never to

trust anyone again and returned to his job with the carnival.

Real Name:
Fred J . Du kes

First Appearance:
X'Mat #3 (

1964)

Height: 8
1

Weight: 976 lbs

Eye Color: Brown

Hair Color: Brown

Months later, the Blob relented on his vow

whcn he met anoth er supcrhuman 1y

powcrfi 1 1 mu tan t, Utnis the Unto i ic Ivab 1c,

and the two of them attempted to

frame their mutual enemies the X-Men

as thieves. Thus began Blobs long and

close friendship with LJnus, which

ended only upon Unuss apparent

death several years later.

Eventually, Blob allowed himself

to be recruited by Mystique lor

her reorganized Brotherhood ol

Evil Mutants. Although the

Blob continues to operate

i ndependen tlv of Mys r.i q

i

ies

organization, he remains a

member of the group.

POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Virtually immovable, as long as he

remains in contact with rhe ground

* Superhuman resistance to injury

Art by Ron Gurney
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MAGNETO
Real Name:

Magi! u.s-

First Appearance:
X-'Men #1 £'1963)

Height: GT
Weight: 190 lbs

Eye Color: Bluish-gmy

Hair Color: Silver

Art by Leinil Francis Yu

A s die only surviving

member of his family after

an internment at a. Nazi prison

camp, Magnus saw the kind, of

inhumanity ruthless, amoral human beings

were capable of inflicting upon die world.

Ihcse brural events became a black mark

forever burned in ills memory, fueling his

belief that mutants like himself can only be

free if they enslave the rest of the human race

before it enslaves them. Never again does he want to face the

horror and degradation be and bis people faced World War !L

After bis release from Auschwitz, Magnus married a woman
named Magda who gave birth to their first child, Anya, When a

mob prevented him from saving his daughter frofh a fire,

Magnus unleashed his powers upon them, killing them ail with

his mutant ability to manipulate the planets magnetic forces.

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Master of magnetism

INTELLIGENCE
#—*

—
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STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS
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Terrified, Magda fled—fearing nor just the mans

an imaginable power, but Ins increasing obsession

with world mutant domination. She never

bothered to tell her husband she was pregnant

again. Reaching a safe haven, Magda gave birrh to

twins (Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch) and

turned them Over to a gypsy couple to raise as

their own. When she took her own life, she took

the secret of her childrens paternity to her grave.

Crushed by rhe loss of his child and his wife,

Magnus sought solace in Israel and performed

volunteer work with Holocaust survivors. He also

befriended a young telepath named Charles

Xavier, later known as Professor X , As the pair

battled terrorists, each was forced to reveal their

mutant powers to one another. As they spoke of

their mutual mutant status, Charles revealed that

he foresaw a planet where Homo superior and Homo sapiens could peacefully coexist— -a

viewpoint diametrically opposed to that of Magnus, who believed mutants would merely be the

next in a long line of minorities ready to be exploited and persecuted for their differences.

Magnus wanted to believe in Charles's philosophy, but his Auschwitz experience kept creeping

back to haunt him, and he was unwilling to stand by and watch that terrible history repeat itself

ali over again with a different set of players.

While Charles chose his path towards peace to accomplish b is goals, Magnus chose something

else entirely: terrorism. Towards that end, he embraced terrorist dogma and, along with it, a new

name: Magneto. During his first attempt ro dominate humanity Magneto tried to take over rhe

Cape Citadel missile base, but found himself thwarted by Charles and his X-Men . Magneto

then formed the Brotherhood of Evil Mutants , a terrorist mutant society who acted on his

every whim. Among his recruits were Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch. Not until years later would

he learn they were his own children.

Countless defeats did nothing ro discourage Magneto. He worked just as hard at seeing his

ultimate goals come to fruition. But his former friend Professor X held onto the hope that

Magneto would one day give up his lethal maneuvers and join the cause for peace. But any

chance for change Charles had once thought possible for Magneto dissipated when Magneto

temporarily stripped Wolverine of his adamant i urn implants. Charles felt he had no choice but

ro temporarily psionically lobotomize his old friend*

Once Magneto regained his full strength and mental capacity he acted with even more fervor

and determination to .set in motion a mutant takeover; this time bis plan worked. Holding the

planet hostage with Its own magnetic field. Magneto demanded a sovereign homeland where

mutants could govern themselves and face no oppression by humans. Having little choice, rhe

United Nations conceded and turned over the island of Genosha to him. But he paid a dear

price for his victory After taking great care and pride in rebuilding the previously war-torn

Genosha, a place where humans had once enslaved mutants turned into a homeland for mutants

who for rhe first time could have a place they could truly cal! their own, Magneto saw his efforts

destroyed* Cassandra Nova sent deadly, mutant-hunting Sentinels to Genosha—who, in short

order, slaughtered sixteen million oi its citizens. Among them is Magneto, whose body has yet to

be recovered* Whatever doubts surround the Master of Magnetism, one thing is certain;

Magneto is a survivor. Having survived the Holocaust, he will one day return and continue to

prevent die persecution of another race: bis very own.



MYSTIQUE
Real Name:

Raven Darkholme

First Appearance;
Ms; Mmvtm (1978)

S he can be a woman. She can be a man. She can he a

billionaire. She can be a supermodeh Whatever Mystique

deigns to become, she is. bur she cannot hide who she truly is:

a shape-shifting blue mutant determined to help bring about

the en d of all h um an1 ty

During one of her stin ts “passing” for human, Mystique gave

birth to a soil, Kurt Wagner (Nightcrawler ) , who was

anything but “normal.* Born with a prehensile tale and blue

skin, Kurt's obvious mutant appearance destroyed Mystiques

cover and provoked die ire ^if the local villagers. Running from

the angry mob with the baby in her arms, Mystique knew that to save her own life, she’d have to

sacrifice her sons. Her selfish decision culminated with her throwing the boy over a waterfall.

Little did Mystique know that as she made a safe getaway, the child made his own, too—into the

arms of a local gypsy who would raise him as her own.

Height: 5
'

10
"

Weight: 142 lbs

Eye Color: Yellow

Hair Color: Red

Hi is deed was the first in a lifetime of similarly cruel events perpetrated bv Mystique.

Never comfortable in her own blue skin, Mystique bad for a time tried to manipulate people

into forming a peace between man and mutant. But no matter how bard she tried, she always

failed. And that failure fueled her greatest belief: that mutants must dominate all mankind. Any

human or mutant who disagreed must be destroyed.

POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Shaped} iking
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STRENGTH
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In her effort to bring about the demise of

humanity, Mystique formed the second

incarnation of the Brotherhood of Fvi

I

Mutants , a terrorist group designed to

stamp out all who stood in the way of

mutant domination. She even adopted, a

young Rogue to serve her organizations

.The X-Men—Mys tiq uels mottal

enemies—always thwarted all of her attempts

to realize her goals; even Rogue eventually left

her manipulative foster mother to join the

X-Men and their cause.

Rut Mystique is a patient woman. In

time, she knows the inevitable war

between man and mutant will be

fought—and she will not he on the losing

side no matter what shape she takes.

Art fry Salvador L/trroea



QUICKSILVER i*

bile he and his twin sister Wanda (Scarlet Witch ) were

still in the womb, Pietro’s mother Magda fled from

|

their father Magneto > Terrified of her husband s recent

I manifestation of mutant powers and newly adopted philosophy

of world domination, Magda feared she and her unborn

!

children faced grave danger.

Pietro and Wanda were left by their mother to be raised by

Django and Marya Maxim off, a loving gypsy couple. Growing

I up? Pietro discovered he could move at superhuman speeds.

I Little did he know how soon this superhuman power would

come in handy When his adoptive father stole food to feed his family, hateful villagers

converged on their camp and attacked them. Fearing for their lives, Pietro and his sister fled

the camp. When the twins were about to be killed in another village they had settled in, they

were saved by Magneto. Unaware they were his children. Magneto demanded Pietro and

Wanda serve in his Brotherhood of Evil Mutants . Feeling obliged, they agreed. As members
' of the Brotherhood, rhe conflicted twins took the names Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch and

aided Magnc to in his tcrro ris t campaign aga 1 n s r h um a n i ty

Real Name:
Pietro Maximo ff

First Appearance:
X-Ma? *4 (1:964)

Height: 6
’

Weight: 175 'Iks

Eye Color: Blue

Hair Color: Silver

But Quicksilver wanted out of the cause—fortunately for him, the Brotherhood evemually

disbanded. Seeking redemption, he and Scarlet Witch petitioned to join the Avengers, a

team of super heroes who protect the planet

from any and all threats. He was accepted, and

quickly came to relish his role fighting for a

I cause in which he truly believed. But Magneto

came calling again, this time with rhe news he

was Q_i i ick s i Ivcrs true fa th c r. He hoped th

e

reve la tion wou I d pe rsuade his sot] to rejoin a

new terrorist campaign, but the move

jbackfired. Though stunned, Pietro dismissed

Magneto.

Plagued by impulsive decisions and rash

actions, Quicksilver strives to achieve

equilibrium in his life. So far, such balance has

eluded hhn. Undermined by neglect and

infidelity, Quicksilvers marriage was doomed

to fail despite repeated attempts at

reconciliation and the birth of his daughter.

Even while Quicksilver continues to hear the

burden of his father’s legacy, he moves ahead

with the fight for peace between man and

mutant. Although conflicted. Quicksilver

believes in his soul he

is the man his father

would have been had

Magneto opted for

tolerance instead of

hatred.

POWERS/ o
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* Superhuman speed -if
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SCARLET WITCH
Real Name:

Wanihi Django

MaximnfF

First Appearance:
X'Man #4 (1 964)

Height: 57
M

Weight: 130 tbs

Eye Color: Blue

Hair Color: Auburn

bandoned by her mother and born without knowledge of

her true father, Wanda Maximoff and her twin brother

Pietro (Quicksilver) learned ol their unique and amazing powers

at an early age. While Pietro could move faster than the blink of

an eye, young Wanda could cause strange phenomena to occur

with probability-altering hex-spheres.

in her adolescence, Wandas adoptive gypsy father stole food for

their family to ear—a crime that did not go unnoticed by the

townspeople. As a mob came to exact its vengeance upon the

whole family, Wanda fled with PictnA For years they wandered

Europe together, living off the land.

During a visit to a new village, Wandas uncontrolled powers accidentally set a house ablaze and

caused an uproar. When the villagers surrounded Wanda and Pietro, the twins did their best to

hold them back—but even their mutant abilities were not enough; there were just too many
people against them. At the last minute, they Found help in an unlikely ally: Magneto , their true

father, who appeared and saved them from doom. Magneto, unaware the pair were his children,

quickly demanded payback for saving their lives and asked Wanda and Pietro to sign oil to his

Brotheriiood of Evil Mutants , a terrorist organization he headed. Partly out of fear, partly Put

ol a sense of obligation, Wanda and Pietro agreed to serve.

When the Brotherhood disbanded* Scarlet

Witch could not have been more thrilled. In

an effort ro redeem the terrible deeds she had

done on Magentas behalf, she petitioned for

membership in die Avengers, a team of super

heroes who protect the planet from any and

all threats; both she and Quicksilver were

accepted.

Finally lighting lor the right cause, Scarlet

Witch came out of her shell, valued foi her

abilities rather than me re 1y ex p foi ieel On
1y

after becoming an Avenger did she learn the

truth about her parentage. Hoping to sway his

children into rejoining his reenergized crusade

against humanity, Magneto confronted Scarlet

Witch and Quicksilver with the revelation he

was their true father. Both denounced him

and his cause.

POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Ability ro control

chaos magick and

affect probability

Adds

Art by j. G. Jones



TOAD mM

U tilike other mutants whose powers manifested in puberty,

Mortimer Toynbee was born a mutant. Abandoned by his

parents and knowing nothing of- his past, Mortimer was placed in

an orphanage, where children continually harassed and

tormented him about his freakish appearance, his unusual

physique, and his pronounced leaping ability. Traumatized by the

continuous rejection and plagued by loneliness, Mortimer

developed learning disabilities, which the teachers at the

orphanage mistakenly took as a sign of mental retardation. He
developed a pathetically subservient personality in order to get

anyone to like him, and would unquestioningly obey anyone

who even showed him the most remote hint of kindness.

Real Name:
Mortimer Toynbee

First Appearance:
X-Mrn M ( 1964 )

Height: 58

Weight: 169 lbs

Eye Color: Yd low

Hair Color: Brown

After he matured into adulthood, Magneto discovered load and recruited him into his

Brotherhood of Evil Mutants . But Toad had ho idea that Magneto had little use for his

powers—he merely wanted to use him as an expendable pawn, lime to form, Toad pathetically

devoted himself to Magneto, whom he subconsciously regarded as a surrogate father. Toad

blinded himself to Magneto’s continual verbal and physical abuse, if only because he believed

Magneto would defeat the human race and thereby conquer all those who had humiliated Toad

in his youth.

But before long, Toad faced a terrible betrayal: When Toad and Magneto were captured and

imprisoned on a distant planet, Magneto escaped, callously leaving Toad behind. Though Toad

eventually rejoined Magneto, Magnetos relentless bullying caused Toads resentment to come to

a. head, and he left Magneto to die in an explosion that followed an encounter with the X-Men .

Only later would Toad learn that Magneto had survived the blast.

Though the ensuing years brought him even

more depression and desp0nden cy, Tc )ad

learned how to toughen up and gained

enormous confidence in himself so much so

that he even led his own faction of the

Brotherhood.

Haunted by the emotional wounds of his

past, Toad lives to exact retribution on those

who made him what he is today, father as

part of the Brotherhood or on his own, Toad

will take whatever extreme measures are

needed to make an uncaring society pay for

who he has become.
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POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Superhuman strength

* Leaping ability

* Prehensile tongue,

which can reach up to

25 feet in length

Art by PhilJimenez



PHANTAZIA

DESTINY

AVALANCHE

80

Rea I Name : 1 )om lmc Sst i Iird. janos. It t ros Height: 5

'

17

"

First Appearance: (mi). Weight: 164 lbs

Recruited by Mystique ro serve in the

Brotherhood of Evil Mutants , Avalanche took

pare In the organMarions first assassination

attempt on Senato r Kelly, He then briefly left

the squad and attempted to blackmail the state of

California into paying him a large sum of money

by threatening to use his powers m trigger a
^

major earthquake. Avalanche was later forcibly

recruited into rite paramilitary group X-Ckirps*

which was headed by Bansh ee, hollowing the

stibscq Lien t infilc ntr ion of die group by Myst iqu e

,

Avalanche assisted an attack in Paris, France, where

be single-handedly destroyed ilie Hide! lower.

Real Name: Irene Adler Height: 57"

First Appearance; X-$t&n#]4] (1$81) Weight: lit) lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Gene rar i

on of power fill

vibrations from his hands
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POWERS/WEAPONS
* Ptecognirion

Though blind, she foresaw the future, Every

vision, every prophecy she' meticulously detailed

in her journals. A lii clung companion to

Mysiique. Destiny Faithfully followed, her friend

and served Lhc Brotherhood o f Evil Mutant*.

Along for a mission, Destiny was assigned a

caretaker, but forced him to leave her so he could

participate in the battle. As she foresaw m a

vision, Legion found and killed her. It was only

after her death rhar Shodowc at discovered

Destiny's journals, which contained pages of

cryptic—and thus far accurate prophecies about

the end of the millennium.

Real Name: Eileen Hafsaw Height: 6'2"

First Appearance: 159-2) Weight: 171 lbs

Phama/ia was recruited into the Brotherhood

of Evi l Mutants by load. She proved to be an

add hion "Foad wouId be rh an.k ft 1 1 fo r : Durin

g

the Brotherhood's clash with the mutant strike

force founded by Nathan Summ ers, Phama/ia

scored a big win for her organization when she

disrupted die blast field of Can nonhail,

allowing her teammate Sauron to kill him (or so

it seemed). Exodus later approached Phama/ia

and gave her the opportunity to join the ranks

of the Acolytes , Phantazia entertained the

invitation but chose to reject the offer, and

stayed on with the Brotherhood.

ROWERS/WEARONS
* Projection of a disruptive

bioelectric field

• Levitation



POWERS/WEAPONS
* Incredible mathematical and

analytical 5kills

' Rio-cybernetic weaponry and

body armor
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Real Name: Kevin Tremain Height: 8

First Appearance: jLfe#5U(1-9® Weight: 79.0 lbs

When government operative Kevin Tremaine

lay critically injured alter a series of botched

experiments performed by the Chinese ultra-

nationalist called the Mandarin, Nathan

Summers saved his life—but he could not save

Kevin from a life lived on the wrong side of

Professor Xs dream. As Post, Kevin could

have fulfilled the promise of the dream of the

Brotherhood of Evil Mutants instead: the

assassination of Senator Kelly. But when Post

was mere seconds away from bringing down

his target, the dying Pyro used the last of his

strength to hill Post in a single fiery blast.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Ps ionic control of fire

Real Name: Si. John Ailerdyce Height: S'
10”

First Appearance: X-Men #1-4.1' (1981) Weight: ISO lbs
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In his youth, St. John Alferdyce used his

mutant abilities only for profit. When
Mystique approachcd h im with an invitation

to use ins powers in the Brotherhood of Evil

Mutan ts. Pyro accepted. Dutifully fighting

against the X-Men , Pyros life would not be

lost lo combat, but to something worse; the

Legacy Virus. Seeking redemption, Pyro halted

the Brotherhoods second attempted

assassination of Senator Kel ly, As Post was

about to kill Kelly, Pyro—summoning up one

1 trial fiery, onslaught— annihilated the mutant

before he could carry out the murder.

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Impenetrable force-field

Real Name: Angelo: Unusdpne Height: 6' 1"

First Appearance: X-Mm #8 (1 964 1 Weig ht : 220 lbs

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

When the Brotherhood of Evil Mutants

recruited the professional wrestler Lulls the

Untouchable, they forced him to defeat an

X-Man as a requirement for membership. As

Un.us battled Boast, however. Beast employed

a device that rendered Lulls' power

temporarily uncon troll able-. Helpless, he

surrendered. Units went on to form a criminal

partnership with Blob, When his powers

agam spun out of control, Umis blacked put

and fed! into the arms of his friend, who
believed him dead. During a search mission

on the decimated Cenosha, Quicksilver

found Unus, shaken bur alive. How he made

his way to Genosha has yet to be revealed.

UNUS

PYRO

POST
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First Appearance;
Exiles ? 1 (200 li
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Ill more ways than one, they are not who they seem to be. I hey hail from disparate alternate realities

where their familiar names do not come with familiar histories. Instead, they come from realities where

anything is possible—where good is evil, evil is good, and everything in between is up for grabs*

And now, assembled as the Exiles, they live as outcasts who have fallen through the cracks of reality

and have been charged with fixing rifts in time* Only when they repair the damage can they return to

the people they once were and the places where they once lived. They have lit Lie choice: if they don't

fulfill their mission, each will suffer a terrible fate that was never meant to be.

Traveling to the far corners of Earths even stranger than their own, the Exiles arc often called on to

align themselves with those whom they once thought were enemies—and kill those whom they once

called friends. They live in a world where “what ifs” and “what nows"' happen daily. Their mission can

only be a success when they cca.se to be Exiles.
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BB orn in the alternate reality where Apocalypse ruled supreme,

young Clarice Fergusons parents anti brother were killed in Real Name:
Clarice Fergusonthe death camp of Mu Sinister, a Horseman of Apocalypse.

Rescued by Sabretooth and Weapon X, two members of

Magnetos X-Mcn, Blink eventually became a member of the

First Appearance:
X-Men: Alpha (1 994)

team and came to view Sabretooth as her surrogate father. Under

During the final days of the X-Mens Fight against Apocalypse t

Sabretooth asked Blink to teleport him to the Horseman

Magnetos tutelage, she learned to control her powers. Height: 5'6
H

Weight: 127 lbs

Eye Color: Green

Holocaust so lie could delay the Horseman long enough to

Hair Color: Pkskish-

jmrpte

ensure theX-Men would arrive in time to free the people in the

death camps. She reluctantly agreed, knowing that his act could

save them all—and that he would face a mighty foe alone. Indeed, when Sabretooth fought

Holocaust, Holocaust easily defeated him. Believing Sabretooth to be dead, Blink sought

revenge on Holocaust and managed to best the villain in combat, teleporting him into a

corrosive pool.

The X-Mens ultimate victory set off a chain of even

i

end Blinks universe. But Blink would not sec that h;

Moments before her universe evaporated, she was pli

her reality. She emerged in a strange location outside

and space and soon discovered she was not alone; liv

mutants were also present. Timebroker explained to

group that they had all fallen through the cracks in r

caused by breaks in the chain of time itself The only

they could return to their lives was to travel to other

tea lit i es and repa i r th o se breaks . I i they failed, howo
they would return to their now-altered home reality,

each suffering a fate that was never meant to be. In

Blink's case, she would cease to exist, as her reality li;

changed to the point where she had never been born

The assembled heroes agreed to help repair rime, ant

Blink became rhe leader of the team- the lixilcs .

The Timebroker gave her a device known as the

Tall us, which would use her teleportation powers

to transport the team from reality to reality, as well

as give them instructions on what they needed to

accomplish in each dimension to achieve their goal.

After a successful mission in which Blink and the

SPEED

ENERGY PROJECTION

DURABILITY

STRENGTH

INTELLIGENCE
«—e 9 —4—

*

Exiles freed a world plagued by the deadly mutant

killing Legacy Virus, Blink

was teleported away, having

fulfilled her obligation to the

ream. Her current whereatou

are unknown.

POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Teleportation Art

by

Chris

Bdchalo



MIMIC

C olvin Rankin'V father was a brillbut scientist but a bad

businessman whose discoverbs and creations were stolen

from Him. As a result, Calvin grew Lip poor under the discipline

of a bitter, dejected man. Despite his own Innate intellect, Calvin

gravitated towards the wrong crowd and would have become a

perry thief were it not for a chance meeting with im real i t vs

version ol rhe X-Men. Calvins own mutant power had

manifested in his late teens, but now he had a chance to use Kes

abilities on people won by of mimicking. As he copied their

abilities, the X-Men s
powers s t \ rged t

1

irough Calv ins body. The

changes physically manifested as a pa IV of angelic wings and

enlarged hands and feet. Mimic used his newfound power to

begin a criminal career and joined die Brotherhood of Evil Mutants, On their first mission to

kidnap mutant-hating Senator Robert Kelly, the Brotherhood dashed with the X- Men. who

were surprised by Mimic and his use of powers that reflected their own. Uii fortunately for

Mimic, his lack of training scaled the Brotherhood’s defeat. The Brotherhood abandoned

Mimic, who was captured and imprisoned. During his incarceration. Mimic met Professor X,

who extended him an invirarton to join the X-Men. Seeing no other choice. Mimic accepted

and soon came to consider the X-Men valued teammates and friends. I Ie also learned to look

upon Professor X as a surrogate father figure and eventually became team leader*

Real Name;
Calvin Montgomery'

Rankin

First Appearance;
i-xiks ”

l (200! /

Height; C3 f

Weight; 196 lbs

Eye Color: Blue

Hair Color; Blond

Soon, however* Mimic was pulled from his reality to join the Exiles * Mimic was told that il

they failed in their quest to repair the breaks in the chain

oi time, he would return to a reality7 where the

Brotherhood had successfully murdered Senator Kelly,

dong with a busload of innocent people. Mimic

would be rrietl for the crime and sentenced to death.

The strain of constantly being forced to battle a Item me

reality counterparts of people who were his dearest

friends in his own reality began to tell on Mimic,

and for weeks he became distant and stoic. After a

harrowing mission in which rhe Exiles were forced

to kill jean Grey, a romance began to blossom

between Mimic and Blink. The plight of being an

Exile left them little time to explore the depth of

their feelings for each other, though, and ii

wasn't long before it was time for Blink to

leave the team. Mimic ls now forced

to lead a team he may not even

want to be part of.

POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Ability to mimic the powers of

other super-beings

Art by Mike McKtme
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STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY
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MORPH
A s a child, Kevin Sidney hid his shape-shifting ability

allowing him to live a welhadjusted childhood free of the

scorn that plagued mutantkind, Following the death of his

mother from lung cancer when he was just thirteen, Kevin

chose humor as an outlet for his emotions.

Kevin eventually obtained a masters degree in computer

engineering. After graduation, he came to the attention of his

reality s Professor X, who invited the young man to study at

his School lor Gil ted Youngsters, Morphs enthusiasm coupled

with Ids irreverent brand of humor borh charmed and annoyed

his fellow New M tt t an ts ; still, i\ lo rpfi even tuaily graduated to

the ranks of the X-Men, becoming a valued member of the

team. He also served as a member of the Avengers, Earths

mightiest heroes.

Real Name:
Kevin Sidney

First Appearance:
Exilesm {2001}

Height: Variable, 5’1
1"

(in human form}

Weight: Variable, 1 (bs

(In human form)

Eye Color: white

Hair Color: None

POWERS/
WEAPOMS

On a mission with the X-Men, Morph was teleported away by a

ripple in the time stream. He emerged in a strange location

outside both time and space, joined bv five other similarly

displaced mutants. W hen Timcbroker charged them with their

mission. Morph learned how critical it was: If he and the others

did not successfully repair the breaks in time, Morph would fall

victim to an accident where his physical composition would he

disrupted and hed have to live out his lift* in a comatose, liquid

state i:i a beaker in Beasts laboratory Not exactly thrilled by that

fate, Morph decided it might be in his best interest ,u do

everything in his power to help the ream succeed.

1 .Nhapeshiftmg

INTELLIGENCE

|

» 0 » «— • *
STRENGTH

SPEE?

DURABILITY

|
ENERGY PROJECTION

£ • #—»—+ -* —

*

FIGHTING SKILLS
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Art by Mike MeKane
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NOCTURNE
f
n the Ell ternate universe from which she hails, Nocturne was horn

widi indigo skin, three fingers and toes an each hand and hint,

and a prehensile tail, all thanks to her dad. And somewhere down

rhe line, she developed great musical ability. If she wants to return

to her hand, the Butt Monkeys, and her cherished father, she’ll have

to put all her skills to the test—or face dire consequences.

T J. Wagner grew up under the watchful eye of her parents,

Nightcrawler and. Scarlet Witch, and eventually sought tutelage

from Xavier s School for Gifted Youngsters. Inheriting much pf

Nightcrawler s ability and bravado, as well as ids likeness, she

quickly moved up through rhe ranks of Xaviers School to become

an X-Man and fight alongside Nightcrawler. Rut Nocturne wasn't able to serve the X-Mcn lor long.

She and five other mutants found themselves ripped out of their realities by rhe Timebroker

Nocturne, like all the other Exil es, had been called upon to mend the breaks in the chain of time—

or else she would lace a tragic fate. If Nocturne did not satisfy her mission, she would have to live in

a reality where her beloved father would have been slain by her own grandmother, Mystique.

Nocturne, unwilling to lose her father in such a terrible manner, joined the other fate-fearing Exiles

as they set out on their urgent quest.

Befire being plucked from her home reality. Nocturne had fallen in love with the brother of that

world’s rhunde

r

h»rd. now her ! x lies teammate. But in their new rime-tossed existence, she felt a

closer bond with Thunderbird, and the two quickly became lovers. During a mission with rhe Exiles

on an Earth that had been conquered by the shape-shifting alien Skrulls, Nocturne learned that she

was pregnant with Thundcrbird s child. When Thundcrbird was critically injured in the ensuing

clash with the world-eater Galactus. he remained in a coma in that reality after the other Exiles had

been teleported to their next mission.

Real Name:
I aha Josephmr Wagner

First Appearance:
\~hfm Miiknftif.il

Visions 2000 ( 2000)

Height; 57"

Weight; 135 lbs

Eye Color; YdW
Hair Color: Indigo

* Possession of nnothcr

person for no longer than

one lunar cycle* or

approximately 1 2 hours

* Hex bolts

* Ability to open small

dimensional portals

Nocturne was devastated—and her devastation turned into niter* unrelenting despair* causing her to

lose the baby. After losing her baby, the normally free-spirited Nocturne became withdrawn and

depressed for a rime, refusing to discuss her

feelings with her teammates. She has since

managed to come to terms with losing both

Thundcrbird and her only physical link to him.

Nocturne knows that setting aside a broken heart

and broken spirit is necessary for rhe task at

hand, where greater pain faces her in a possible

reality: a murdered father. No matter the risk, no

matter the pressure* the mission—and

Nocturne—must go on.

POWERS/
WEAPONS

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH
* • *

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION
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FIGHTING SKILLS
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Red Name:
Firs! Appearance:

Heather Hudson

£xifein() (2002)

Height: 5’9
M
(as Hudson),

] O' (as Sasquatch)

Weight: 133 lbs (as Hudson),

2,000 lbs fas Sasquatch)

Wins/WEAPONS

j
&jprfiimian strength, and a

|c degree of resistance ro

hJnitLry

Rl*Wntioiia] leaping ability

fHTIUtGENCE

STRENGTH

-

SPEED

DURABILITY

*

ENERGY PROJECTION
—

9

# -+ -*
FIGHTING SKILLS
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Though nor an original Exiles member her duty

to fulfill rheir mission is every bit as critical, l ike

the others, Sagqtmtcli can't afiford to bee life in a

reality where all that awaits her is pain and loss.

Headier I ludson didn’t know what hu her. One

day she’s the field leader and chief medical officer

for an alternate- reality Alpha Flight-—and the next

she's barreling through a crack in her reality that

she will be called upon to fix. If she cannor, she

wi 1 1 face another, more frightening rea 1 i ry in w 1 1 ich

her husband James bums to death.

Called up to the Exiles to replace their comatose

teammate Thmiderbird, Sasquateh shocked the

others when she reverted from her hulking, hairy

bestial form ro her human form, an attractive

Bue their surprise faded, and Sasquateh took her place on the team, eagerly

L Bating her mission in order to stave off a fate she can barely even imagine,

Art hy Mike McKone

POW£££/WEAPONS
* Creakon .and ,pm jectian o f

Imy plasma

• flight

Real Name:
First Appearance;

Marika Yashkki

Kxiki*

2

(2001

)

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

Marika Yasluda knew nil about shame. In the

alternate reality from which she* hailed, her .strict

Japanese parents where ashamed of not only her

mutant ability but also by her anuouucemenr of

her homosexuality. Rebellious and free-spirited,

Marika refused lo be subjugated and took off fur

America ro join the Xavier School for Gifted

Mutants at Professor Xs invitation. She quickly

ascended through the ranks at the school and

joined the X-Mcn,

Mariko was yanked from her reality by a defect in

the time stream and joined the Fxi lev. Her mission

diem was eriticak If she and the other Exiles failed, Sun fire would face a

Kiurn crip to her [tome reality, where her powers would manifest as uncontrollable

.atomic radiation.

While serving the Exiles' mission, Sunfirc developed a very close friendship with

MsEphi who developed a crush on her, On a rate break from their frenetic

dimension hopping, Sunfirc invited Morph for a day of shopping, capped off by

dinner. Confessing she knew about his crush, Sunfirc gently explained her sexual

preference to Morph and the two now enjoy a mutually platonic friendship.

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

Height: 5'5"

Weight: 120 lbs

Ul
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£
2
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Art GeorgesJeatity

SASQUATCH
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The goad. The bad. The deadly. TheyVt all here and all Fighting for the same cause in a reality not

their awn. As Weapon X. these alternate' reality hemes have a critical mission: repair the breaks in

time. Then and only then can they return to their home realities and their own individual

destinies. Along with the Exiles , the ragtag team of Weapon X has been charged by 1 i

m

ebrpke r

ro repair cracks in die nmestre&rn itself so they can return to the lives they once knew.

While Weapon X and the Exiles have rhe same objective, their methods could nor be more

different. The Weapon X team possesses the aggression necessary to complete entirely different

tasks from the Exiles* missions. Weapon X is not quantified as *good or
ll

badf they are simply

needed to help repair the time stream. The team s lineup has included Sabretooth, Kane,

Deadpoof Spider, Storm, the Vision, and She-1 Inlk.

Weapon X teamed up with the Exiles to liberate a young mutant named David Richards from a

detainment camp guarded by Sentinels. After David was freed, Weapon X learned that their

mission in chat reality had not ended yet: They needed to kill David to prevent him from growing

up to become a callous dictator. But Sabretooth could not accept his orders; in an effort to save

David’s life, he betrayed his team ro prevent them from fulfilling their mission. It was an act that

cost Deadpool his life. Timebroker intervened, reminding Sabretooth and the Exiles that they

must complete their missions, regardless of their own feelings. Disengaging from Weapon X,

Sahrciooth staved in that reality to raise young David himself and change the course of the boys

future, ensuring he would nor become a dictator and rhus negating the need to kill him.

Sabretooths act allowed for the mission to draw successfully to a close and Weapon X. minus

Sab retooth, moved on to other realities, the newest incarnation oi Weapon X is led by Gambit,

and includes Archangel.

Mission after mission, it is up to Weapon X to continue to complement die Exiles efforts to

repair rhe time stream so that they may all return ro their home realities someday.
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POWERS/WEAPONS
1 Master of magnetism

1 Ability to transform

mothers flesh into cold

unliving steel through touch

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Enhanced strength, speed,

and endurance

INTELLIGENCE
—*

—

9 »

STRENGTH
•—• 1 •—# 8-

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION
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FIGHTING SKILLS
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Real Name: Magnus (full name un revealed) Height: 6'

First Appearance: Zadfe #1(200 0 Weight: 177 lbs

The son of his reality's Magneto and Rogue,

Magnus' was Sum moned by the Exiles . He

learned that if he and the others did not repair

the cracks in rime, lie would return to a life

where he had accidentally killed his mother,

res llLting in his griel-s tricken fat h er resuming

his war against humanity. When the Exiles

were transported to a world where Magneto

had to be freed from a detention facility about

to be destroyed by an atomic bomb, Magnus

surrounded Lhe facility with a magnetic shield

ro contain the explosion; the force of the blast

ultimately killed him.

Real Name: John Proud star Height: 7
'

First Appearance: (20(H) Weight: 1,200 lbs

In his home reality, Thundcrbird was captured

byApdEplyp.se, who remade him as his

cybernetica I ly enhanced disciple. Hut

Thunderbirds indomitable spirit enabled him to

escape—only ro sec him ripped from his reality.

He had no choice but to help the Exiles

complete their mission; i! he did not, he faced a

life where he would never have broken free from

Apo calypse s controk J 1 1 ll tide rb i rd fell in 1ove

w i ih his teamm ate Nocturne and I ea

r

ned she

was carrying his child, but a brutal battle ended

Ids hopes for the future. Tbunderhird now lies

in a coma, unaware .Nocturne lost the baby.

ROWERS/WEAPONS
* Not known

Real Name; Inapplicable Height: 5'5"

First Appearance: Exth3*1 (2001) Weight: 180 ibs

INTELLIGENCE

SPEED

DURABILITY
1—•-—•—m—*—

ENERGY PROJECTION
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FIGHTING SKILLS
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Timebroker doesn't exist in die conventional

sense. Akin, to a 'living verb,’ Fimebroker is a

construct created from the collective

consciousnesses of two reams, die Exiles and

Weapon X . When die members ol the teams

had accepted their missions to repair Lhe

breaks in rime, Timebroker gave a 1 alius to

one member of each. 1 lie Tallus acts as a

guide, instructing the teams as best it can on

what is needed ro repair die breaks in a

particular reality. Once each repair is made,

the l alius then transports the teams to their

next reality and their next mission.

TIMEBROKER

THUNDERBIRD

MAGNUS
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HELLFIRE CLUB

It is at once austere and revered, a place where only the unimaginably wealthy and powerful arc welcome.

But behind its stately guise, something else lurks: something diabolical, something deadly, and something

seemingly unstoppable, hounded in the 1760 s in London, Kngland, the Hellfire Club began as a meeting

place for rhe highest ranks of British society. Within the confines of the exclusive chib, members could

meer to make deals and secretly indulge in pleasures forbidden by the morality of the rime, in the 1770s,

two of the clubs leading members emigrated to New York City, where they founded the American branch

of the Hellfire Club.

Throughout the ensuing centuries* die Hellfire Club continued to attract rhe worlds wealthiest and most

socially prominent people. Its exclusive membership invitations were coveted by nearly everyone who was

anyone and were thought to be one of rhe highest compliments a human being could ever receive. By its

very nature, it was an invitation rarely turned down. To most of the members—and to society at large—

the Hellfire Club was merely a respectable, upper-class social organization principally devoted to giving

spectacular parties where members of the social, economic, and political elite could meet unofficially to

discuss matters of mutual interest, and to forge political or business alliances.

But there was something held secret—not just from society, but from the majority of Hellfire Club

members as well - a super-secret upper echelon ol the Hellfire membership called the Inner Circle, whose

subversive members engage in a conspiracy to dominate the world through the accumulation of economic

power and political influence. Members of the Inner Circle hold positions named after chess pieces to

denote their standing within the organization. The most powerful positions are the King and Queen;

below them are their Bishops, Rooks, and Pawns. The infighting for King and Queen titles is fierce, and

frequently leads to uprisings and power struggles. Regardless of their ongoing power struggles, rhe goal of

the In net Circle remains clear and focused: Don't back down until the world is your hands.

Welcome to the Hellfire Club, where membership is the ultimate status symbol-—and membership in the

Inner Circle signifies ultimate evil.



S
ebastian Shaw was born into an impoverished family, but

his superb business skills made him a millionaire by the

age of 20. He eventually became the head of Shaw

Industries, a multinational corporation heavily involved with

United States defense contracts and the production of

munitions, His vast wealth and power allowed him entrance

into the Hell fire Club ; after a while his ruthlessness peaked

and he killed its Inner Circle leader. After taking the reigns

as the Black King, Shaw, worked closely with Emma Frost,

the Club's new White Queen.

Real Name:
Sebastian Hiram Shaw

First Appearance:
X-Mcu #129 (19801

Height: 6’2

Weight: 210 lbs

Eye Color: Black

Hair Color: Gray

Having killed to achieve his coveted position,

Shaw knew he'd face similar attempts to displace

him as the Black King. And indeed, the renegade

White Bishop Donald Pierce challenged him—as

did his own son, Shinobi Shaw , who attempted

to assassinate his father so he could earn the title

of Black King for himself. Eventually, Sebastian

Shaw fled underground, allowing the Clubs

Black Queen, Selene , to take control.

Regardless of his deposed status, nothing

threatens Shaw's opportunism, and he continues

with his plans to dominate the world through his

force, money* and

power, with or

without the title of

Black King.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Ability to absorb kinetic

energy on impact and

rechannd ll into physical

strength, speed, and stamina

—
INTELLIGENCE
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DURABILITY
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FIGHTING SKILLS
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Real Name: Emmanuel DaCosta

First Appearance: Marvel Graphic N^vel#4 (1982)

Height: 6
1

Weight: 190 lbs

Once a poor, barefoot houseboy, Emmanuel DaCosta swore his mother would

become the mistress of the estate where she was once a maid. By the age of

twenty, he saw his dream become reality. After Emmanuel had become a

millionaire and the head off his own corporation, DaCosta International, he

also became a one-man economic and political force. The Hell fire Club came

tailing and invited him to become a member. .Seizing this opportunity to

expand his power and influence, Emmanuel dumped his wife Nina and son

Roberto DaCosta (Sunspot). His diabolical ways caught up with him, though,

and a mutant eventually poisoned and. killed Emmanuel to pave the way for

Roberto to gain access to his father’s fortunes.

EMMANUEL

DaCOSTA

Art

&

Salmdor

LatrMa

SEBASTIAN

SHAW



Real Name:
First Appearance:

Harry \ .eland

X-Mmnw 0980)

Height: 5' 10"

Weight: 235 lbs

Corporate lawyer Harry Leiand helped

Sebastian Shaw overthrow the leader of the

Hellfirc Club and become its Black Bishop.

During the Inner Circle's clash with the X-Men.

the rival teams were forced to join together to

defeat Sentinels , behind suffered a heart attack

in battle, yet still managed to greatly increase the

mass of Shaw, who had been thrown into the

upper atmosphere by the Sentinel Nimrod.

Shaw returned to Earth with, the force of a small

meteor, smashing Nimrod to pieces and saving

the lives of both the Inner Circle and the

X-Men. But behind s heart attack proved fatal.

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Geometrically increase the

mass of any person or object

within 350 feet ol hi&

person

INTELLIGENCE
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STRENGTH

SPEED

fw*
DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

Name: Jason Wyn garde

Appearance: X-Men #4 ( 1 964)

Height: 5 10

Weight: 1 40 lbs

Alter his stint with the Brotherhood of Evil

Mutants , Mastermind left to pursue a career of

Ills own and was invited to apply for admission

to the Inner Circle of the HelHtre Chib .

Mastermind used his mutant powers to alter the

personality of Jean Grey so she would willingly

become the Inner Circles new Black Queen. His

plan backfired: Jean, possessed by the Phoenix

Force, broke free of Masterminds control and

opened his mind to the cosmos. Unable to cope,

Mastermind fell into a catatonic state. While he

recovered. Mastermind eventually succumbed to

the mutant-targeting Legacy Virus.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Psionic ability to cast

illusions, causing people to

see, hear, much, smell, or

taste things which do not

actually exist

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY
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Real Name:
First Appearance:

Donald Bierce

X-Men #129 (1980)

Height: 5TI"

Weight: 240 lbs

After a catastrophic injury left Donald Pierce

mortally wounded, he was turned into a cyborg

by Sebastian Shaw. When Shaw assumed control

of the Inner ( arclc of the Hellfire (dub , he

invited Pierce to become the Circles While

Bishop. During his affiliation with the Inner

Circle, Pierce frequently clashed with the X-M eii.

After a particularly brutal defeat, he sought

revenge against both Shaw and Professor X for

i-he failure . Unsuccessh i I
, he was subsequern ly

expelled from the Inner Circle, later teaming up

with the Reavers to combat the X-Men

,

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Te elino logical implants that

provide augmented strength,

endurance, and reflexes
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POWERS/WEAPONS
* Psion ic ability to drain the

1 ife U ?rce of’ o thers
,
using rh e

energy to restore her youth

and beauty
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ENERGY PROJECTION

Real Name: Selehe (full-dame uhreyeated.) Height: 5' 10"

First Appearance: New Mutant? #9' (.1 983) Weight: 1 44 lbs

The powerful sorceress Selene can never.grow

old or ugly-—so long as she drains the life force

of others to replenish her youth and beauty.

Her anti-aging regime served her well:

Following a restructuring of tit e HeLlfirc Club

by it s then -leader Sebastian Shaw, Selene was

recruited into the Club's Inner Circle along

with her high priest, Friedrich von Roehm,

and eventually ascended io the position of

Black Queen, Her most recent maneuver was

blackmailing an unwilling Roberto DaCosta

(Sunspot) into joining the Clubs ranks as its

new Black Rook

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Manipulation ol die density

of his body's molecular
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FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name: Shlnobi Shaw Height: 5Tl"

First Appearance: X-Faaor #67 (1991) Weight: 165 lbs

The spoiled son of billionaire LSebastian Shaw ,

Shinobi Shaw managed to accumulate his own

personal fortune, using it to buy out Shaw-

Industries from under bis father. In the

con front-arton that followed, Shinobi

seemingly kilted his father. Shinobi then

usurped his fathers position as Black King of

the Hell fire Club and sought to reform the

Clubs. Inner Circle by recruiting a myriad of

new members, Bui soon Shinobi learned that

his fadiet was still alive, and the elder Shaw

reclaimed his title of Black King.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Enhanced lupine features as

well as heightened senses

and agility
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Real Name: Friedrich von Roehm Height: 5 S'

F irst Appearanee: New Muwrits H22 (1984) Weight: 190 lbs,

Friedrich von Roehm was bred and

programmed by Selene to c liter a semi-

lycantbropic stare at her commanti Alter

Selene came calling on Friedrich in his jewelry

store in Manhattan, he helped her secure a

stateside residence from which she could bring

her plans to fruition; he also suggested she

join the Hell fire Club. When Selene was

accepted as the new Black Queen tit the Clubs

Inner Circle, Friedrich became Black Rook.

During a battle between the Clubs Inner

Circle and the X-Mem a muumt daunting

Sentinel disintegrated ! rled rich.

FRIEDRICH

VON

ROEHM

SHINOBI

SHAW

SELENE



HELLIONS

They were the Hellions:

trained, in secret to serve

in secret.

The White Queen, Emma
Frost, brought them

together to serve idle Heilfire

Club s Inner Circle.

Frost secretly trained

her young mutants to

utilize their powers ar

her Massachusetts

Academy, a private

school located in

Snow Valley in the

Berkshire

Mountains, where

Frost acted as the

scho olV

headmistress.

Once unleashed, the

Hellions would serve

the interests oi the.

Inner Circle and

further their agenda

to amass political and

economic power

through bqth legal

and illegal means,

frequently coming into

conflict with the New
Mutants .

But they would fail to

meet rhei
r
goals.

The dead survive Only as memories now—terrible ghosts of an

idea too awful to come to fruition. And the living are left to

hear the legacy of all the young who died too soon.

O n ly the I uc ky wo u 1 d su rv i ve a

horrible encounter at the 1 lei If ire Club with

( \

First Appearance:
New Mutants #16

( 1984)

\ J

f
_



POWERS/WEAPONS
• Transforms herself Into a

lavender feline humanoid

form with enhanced

i strength, senses* and. agility
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POWERS/WEAPOMS
* Psionically detects and alters

the emotional state of other

I sentient beings in his

immediate vicinity

INTELLIGENCE
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DURABILITY
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FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name: Unrevealed Height: 6
r

F irst Appea ra nce : New Mumu&'-#16 (1 984) We igh t: 1 40 lbs

Abandoned at birth by her human parents,

Catseye was raised by a cat. Emma Frost found

her and convinced her she was a mutant, and

Chitseye soon became emotionally attached to the

woman she came to regard as her surrogate

mother. Under Frosts tutelage., Catseye

progressed from illiteracy to upper grade-school

reading levels in less than a year. But after

Catseye joined Frosts Hellions , Trevor Ei t/rovs

assault on the He llfirc Club claimed her the. She

later reappeared, seemingly reborn.

Real Name: Manuel Alfonso Rodrigo de la Rocha Height; 5' 11
11

First Appearance: New Mutant* #1 6 (1 984) Weight: 160 lbs

During the Hellions ' frequent clashes with rhe

New Mutants, Empath and Magma

developed a mutual attraction. After Emma
Frost captured die New Mutants and

brainwashed diem into swelling the Hellions’

ranks, Empath and Magma's attraction

blossomed into romance. Surviving the

massacre of the Hellions at the hands of

Trevor Ei tzroy, the couple traveled to

Magma’s former home in the Amazon jungle.

But their relationship soured when Magma

became uncertain whediet her feelings were

her own or the resuh of Empaths power.

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Generation qf thermo -

diem ical energy within his

body

I • flight

INTELLIGENCE

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS
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Real Name: Haroun ibh Sallah ahRasbid Height: 3'7"

First Appearance: New Mutant* #16 U984) Weight: 143 lbs

Jetstream's body was unable to withstand the

tremendous energies he generated, and one day

his flesh caught fire as he flew. To save him

and still allow him to use Ids power, the

Mel lions equipped Jetstream with a bionic

System that enabled him to contain, focus, and

control the power be generated. As a result,

Jetstream fell bound by his sense of honor to

serve the Hell fire Club for life—a life that, as

it turned out, would not last much longer.

Jetstream was the first Hellion to be killed by

Trevor Firzmy during his assault on the

Hellft re Club.

JETSTREAM

EMPATH

CATSEYE



TAROT

ROULETTE

BEVATRON

BEEF

Real Name:
Unrcvcaled

First Appearance:
New Warrionm (1991 )

Height:

Weight:

250 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Augmented muscle mass that grants him

.superhuman size, strength, endurance, and durability

Real Name: Height:

U11revealed 58
First Appearance: Weight:

Mew Warriors #9 (1991) 150 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Increases die storage of biodeerridty within his

body's cells, then channels the electricity into radiant

discharges of high-voltage energy from his hands

ENERGY PROJECTION
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FIGHTING SKILLS
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Real Name: Height:
INTELLIGENCE

» m « «'
yjjjL A Jennifer Scavros 5T STRENGTH

First Appearance: Weight: •—•—•—•—i !

f <& v ,jl 1 ifc A7i*iyww *16 (1984) 90 lbs. SPEED

DURABILITY
POWER5/WEAPON5 • •—*—
• Generation of black energy disks that create bad luck ENERGY PROJECTION

, t j ^ t t t
and white energy disks char create good luck

FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name:
Marie-Ange C !<db err

First Appearance:

New Muiam> #16 (I
i>84 )

POWERS/WEAPONS

Height:
57"

Weight:

115 lbs.

* Psionkailv causes figures and objects to maiemlke

on 1 he tarot cards she carries

DURABILITY
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MARAUDERS

WJitre there is killing, where there is chaos, where there is ierror, where there is mayhem, there is always

Something else: Marauders; In their wake, these mutant assassins leave nothing but devastation;

slaughtered innocents, demolished homesteads, shattered lives. And then they go back for more*

They e nibody the dead Iy comb i na tion o l syce
>
pban t and kil 1 cr, c 1

1

acting their terrorist agchda on behalf of

a single master, Mr. Sinister , From the annihilation ot a weak race of underground dwellers to the

destruction of the Xavier Mansion, the Marauders’ deadly and meticulous handiwork is vicious and

swift. 1 hey tally their victories by the number of body bags left behind. No life is sacred. No home is

secure. No man or mutant is safe. In the absence of goodness and mercy there are Marauders.

Let die killing begin.

UAiJAupPlAj

A
of
iiq
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MR. SINISTER

Real Name:
NitiHanicI losses

First Appearance:
Lhiatjmy A-Mm #21

3

(19S7)

geneticist of unparalleled genius living in Victorian

England, Dr. Nathaniel Essex began conducting

experiments to learn more about mutants. Nathaniel engaged

in unorthodox trials* earning him the outrage of his peers and

ultimately ejection from the Royal Society. Repudiated,

Nathaniel found his way to Apocalypse, who granted him the

ability7 to control his body's molecules, allowing him to pass

energy blasts through himself and change his appearance at

will. Reenergized by his new abilities, Mr. Sinister plotted the

course of certain gene pools lor over a century, and found that

the combination of the genes of both Scoct^Sum mors

( Cyclops ) and Jean Grey would eventually generate a mutant

of incredible power. Acting on his discovery, Mr. Sinister found young Scon in a hospital the

night after Scott's fall from the airplane accident that took away his parents. Adopting a

human guise, Mr. Sinister arranged lor both Scott and his brother Alex ( Havn k) to be

transferred ro an orphanage, where he maintained a secrer basemen i complex.

Height:

Weight:

Eye Color:

Hair Color:

6'¥

255 lbs

Red

Black

* Control over every

molecule in hi* body

* Telepathy

Art by

POWERS/
WEAPONS

Mr. Sinister later led the Marauders in battle

against the X-Mcn and demolished the

Xavier I nstitute , In the midst of this attack.

Mr. Sinister revealed to Cyclops the true

story of what had happened ro him as a boy.

But it wastu until Mr, Sinister threatened the

life of Jean Grey that Cyclops obliterated M r.

Sinister with a massive optic blast. Mr,

Sinister survived, thanks in large part to his

malleable form.

After outfitting Scott with ruby quartz lenses that would hole! back his optic beams, Mr.

Sinister buried Scott's memories of the year spent experimenting on the young mutant, so

that Scoit believed he had lain unconscious in a coma for that time. Mr. Sinister also

arranged for Alexs eventual adoption, though he continued ro keep crack

o f the hoy. Q n ce Professor % rec rtuted Cve hips, howeve r, M r.

Sinister s plans to use the mutant as his own pawn were thwarted;

he considered the experiment a personal failure. Undeterred in his

pursuit of genetic perfection. Mister Sinister duped Gambit

into assembling a group of assassins known as the Marauder s

to wipe our the Morlocks , whom he considered

genetically useless. His Marauders murdered every

Morlock they encountered,, leaving few to survive

and flee to new cities.

INTELLIGENCE
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Malice was liter freed from Polark's body when Zaladane temporarily

stole Polaris
1

magnetic powers. Freedom for Malice turned our to be

dieting: Mr* Sinister had tired of her presence and decided to kill her

rather than keep her around.

Real Name:
FirsL Appearance:

POWERS/WEAPONS
A being of pure psionic

f

energy that can merge with

.the mind .of ano ther sentient

feature The psionic entity Malice was recruited by

|[|
Mr. Sinister to join his Marauders , As a

member of that organization, Malice body-

hopped through a number of female X-Men ,

including Dazzler , Rogue, and Storm. Hul

S torm’s will was too strong, and she forcibly

ejected Malice from ber body. During a

Marauders" attack on Polaris , Malice

possessed the powerful mutant. As their two

energy matrices interwove, the two women

became permanently bound together. Mr.

Sinister had known this union would occur,

but failed to warn Malice of it because he

had specific plans for the now-blended entity: using the Malice-possessed

Pp laris to attack the X-Men, who counted among their team members

Polaris -S lover, Havok .

Height: Inapp 1 icable

Weight; I n applicable
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SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS
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POWERS/WEAPONS „ . ^ u * , 4Real Name: Unrevealcd Height: 5 6

1^nic disorientation of any pfrst Appearance: Marvel Fanfare #1(1 982) Weight: 1 28 lbs

Sentictu beings equilibrium

A native ol the hidden prehistoric Antarctic-

jungle known as the Savage Land, Vertigo

received her great powers with the help ol

Brainchild 's genetic engineering. Once

empowered, Vertigo joined the Savage Land

Mutates and used her new skills to help her

compatriots battle their enemies the X-Men,

But life outside the Antarctic jungle called,

and Vertigo traded her life In the Savage Land

for another kind of savage existence with the

Marauders, Willingly using her powers to advance her new team's

mnrde rou s agen d a , Vc r 1
1
go took great plea sure i n w

i

p i ng out the Mm hn ley

in their runnels beneath Manhattan. When her own life was taken during a

demonic invasion of Manhattan, she once again en joyed the benefits of

genetic engineering: Mr. Si nister cloned her from DNA he had taken from

her body.

Her resurrection complete—and her voracious desire for lulling returned—

Vertigo left the Marauders for some time to serve as a member of the all-

Fcmaic superhuman army known as the femizons. Eventually, Vertigo

returned home to fight alongside the Savage Land Mutates,

INTELLIGENCE
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RIPTIDE

HARPOON

ARCLIGHT

•If

Real Name: Philippa Son-tag Height: 3'8"

First Appeara nee; Uncanny. X-Men #21 0 ( 1 986). Weight: 1 39 lbs

Deep in an underground tunnel in New York

City, Arctight plunged headfirst into the most

notorious of all Marauder missions: finding and

slaughtering the Men:locks . After the

triumphant completion of her genocidal duties,

Arclight’s superhuman abilities failed to save her

during a -demonic invasion of aboveground

Manhattan, Rut dying turned oul to he a mete

blip to Arc light: Mo Sinister , using DNA he

had previously extracted from her, cloned and

resurrected the fierce girl. Afterwards; A relight

served for a brief time in the all-female

super h \ iman army called the I

;e rn izo ns.

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Ability to focus seismic

energy tirough her hands to

create shock waves or earth

tremors
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Real Name: Kodiak Noatak Height: 3 7

First Appearance: Uncanny X-Men #210 (1986) Weight: 173 lbs

tunnels m New York City, intent on wiping out

then entire population. Despite fierce resistance

from the X-Men , they were merely distractions

from the task at hand. While die other

Marauders murdered Modocks, Harpoon

plunged his spear into Archangel s w i rigs

,

necessitating their later amputation. ! )e also

caused Shadowcat to become trapped in a

phased state and seriously injured Colossus ,

temporarily preventing the mutants body from

turning back into flesh from its steel form.

Relentlessly deadly and fiercely devoted,

Harpoon invaded the Moclocks underground

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Creation of projectile

weapons by transforming

long, narrow objects into a

form of bio-energy
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Real Name: Janos Quested Height: 8 10"

First Appearance: Uncanny X-Men #2 10 (1 986) Weight: i 3 8 lbs

Riptide, though possessed of the ability to whirl

and twirl at Irene Lie. mind-jostling speeds, was

furthei genetically engineered by Mr. Sinister .

During his murderous mission in die Mo flocks
'

tunnels, Riptide used bis ability to severely

injure Nighterawlcr—a feat not gone

unpunished bv Colossus , who broke Riptides

neck In return. Though he managed to bounce

back from his comeuppance. Riptide did nor

survive a demonic invasion that swept through

Manhattan, Since Mr. Sinister retained his

0NA, howeve r. R
1pfide rem a ins c!.oneabie an

d

may yet return.

POWERS/WEAPONS
•Ability to spin at high

velocities

* Secretes a calcium-based

subs Lance that hardens into

s up cr-den se rl i rowing s tars
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Rea! Name:
Michad ft Lie r

First Appearance:
X-fimr*10 (1986)

Height:

6
'

10
"

Weight:

386 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Superhuman strength, endurance, and durability

Real Name:
tinrevealed

First Appearance:
Uncanny X-Mtn W2 3 0 (1986)

Height;

V 10"

Weight:

260 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Energy reJ ruction, allowing him to augment power

and reflect it back to its source

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION
* # * -> *- T tr

FIGHT1NG^SKILLS

Real Name:
Grey I 'mw

First Appearance:
Unattifiy X-Mcu - 210 (1986)

Height:

Weight:
20S lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Technoform mg, the ability to manipulate mechanical

components and assemble them into a variety of

different configurations by modifying their shape and

construction

Real Name;
Kim II Sung

First Appearance:
Uncanny X-Mm til 1 0 (1 986)

Height:

5
'

9
"

Weight:

M5 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Generation of a disruptive form of energy that alters

the Junction of any living or mechanical system he

touches

SCRAMBLER

SCALPHUNTER

PRISM

BLOCKBUSTER



Art
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Shawn
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MORLOCKS

hey are mutants. They do not want to be heroes. They do ool want to be villains.

They just want to be let alone—and left in peace.

It remains a wish cruelly unfulfilled.

Comprised of mutants ostracized from society; the Modock community' took its name from the

subterranean f-ace -depicted in H . t ] . Wells’s / he- Tim e M&chitip. fleeing a society that vtewed them as

objects of .scorn and ridicule, the Modocks rook to die long-abandoned military tunnels underneath New

York City in an effort to hide themselves away from the hateful world above.

It would not be long before their hiding place became their graveyard.

Having decided the Morlocks were the most disdainful generic product on the planer, Mi; Sinister

orchestrated their annihilation, in an act of unparalleled brutality; the Marau ders entered the tunnels and

killed every Modock they could find, Kven the X-Mcn sent to rescue the helpless social outcasts were

powerless to halt the Marauder murder machine.

When the madness subsided, the few surviving Morlocks made their way out of the underground

wasteland and scattered across the country. Living under the srreets ot major cities across the count! y, the

Morlocks live in continual fear of a different menace to their safety: the Sentinels .
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POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Superhumanly keen senses of

sight, hearing; smell, Couch, anti

Art by Joe Maduremi

CALUSTO

Not long after, Callisto and her growing band of outcasts

became die victims of the Marauders genetic massacre.

Though she lost the majority of those who lived with her in

the tunnels, she and a few others managed to survive, 'fending

to her own injuries, Callisto left the tunnels to recuperate

—

and Masque immediately seized the opportunity lo take

control of the group.

J|Mhen Callisto was young and beautiful, her life seemed so

wlr perfect, so enviable. But catastrophe struck, blinding her

in her right eye and leaving her horribly disfigured. Forced to

hold up a mirror to her new reality, Callisto realized that society

had little use for a beautiful woman who was beautiful no more.

Scared and alone, she decided to go underground where it was

safe, and where she could escape prying, peering eyes. She quick-

ly made a huge abandoned military tunnel built underneath

Manhattan in the 1950s her home.

Real Name:
Un revealed, presumed

c^lfhto

First Appearance:
Umanny X-Men #1 69

{T983}

"

Height:

Weight:
Eye Color:

Hair Color:

5
'

9
'<

140 lbs

Blue

Black

With help from Caliban. Callisto brought together other mutant

outcasts. Discovering she was not alone in her desire to escape

the aboveground world, Callisto dubbed the growing group of mutants who came to live under

her leadership i n the tunnels the Mu flocks .

«

In the course of her duties, Callisto met the X~Men—and took quite a shine to

Archangel . Taking extreme measures to ensure his affection, Callisto

kidnapped him, hoping to make him her consort. But the X-Men pursued

their reanimate, and Callisto was forced to battle Storm in an effort

to keep her man. Callisto lost the battle—and Archangel.

Having resumed her leadership of the group following the

death of Masque, Callisto realizes that while her physical

beauty was fleeting* her true beauty can never be taken

away: her infinite compassion and concern for other

outcasts from society not as strong as she.



CALIBAN

ARTIE

ANGEL

DUST

Real Name: Christine (full name unrevealed) Height: 5 'X
1

First Appearance: Afcr&rib * I (2002) Weight: 126 lbs

When the scared young, mutant Angel Dust ran

away to join die Chicago faction of the

MoHocku she left behind frantic parents who

had no idea where she went or why she had left.

After Angel Dust arid the other Modocks swore

to help each other resolve one “aboveground"

issue, she returned home to rell her parents die

truth she thought would turn her out of die

family lorever; She was a mutant To Angel

Dusts surprise, her parents accepted her for who

she was, but it was only after she had helped her

compatriots defeat a Sentinel base that Angel

Dllsl finally returned home, for good.

Real Name: Arthur MpkU&s; Height: 4'2"

First Appearance: X-Mttt&r42 (l 986) Weight: 67 lbs

Disfigured and rendered mute when his powers

manifested, young Artie rejected his fathers

diabolical, though well-intentioned, plans to

return him back to his normal human Form.

On 1y through the in tetvention of the oH gi na 1

X-Men was Artie saved. After his father was

killed in the aftermath, the orphan Artie went

on ro spend time with the X-Mcn and met

Leech, a member of the Mori neks . Together the

pair would later be officially enrolled in the

Massachusetts Academy as students, where they

learned to furdiet hone their abilities!

Real Name: Unrevealed Height: 5
r

8
"

First Appearance: Unamny X-Men - #148 ( 1 98

1

) Weight: I >0 lbs

Even among fellow outcasts the Morlocks , the

childlike Caliban battles constantly against

loneliness. Alter Shadowcat rebuffed Caliban in

a New York nightclub, the Morlocks kidnapped

her and attempted to force her to marry

Caliban. Calibans realizing that she truly did not

wish to I ivc with him, released Shadowcat from

her captivity—and the two became friends.

Possibly believing an increase in power would

alleviate his troubles,. Caliban allowed himself to

be transformed into a Horseman of Apocalyp se.

But after Apocalypse was finally defeated,

Caliban reverted back to his childlike self.

POWERS/WEAPCH
* Superhuman strength

temporarily granted by hr

ability to chemically

supercharge her adrciHbi

levels
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POWERS/WEAPONS
* Com muni carlon v \ a

creation of visual images ti

whatever or whomever he

conceives
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-9 9 1—

*

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Ps 10 ideally senses die

presence oJ other mutants

within a 25'mile radius

* Superhuman strength as a

minion ol Apocalypse

INTELLIGENCE
-*—e—

•

STRENGTH
• • < ^ •—•—9

SPEED

DURABILITY
•—•—•— > A i—*

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

•—i ^ —*—•—>



POWERS/WEAPONS
* Digestive acids chat burn

matter upon contact

INTELLIGENCE

* # » » • » *

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

• + * m ^ »—«

ENERGY PROJECTION
*-£- *—

—

*—m—#

FIGHTING SKILLS

| i I —*—«—

•

Real Name; ’Unrevealed Height: A8"

First Appearance: Morlocki #1 (2002) Weight: Indeterminate

As a cough and hardened Chicago gang

member. Cell thought he had experienced

everything— until the night a policemans

bullet ripped through his body and caused him

to turn into a single-celled organism that oozed

into Lhe city sewers below. The Morlocks

rescued die mutant from the polices who were

still in pursuit, and a grate! ul Cell joined their

group. After die Mo rlocks invaded a Senrind

base. Cell engulfed the base commander so his

friends could escape. As they safely exited, a

Sentinel killed Cell and the commander in an

explosion that wiped out the entire base.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Absorb, store, and discharge

electricity

Rea I Name : Kv c (full .name un.reveal ed ) Heigh t :
5

' 1
1

"

First Appearance: X-Mm: MiUmrikl Weight: L40 lbs

miens 2001 (2000)

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION
* -6-# «

FIGHTING SKILLS

As a schoolgirl in Chicago, Eve fell in love with

two dangerous things: heroin and her dealer,

Ricky. Kve would do anything to get either

—

and greedy Ricky knew a. After Ricky pushed

Eve into prostitution, Eve's powers manifested

during an encounter with a customer, killing

him. Sea ret I straight by die experience. Eve tied

the scene and turned to die Mm-locks tor help.

With their assistance, Eve exacted revenge on

Ricky At h is penthouse, she electrocuted her

former dealer and lover in his rooftop

swimming pool. Shortly thereafter. Eve, along

with the other Modocks, left Chicago for good.

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Can cancel out others'

s Liperhuman abili t les

.

mutant or otherwise

INTELUGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS» » « »

Real Name: llnrevealed Height: 4 2“

First Appearance: Uncanny X-Mm M 79 (1984) Weight: 67 lbs

Leech lived a lonely existence with the

MoHocks until lie used his powers to prevent

Ann alee from experiencing die suicidal

a ngu i s h caused by he r child rcris mnrder. i hey

drew close, and Leech came to regard her as his

mother. After the Marauders slaughtered

Annaiee, a devastated Leech was saved by the

original X-Mcn and met fellow orphan Artie;

die two formed a lifelong friendship. I lie pair

eventually enrolled as students at the

Massachusetts Academy where they learned to

further hone Lhcir abilities, Leech later wa?

abducted by the Weapon X program, which

used his powers to hold captive other mutants.



POSTMAN

MASQUE

LITTERBUG

Real Name; Unfitted Height: 6'
5"

First Appearance: X-Men: Millennial Weight: 326 lbs

l^|200i (2000)

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Chitinous exoskeleton chat

protects him from injury

As a mechanic in die United Stares Army,

Litterbug utilized, his skills to help the Army

construct Sentinels . But when his mutant power

manifested, Litterbug went AWGL, knowing

both the Army and the Sentinels would soon be

after him. Finding his way to the streets of

Chicago, be eventually sought out the safety of

the Morlock underground . Knowing his new

friends lived in fear of Sentinel attacks, Litterbug

was instrumental in allowing them to capture a

Sentinel, which they used as a Trojan horse to

infiltrate a Sentinel base. Once they destroyed the

base, the M odocks fled Chicago.

cate

Real Name; Unrevealed Height: 5'6"

First Appearance; Unfunny X-Men *1 69 Q 983) Weight: 1 40 Lbs

While most Morlocks are content ro live

peacefully away from society, Masque wanted

something more: powr

er. When the Modocks
leader, Callisto , left her group to help

members wounded in the Marauder.^

Masque quickly usurped her position and took

control of the group. With Callisto temporarily

out ol die way, Masque allied his band of

Mo rlocks with die Brotherhood of Evil Mutants

to combat the mutant strike Force founded by

Nathan Summers, But Masque was killed by

Shatterstar in the ensuing battle.

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Ability to psion really

rearrange the flesh of

organic substances to create

any physical effect possible

Rea I Name : 1 )uv id (hd l name uii revealed) Heig ht :
3

' 1

0

"

First Appearance: Mmhcks fr 1 (2002) Weight: 1 70 lbs

Living life aboveground, the bespectacled David

had everything -society expected of him: a good

job working at the post office and a wonderful

wife, Erica. But all expectations evaporated the

moment his mutant powers activated and lie

found he had accidentally erased Ids wife's mind.

Panicked, Postman sought refuge with the

Chicago- a re a Mo i-locks , lb make penance for

Ericas accident, Postman penned a farewell note

to her. With the help of the Modocks, Postman

delivered his heartfelt tetter to bis comatose wife

in her hospital room but could do nothing to

save her from her vegetative stare.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* 'iclcpathically reach into

another beings cerebral

cortex and erase it



POWERS/WEAPONS
* Ability to open up portals in

the dimensional barrier to

allow travel between real tries

Real Name: Mikhail Rasputin Height: 6 1

First Appearance: UncannyX-Mm #285 0 992) Weight: 225 lbs

As a Russian cosmonaut, Mikhail Rasputin

—

brother of Colossus and MagiJk—was thought

dead after his spacecraft was lost. But Mikhail

had survived—though not without great

damage to his psyche. For years he loitered in

strange dimensions where time and

circumstances eroded his mind. Once back on

Earth, Mikhail was driven insane by the

terrible voices and images of his past, but

eventually found some solace in the tunnels

beneath Manhattan with the Morlocks , even

controlling his emotional instability enough to

become their leader tor a time.

POWERS/WEAPONS

•Ability to crystallize liquids

INTELLIGENCE

ft—e—«—

*

—<i

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

I ^ —i—ft »

Real Name: Umevealed Height: 57"

First Appearance: M&rlocks # 1 (2002) Weight: 150 lbs

For Shatter, there was only one plausible way

co come to terms with his life as a mutant:

suicide. .After his power mol ecu larly

crystallized the cells of his body, Shatter

pointed a gun co his head and pulled the

trigger. Blll die bullet did not kill him

—

it

merely cracked his crystal line form. Unwilling

to live among people who hated and feared

him. Shatter took up with the Morlocks who

made their home in die Chicago underground.

With their help. Shatter fulfilled one last

aboveground wish: to save his best friend, a

dog named Hank, from being put to sleep.

POWERS/WEAPONS
1 Retina 'clouding of anyone

who sees him, allowing him

to blend near-invisibly Into

shadows and walls

Real Name: Umevealed Height: 61
1

First Appearance: 'MMmks# 1 (2002.) Weight: 175 lbs

Hiding his mutant abilities, Trader lived and

worked as a successful stockbroker. Trader

enjoyed all the trappings of his six -figure

income—until a conniving stockbroker

decided to Tun ' liader as a mutant. Unwilling

to face the scorn of his employers and clients,

he fled. Finding refuge with the Moflocks ,

Trader asked them to help him avenge his

betrayal. His desite never came to fruition.

When Chicago police entered the tunnels to

flush out die Morlocks, they shot at Electric

Eve . Trader leapt in front of the girl to protect

her—and took die bullet that ended his life.

TRADER

SHATTER

MIKHAIL

RASPUTIN



-

Real Name:
Anndee (full name unfevealcii)

First Appearance:
Power Pack ff 1 2 {1 985

J

Height:

fr
Weight:

1 65 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Emotional projection on other sentient beings

causing them to led whatever she feds

—•——i

INTELLIGENCE
*— B—*—3 » Hj

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITYi^ii

—

ENERGY PRC^CTION
J

FIGHTING SKILLS

^ » t -i
|f

Real Name:
Unrevealed

First Appearance:
Power Pack #1 2 ( 1985)

Height:

5
’

10
"

Weight:

1 50 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Malleable molecular structure that enables

restructuring of his physical appearance to change his

shape into that of any solid object he can imagine

Real Name:
Unrevea I ed

First Appearance;
Power Pack #12 (.1 985)

Height:

fv
Weight:

115 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Psionic alteration of the memories of other sentient

bd ngs

0
cc

5

O
-j

QQ

INTELLIGENCE
ft-*—s—

*

«

—

4—4,

STRENGTH

SPEED

-*—t > l

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTIONs 3; ti

FIGHTING SKILLS

• 0 * 4 • 4 I

INTELLIGENCE
4—*—*—t—

d

STRENGTH
l 0 >—*—«—•-

SPEED

DURABILITY
> R < —§—*-

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

> ft i—•—•—*—

#

^ ill Real Name: Height:

Un revea led 5' 1.1"

First Appearance: Weight:
X-Factor# 11 (1986,)

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Generation of gale force winds

220 lbs

INTELLIGENCE

g ft 9 4 3—#-

STRENGTH
•—i 0 i—•—

SPEED

DURABILITY
m—•—ft—

«

—» »

ENERGY PROJECTION

t—9—n—IN-

FIGHTING SKILLS

i ftj i—

•

—•-



u

Real Name: Height:

Cvbelle- 5*5"

First Appearance: Weight:

Uncanny. X.-Mm #211 (1 986) 1 29 1 bs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Pare secretion of a fast-acting acidic swear

Real Name: Height:

Unrevealed 6/6"

First Appearance: Weight:

Power Pack £.12 ( 1 985) 1 92 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Absorption of various forms of ambicm- and

foeused-energy into Ills body’s cells that he

metabolizes into electricity- and releases from his

left eye

Real Name: Height:

Unrevealed 63"

First Appearance: Weight:

Unatmiy X-Men # 179 £1 984; 2 1 0 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Taps into the specific gene that causes mutations and

rapidly heals wounds or eiiseases

INTELLIGENCE

1 # • • •—•—* Real Name: Height:

STRENGTH LTuevealed 7' 10

i— —•— First Appearance: Weight:
PEED Generation 2f #5 0 995) 480 lbs

DURABILITY

POWERS/WEAPONS
ENERGY PROJECTION

§ v - s— tr = * -
Indestructible exoskeletal body that grants him

FIGHTING SKILLS
superhuman strength and endurance

9—

*

—•—• (fcSjjbv
'

'

HEMINGWAY

HEALER

ERG

CYBELLE



SCALEFACE

SACK

PLAGUE

PIPER

Real Name: Height:

Unrevealed 5
r

9
rr

First Appearance; Weight;
Pmver Pack #11(1985) 1 70 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Possesses the psionic ability, aided by music be plays

on his pipe, to control animals

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name: Height:

Un revealed. 5'5
rP

- -»*i Appearance: Weight:
Uncanny X-M'en # 1 69 (1 983 ) 1 3.0 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Adaptation of her immune system to any virus or

disease that allows her to mutate the virus and

transmit it to another living being by touch

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY
*— ^ —

—

ENERGY PROJECTION
* 8

FIGHTING SKILLS

# »—l— —*—• )

Real Name; Height;

Unrcvcalcd 5
’7"

First Appearance; Weight;
C htcanny X-Men #323 (1995) bidetcrm i na te

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Amorphous form that affords him a high degree of

resistance to penetrating weapons

INTELLIGENCE

* ^ •—»—*-

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

^ I I >

Real Name:
Ua revealed

First Appearance;
X-Factor #J 1 (1 986)

Height;

5? tt

Weight:

139 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Transformation into a large dragon-like reptilian

form with a flanged mouth, clawed bands and feet,

and a ridge of spines along her back

INTELLIGENCE

» ^ 9 * *-

STRENGTH
•—•—•-

SPEED

DURABILITY
# 4 * H

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

> ^ i—«—

«

—



Mi 1

1" '

STRENGTH

> • I—*- w
SPEED

DURABILITY

•—*

—

t I > 0
ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

-0—

»

—» » •

INTELLIGENCE
Real Name: Height:

Unrevealed 7' 1

"

First Appearance: Weight:

lJttatnny K-Men *369 (1983) 245 lhs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Superhuman strength

INTELLIGENCE

1 | * • »—

a

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY—*—*—*“

ENERGY PROJECTION

P-®""* • #

FIGHTING SKILLS

• * i *

Real Name: Height;

Un revealed. 61”

First Appearance: Weight;

Po-wer Packm (1986) 163 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Secretion of a powerful adhesive through the pores of

his skin that causes objects to permanently stick to

him on contact

Real Name:
Tommy (fail name

unrevealed)

First Appearance:
Uncatmy X-Mm #2 1

0

(1986)

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Ability to become two-dimensional

Height:

5
r

3'
f

Weight:
1 10 lbs

INTELLIGENCE

#
STRENGTH

i—» i ^ »—*—

i

SPEED

DURABILITY

» •* • » » •

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name: Height:

Unrevealed 6'
6"

First Appearance: Weight:

Uncanny X-Men *323 f 1 9.95) 320 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Can siphon psionic residue from his victims and

transmute it into raw physical power
VESSEL

TOMMY

TAR

BABY

SUNDER



Art

by

Josh

Middleton

112

NEW MUTANTS

First Appearance;
Marvel Graphic Novel #4 ( ] 982)

pill

They were adolescents—kids—r.oo young to be X-Men , but old enough to start the training that would

allow them lo fully understand and harness rhdr profound mutant powers. Professor X brought together

Cannonball, Karma , Moonstar , Wolfsbane , and Sunspot to become tire first New Mutants team. Over

time. Cypher , Warlock , and M agile were added to the team and, as they learned to become more

powerful mutants together, they learned another important lesson: Its okay to act like normal kids. The

New Mutants enjoyed their .status as mutants, but they also enjoyed their youth. As with all kids their

age, they fought and fell in love with one another, partied together, and argued with teachers and parents

alike. But when duty called, maturity set in, and the New Mutants went into action—though sometimes

not without consequence. During an assignment. Cypher was shot and killed after leaping into the path

of a bullet destined for his teammate Wolfsbane.

Eventually, the team came under the direction of Nathan Summers , who used them to start up a

paramilitary organization of his own. But they floundered under Summers's command and eventually, all

the members went off on their own, effectively disbanding the New Mutants. Now, years later, the

surviving New Mutants are all grown up. Some of them have resurrected the New Mutants, this time as

reackers—not s tuden ts—who are comm itted to era inmg a ncw genera t ion of young mutaxi ts . Wo rkiilg

feverishly to gather young mutants from around the country who will lace terrible fates if left alone

among the mutant-haring populace, the leaders of the New Mutants know that the students of today are

tomorrows only hope for helping Professor X realize his dream of peace.



KARMA

POWERS/
WEAPONS
• Psion ic ability to

take possession of

others’ minds

Art by josh

Middleton

T he daughter of a Vietnamese Army colonel who served

during the Vietnam War, Xi’an Coy Man

h

5

s fierce devotion

to her family began when an enemy soldier threatened her

elder brother Tran. Acting impulsively, Karina tapped into her

latent mutant powers and took possession of the soldiers mind,

stopping him from killing Tran. Tran then successfully

attempted the same feat and forced the soldier to kill himself.

While he took great delight in this use of his newfound power,

Karma was frightened of hers. She tried to keep their powers

secret, but Iran told their uncle Nguyen Coy, who was

delighted by the news.

Real Name:
Xi’an

ll

Shan” Coy Manh
First Appearance:

Matvei 1earn -Up #100

( 1980)

Height:

Weight:
Eye Color:

Hair Color:

} 4

1 10 lbs

Blue

Black-

After the war, Nguyen, who had become a powerful and prosperous United States criminal,

a rranged fo r Karinas fam ily to ! cave Vietnam, Ira n w as sen t ahead Hr s i
;
evcn tual 1y, K a rm a

and the rest of the family followed, leaving Vietnam on a small, crowded boat. But the

voyage was doomed. Though Xi’an and her younger siblings Leung and Nga were rescued by

the U.S. Navy, her parents did not survive the trip, Reunited with her brother and uncle,

Karma discovered to her horror that Tran had been using his powers ro serve their uncle’s

criminal network. When Nguyen asked Karma to do the same, she refused, which enraged

her uncle. He kidnapped t.eong and Nga in an effort lo blackmail her into working for him.

Frantic, Karma sought the help of Spider-Man and the Fantastic Four, bur Iran used his

powers to take control of the heroes. Karma had no choice but to kill her brother to save what

was left of her family—and to save the people who had corne to aid her.

Feeling great empathy for the orphaned

girl, die Fantastic Four contacted

Professor X , who invited Xi'an to enroll

in his school and learn to better use her

powers. Xi an accepted, and went on to

become the first leader of Xavier’s ream

of New Mutants . Karma had to leave the

New Mutants when Leong and Nga

disappeared. She discovered that Shinobi

Shaw , then Black King of the Hellfire

Club , had made the siblings the subjects

of generic experiments, and then turned

them over to Spiral . Karma, along with

Beast and Cannonball , defeated Spiral

and rescued the two children. With rhe

last remaining members of her family

now in safe hands, Karma has enrolled in

college to pursue a normal life.

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION
ft-
—•—»—»—J§£- -t

FIGHTING SKILLS



MAGMA
Real Name:

Allison Crestme re

First Appearance:

N0. Muhints. .#8' (1983)

agma grew up as Amara Aquilla, the daughter of the first

senator of Nova Roma., a hidden city in the Amazon

jungle of 1 1raz i 1 whosc c i tizen s believed they we re d cscend a n ts o f

ancient Romans, To save his daughter from becoming a potential

human sacrifice to the Black Priestess Selene , Magmas father

sent Magma to live in the jungles outside Nova Roma, Magma
remained in hiding for years until she was discovered by the New
Mutants . But both Magma and the New Mutants were soon

captured by Selene, and Magma was readied for sacrifice. When
Selene used her mutant powers to drain Magmas life energy into

her own body, a momentary distraction caused fhe Black

Priestess to knock Magma into a nearby pit of lava. Rather than harming Magma, her

immersion in the lava awakened the latent mutant powers that helped her defeat Selene.

Magmas father instructed her to go to the United States with the New Mutants and learn more

about their modern civilization.

Height:

Weight:
Eye Color:

Hair Color

5 6"

128 lbs

Brown

Blonde

At first, Magma had trouble adjusting to this strange civilization. Time and patience prevailed,

and eventually Magma adapted to 20th century inventions and lifestyles. She proved herself a

worthy asset to the New Mutants, but left the team after she met and fell in love with the

Hellion Empath . The pair left for Nova Roma so Magma could introduce her boyfriend to her

father. But her homecoming was anything but happy when Magma learned the terrible truth

about her life in Nova Roma: It had all been a lie.

As it turned out, the city had not been founded

by ancient Roman settlers after all. Instead, it was

popu 1a tcd by the kid n apped and m i n d-wiped

victims of Selene, who had created the city as a

testament to the times she loved most and

desperately wanted lo relive. Along with the other

citizens of Nova Roma, Magma eventually

regained the memory of who she really was. As h

turned out, her retd name had been Allison

Crestmere and she was, in fact, the mutant

daughter of a British ambassador. Equipped for

the first time with the truth, Magmas time spent

in the modern world came in handy when she

and Fan path decided to stay and help the people

of Nova Roma acclimate to their true reality.

Though she was intent on helping the citizens of

Nova Roma recover, Magma was understandably

re l.uctan t to be 1 i eve in a nyth i ng again , in.cludi ng

her rclat ionsh ip w i th Km pa th * Co itvi nced th at

Empath had used his abilities to force her to love

him, Magma broke up with

him and ultimately left for

England to search for her

true parents.

POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Generation and projection of

intense heat from her body

INTELLIGENCE
i» ^ < <—•—•-

STRENGTH
< ^ >—•—»—

*

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

I < ft I—» *i

Art by Jim Cheung



MELTDOWN
I Name:
Tab i dia Smith

First Appearance:
SeemWan If #5 (1985)

Height: 5
'

5
"

Weight: 1 20 lbs

lye Color: Blue

Hair Color: Blonde

Later, after Tabitha set off another of her

“time bombs” in the X-Men s laboratory as a

prank, Iceman pursued her through the

headquarters. Another member of the Vanishers gang, Ariel, used

her powers to enable Tabitha ro escape. Thereafter, Tabitha

remained for a dine with the Fallen Angels. After an adventure

on another planet, Tabitha returned to the X-Mcns
headquarters only to be captured by the anti-

mutant organization known as the Right.

Tabitha and other mutants associated

with the original X-Men regained j
their freedom, however, and she went ' /
into action with her fellow trainees as r w
the X-Tcrmmators, later joining the ffiikV.' ^
New Mutants.

As a member of the New Mutants, Tabitha

became enamored with Cannon ball . She served as a member
mi til the New Mutants came under the tutelage of Nathan
Summers , who forged them into a proactive mutant strike

force. Possessed of greater control over her powers, Meltdown
was now no longer afraid to use them in nearly lethal ways.

Unde r rhc gu idarice t )f Pete Wisdom, wb o lotrodue ed her

teammates to the world of covert operations, Meltdown

learned to expand her powers to be able to fire beams of

conciissive force. When Wisdom was seemingly hilled, the

team continued his crusade until they ail appeared to die in a

co 1 o ssal explosinm They later re.su r faced
,
and Me 1 tdown

j
oined

Nathan Summers in a revolution against Weapon X and the

Nevcrlatid mutan t concentratio n camp

.

POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Creation of “time bombs,

1

balls of explosive energy

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION
•—•— #—+—

•

FIGHTING SKILLS

•—• ^ • » —m

Tabitha Smith had not gorten along with her parents for most

of her life, and they were revolted when her mutant power
emerged at age 13. Resentful toward her father, she placed a

small explosive ball of energy in his lasagna. In retaliation, he

beat he]’ severely. Desperate to escape her parents" scorn and

disgust, she learned of Professor Xs School for Gifted Youngsters

in Westchester, New York—headquarters to the X-Men and New
Mutants—and set oft by train for more friendly environs.

Tabitha eventually encountered die Vanisher , who
made her a member of his gang of thieves, the

Fallen Angels, and taught her to steal.

Believing the Vanisher was treating her

badly, Tabitha alerted Cyclops , jean Grey
and the other original X-Men—whom she

believed ro be a group of mutant hunters- -

about the Vanishers activities. But when Beast and

Iceman arrived, Tabitha changed her mind about turning in

the Vanisher and used her “time bomb' on Iceman as a

prank. When Beast and Iceman caught up to her,

she agreed to leave the Vanisher
1

s gang and live

at their headquarters instead.

Art

by

Jim

Cheung



MOONSTAR
Real Name;

Dan id le Moonstar

First Appearance;
Marl'd Crap hir Novel #4

(1982)

Height: 5 '6
11

Weight: 1 24 lbs

Eye Color: Brown

Hair Color: Black

0 ani Moonstar was the happy child of Cheyenne Indian

parents until her emerging mutant powers started causing

uncontrollable nightmares—including one where she envisioned

her parents' deaths. Shortly after the dream. Moons tars parents

disappeared. Believing them to have been killed. Moons tar bad

dreams that were haunted by the appearance ol a demonic bear,

which she believed to be responsible for her parents’ deaths. But

Moonstar was mistaken; her parents had, in fact, been

transformed into the bear itself When the bear intended the

same fate for Moon star, only her grandfathers spells could keep

the demon at bay. 4

As her powers con Lin tied to manifest, her grandfather contacted Professor X, a friend of

Monnstaris father, lor help. But after Donald Pierce murdered Moonstars grandfather, the

demon hear was free to seek her out and tracked her to the Xavier Mansion , where it attacked

her outside her new home. Nearly killed, she was saved by her teammates. With Moons tar out

ot harm's way; Magik used her mystical Soulsword to break the spell that trapped Moons tar's

parents in the bears form. As she recovered from the injuries she had sustained in the bailie,

Moo n sra r e njoyed a reun i on w i th her newly freed mother an d rathe r.

Moon star and the other New Mutants were soon kidnapped and sent to Asgard, the extra-

ditncnsional home of the gods of Norse mythology While there, Moonstar rescued a winged

horse, with which she felt an immediate

psych ic tapport . The bond endowed h er

with the Valkyries’ power ro perceive the

coining of death. When Hela, Goddess of

Death, attempted to usurp control of

Asgard, she used Moonstar to gather

mutants to her forces to defeat Thor, God

ofThunder. Under Hclas sway, Moon stair

nearly killed Odin, Lord of Asgard. Hela

was defeated by the combined forces of

the New Mutants anti the Asgard iany but

Moonstar remained in Asgard to repair

the damage she had unwittingly caused.

Now back on Earth and free of the

tormcuring nightma res of he r youth

,

Moonstar went to work for the X-iVlen

for a short time before deciding to further

her education by attending college.

College didn't suit her though, and she is

now living on her own.

POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Psiomc ability to

create three-

dimensional images

from concepts within

the minds of herself

and others

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION
*—*—» 0 * *“

FIGHTING SKILLS

.1
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SUNSPOT-
urn"

Son of Brazilian millionaire Emmanuel DaCosta and his

American wife Nina, Roberto, playing in a championship

soccer match for his school ream in Rio de Janiero, was

deliberately knocked to the ground by a member of die opposing

team. The hot-tempered Roberto retaliated by rackling the boy

and brutally bearing him. Robertos superhuman strength began

to turn his body and clothing black, but he had no idea what was

happening to him. Tossing the other boy away from him,

Roberto sought help, but the other players and most of the

spectators panicked and lied. Only Robertos girtriend Juliana

stood by Roberto in his time of need. When Robertos mutant

Real Name:
Roberto .DaCosta

First Appearance:
Marvel Graphic Novel

m (1%
V

2)

Height: 5B"

Weight: 170 lbs

Eye Color: Brown

Hair Color: Black

powers came to the attention ol Donald Pierce, the H clHare

Clubs renegade White Bishop, Pierce sent a team of mercenaries to seize the boy. Though

Pierces operatives failed to abduct Roberto, they did kidnap Juliana. When Roberto tracked

down their whereabouts, he attempted to use his mutant powers on her captors. When they

fired at him, Juliana threw herself in from of Roberto—-saving her boyfriend, but dying herself.

Roberto vowed revenge on Pierce. He joined ProfessorX and several other young mutants to

make good on bis word, and Professor X succeeded in defeating Pierce,

* Absorption and

conversion of solar

energy into physical

strength

* Con cuss ivy force

blasts

Art by Adam Pollina

ENERGY
9 9 9-

FIGHTING SKILLS

#—• 0 • •—•—•

POWERS/
WEAPONS

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH
+—•-

SPEED

DURABILITY

Kven when Roberto decided ro stay with Professor X and receive training in rhe use of Ids

superhuman powers as a member of the New Mutants , his hatred ol the Inner Circle never

faded—even after bis father became rhe organizations White Rook. After his father died,

Sunspot faced his greatest challenge when he was abducted and subjected to a barrage of

unwanted experiments. After his powers were increased

substantially. Sunspot was found and freed by the mutant

strike force founded by Nathan Summers , a team largely

composed of former members of the Necv Mutants., Suns

subsequently joined forces with them.

For a time, Sunspot pur his life as a hero on hold

when Selene blackmailed him into joining rhe

HeiIFire C 1ub , on the pro

m

ise tt
>
gran l Juliana

a second Lease on life. Forced ro become the

Club's new Black Rook, Sunspot welcomed

her insidious effort and entered the Inner

G itele in tcn t o n finaHy bringing d t >wn

rhe organization -this time from the
o

inside. Putting his lust for vengeance

aside. Sunspot now heads up the Fos

Angeles branch of the X-CtM-poration .
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WARLOCK
Real Name:

Warlock (English

app rox

j

umion of lus

name in his native

rang Lie)

First Appearance:
New Mutants # 1

8

imi)

Height: Variable

Weight: Variably

Eye Color: Black

Hair Color: Black

H ailing from outer space, Warlock claims the heritage shared

by other members of his race, the Technarchy. Though
taking a human form, Warlock is actually a techno-organic life

form whose biology comprises more circuitry and machinery than

ONA code; he eats by infecting other life forms with the

transmode virus, making them techrio-organie like himself and
draining their life energies. As he grew older, Warlock found he

could tiot fulfill the legacy of the children of the Technarchy, who
wrcrc expected to either kill their parents or he killed by therm

finding both outcomes equally appalling, Warlock fled, but his

escape route sent him crashing into Magneto s orbiting &pa&
station, Asteroid M, before he hurtled to Earth and landed near

the mansion owned by Professor X .

Warlock was disoriented by his new surroundings; and became terribly frightened* In his anxious
state, unable to speak the native tongue of this strange new place, Warlock could do nothing
rnsjie than lash out against the nearby New Mutants . While in battle mode, the young alien lost

control over his innate life energies, which began ebbing out of him; Warlock fell to the floor,

slowly dying* Unable to communicate with their visitor, the New Mutants summoned Cypher ,

another of Professor Xs students, to help. Cypher had the ability tq

master any form of language and broke through to Warlock, allowing

him to articulate in English the nature of bis trouble. Once Cypher
discovered Warlocks reason for malfunctioning, he called on
Wolfsbane to assist in recharging Warlocks energy.

Warlock befriended the New Mutants, and Cypher helped Warlock

understand what it means to be human. In return, Warlock literally

developed a unique bond with his friend: During battle, lie physically

merged with Cypher, covering him with his own 'living circuitry” This
acr allowed Cypher to perceive his environment in the same way

Warlock did.

When Cypher took a bullet intended for Wolfsbane during battle,

the shot killed him instantly. Warlock, still childlike in many wavs,

had a hard time understanding the concept of death. Incapable of

comprehending the finality and assuming the state was somehow
reversible. Warlock merged himself with Cypher's corpse in an

attempt to revive his best friend. Though powerful and poignant.

Warlocks last act of friendship could not resurrect Cypher, From
rhar moment on, die devastated and grief-stricken Warlock would
never be the same again.

POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Body structure rhar

resembles machinery
# Ability to shape change

into any solid or liquid

form

I INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH»
SPEED

DURABILITY
•

—

m—

—

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS
• m # —#—t-

A rt by Bill Sienkiewicz



WOLFSBANE
A bandoned at birth, Rahne Sinclair was turned over to

Reverend Craig, a fire-and“brimstone minister who raised

the child with an iron hand under the belief that all that was not

normal was the work of the devil. Matters went from bad to

worse, when, ar age 14, Wolfbanc’s lycanthropic mutant abilities

first manifested.

Real Name:
Rahne Sinclair

First Appearance:
Marml Graphic Novel

#4 (m2)

Asa member of the Ncw Mutants, Wolfsbane s pbysical

prowess grew. Though she had finally escaped her overly

dogmatic father’s control, she still suffered emotional

repercussions from ail the guilt and fear he had heaped

upon her in her youth. So deep was the sense of shame

brought on by her ingrained religious beliefs that Wolfsbane

could never develop a healthy relationship with any boy to

whom she became attracted.

When Mystiques Brotherhood of Evil Mutants swanm,

Muir Island In an attempt to destroy Moira's reseach on a cure

for the Legacy Virus, Wolfsbane tried to stave off the attack.

After being shot by a. gun that neutralized her powers,

Wolfsbane could only helplessly watch as the one person in

the world who ever loved her died at the Brotherhood of

Evil’s hands.

Distraught and devastated,

Wolfsbane rettimed ro the Xavier

Institute c

1

1nging to the memory o

f

Moira— her guide, her savior, her

POWERS/
WEAPONS
• Lycanthropic shapeshiffing

Height: 5 '2" (in human

firm), up to (in

transitional form), up

to 12' (in lupine form,

standing 4fgcc)

Weight: 1 10 lbs (in

human form), up to

'41 0 lbs (in transitional

form), up to 1050 lbs

(In lupine Form)

Eye Color: Blue-green

Hair Color: Red (in

human form),

reddish-brown (in

transitibnal/lupine

forms)

Horrified at what this aberration he called a daughter had turned

into, Reverend Craig immediately prepared to have the girl

exorcised to expel the apparent demon within, but Wolfsbane

escaped from her home. Her father eagerly led a lynch mob to

track her down.

Wolfsbane managed to escape her pursuers and ran to Moira

MacTaggert , the woman who bad presided over her birth. Once

i n th e safe arm s of the unde rs canding w< >m an
,
Wo 11 sbatie

reverted back ro her human form* Recognizing her as the child

she helped birth years ago, Moira saved the frightened Rahne

from the mob and took her in as her ward.

Moira saw in Wolfsbane an inherent goodness and power, and

decided to send her to Professor X in America, so Wolfsbane

could join the New Mutants and gain a better understanding of

the powers she possessed. A doting Moira visited Wolfsbane

frequently, and the girl came to view the doctor as her

surrogate mother.

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH
* • +

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS
*—

*

An by Josh Middleton



Real Name: Douglas Aaron -Rani sc y Height: 5
f 9"

First Appeara rice: Mew Mutants #13 (1984] Weig ht: ] 5 0 lbs

As a teenager, Doug Ramsey befriended

KitLy Prytie. Unknown to him, she was also

Sliadowcat . When Emma Frost attempted

to recruit Doug under false pretenses into

her Massachusetts Academy, Shudowcat

revealed her other life and foiled Emmas
plans. When a confused and terrified

Warlock arrived on Earth, he found himself

battling the New Mutants . Seeking to

communicate with the alien, the New
Mutants summoned Doug, who used his

mutant abilities co communicate with

Warlock. Shortly afterwards, both Cypher and Warlock joined the ream,

Cypher soon became fast friends with Warlock, and the alien came to aid

Doug in battle situations by covering him with Ills “living circuitry."

allowing Doug to perceive his environment in the same way Warlock did.

At first, Cyphers and Warlocks consciousnesses remained separate, but ihc

more the pair merged, the more their personalities rapidly began to

resemble one another. Hollowing the capture of the New Mutants by the

mad scientist Frederick Animus, Cypher dove ill front of a bullet fired by

Animus at Wolfsbane: an act that cost him his life.

POWERS/WEAPON*
1 Translation of all languages,

spoken or written, human

or alien in origin

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

* ^ »—•—

«

—•—

Real Name: Illyana Nikolievn-a Rasputin Height: 5'5"

First Appearance: #1 (1975) Weight: 120 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* RImportation through time

ant.] space

While spending rime at the Xavier i nstitute

with her b rothe r Coloss i!s , 11lyana and th

e

other X-Mcn were taken to Limbo, the

other-dimensional realm of Belasco .

Although they tried everything in their

power, the X-Mcn were unable to wrest

1 1 Ivan a away from Belasco when they made

their escape. Held against her will for .seven

years under Belasco s spell, IHyana was

imbued wirh tremendous magical powers,

which she used to do his bidding. Finally,,

after a fierce struggle, Illy ana defeated

Belasco to become Mistress of Limbo and returned to Earth to discover

only seconds had passed on the X-Men's journey. The now 1 4-year-old

joined the New Mutants , adjusting to her newfound powers and age

among other teenage mutants. When her demon servant SVm tried to I

usurp her power in Limbo and helped orchestrate a demonic invasion of

Earth
,
she tised her m ag ic to alter rime a nd r'eco tdigu re Lim

b

a as i f sh

e

had never been there. This caused her to revert back to her original age oi

seven. She later tragically succumbed to the deadly Legacy Virus.

* Framed sorceress

INTELLIGENCE
*—*

—

s *—*—•

STRENGTH

^ >—•—#—*—•

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION
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REAVERS

First Appearance:
Uncanny X-Men #229 ( 19ft 8)

Iffy, = ,,
—> - r-

;

ip

Originally a band of garden-varies criminals, rhe Reavers first claimed residency in an abandoned Pawn

in die Australian outback. Fortune smiled on diem in the form of ( rate

w

ay, a proud and powerful

aboriginal mutant whom the Reavers had kidnapped. Threatening ro destroy ins people’s homeland, the

Reavers forced Gateway to use his powers to transport them to and from the robberies thev planned

throughout the South Pacific*

Nor just content to merely rob a Hong Kong bank, rhe Reavers deemed it necessary to murder the family

who owned it. To curtail further bloodshed, the X-Men stepped in and easily crushed rhe group, raking

over rhe Reavers' outback outpost.

While they found foes in the X-Men, the Reavers found a friend in Donald Pierre, rhe deposed White

King of die Hel l fire Club , Pierce reorganized the group, turning them into cybernetically enhanced

soldiers wish the sole desin to seek out and destroy mutants specifically, the X- Men. Newly regrouped

and refreshed with cybernetic skills, the Reavers reclaimed their lost base.

1 heir subsequent battle at rhe genetic research station on Muir Island, however, would be quite another

matter entirely. A dash with a governmem-spoilsored team of mutants saw heavy casualties on both sides.

However, Pierce was able ro rebuild those Reavers lost, in the battle—an accomplishment he would repeat

when they were seemingly destroyed iti a later struggle with the Sentine ls.
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Reol Name:
Yuriko Oyama

First Appearance:
Daredevil #1 97

(I9S3)

Height: 5'9"

Weight: 1 36 lbs

Eye Color: Black

Hair Color: Brown

u l iko Oyama’s kamikaze father, Lord Dark Wind, was nor

m supposed to survive his mission against an American battleship. 33ur

despite grievous injuries, he did. Ashamed, Lord Dark Wind bore the

scars of liis defeat on his soul—and on his face. Forcing his children into

the same fate, Lord Dark Wind carved ritual designs into the faces of

Yuriko and her two brothers. He then turned his attention to a means for

bonding the virtually indestructible steel alloy adamanLium ro human
bone, hoping to create an army of superhuman soldiers For Japan. But his

plans were stolen, leaving his dreams to flounder*

As the years passed, Yuriko s lover Kira and her brothers \*ere employed

as members of her fathers private army. After her brothers were killed in

her fathers service, Yuriko grew increasingly hateful towards her father.

She was determined to save Kira from lacing that same death. Seizing

upon the first available opportunity, Lady Death strike lashed out and

killed Lord Dark Wind* But she could not have anticipated that Kiras

loyally to her father was greater than his love for her. Kira, despairing

over Lord Dark Wing’s death, committed suicide. Reeling over the loss of

her lover and desperate to understand his fervor, Lady Deathstrike

adopted her late fathers radical views. Her first vengeful task: find the

one responsible lor stealing her fathers adamaiuium plans.

lady Deaths trike’s quest led her to

Wolverine, who’d had adamannum forcibly

bonded to his skeleton* But Vindicator

er From fulfilling her need for

After her defeat, Lady

Deathstrike struck a deal with Donald

Pierce , who helped turn her into a cyborg in

exchange for her service in the Reavers *

Using he r now cybernetical Iy en h a nced

body, Lady Deathstrike felt confident she

could defeat Wolverine. As it turns out, her

confidence was greatly misplaced, and

Wolverine easily defeated her in battle* Not

content to wallow in defeat. Lady

Deaths irike maintains her focus and her

mission: murder and mayhem as a means

towards all ends.

prevented h

retribution.

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Skilled marital artist

* Unbreakable hones created

with help from adamantium

molecules

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH
a. & m. A. a mw W m

SPEED

W W

DURABILITY
a m

ENERGY PROJECTIONa * ^ *
HP - - -

FIGHTING SKILLS m .

Real Name; Wade Cole, Angelo Macon* Murray Reese

First Appearance: X-Men #133 (1980)

Originally soldiers of the Hell Fire Club’s Inner

Circle, Wade Cole, Angelo Macon, and Murray

Reese barely survived a savage encounter with

Wolverine . Fortunately for them, Donald

Fierce stepped in, willing ro save their lives in

exchange for rhdr eternal service against the

X-Men . They agreed, and Pierce reengineered

them into cybernetically enhanced assassins.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Cybernetic augmentation

giving them enhanced

strength, end Lirarace,

accuracy, and reaction ttan



SPEED

DURABILITY
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Real Name: Height:

Unrevealed 4
r6"

First Appearance: Weight:

Unvanny X-AXn £229 (1988) 410 lb®

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Motorized chassis propelled by rank treads in place of

hts legs

LJGENGE
-4—4—4—•-

1ENGTH

SPEED

RABIUTY

ENERGY PROJECTION

p|4 t »
FhGHTING SKILLS

l> * »

Real Name: Height:

Unrev t iled 8’S”
wvi

: _
i aB|

First Appearance: Weight:

Ihiaimiy X-Mcti #229 (1988) 238 lbs ysi t *

POWERS/WEAPONS [*
• Augmented cybernetic body

* Ability to extend fiber-optic Li laments from his eyes

that can reach into victims’ brains and reprogram

Lheir minds , flil .wr>

INTELLIGENCE

INGTH

I—#— —4—» 4

SPEED

DUftABiLgT

MlGY PROJECTION

LIGHTING SKILLS

1 i-t— ^ m—•—

s

Real Name: Height:

Unrevealed 6"

First Appearance: Weight:

Uncmny X Mm ±120 ( 1 988) 260 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Cybernetic legs that enable him to kick with the

force- of a pile driver

Real Name:
Cyila Markham

First Appearance:
UrtCitwiy X-Mrn #260 (1990)

INTELLIGENCE

' t
STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION* * •

FIGHTING SKILLS
*

—

•— ^ «—m m

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Numerous cybernetic augmentations

* Molybdenum sttfcl claws on her wrists

* Targeting computer

* Infrared detectors

Height:

5'S"

Weight:

248 lbs

* Pufse-Doppler radat system

SKULLBUSTER

II

SKULLBUSTER

PRETTY

BOY

BONEBREAKER



Art

by

Kevin

Sharpe

m
SAVAGE LAND MUTATES—l

In rhe vast frozen wasteland of Antarctica, there lies an unexpected place: a lush, tropical jungle teeming

with vegetation, native peoples—and dinosaurs* It is the Savage Land. A prehistoric place that time may

have forgotten but, fortunately for one tribe, Magneto had not.

After arriving in rhe Savage Land* Magneto 'artificially mutated the primitive Swamp People, granting

them superhuman powers. These people became the Savage Land Mutates, and used their newly acquired

powers lo aid Magneto in bis ongoing conflict with the XrMen.

But once Magneto abandoned them, the Mutates were left to their own devices, frequently engaging in

clashes with dieX-Mcn, rhe Avengers, and even Spider-Mail. Brutal, violent, .and willing to do anything

necessary to have their wav, the Savage Land Mutates exist in a tune and place all their own.



POWERS/WEAPONS
* Gimputer'Like superhuman

intelligence

INTELLIGENCE
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STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY
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ENERGY PROJECTION
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FIGHTING SKILLS
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Real Name: IJnrevealed Height: 5
r4"

First Appearance: XWtfe £62 ( 1 %9) Weight: 125 lbs

Brainchild was one of several denizen s of the

Savage Land whom Magneto artificially

mutated through technological means to battle

rhe X-Men, After Magneto abandoned the

Mutates, Brainchild assumed leadership of the

group* Ready to settle a score with his old

nemesis , Storm, Brainchild brainwashed her

into battling her ream mates* But the X-Men

defeated him, and Sage later reversed the

effects of Brainchild's mental manipulation of

Storm. Consequently, the X- Men turned over

Brainchild and his tribe of Mutates to the

leaders of the Savage Land tribes.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Emission of mutated

pheromones that allow her

to place bestial c tea Lures in

her thrall

INTELUGENCE^

STRENGTH
•— ^ >—*—9—9

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name: Uo revealed Height: 5’ 11"

First Appearance: X-Trm? X-Men; Weight: 16.1 lbs

Sdvztgi Land #

2

(2001)

Unlike many of rhe Savage Land Mutates,

Lupa was genetically altered from her normal

state not by Magneto * but Brainchild. Lupa’s

lust test came when Brainchild asked her lo

help him settle an old score with his enemy

Storm . Calling on her newly endowed powers,

Lupa enslaved Beast hoping he would turn on

his teammates, who had come to Storms aid.

But her newly created abilities were no match

again sr rhe much more skilled and trained

Beast, I le broke free of Lupas control and

helped the other X-Men defeat the Mutates.

POWERS/WEAPON$
• Sorcery

* Superhuman strength and

enhanced durability

INTELLIGENCE
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STRENGTH
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SPEED

DURABILITY
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Real Name: /ala Dane Height: 5 9

First Appearance: Asptimbmg Tti&iSWi 1 970) Weight: 141 lbs

When she took over control of the Savage

1 and Mutates from Brainchild , the sorceress

Zaladane quickly cemented her seat of power

by raiding Antarctic research stations and

plundering Chilean dries. Thus successful,

Zaladane dispatched the Mutates to kidnap

Pol aris , who, unknown to Zaladane, was her

sister. Siphoning Polaris’s mutant powers,

Zaladane infused them into her own body.

Zaladane used these stolen powers to battle

Ka-Zar and the X-Men—and , fin all y.

Magneto, binding the threat she posed once

and for all, Magneto slew Zaladane,

ZALADANE

LUPA

BRAINCHILD



GAZA

EQUILIBRIUS

BARBARUS

AMPHfBIUS

'V

Real Name: Height:
Un revealed

First Appearance: Weight:
X-Men #62

j
/.c I

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Frog- like legs that allow him to leap superhuman

distances

£'

PROJECTION

SKILLS

Reel Name;
Unrevcaled

First Appearance;
X-Men #62 (1969}

Height:

G'T

Weight:

235 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Superhuman strength in all four of his arms that

allows him. to lift at least 30 tons

INTELLIGENCE
•-

STRENGTH
•—•—•—t-

SPEED

DURABILITY
•—*

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS
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Real Name: Height;
INTELLIGENCE

Urirwealed. 5
rn" STRENGTH

First Appearance: Weight; i ^ •—•—#—•-

X-Men #62 (1969) 175 lbs 5PEED

^\'leJIJgy»| POWERS/WEAPONS DURABILITY

* Hypnotic eyes that induce a state of vertigo- like ENERGY PROJECTION

imbalance in those who look in them
• * w ^ ^

FIGHTING SKILLS

» ^ i—»—

Real Name:
Unrevealed

First Appearance;
X-Men #62 (1969)

POWERS/WEAPONS

Height;

,6
f 9"

Weight:

290 lbs

* Psion ic ability that allows him to “see
51

mentally,

which compensates lor his blindness

INTELLIGENCE
r o —a

—
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STRENGTH
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SPEED

DURABILITY
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INTELLIGENCE
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SPEED

DURABILITY.A

Real Name:
Un revealed

First Appearance:
X-lXwv X-Men:

Smtge Land #3 (2002)

Height:

6'

l

11

Weight:
1 53 lbs

1 • f *—* * *

ENERGY PROJECTION
...

POWERS/WEAPONS
»-»—+— *—

»

FIGHTING SKILLS

a ^ a »—•—#—-*

• Psionic ability to summon die astral self from her

intended victim, and mentally imprison the victim's

polEiJi ^ Tv

|
psyche and soul

f Br'C'vv U :

.C-

Real Name:
Un revealed

First Appearance:

X-Mm #63 (1969)

INTELLIGENCE
#--0^9—*-

STRENGTH

»»« «

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY^OJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Generation of hypersonic pitches that affect the

sexual drive of a human male and completely

paralyzes him

Height:
5'6"

Weight:

125 lbs

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

ENERGY PROJECTION

^ i—fr—+—*—•-

FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name: Height:

Un revealed 5'
6"

First Appearance: Weight:

X'Men$62 (1969) 135 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
9 Can summon and control mammalian carnivores,

notablv wolves

INTELLIGENCE
it 9 <$“

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION
*

—

FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name:
Unrevealed

First Appearance:
X-Mcn #62 (1969)

Height:

5V
Weight:

135 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Psionic ability to summon and control animals

LUPO

LORELEI

LEASH
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SHI'AR

First Appearance:
X'Men #97 ( 1979)

This, is rhe Shfar Empire, where the path to peace is paved with many obstacles: Murder, Chaos*

Upheaval, Insanity* Betrayal* Possession* Plagued by deadly infighting in rhe East quarter century die royal

Meramani family from which all ruling Emperors and Empresses hail—desperately tries to hold together

the one million worlds that comprise die empire. It s a tough job, considering they can’t even hold

themselves together for long.

After Death bird's murder of her mother and sister led m her exile, her brother D'Ken assumed the

throne. But D’ Ken’s own quest for power left him insane* After D'Ken became mentally incapacitated* his

sister Lilandia took control of die throne—until Death bird organized a coup d’etat that deposed her. But

leading one million worlds wast'd all that ir was cracked up to be, and Deathbird, sick ol her

administrative duties, eventually ceded the throne back to Likndra* As Majcstrix of rhe Shfar empire,

I.ilandra is only loyal to the people under her reign. Though she maintains a positive working relationship

with the X-Mcn and the Starjammers* she will work against both reams with her Shfar Im perial Guard

if she feds that doing so is in the best interest of die galaxy. Nonetheless, the X-Mens headquarters brims

with advanced Shfar technology perhaps as much of a testament to the quality of rhe advanced Shfar

technological capabilities as it is to their continued good relations,

Ruling from the Imperial Throneworld* the artificial planet Chandilur, I.ilandra grants die worlds she

rules differing degrees ofAutonomy depending on various factors, notably their loyalty to rhe empire.

Some worlds have virtual independence and are allowed to send representatives to serve on the Shfar

High Council; some arc kept under martial law to protect themselves and rhe empire at large. Like the

people ot Earth* the Shfar would prefer to live in peace, but wars among the millions of worlds must be

fought and battles must he won to ensure rhe Shfar empire maintains its status in rhe universe.



LILANDRA V, '
,

After the ShiW High Council decided Lilandra would

become Majesrrix, she rook Professor X as her royal

consort. When the Phoenix Force impersonated

Jean Grey and presented a tinea t to the galaxy,

1 Hand ra had to exting uisii it. Professor X
opposed her decision and sent the X-Men to

battle the Guard, In the end, a remnant of Jeans

psyche caused the Phoenix Force to commit

suicide to prevent untold destruction. Lilandra

attended the funeral as a sign of respect to her

husband and bis X-Men.

Meanwhile, Death bird staged a successful coup,

sending Lilandra into exile. Lilandra took up with

the Star) airliners , fighting to reclaim her throne*

Eventually Deathbird, despising the

respon s i b iH t i es o f nil ing an Empire a s large as the

Shi
1

ark, wi 1 1 i n gl y stepped down.

A fter Liland ras sister Death bird was exiled for the murder

ol her mother and other sister, Lilandra contentedly

served as the Grand Admiral of the ShPar Imperial Guard,

and her brother D'Ken became the Majcstor of the SiWar
empire* Whe n Liknd ra d iscovered D ’ Kens dangero u s pIan to

grant himself omniscience, however, she desperately tried to

stop him. Arresting Lilandra for treason* D’Ken sentenced her

to death. While Lilandra awaited execution, Professor X
subconsciously caused a psychic link to form between the two.

Know ing Earth was home to super heroes who could help her

stop LX Ken, Lilandra escaped captivity and made her way to

Professor X. An agent of D Kens quickly caught up with her and

took Lilandra to her brother. The X-Men followed rifdir behind,

arriving just in time to witness

rendering him incurably insane

Height: 51

1

"

Weight: 150 lbs

Eye Color: Blue

Hoir Color; Black

While Lilandra was successful at regaining the

throne, a greater threat loomed: Cassandra

Nova . C as sahdra took posses s ion of Li land ras

mind and body to force the Shi’ar Imperial

Guard to annihilate the X-Men. The damage

to Lilandra s mind was so great that she later

attempted to assassinate Xavier, whom she

believed was

Cassa ndm. Membe rs

of Professor X s

X-Corporalion fo i 1cd

the plot, but Lilandra s

marriage to Xavier was

annulled and she

returned to her people

to recover.

INTELLIGENCE
*—q—0 *—*—

•

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

•— ^ <—m—i—•

i
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DEATHBIRD

D eathbird's deadly mix of self-absorption and unchecked.

ferociousness exploded ar a young age. 111 one unholy act

she lashed out against her mother and her sister* killing them

both. Though destined to become Majestrix, she was exiled into

space for this crime and her true name was stricken from all

Shi’ar historical records. Her brother D’ken, being the next

oldest, took the throne instead.

In her exile, Deathbird seethed with jealousy, believing that her

title and position had been stolen from her without just cause,

Deathbird had no Intention of quietly disappear! rgg. She aligned

herself with a treacherous member of the Shfar High Council

who helped her stage a successful coup against her sister Lilandra. to whom the throne passed

after D'Ken went insane. Putting her scheme into action, Deathbird captured Lilandra, her

consort ProfessorX and the X-Meu Lilandra and her allies soon found themselves prisoners

on the home world ol the Brood, leaving the way clear for Deathbird ro seize the throne.

Lilandra and the X-Men escaped with help from the Starjammcrs . By then Deathbird had

consolidated her power, and even the ShPar Imperial Guard had sworn fealty to her. Swiftly

branding her sister a traitor and a rebel, Deathbird banished Lilandra,

Real Name:
Calsyee Neramani

First Appearance:
Ms. Marvel #9 (1977)

Height: 5
'

8
"

Weight: 136 lbs

Eye Color: White

Hair Color: Purple arid

blue

• Wings enabling her to fly at

speeds of tip to 60 m.ph

* 'ialoii-ltke fingernails that can

slice through glass and. brick

and even score steel

A ?t by Chris Bachalo

POWERS/
WEAPONS

I he hassles and the headaches rhat conic with managing more than one million worlds proved

far too difficult to the battle-weary and administration -bating Deathbird. She decided to step

down and watched as Lilandra took the throne once again. Surprising all, Deathbird offered her

services to her sister to help her battle a Phalanx invasion of the Shear Thronewhfld. In the

course of the battle, one particular X-Man caught her attention: Bishop . The attraction was

mutual, but while escorting the X-Mcn back to Barth the two were separated from the rest of

the group, and any real affection between them soon began to crumble. After sharing a few

exhilarating adventures in their time-tossed states,

Deathbird went back to her old ways and ultimately

decid ed to bc tray Bishop by aligning lierself w i t

b

Apocalypse as his new Horseman, War. After the

X -M cj l defea ted Apocalyp sc , Dca illbird fled

.

Resu rfacing aboard a deep -space Shi ar starsration

,

driven mad by the cold and oxygen deprivation,

Deathbird killed the starions en li re c rew. I ler mad n es s

never abated even when Bishop turned up; Deathbird

arid her former lover engaged in a fierce struggle where

die helmet of Heathbirds spaces nit was smashed open

and she decided to cast herself out into the frigid,

ceaseless void of space rather than face capture at

Bishops hand.

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH
•—

•

—• 0 •—•-

SPEED

DURABILITY
•—ft—

•

i 0 >

ENERGY PROJECTION

77 * ~ ^

FIGHTING
•—•—-w—



Jn the years that followed, Araki remained an easy target for adversaries of the

Empire, A greater sage than a tighten Araki went down four more rimes. While on

his fifth cloned body, Araki discovered that his Empress was possessed by

[
Cassandra Nova and tried to intervene before her orders to the ShEar Imperial

Guard to annihilate the X.-Men could be carried out. Choosing to believe

Lilandras. repeated denials of Araki s heretical words, die Guardsman G-lype was

forced by his Empress to kill Araki.

But death mattered little to this wise old Shi’ ar: After Cassandra was expelled from

Lilandras mind, a sixth Araki arrived lo help his Empress recover and return her to

her. people- once again.

Height: 61"

Weight: 160 lbs

INTELLIGENCE

I

STRENGTH

SPEED

Real Name:
First Appearance:

Araki (full name unrevealed)

X-t\&n #\W (1977)

DURABILITY

PROJECTION

Araki is both the Prime Minister of the

in tergal actic Shfar Imperium and the Lord

Chancellor to the Empire’s ruling emperor or

empress. When Araki defended the Shi' ar throne

SKILLS against an impending coup, the rebellions leader

, killed him. Bur Araki s services had proven so

valuable to the Empire that Lilandra had his body

dimed hv nvtgahs of the ShiWs advanced technology and ordered his consciousness

transferred into a new body.

Height: AH"
Weight: 148 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
*

[ Alteration ol malleable

energy fields ol coherent

crimson light that grant her

flight, concuss ive blasting

ability, and generation of

sol id e r rergy co i is ( ructs that

she can shape into any form

imaginable

Real Name:
First Appearance;

Cerise {full name un revealed)

Excalibur #46 ( 1 992)

As part of a recruitment team from the

inrergalacric ShFgr empire, Cerise traveled from

planet to planet, offering other civilizations the

opportunity" to join the Empire. Cerise grewr

frantic, however, when her team's commander

decided to decimate the races they met instead of

recruiting them. Not wanting to take part in such

mass genocide, Cerise set the ship on a collision

course with the nearest star. Alter escaping before

her ship was destroyed, Cerise sought to return to

the Shfar Throneworld of Chandiiar to report her

commanden? crimes—but a .
spatial andmjaly:

skewed her journey and brought her to the planet

Earth, When news of her so-called crime reached

her home world, Cerise was quickly trie;] and

convicted in absentia for the deaths of her fellow

crew members. On Earth, Cerise was never aware

of the conviction until the Starjamme rs captured her and took her to a prison

planet to serve her sentence. Eventually, the Shi’ar Majestrix Lihmdra arrived at

i lie jail and agreed to allow Cerise to explain her actions. After listening to Cerise’s

terrible tale, Li laud ra immediately pardoned her and offered Cerise an advisory

position on her staff

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION
* - # .# ^ jjjp» m

FIGHTING SKILLS
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Francis
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Art

by

Igor

Kordey
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Art

by

Jose

Ludronn
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SHI'AR IMPERIAL GUARD

The members of the Imperial Guard are akin to legions of Roman soldiers who would sooner die

than see their emperor ruined, 1 lie Guardsmen have fought to the death to protect their ruler and

ensure their empires survival.

Assembled from the far reaches of the Slil’ar empire, the Imperial Guard is composed of a garrison of

super-powered beings charged with the enforcement of galactic law. Due to their varied origins and,

disparate home worlds, the members of the Guard collectively control every form oi energy and
matter known to exist.

Responsible for keeping the peace in thousands of worlds within the vast Shi at Empire, the members
oi the Imperial Guard must also protect and carry out die decrees of the Shi ar Majestnx, Lilandra .

Since Lilandra has a close relationship with Professor X , the Guard has encountered rhe X-JVIcn oil

numerous occasions. Not all of these meetings were friendly. When the Phoenix Force entered [can

Grey and caused a grave threat to the universe, l ilandra called up die Guard and ordered them to

execute rhe mutant. The members o! die Guard defeated the X-Men who were trying to protect her

—

bur ultimately, the Phoenix force committed suicide before the Guard could finish its mission.

First Appearance:
X-Mtn# 107 (1977)

Fierce fighters and intense warriors, the Shi at Imperial Guard know no adversary capable of defeating

them, including the mighty X-Men. All too aware of their awesome powers, the Guard routinely

overpower die Earths most mighty mutants—but only in the name of service to their Empire.

I he Guard aers as the Sheads first

line ol defense and has helped the

Empire in military actions against

both the Skrull and die Kree,

w 1\o—a 1on g w i rh t.lle Shi *a r—m a ke

up the triumvirate of major

interstellar empires.

Because of the demanding nature of

their duties, every member of the

guard is a well-trained warrior

capable of myriad superhuman

feats. In service to rhe entire

universe, the warriors of the Shi ’at

Imperial Guard have the distinct

privilege of fighting for their empire

and their emperor—no matter the

Art by jose Ludronn

cause or cost.



GLADIATOR

Trite to form. Gladiator is steadfastly devoted to bis

current ruler, Lilandra, confident that Lilandras

directives are always made with rhe best interests of

the Empire at beam Me is sworn to protect and

preserve stellar harmony—and will Jo so at any

cost. Si* when Lilandra commanded him to wipe

out the carriers of a psi-vlrus that would soon

ravage and destroy the universe, Gladiator

complied, even rhough those carriers were the

X-Men. He had no reason to question his

Kmp re s —and , of course , he I lad no idea tha l

Cassandra Nova had taken possession of Lilandra

to manipulate the Guard into doing her bidding.

Gladiator and Ins Guardsmen tore through the

mansion and stood poised to deal a kill mg blow

when Plutoma revealed Cassandra s deception.

Devastated that his Empire had been polluted,

Gladiator vowed to srop the menace. As lie battled

Cassandra, rhe powerful mutant temporarily

stripped Gladiator of his powers. A stricken

Gladiator was left in a collapsed heap on the lawn

of tlic Xav ie r Mansion and never w i r

n

essed th

e

defeat of Cassandra,

In rhe end, Gladiator learned a hard lesson in

fo 1 1owmg com niand s withou t q ties i io n . Now a ncvv

challenge lies ahead: whether he will so willingly

follow his leader in the future or allow caution to

POWERS/
WEAPONS
# A hili

ty to lift over 100 tons

* 1 'light at Iks ter-than- light speeds

* Incredible lung capacity that

allows him ro draw in large

amounts of air and then expel ir

to create a gale force wind

• Projection of high-iritenxky

beams from his eyes

supe rs

e

l I c com pi lanc e.

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

- •

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

e is Gladiator, a fiercely proud and wise warrior who
mm leads the Shibr Imperial Guard , Bound by his duty to

his empire, Guardian senes all of his rulers without hesitation,

without question, and with complete and total obedience. In

his obsessively patriotic and loyal servitude to his Empire,

Gladiator unswervingly followed even its most objectionable

leaders without regard to questions of their character or

motivation. Gladiator was there to do D’Ken's bidding during

his spiral into power-fueled madness, and even served

Death bird , who had overthrown her sister

Lilandra to earn the crown she so coveted.

Real Name:
Kailark

First Appearance;
X-Mnt # 1 07 (1977)

Height: 66n

Weight: 595 lbs

Eye Colon Blue

Hair Colon Dark blue

An by Ethan Van Stiver



FANG

DELPHOS

ARC

Real Name; Uhrevealed. Height: 6'4"

First Appearance: NemXrMm #1 23 (2002) Weight: 225 lbs

Like all members of die SliFar Imperial

Guard , Arc lives co serve their Empress,

Li land ra. Arc spearheaded the Guard s first;

strike on the X-Men after LiJan <lra, under the

mental control of Cassandra Nova , had

ordered the destruction of all mutants on

Earth. Without question or hesitation. Arc

rounded up his squad and captured Cyclops

and Xorn . The Guard took them to i_bc

orbiting Shi’ar superdestrover to await

execution—but these X-Mens date with death

was-- never to be* The pair escaped, and Beast

subsequently defeated Arc in battle.

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Generation of heightened

levels of bio-electricity

within his body which

project outwards

Real Name: Unrevealcd Height: 5'9 rr

First Appearance: Inhuman* #3 (2000) Weight: 137 lbs

A warrior in the ShPar Imperial Army,

D e I p h os always dre am ed of becomi ng a

member of the Shear Imperial Guard. She

got her chance when she learned that Oracle

was soon to be married, thus creating an

open post in the Guard* Delphos sought to

claim that position for herself and

volunteered for a dangerous mission to quell

a rebellion on a frontier moon. Following the

successful completion of her mission,

Deiphos’s skills were recognized and she 'was

initiated inLo the Guard,

POWERS/WEAPONS
Precognition

Real Name: Unrevealed Height: Varies

First Appearance: X-Men #107 { 1 977) Weight: Varies

Though killed time and again in Shiktr

Imperial Guard battles, those who beat the

name Fang always return— though not always

as the same sex or In the same body. All three

bearers of the name Fang hail from a race of

alien beings who possess lupine traits similar

to those found in wolves. From this race, one

member is chosen to bear the name and wear

the costume of Fang in the Imperial Guard.

Though a great enigma* whoever beats the

name of Fang is always a fierce Guard warrior,

willing to go down in battle in order to serve

Empress Lilandra ,

POWERS/WEARONS
* Heightened strength* speed,

agility and hyper-keen

senses

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY
m—a <0 •—«— —

*

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS
•—•— * ^ i *—

*



POWERS/WEAPONS
* Ability to supercharge the

his body with bio-

electricity and project

lightning-like bolts

\

Real Name; Srannz Height; TIT
First Appearance; X-Men# 107 (1977) Weight; 195 lbs

Choosing a name that reflected his hotheaded

personality, Flashfire has served the Sh Vx r

Imperial Guard with great strength and

courage in battles both against and alongside

che X-Men and Starjammers, Mash fire rook a.

break from battle when he fell in love with his

teammate Oracle, After their wedding and

Oracles retirement from the team, Flash fire

went back into service, defending Lilandra

against an assassination attempt by die ICree,

Honan the Accuser, and Ronahs unwi 11 i ng

agents, the royal family of the Barth race

known as the Inhuman s,

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Ability to focus his body's

intense energy (up to

6000° E) through wrist-

mounted flantethrowe rs

INTELLIGENCE
-#

—

n—*-

—

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION
e—#—m—9- 0 9-

FIGHT1NG SKILLS

•— ^ —m—•-

Real Name: Un revealed Height: f>2"

First Appearance: NewX-Mm#124 (2002) Weight: Indeterminate

As a member of the ShBar Imperial Guard ,

G-Type has little trouble taking the lives of

diose who appear to threaten his Inn press.

Even when Liland ra was under the spell of

Cassandra Nova and ordered G-Type to

atmospherically cremate Cyclops and Xorn ,

G-Type complied , Before diey could be

incinerated, however. Xorn induced a minor

reactor failure in G-Type’s plasma core, G-

Type quickly recovered; when he took Arab i s

life, as the Cassandra-possessed Lilandra had

commanded, Xorn appeared once more— this

rime causing a reactor failure in G-Type from

which he might never recover.

POWERS/WEAPONS
1 Projection of consciousness

from one exo-body form to,

another

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH
m—t—*

SPEED

DURABILITY
•—•—•—• 0 •

ENERGY PROJECTION
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#
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—

FIGHTING SKILLS
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Real Name; Unrevealed Height: 4 6"

First Appearance: New X-Men $ 1 24 (2002) Weight: 82 lbs

Neosaurus is an artificial brain able to project

bis consciousness into a scries of physical exo-

bodies, When instructed by Lilandra , acting

under the spell of Cassand ra Nova , to wipe

out the X-Men, Neosaurus willingly sprung

into action like any member of the Guard.

But Neosaurus picked the wrong X-.Vkui to

challenge: Wolverine. During the battle, the

more ferocious Wolverine viciously fought

Neosaurus.. seemingly killing him. Yet

W< live rine had on 1 y killed one of Neos mi us s

many exo-body forms, and Neosaurus later

went hack into action with the Guard.



STUFF

PLUTONIA

ORACLE

Real Name: Sybil Height: S'
5"

First Appearance: *107 (1977) Weight: 125 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Varying degrees of

telepathic ability

As a member of the Shfar Imperial Guards

Grade met and fell in Jove with her teammate

FIash II . re. Alter deciding to many him, Oracle

resigned from active duty and Delphos stepped

in to rake her place. But something went awry,

and Oracles d teams went up in flames, For

reasons never fully explained, Oracle and

Hash tire ultima rely broke up. And when Oracle

went back to her post on the Guard, she didn't

return as the impeccably pur-together beauty she

had once been. Instead, she now fights in the

guise of ;i disheveled, naked harridan.

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION
4—4—m—4- A

FIGHTING SKILLS

i t ^ i—•—4—

t

Real Name: Un revealed Heighf: 6

First Appearance; Nrw.X-Mt'n #1 24 {2002) Weight: 160 lbs.

Under die spell of Cassandra Nova , Idiand ra

commanded Fluionia to battle the *Viciis-

carrymg' X-Mcn , Bur before engaging in the

fight, Plutonia discovered her fellow Guardsman

and lover, Smasher, who had been sent to Parch

by l.ikiridra prior to her possession eo warn rhe

X-Mcn of Cassandra's actions. Rescuing him,

I
1
! LLtonia took Smasher to the Xavier Institute

jusr in time to convince the ShFar Imperial

Guard s leader, Gladiator , of die true threat.

Ibgerher, Plutonia, the Guard, and the X-Men

then managed ro defeat Nova and 1 roc l.ilandra.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Generation of intense levels

of an unknown form of

radiation

Rea! Name: Cnreveafed Height: Variable

First Appearance; New 'X-Men # 123 12002) Weight: Variable

Unaware he was caking ordei's from Cassandra

Nova and not Lilandra , .Stuffassumed a human

form co infiltrate rhe Xavier Institu te and

covertly gauge its defenses prior to H hill Guard

invasion. Stuff also managed to dupe Esnic, a

Step.turd Cuckoo , mro falling in love with him.

But once bis form was broken, so, too, was

Estncs heart. Heralding the arrival of the invad-

ing Guardsman, Stuff mocked rhe girl lor her

foolishness. Alter rhe Guards initial attack, the

Cuckoos took over Stuff s mind, and used his

body to trap Cassandra in a childlike state.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* An alien hio-compu(er able

to transform Ins synthetic

form in to virtually any

conceivable shape

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH
> 0 4—4—4 4

SPEED

DURABILITY
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ENERGY PROJECTION
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FIGHTING SKILLS
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Real Name:
Unrevealed

First Appearance:
X-Mm #107 (1977)

POWERS/WEAPONS

Height:

5 ' 10
"

Weight:

140 lbs

* Alteration of her body's molecular density, allowing

physical acracks to pass through her without harm

SPEED

* «

ENERGY PROJECTION

| § 4 « * »

[

ROWING SKILLS
A JB A A A. Jk

Real Name: Height;

Unrevealed 6'

First Appearance: Weight:
$w*iJKy A Mat #157(1982) 1 90 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Communication with plant life like himself to

command, them to do his bidding

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

f » ->—•—»

—

FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name:
Linrevealed

First Appearance;
Ate AMI/™ #124 (2002)

Height:

V9"

Weight:
Indeterminate

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Bio-hdkim body contained within a specially

constructed space suit

INTELLIGENCE

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

• * » « « « «

FIGHTING SKILLS
I

Real Name:
M-Ndl

First Appearance:
Imperial Guard Mi (1997)

Height;

yur
Weight:

185 lb

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Mega-radiation that works to augment his physical

attributes* including Ins strength-* endurance, and

intellect

COMMANDO

BUMP

BLACKTHORN

ASTRA



HARDBALL

FADER

ELECTRON

EARTHQUAKE

138

Real Name;
Un revealed

First Appearance;
X-Men #137 (1980)

Height;
6'

Weight:

220 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Seismic energy projection that creates tremors

beneath the surface of a planet

INTELLIGENCE

@ € g

STRENGTH

ENERGY PROJECTION
•— —» A i < <

FIGHTING SKILLS
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Real Name:
Unrevealed

First Appearance;
#107 (1977)

POWERS/WEAPONS

Height:

5'ir

Weight:

180 lbs

• Generation of an electromagnetic charge within his

body used, to shock others, power electrical devices,

or create defensive magnetic fields

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name: Height:
Unrevealed 3 '3"

First Appearance: Weight:
#

1

24 (2002) 45 Iks

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Ltghr refraction ability dial, renders him invisible to

rlie naked eye

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY
a —m-

ENERGY PROJECTION

• » » -
FIGHTING SKILL5
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Real Name:
Unrevealed

First Appearance:
Quasar #32 (1992)'

POWERS/WEAPONS

Height:

5
f

3-

Weight:
210 lbs

* Extraordinarily strong legs lJuu allow him leap great

distan ces

* Rubbery body that allows him rebound off any

surface, object or being he strikes

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH
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SPEED

DURABILITY
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»
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ELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS
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Real Name:
Unrevealed

First Appearance:
X-Men # 1 37 09m

Height:

5‘f
Weight;

120 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Channeling of bio£kcmdty into oilier living beings

lg shock their nervous .system and paralyze their

motor functions

Height:

6T r

Weight:

1 65 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
Shape-shifting into any form possible

Real Name:
Um-evealcd

First Appearance:
#107 (1977)

IGENCE

NGTH

INTELLIGENCE

SPEED

DURABILITY

*—*—* ® —g—

*

ENERGY PROJECTION
• * - -O ^ *— St

FIGHTING SKILLS
•— ®—&—«—

a

Real Name:
Linrevealed

First Appearance;
X-Men *\i)7 (1 977)

Height:

5'ur

Weight;
Indeterminate

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Co ticusdve energy b Lasts via a special containment

suit

Real Name:
Unrevealed

First Appearance:
X-MenXm (1977)

Height:
57"

Weight:

126 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Utilizes ambient magic energy already existing within

the universe and psionically focuses it to create three-

dimensional intangible holographic illusions

MAGIQUE

IMPULSE

HUSSAR

HOBGOBLIN



NEUTRON

MONSTRA

MENTOR

MANTA

Real Name: Height:

Unrevealed 5
r9"

First Appearance: Weight:
X-Men #107 (1977) 150 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Instantaneous processing of vast amounts of

information

INTELLIGENCE
ft—e—s a

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

0 » ft t

FIGHTING SKILLS

t—ft - - ft -

Real Name: Height:

Lure vealed 6'
8"

First Appearance: Weight:

AW X-Men # 1 23 (2002J 5 1 6 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Enhanced strength and a heightened resistance to

physical injury

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH
ft—ft—i—ft-

SPEED

DURABILITY
ft ft ft—ft-

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

• ft 0 ft

—

*

Real Name:
Unrevealed

First Appearance:

X-$W #137 iJ9S0)

Height:
56"

Weight:

125 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Generates a blinding flash of blue-white light with

her life force to dazzle her opponents

INTELLIGENCE
ii 0 •—*-

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY
•—> 0 —•—-

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING
ft

—

ft 0 ft >—

•

Real Name:
LJn revealed

First Appearance:
X-Men #107' (1 977}

Height:
6'2 rr

Weight:

680 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Ability to absorb ambient electromagnetic energy

Into his body cells to enhance physical strength
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INTELLIGENCE

* ^ -*—-*» •«--A A Real Name: Height:

STRENGTH

» A * »

Ulltevealed

First Appearance;
5'<r

Weight:

SPEED

DURABILITY

X-Men #107 (1977)

POWERS/WEAPONS

125 lbs

ENERGY PROJECTION Utilizes a dark energy source to enshroud her

FIGHTING^SKILLS

• a

opponents in a cloak of darkness, and causes beings

and objects to plunge into a nightmarish void /m

Rea) Name:
Unrevealed

First Appearance:
X-Men #107 (1977)

Height:
5 'I

11

Weight:
too ibs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Gin shrink to as little as 1/20 her normal size

INTELLIGENCE

SPEED

DURABILITY

«—«—•—•— —

»

ENERGY PROJECTION

# *- -*—*—*—*—*

FIGHTING SKILLS

•—A

—

3 S A

Real Name:
Vril Rt) kk

First Appearance:
X-Men ft 107 (1977)

POWERS/WEAPONS

Height:

d'2"

Weight:

290 Iks

• Ability to absorb ambient cosmic energies to

augment his strength and resistance to physical injury

• Exo-spex glasses that allow him to "download

v arious pow
re rs aod a b i I i ti cs

INTELLIGENCE

i—* M > —

A

Real Name: Height:

^ - : -A, 7 '

STRENGTHA n _
Un revealed

First Appearance;

6'

Weight;*>••***
SPEED Am' X-Men #123 (2002) Indeterminate

DURABILITY

f— ^ < A A A

ENERGY PROJECTION
(p-A-—m—*—* *—a

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Specially created spaceSu.it that contains Iris alien

form: a hive of thousands of vastly intelligent liny
FIGHTING SKILLS

y « y' : ^’''-,- r

.r'£
tr
_ tt

gj

-A wotm-1 ike creatures

SQUORM

SMASHER

SCINTILLA

NIGHTSIDE



WEBWING

WARSTAR

TITAN

STARBOLT

2

Real Name:
Uurnvcaled

First Appearance:
#H)7 {1977)

POWERS/WEAPONS

Height:
5*1“

Weight:

Indeterminate

• Bod) is composed of an unknown form of energy

that resembles fire

Ability to Fire bolts of energy from bis hands

wm:. w?*mSEF^JAW’i k
’

, r^P4»&r i \ -cri'
f

Real Name: Height:
INTELLIGENCE

At.
Unrevealed 6'

STH 1NOTH
First Appearance: Weight: •—•—»— 0i

,Y-M.7J #107 (1977) 183 lbs SPEED

wp >^SBwa DURABILITY
POWERS/WEAPONS •—» ^ —•- t «

v lia * Growth lo gigantic me ENERGY PROJECTION—*—
FIGHTING SKILLS

* *•

!

t

Real Name:
Bailee rind C eil

First Appearance:
X-Mmmj (1980)

Height: 2'2
' (BW)

7T‘ (Ceil)

Weight: 7S |h* rBW

J

MO lbs (Ceil)

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Ceil possesses enhanced strength and durability

* R nee has the ability to electrically shock an

opponem with his toudi

Real Name:
Unrevealed

First Appearance:
UmtwiyX-Mm* 157 (1982)

Height:

8T P

Weight:

143 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Numerous suckered tentacles that exude a powerful

narcolic sedative



STARJAMMERS

Five ex- prisoners. One starship. And the unwavering desire to strike out against the Shjj.tr empire,

which they blamed for their wrongful incarcerations.

They are the S ta r
j
ammers, in tergalac t ic pi ra res 1ed by Corsair . I hough they were once bound and

determined to exact vengeance on the Shi ar who had subjugated them, they have always been

excessively cautious about letting innocents get caught up in their wrath.

The sentient computer Waldo oversees their base of operations, the starship Starjammer, I he four

original members—Corsair* Clfoct Hepzibah, and Raza—eventually brought onboard the insect- 1 ike

being Sikorsky , who came to serve as the Starjammers' physician.

After the Starjammers aided 1 alandra in her struggle against her mad brother D'kcii, the Shi ar

Empress pm an unofficial end to her empires opposition to the Starjammers, Although they some-

times fall our of favor with Lilaridra over their decisions* the Starjammers always continually strive to

break the yoke of oppression that they once toiled under. Because there are still missions to fight and

innocents to be saved, when there is trouble in the galaxy, there are Starjammers to the rescue.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Resistance to physical injury

due to his thick scaly skin

* Can breathe on land and

underwater

Red Name: Chod Height: 9'

First Appearance: X-Mw C 1 04 (.19.77)
Weight: 430 lbs

Scientist-philosopher Ch’od was once ton ten l

to willingly serve the Shear empire as a

mercenary, Bor once Ire was sent to kill a

village of helpless innocents, Chod flatly

refused. To save the people of the village, he

killed the Shiar commanding officer Instead,

H is act of compassion was liratided treason,

and Ch od was sentenced to the Slave Pits.

Unwilling to accept his fare, he used his brute

strength and keen scientific mind to help his

fellow prisoners reach freedom. This team of

five banded together to help serve their

Empire, calling themselves the Starjammers,

CH'OD



CORSAIR

Real Name;
C h risiaphe r Smnmcrs

Firs* Appearance:
(1977)

Height: 6
'

3
"

Weight: 375 lbs

Eye Color: Brown

Hair Color; Brown

f
[ should have been a routine flight for Christopher Summers

at the controls t his wife Katherine Anne beside him, and their

two young sons Scan (Cyclops) and Alex ( Havok l as passengers,

hut the family's journey went terribly awry, A Shijtj; starship

attacked Christophers plane, firing On the wooden aircrall and

causing it ro burst into flames. As Christopher struggled to keep

the plane in the air, a frantic Katherine Anne searched for

parachutes but could only find one. Strapping the lone parachute

onto Scott, she told him to hold onto Alex, and pushed them out

of the hurtling planes door in order to save them from the Shi at.

Their children were saved, but Christopher and Katherine Anne were

* Skilled hand-to-

hand combatant

POWERS/
WEAPONS

Art by Carlos Pacheco

* Muster swordsman

eventual ly
teleported aboard the Shi ar starship and taken to the Shi ar

Imperial Throne-world where the mad Shi ar Emperor D ken tried to tape

Katherine Anne, I) ken murdered her in lull view of Christopher and

ordered him sent to the Slave Pits with the other political prisoners and

criminals. There, Christophers sprit was slowly being broken. But as he

witnessed Hepzibah being brutalized by guards, his fighting spirit

returned in force. He lashed out against the barbaric guards,

and two more prisoners, Chfod and Raza
,
jumped in to

assist him. The four detainees stole a starship and escaped.

As the leader of the hand of fugitives calling themselves

Siarjammcrs . Corsair guided the team around the galaxy

lo plunder Shfar starships for booty on their quest lor

retribution.

As time passed , t iorsait helped the X-Mei i battle the

D ken serving Shear Imperial Guard . A 1 ter the i

r

combined forces defeated the Guard and helped depose

O' ken. Jean Grey used her telepathic powers to examine

Corsairs mind and learned he was Cyclops father. Corsair,

feeling the rime wasn’t right, asked her to keep the secret between

themselves for the rime being. Even maily\ Cyclops and Havok both

learned who Corsair really was.

Grateful for the Scarjammers help in defeating her brother, Lihindra

put an unofficial end to the Shuar Empires opposition to the team

once she was ins tailed as the new Majestrix, Corsair maintains a

wariness of other people and planets in the Shs ar Empire who

operate counter to Lilandras rule, and continues to lead the teams

efforts in a right against those who choose co oppress others.

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION
• —

•

—•

—

*—m

FIGHTING SKILLS

9 « • # • »-



POWERS/WEAPONS
* Enhanced agility, speed., and

reflexes

* Retractable claws, hyper-

keen senses, night vision

INTELLIGENCE
ft l— *—a-—*—

$

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS—t # <—•-

Reol Nome: Unpronouncable Height! 5 '6"

First Appearance: X-Men #107 (1977) Weight: L20 lbs

Hep/.t hah's race, the jVlephitisoids, were

conquered by the ShTaf. Hatred of their

oppressors led to numerous revolts, and

resulted in the Mephittsoids being placed

under permanent martial law. Imprisoned for

her actions* Hepzibah faced cruel treatment at

the hands of her jailers. When Corsair rebelled

against their keepers, Hepzibah joined in and

helped form the Starjammcrs. She soon fell in

love with Corsair, and the two were bonded for

life. Bat Hepxibahs fanaticism has put strains

on their relationship—she will not rest until

the Shi' at ate destroyed and her people freed.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Cybernetic implants chat

render him nearly

indestructible

Enhanced vision

INTELLIGENCE
-a—©

—

STRENGTH
•—•—> ^ 1—c •

energy projection

^ >—•-—

•

—*—#—*
FIGHTING SKILLS
•—•—•— > ^ —•

Real Name! Rata Longkn ife Height: 5']]""

First Appearance: X-Mm #107 (1977) Weight: 366 lbs

When the ShTar exterminated his entire race,

the fiercely religious Raza was subjected to

scientide exp erim en ts th at im pi an ted h \m wi ch

cybernetic devices. When Raza rebelled against

his treatment, the Shfar had him thrown in

die Slave Pits, After meeting Corsair , ClPod ,

and Hepzibah , Raza and his new allies escaped

and became the intergalactic pirates die

Star
j
ammers . Now cursed with an artificially

prolonged life, Raza fights- the Slifar for

denying him the chance to die honorably in

battle like the rest of his people.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Flight

4 Psychic ability, to mentally

scan the interiors of bodies

of living beings in order to

assist medical diagnosis

* I ligli empathtc ability

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name: Unrevealed Length: 16
First Appeara nee: Unoimiv X-Men # \ 56 ( E 982) Weig ht: 65 I bs

When lives must be saved and broken bodies

must be healed, there is one powerful alien

willing and able to do the job: Sikorsky, So

named by Corsair after a helicopter manufac-

turer that makes vehicles that resemble

Sikorsky’s own physical appearance, this alien

insectoid practices his craft ns the resident

physician onboard the Si a rjam met. A superb

healer of both organic and cybernetic systems,

Sikorsky, when not tending to his teammates,

often helps allies in need. He once healed

Colossus following a serious injury at the

hands oi the renegade Shi ar Deathbird.

SIKORSKY

RAZA

HEPZIBAH



Art

by

Georges

Jearity

WEAPON X

"1 he most .successful ol the experimental Weapon Plus programs, Weapon X starred out as a clandestine

genetic- research organization sanctioned by the Canadian military. Its purpose was to transform mutants

into obedient super-soldiers—with consent not necessarily a requirement. The program seemed to come

to a grinding halt once one experiment in particular went very wrong; An unwilling test subject,

Wolverine , escaped and savagely killed many of the program’s scientists and guards. After this disaster,

and with the program already plagued by funding issues, the Canadian government decided to pull the

plug. But years later, a program official known only as the Director successfully lobbied for the relaunch

of Weapon X, driven by a lust for revenge. During Wolverines escape, the Director had been badly

scarred in the rampage. Blaming his disfigurement on the scourge of mutants, the Director had a score to

settle—and would go to any lengths to win his now very personal war against mutantkind.

Exacting a diabolical quid pro quo, the reinvigorated Weapon X program under the Director provides a

safe haven for criminal mutants during a prescribed term of servitude. In return for money, better

controlled powers, and immunity from law enforcement, the mutants who seek out Weapon X willingly

embark on suicide missions or, more frequently, hunt down rogue mutants at the behest of the Director.

Those mutants who arc approached to join rhe program and choose not to participate are exterminated.

Weapon X houses a host oi law-breaking mutants who, unaware of the Director's desire to live in a world

free of mutants, arc all too willing to sell what is lei L of their souls to aid and abet his plans. And with the

Directors construction of his concentration camp,
a
Neverland/

3

he just might get his wish—much sooner

than he ever drought possible.



DIRECTOR
J&fa n duty as a seen riryr guard, at the original Weapon X

complex in Canada, the Director was savagely attacked and

mutilated by Wolverine during Wolverines original escape from

the facility. Saved from death, the Director made but one request

to his doctors: do nothing to repair his horrible facial scars. Fhe

Director wanted die scars to serve as his reminder dial what was

Real Name:
Malcolm (full name

unreveal eel)

First Appearance:
Wolverine- (20.01)

done must be undone—though not by means of any plastic

surgery The wounds, it seemed, ran much deeper than the

Directors skin.

Height:

Weight:
Eye Color:

Hair Color:

6T r

m lbs

Brown

Black

1Fueled by this incident, the Director returned to the original

Weapon X installation and retrieved the mental implants used by

the original program ro control Wolverine. The Director methodically reactivated them and

brought Wolverine under his control. The Director then sent Wolverine to kill Senator Drexei

Walsh* who was intending to go public with knowledge ofWeapon X, but rhe shock of

committing murder disabled Wolverine's implants, freeing him of the Director s control.

But one setback did not a failure make; the Director realized that Wolverine might have been

just a pet project en route to something greater. Widi renewed purpose, the Director went full

speed ahead towards reviving the Weapon X project to fulfill his diabolical desires. In order to

make Weapon X a success, the Director realized he would have to tolerate some mutants, even if

only to manipulate them for use as his covert operatives. As a means to an end, die Director

lured scores of omthe-run or injured mutants to his project, promising them hiding places and

enhanced abilities in exchange for their services as operatives. No dummy, the Director took

great care to implant devices In his

wards during his enhancement

processes that prevented them

from rising up to harm their

superiors, including the Director

All rhe while, as he assembled the

mutants and repaired and

enhanced their bodies, the

Director kept a little secret to

himself. A secret that brought him

much joy and invigorated his

spirit: Soon, very soon, with more

and more mutants under his

control, a concentration camp

would be built-— where mutants

whose skills proved useless to

Weapon X would be incarcerated

and eventually exterminated. He

calls bis camp “Neverland.
17

As lie inches ever closer to realizing

his dream—his final act of

vengeance for the scars he forces

himself to wear on his face—the

Director may be the one who

brings mutantkind to an end.

Art by GeorgesJeanty



AGENT

ZERO

AGENT

JACKSON

Real Name: Bren t Ja*n Height: 3'1
!" POWERS/WEAPONS

First Appearance: Wolverine #163(2001) Weight: 1901b*
• Skilledmm opera rive

* Excellent marksman and

hand-to-hand combatant
Working as an operative for the international law

enforcement agency known as S.HJfFJLD.* Brent

Jackson was assigned to head up the manhunt for

Wolverine . They managed to capture Wolverine

and his ally Beast , and sent them both to the

Cages a maximum security prison for

superhuman 5. But Agent Jackson was hardly the

hero. With great craft and cunning, he had in fact

infiltrated SJ LLE.L.D. as a mole for Weapon X
to position himself as the agent assigned to

capture WijverinG, whom Weapon X had actually

brainwashed into killing the judge, Pooling even

the most intelligent and cynical law enforcement

agents with his vve

I

hrehearsed demeanor and eagcr-to-plea.se attitude* Agent

Jackson secured the access codes lo Wolverines cell in the Cage. He turned the

Codes over to his Weapon X agent Sabretooth , who abducted Wolverine and

took him back to Weapon X headquarters. Ultimately, Wolverine escaped their

dutches. Now back in his capacity as the right-hand man of the Director .

Jackson is responsible for maintaining the day-to-day operations of Weapon X n

including coordinating strike missions, recruitment, personnel management, and

other tasks critical to the group’s goals.

INTELLIGENCE
*

—

»
STRENGTH

0 ft ft ft ft ft

SPEED

DURABILITY
• J l t t » »

ENERGY PROJECTION
•—ft—#—

l

FIGHTING SKILLS
•—ft- ft # ft ft -ft

Real Name; l J n revealed Height: Lin re veil led

First Appearance: Weapon X: The Draft— Weight: Unrevealed

AgmtZereM 1 (2002)

Though his former life remains a mystery* this much

is known: Agent Zero was saved from certain death

by the Weapon X project. Desperate to survive no

matter the cost* he acquiesced to his “saviors" request

that, in return for saving bis life, Agent Zero would

serve as a field operative for Weapon X.

After healing Agent Zero* Weapon X ultimately

outfitted him with everything that would make h

possible to take down and kill Lbcir primary target:

Wolverine.

But Agent Zero was an old Iriend of Wolverines

and could not fulfill his mission. This was not an

unexpected turn of events, however. The Director

knew Agent Zero wouldn’t murder his friend, and

had intended for die mission to succeed only in

1 urdter corroding Agen r Zero s already- fragile

psyche. The Director knows that once Agent Zero is

broken, he will be putty in Weapon Xs bands.

ROWERS/WEAPON$

* Genetic enhancement

rendering his body devoid

of .seem

* Ability m generate a

corrosive enzyme that can

melt steel and turn healing

abilities deadly

Special body armor that

absorbs sound vibrations,

rendering him absolutely

silent, and sometimes nearly,

invisible, when he moves

INTELLIGENCE
ft— —ft— ft—ft—

*

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY
•—*— •—*—»—

#

ENERGY PROJECTION
•— —•—*—ft

FIGHTING SKILLS

t—-ft—ft—^-•—ft—ft
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AURORA
A fter her parents were killed in a car crash and her twin

brother Jean-Paul (Norfhstar) was sent to 1 ive with

relatives who couldn't afford to take in both of them, Jeanne-

Marie Beaubicr went to live at Madame DuPonts School tor

Girls in Quebec* Jeanne-Marie was miserable at Madame

DuPont’s School and, at the age of thirteen, attempted suicide by

throwing hers eli from the root ol one of the school buildings*

[ lowever, instead of falling to her death. Beaubier discovered she

had the ability to fly at great speed. A deeply religious girl,

Jeanne-Marie mistook her mutant act for a divine miracle. When

she explained to a nun what happened, the sister condemned her

as a blasphemer and severely beat her. The violence triggered Jeanne-Marie s split personality—one

more extroverted and far less inhibited than her own. Under the influence of this second personality,

Jeanne- Marie secretly left the school that same night. On returning three days later, she had no

memory of where site had been or what site had done, and she was again disciplined. I he resulting

tranrna was so great that Jeanne-Marie repressed her second personality for several years.

Real Name:
Jeanne-Mar ic Tkmibier

First Appearance:
X-Men #.12$ (1979)

Height: 511"

Weight: 1 40 lbs

Eye Color: Blue

Hair Color: Black

Some time later, under the influence of her extroverted personality, Jeanne- Marie traveled ro

.Montreal and got mugged* When Wolverine came to her rescue, he Invited Jeanne-Marie to meet

Guardian , who was in the process of organizing Alpha Flight , Guardian accepted her as a recruit

and reunited her with her estranged brother. But Aurora still found herself unexpectedly shifting

from one personality to the other. Each of her personalities strongly disliked the other, thinking the

other belonged to an entirely different person.

During an encounter with the cannibalistic sorcerer named Mauvais (Wendigo), her alrteidy-fragile

mind was further damaged and she was once again committed to a psychiatric hospital* A former

lover, Wild Child , came to Auroras rescue bearing good news: She

could finally rid herself of her dual personalities forever by

joining Weapon X . Aurora agreed, and the procedure

was a success. Eventually, she embarked on a mission

with Wild Child, bur it was a trap set up by the

renegade Sabretooth , who viciously assaulted her

and scarred her face.

POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Superhuman speed

* Generation of light

* Ability to accelerate die molecules

of people and objects causing

them to tear them selves apart

INTELLIGENCE
•— •—*—©—

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION
*- # *

FIGHTING SKILLS

•— M m—*—«—«



KANE
Real Name:

Crimson Kane

First Appearance:

Height: 62"

Weight: 480 lbs

Eye Color: Blue

Hair Color; Black

G arrison Kanes life as a fighter began when he joined a

mercenary group led by Nathan Summers. On a mission

with die group, Kane lost aU his limbs in a trap set by Stryfc .

Blaming Nathan for all oi his pain and suffering and for

abandoning him in his limbless state, Kane was rescued by the

first incarnation of the Weapon X project, which provided him

with cybernetic limbs to replace I he ones he had lost. Kane soon

came I ace- to- lace with Stryfe, the man responsible for maiming

him, but he would fare no bertcr the second time around: Stryfe

destroyed Kanes bionics. This time, however, Nathan Summers

took Kane back to the future time from which NaAan hailed.

Kane was outfitted with advanced tech no-organic technology, and he joined Nathan in the fight

against Apocalyp se,

On returning to the present, Kane sought to retire from the life of a mercenary and attempted

to settle down with his lover, Copycat. Still, no matter how hard he tried, he could not run from

who he was, and Kane soon found himself in the employ of international weapons dealers from

Advanced Idea Mechanics, who had captured Guardian. Alpha Flight and their ally Wolverine
rescued Guardian, and Wolverine puminded Kane before leaving the scene.

Kane realized he needed to be stronger, better equipped, and greatly enhanced. There was one

way to get the job done. After the Dj rector revived the Weapon X program. Kane accepted an

offer ro join the organization and underwent further bionic augmentation. One of his first

missions was to kill Copycat. Before Kane could slaughter Copycat, the wisecracking mercenary

Dead pool saved die girl—and blew' Kane to pieces hi the process. It mattered little. Weapon X
rebuilt Kane to near-perfect ion.

Art by GeorgesJeanty



MARROW
r argeted for extinction by Mr. Sinister's Marauders , a very

young Marrow narrowly escaped the massacre in the

Morlocks * underground home. Marrow and the other survivors

were taken to a dimensional rift where lime passed, more quickly

than it did on Earth, and she soon grew into adulthood. She was

placed in charge ol Gene Nation, a new faction of the Morlncks

bent on gaining revenge for the massacre. In their most daring

effort, Marrow and Gene Nation decided to mark the

anniversary of the massacre by killing one hundred humans for

every Modock who died in the tunnels that day. After Marrow

had helped kidnap a subway car filled with humans, the X-Men
descended on her group and freed their captives.

Real Name:
Sarah (full name

Linrevealed)

First Appearance:
Cable

M

15 (1994)

Height: 6
’

Weight: 160 lbs

Eye Color: Blue

Hair Color: Purple

§'

Ultimately, Call isto convinced Marrow co give up her crusade against humanity, and Marrow

reluctantly joined die X-Mcn in hopes of finding acceptance and a normal life. The mutant

heroes welcomed her into their ranks, but Marrow eventually left the X-Men Lifter die enigmatic

scientist known as the High Evolutionary created a device that nullified all mutants' powers.

Marrow then attempted to live a normal life, returning to school. Once the High Evolutionary s

device was destroyed, however, her powers returned and she soon found herself reverting to her

original persona. But she had grown used to her “normal” self, and she was desperate nor to live

the life of a superhero any longer.

Driven insane by her loss. Marrow approached the recently revived Weapon X project to see if

they could give bet a normal body again. Scientists at the project altered Marrow's genetic code,

slowing her disfigurement and granting her full control of her powers. Like every other mu taut

who sought out Weapon Xs help, Marrow had to pay a heavy price for their services.Weapon X
ordered Marrow to assassinate LVGard, her one-time ally in Gene Nation. It was too late to

break her deal with the devil, and Marrow was pushed co the brink of emotional collapse by her

ream mares Kane and Meant ero in order to complete her mis-

sion. In the end, the best Marrow could do was to

grant her old and dear friend a swift death.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Hyper-accelerated metabolism that

forced her bones to protrude from her

skin

* Entire skeleton has enhanced durability

* Proficiency ar using blade-shaped

hones as throwing weapons or in

hand-to-hand combat

* Razor-sharp extendable claws on

each band

INTELLIGENCE

» Jl 9 •-

STRENGTH
* #

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

0 « » »- *—*-

FIGHTING SKILLS

• » • 0 m—•-
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MESMERO
Real Name:

Unrevealed

First Appearance:
X-Men #49 (l%&)

Height: 5'10' f

Weight: 180 lbs

Eye Color: Red

Hair Color: Green

end, However, no one earned a

assum i n g th a r sin e wou 1d bbey

ness Helped ruin the engineers

t
ook into Ids eyes—deep into his eves—relax, and breathe

deeply; it won’t take but a second to succumb.

Mesmero started life as a stage hypnotist and manager of a small

naveling earn ival. H c b el icvcd good fo rru nc was>smiling on him

when Magneto employed him to hypnotize a young Lorn a Dane

(Polaris ) into thinking she was Magnetos daughter. Since

Mesmero was a hypnotist and not a mentalist, he had no idea

that “Magneto" was, in fact, nothing more than an android

duplicate created by a master robotics engineer planned to use

androids to help him accumulate a vast personal fortune. In the

dime: Mesmero dropped his control over Dane, overconfidently

her supposed father no matter what happened, and his clueless-

plans.

While Mesmero is a powerful hypnotist, he frequently proves hapless in difficult situations. At

one point, Mesmero successfully captured die X-Men by hypnotizing them into believing that

they were circus performers. After Beast interfered with Mesmero s control and released his

teammates, the real Magneto appeared and, rendering Mesmero unconscious, transported him

to South America, where he was. left stranded. Later, after another hypnotic episode had gone

awry, Mesmero was defeated by Shadowcat s pet dragon Lockheed—and a group of students

from St. Scarles School for Young Ladies.

Unfazed by bis defeat at the hands of small pets

and girls, Mesmero continued to ply his trade,

still thinking he was the greatest, most gifted

hypnotist who had ever lived. Me ran afoul of the

X-Men once more when he hypnotized them

into believing they were living in medieval times.

Mesmero played the role of uhe evil wizard, but

was knodeed u ncouseious by Shadowca t

,

b rea king the illusion. 13el ievi ng h is hypnotic

abilities were in need of augmentation, the

power- hungry Mesmero accepted the assistance

of the Weapon X project, which was more than

happy to accommodate his wish in exchange for

service. As a result of their genetic enhancements

to his powers, Mesmero may now be one oi the

most powerful mutants on the planet—and he

knows it.

POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Ab i I i ty to psion i callv ta

k

c

mental eonnro 1 ofany

sentient being who looks

into his eyes

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION
* m > ^ •—•-

FIGHTING SKILLS

Aft by Georges jeiinty
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SABRETOOTH
Jf M nlikc ferocious animals that kill to live, Sabretooth lives to

kill. It is a way of life For which he offers no excuses and

makes no apologies.

In many ways, Sabretooth resembles his archenemy Wolverine :

Both are feral, Furious fighters, both have adamantium bonded to

their skeletons, both have accelerated healing factors, both have

pasts they barely remember, and both served in the CIA. But

there is one distinct, profound difference that sets these two

mutants apart: Wolverine can keep the animal side of his psyche

in cheek; Victor Creed cannot and will not.

Real Name:
Victor Creed

First Appearance:
Iron Fist £1.4 (1 977)

Height: 6
'

6
"

Weight: 275 lbs

Eye Color: Amber

Hair Color: Blond

* Accelerated healing factor

* Superhumanly acute senses

* Indestru cr ib t e adaman c iu

m

skeleton and claws

POWERS/
WEAPONS

During his tenure with the CIA, he frequently partnered

with Wolverine. Both were subjected to the Weapon X
project, and both were implanted with false memories

which would forever cloud their pasts. On a mission in

Berlin, the two uneasy allies separated permanently

after Sabretooth became unhinged and murdered a

double agent he considered expendable. Their tenuous

alliance turned into full-blown hatred, and each now

views the other as his mortal enemy.

While he prefers his solirude, Sabretooth has been

known to take up with dubious organizations from

time to time, including: the Brotherhood of Evil

Mutants * a genetic terrorist organization; the

Marauders , a team of supcrh um an assass ins
;
X-Facto i\

a government-sponsored mutant strike force; and

Weapon X, the reinvigorated program now run by the

man known only as the Director,

Brutal, ruthless, and out of control, Victor Creed roams

world as Sabretooth—a man who answers to no one

no killer instinct in check.

Sabretooth can piece together bits and pieces of his past -hut the pieces arc all

grim. Mostly, be remembers the brutal psychological abuse heaped upon him

by his hither. Forced to live in a dark, dank basement, Sabretooth survived his

traumatic childhood to become the ultimate warrior. He has a psychotic need

to hunt, fight, and MIL His viciousness not confined to human, Sabretooth will

strike dead any mutant who stands in his way.

INTELUGENCE
•HO ii *— «—

$

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY
•—*—u £ « *“

ENERGY PROJECTION

0 •—• •—

•

FIGHTING SKILLS

Art by Georges Jeanty
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SAURON
Real Name:

Karl Lykos

First Appearance:
X-Men #59 (1963)

Height;

Weight: 20(1 lbs

Eye Color;

Brown (as Lykos).

red (as Sauron)

Hair Color:

Brown (as Lykos) *

none (as Sauron)

POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Drains the life force from

living beings into his bod}'

* Hypnosis

* Projection of conclusive

energy blasts

A s a young boy, Karl Lykos accompanied his father on an

expedition to a Chilean island with a physician friend. Dr.

Andersson, and his daughter Tanya. Attacked by a pterodactyl,

Karl drove the beast away—but not before the creature wounded

him, requiring Dr. Andersson to save his life. When his father

died, Karl went to live with Tanya and her father. Soon after, his

desire to drain the life energy from other living beings began. As

Karl grew older, lie fell In love with Tanya—a romance that

didn't please Dr. Andersson, who saw the impoverished orphan

Karl as a poor march lor his daughter Determined to prove Dr.

Andersson wrong, Karl left to become a doctor himfclf. Once he

became a successful practicing hypnotherapist, however, his urges

to siphon life forces from others increased dramatically When
the X-M.cn brought an injured thivok to li is office lor treatment,

Havok's energy triggered Karls metamorphosis into a creature

thai retained his human intelligence and ability to speak but distorted

Karl’s personality into a twisted reflection of what it had been before.

The transformation was transitory however; as the power from the

stolen life forces wore off, Sauron reverted back to his human form.

After siphoning off more superhuman life forces, Sauron tried to kill

both the doctor and his daughter, but he was thwarted by the X-Men.

Distraught? Karl made his way to the Savage Land to try and manage

his desires. He subsisted on a life-force diet of only animals there* and

eventually reunited with Tanya. Their love would not last. Years later.

Toad captured Karl and Tanya, and used her life energies to transform

Karl back into Sauron—this time permanently After Tanya was killed

in the process, Sauron embarked on a rampage of terror and chaos

Most recently, Sauron was recruited by the Weapon X project, which

offered to genetically alter his abilities to allow him ro rechannel the

life energy lie absorbs and expel ii as biases of concussivc energy from

his hands. In the course of the procedure to achieve these enhance-

ments, Sauron s intelligence was reduced. With newer, more powerful

abilities, Sauron believes he is using the project to serve his own ends—at least, duus what the

Director wants him to believe.



WILD CHILD

Trying to come to terms with his out-of-control powers. Wild

Child, was eventually recruited by the Weapon X project, which

planned to genetically after him and perfect hts superhuman

abilities. Now enhanced ro Weapon X’s specifications. Wild

Child, along with Sab retooth , attempted ro recruit Simfire

into rheir organization on one of his first missions for the

group. When Sunflrc refused and set Sabretooth ah laze. Wild

Child shot him. But Wild Child a! so insulted Sabretooth, and

Sabretooth responded by slashing Wild Child's throat.

WJl^hen Wild Childs parents discovered he was a mutant

and kicked him out of the house, the boy had nowhere

10 go. Taken in by a subversive organization. Wild Child was

subjected to vile experiments by the group in their attempt to

create the perfect killing machine. To achieve their goal, they

injected Wild Child with an assassins DNA, causing his bestial

side to emerge and ending all hopes that he could ever live a

normal life. When the assassin whose DNA had been extracted

decimated the organizations base, Alpha Flight members
rescued Wild Child from the ruins and took

1

with Alpha Flight just never seemed to work

Child. Though he wanted to do the righr

engaged in killing sprees and berserk rages thar ostracized his

ream mates. Wild Child desperately wanted m maintain his

relation ship with Ills lover Aurora , but his continued violent

behavior made that almost impossible.

Wild Child found some reason for optimism when lie was

offered a place on a government-sponsored mutant strike force

by Valeri e Cooper , a long-time associate ofWild Child’s who
had attempted to treat his violent tendencies years earlier.

Wild Child served with the team until his body began

mutating even further* He left to explore his new mu rations

and find his true self

* Powerful daw-like fingernails

* Superhumanly acute hearing

* Able to see in absolute darkness

Months alrerward, Weapon X sent Wild Child to

rescue his former lover Aurora from a psychiatric

hospital. Once Auroras mind was healed by the

Weapon X program, Wild Child sought to

rekindle his romance with her, but she rejected

him. Later, the two were paired together for a

mission to secure the services of a teleporter for the

program. The mission turned out to be a trap set

by Sabre toa th , wh i j loreed WLid Child to

watch els he savagely attacked Aurora* Wild

Child has yet to recover from the

resulting trauma* Turned out and cast

aside, Wild Child might have had a

shot at redemption il the right

organization had found him. Bui

Wild Child must face his future with

the framework built by the

consequences of his past.

Height: 5
,

8
M

Weight: 152 lbs

Eye Color: Green-blue

Hair Color: None

POWERS/
WEAPONS

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS
•— — I ^ »—*—ft

Art by George* Jtttnty



DR.

WINDSOR

WASHOUT

MADISON

JEFFRIES

Real Name: Mad ison Jeffries Height: 6’!"

First Appearance: A^ha Flightn ( 1983 ) Weight: 195 lbs

He is the man who will help the Director build

his dream—whether he wants cd or not. A
highly sk i f led mecha nic and. mas ter builder

—

and a former member ofAlpha Flight—
Madison Jeffries became a victim of

brainwashing and was being held against his

will when an unlikely group of liberators

arrived: Weapon X . Killing everyone in their

path. Weapon X operatives “rescued" Madison

anti rook him to. the Director. Taking advan tage

of Madisons weakened mind, the Director

recruited him to assist in the construction the

Neverland concentration camp for mutants.

POWERS/WEAPONS
4 Psionic manipulation of

machinery

INTELLIGENCE
a—*—

i

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

% V » »

FIGHTING SKILLS
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Rea I Name:
Iphn ( fu ll name un revea led ) Height: 5d 0

"

First Appearance: AVW #129 (2002) Weight: ] 80 lbs

As if being a chronic bed-wetier weren't had

enough, young Washout discovered that he had

the mutant ability to generate a spurt of water

from his body on touch, With nowhere to turn,

Washout accepted the Director’s offer to join

Weapon X, After undergoing a process that

enhanced his mutant ability to the point where

he could transform his entire body into water

and create almost any shape imaginable with it.

Washout was thrilled by the results. But his

powers leave him dehydrated and—unknown to

Washout—the more frequently lie uses them,

the closer he comes to killing himself.

POWERS/WEAPONS
4 Ability to transform part nr

all of his body into water

4 Project high-pressure jets of

water from his hands.

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY
•—*—m % ^ »

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name: Charles Windsor Height: 5W
First Appearance: Wolverine #Y75 (2002) Weight: l Co lbs

In spite of personal injury, exposure, and everything that makes men quake with

I ear, courage and decency must prevail wherever the face of evil appears. When
Dr, Windsor allowed himself to be recruited imp Weapon X , thinking he could

further expand on his already profound scientific skills, he knew nothing of the

group’s much more insidious and awful plans. But once he learned of the

Directors scheme to incarcerate mutants in the concentration camp known as

"Neverland.” Dr. Windsor refused to sit idly by and watch the genocide rake

place. Seeking to aid those crapped in the camp, Dr. Whichor risked his own life

to help mutants escape the horrible laic behind the gates of N overland.



I

XAVIER INSTITUTE

i| First Appearance:
gan
§yji iyfi ,pl

Perhaps die most important address to mutants is 140“ Gravmalkin Lane in Salem Center, Westchester

County New York, It is where they learn, lr is where they grow. Ir is the only chance they have co

improve the skills that will ultimately save the world From the coming genetic wan

Built specifically to educate and rrain specially chosen young mutants, the Xavier Institute for Higher

Learning sits on the stately grounds of Professor Xs ancestral mansion.

Hi is unique secondary school helps its students to learn how to better utilize, control, and understand

their mutant abilities in pursuit of peaceful coexistence between man and mutant, in addition to learning

traditional academic subjects,

Ihc Institute recruits students from all walks of mutantkind, from those exhibiting morphological ro

psionic abilities. Its first student was l ean Grey , a seared, emotionally scarred mutant just coming to

terms with her ability to absorb other peoples memories and feelings. Now a teacher, lean uses her own
experience to help counsel and guide ihose mutants, who* much like her, are confused and anxious about

ihc special gifts they were bom with.

Years of secrecy prevented the public from knowing about the existence of the Institute, but the veil was

lifted when Cassandra Nova appeared on television and exposed the truth about the mutants and their

teachers. Although there was some violent backlash at first, the surrounding towns have shown great

restraint toward the school as well as ns students.

At the Xavier Immure, the practice of preaching peace continues.



ANNIE

GHAZIKHANIAN

58

Real Name; Angd Gonzales Height: 5 1"

First Appea ranee: New X-Men f1 1 .8 (200 i ) Weig ht: f 05 1 bs

Thank$ to an abus iv e s tep fathe r who d rove

her from her home at age fourteen, Angel

laces a desperate battle against her feelings of

sell-hatred. Plagued by neuroses, Angel

Initially despised the other students at the

Xavier ins titute— if only because she envied

the confidence they had in themselves.

I hough she eventually warmed to and

developed a bond with Beale and the

Stepford Cuckoos during a battle against

Cassandra Nova , her Struggle to keep her

attitude in check continues.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Fligin

* Vibration of her wings can

create deafening ultrasonics

* Highly acidic projectile vomit

Real Name: Baraeli Bohusk Height: 5
'

9

"

First Appearance: New X-Men #1 1 7 (2001) Weight: 1 22 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Limited degree of flight

Even among other mutants at the Xavier

Institute Beak felt cursed by his inability to fly

and isolated because of his appearance.

Shunned by his peers, Beak found a friend in

Beast, who knows too well what it's like to be

judged on looks alone. Even under Beasts

guidance, Beak could not break rhe spell of

loneliness and despair. Fate, however, is subject

to change. After Angel planted a passionate kiss-

on Beak, his life seemed, to rurn around. Beak

was rejuvenated by a new emotion: love.

Unknown to him, the- kiss was nothing more

than the result of a spiteful bet.

INTELLIGENCE

» 0 » *

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS
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Real Name: Annie Ghazikhanian Height; 5
1

7
"

First Appearance: Ummny X-Mm #4 1 1 (2002) Weight: 1 45 lbs

Registered nurse Annie Ghazikhanian had no idea she could develop such

deep feelings for the mysterious man in a coma who was in her care. After all,

she had more pressing things on her mind than falling in love— like coming to

terms with her son, Carter Ghazikhamaru wrhn had become a mutant, a

species for which she had great distrust and disdain. But after a newspaper

story revealed her patient’s name—Alex Summers (Havok). a mutant

himself—she had come to a crossroads. With both her son and her objecL of

affection revealed to be mutants, Annie had to make a choice: learn to accept

and understand them, or maintain her suspicions and. cut her losses riglu now.

When Cyclops came to the hospital to retrieve his brother, Annie made her

decision. Along with Carter, she returned with Cyclops to die Xavier

iimiurte to help nurse 1 iavok back to health.



POWERS/WEAPONS

* Untapped telepathy and

telekinesis

INTELLIGENCE
«-§-#—#-

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION
» o $ * —*-

FIGHTING SKILLS
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Real Name: Carter Ghazikhanian Height: 4
'2”

F i rst Appearance : (meanny X-Men .#411 (2002 ) Weight : 72 lbs

Carter doesn’t understand. Why would his

mother, who denied his own mutant abilities,

choose to leave her hospital to live at a

mansion teeming with powerful mutants?

Carter only knows that when his mother,

Annie Gha/ikhan (an , uprooted him from

their homes he finally got a shot at earning

newfound respect from his mom—and at

actually making friends with kids who

understand him. Sure enough. Carter made

friends with the. young mutant Squid-Boy—
and his mother is slowly dissolving her ill

will towards others of his kind.

Z
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POWERS/WEAPONS
" Superhuman intellect

Real Name: Quentin Quire Height: 5
r8"

F irst Appearanee: New X-Men #122 (2002) We igh t; 129 lbs

INTELLIGENCE

t—•—
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—#-

STRENGTH

SPIED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION—•—®—•—-*

FIGHTING SKILLS

Once the top student at the Xavie r Institute ,

Kid Omega plunged to the bottom when he

began to doubt Professor X 's teachings. After

he learned he was adopted. Kid Omega

developed a hostile view of the world and a

habit for the devastating drug Kick, which

increases superhuman mutant powers—and

slowly drives addicts insane, joining lorces

with Radian , Redneck , Glob and Tattoo , Kid

Omega even went so far as to kidnap Professor

X, but he was stopped by the Stepford

Cuckoos and incarcerated in a stalls cube.

CD

Ul

§
0
Q
s

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Suppresses the mutant

abili ties of others

* Telepathic communication

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS—•—i—•—#-—•

Real Name: Martha Johansson Height: Inapplicable

F irst Appeara nee; New X-Mm #318 (200 1 ) Weig ht : fn up plicab le

Once she discovered she had mutant powers,

young Martha |ohansson left home. Before

long, Tnhii Sublime s U-Men captured her to

harvest her powers. Sublime removed

Marthas brain and used drugs to control her

powers, which incapacitated Cyclops and

Emma Frost , After the pair broke tree,

Martha exacted her revenge on Sublime by

os IepEthically forcing him to fall from his

high-rise office building to his death.

Martha, sans body, later enrolled as a student

at the Xavier Institute , where she was

granted mobility via anti-gravity floats.



STEPFORD

CUCKOOS

SQUID-BOY

SLICK

v*.

Real Name: Unrevealed Height: 2 3

First Appearance: Nw
;
X-M& #126 (2002) Weight: 240 lbs

Slick was once just a shy mutant boy. Pug-

nosed, pointy-eared, diminutive, and with

webbed feet. Slick could never manage to

overcome his appearance—so he built an

illusory one that was Lai], handsome, and trim.

In i i is new guise. Slick quickly went on to

become one of the Xavier institute's most

popular students. He even managed to land a

girlfriend, Tattoo . After Kid Omega revealed

Slick's rrue nature, it didn’t take long before

Slick learned a lesson in image over substance.

Aghast at Slicks real body; Tattoo rejected him

and took up with Kid Omegas cause.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* C !tearion of an i 11uso ry solid

self-image to disguise his

true appearance

* Enhanced charisma

INTELLIGENCE
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STRENGTH

SPEED

£
DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION
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FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name: Samuel Parc Height: 4 2"

First Appearance: Uncanny X-Men #4 1 0 (2002) Weig ht; 80 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Ability to breathe and ialk

underwater

With the physical attributes of a fish, Sammy
Pare was a perfect target for local bullies. Intent

on stopping the harassment, Sammy plotted to

shoot his tormentors. A meeting with

Professor X saved Sammy from a potenth I!y

deadly showdown, however, and he came to

cl 1 oos e enroIIm ent in the Xavier hi s timte pve

f

murder. On the way to his new home and

school. Squid- Boy wound up rescuing

TuggcruauL from certain death in the ocean.

His effort not only" saved juggernaut but also

helped forge a meaningful friendship between

the two mutants.

INTELLIGENCE
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STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION
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FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name: Tbme, Sophie and three unnamed others Height: A3 " (all)

First Appearance: New X-Men #118 (2001) Weight: 1 1 5 lbs (all)

POWERS/
WEAPONS
• Telepathy

They" are a testament to the power of the group versus

the ind iv idu al . Act i ng sep arately, th c i r ppwers are

minimal; as a cohesive unit, they are among the most

powerful rdepaths on the planer. Although the Cuckoos

were instrumental in defending the mansion against

attacks by" lohn Sublimes U-Men and Cassandra

Nova, disaster struck when they tried to intervene in

Kid Omega s drug-fueled riots at the Xavier Institute
.

Sophie used Cercbra and the power-enhancing drug

Kick to boost the Cuckoos’ abilities. They defeated Kid

Omega, but Sophie died from Lite strain.



Real Name:
Unrevealed

First Appearance:
NeiyX-Men$\26 (2002)

! INTELLIGENCE

iSFRINGTH

' • 0 ft—*— —•

-ft—*—«—«—*—

«

PROJECTION

SKILLS

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Abilin7 no emit a pulse of high-frequency strobe light

directly from his brain

Height:

Inapplicable

Weight:
In applicable

Real Name: Height;

Unreveiled 4 '22

First Appearance; Weight;

NewX-Mm #T35 (2002) 50 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Superhuman strength

LLIGENCE

STRENGTH

-ft-
SPIED

Height:
6'5 rf

Weight:

2:20 tbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Gaseous form

Real Name;
Unrevealed

First Appearance:
Neu>X-Mm$ 135 (2002)

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS
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INTELLIGENCE
Real Name: Herman {full Height:

na [ t ie un revealed )

6
' 5

”

First Appearance: Weight:
New JtMrn #117 (200 1 ) 21 6 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
*

1 ligbly flammable paraffin body
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TATTOO

REDNECK

RADIAN

NO-GIRL

Real Name: Height:

Un revealed Unrevealed

First Appearance: Weight:
Ar

e-u> X-Men #135 (2002) Unrevealed

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Unknown

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH
0

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS
m a m. m. a
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Real Name: Height:

Un revealed }’£T

First Appearance: Weight:
Ate X-Men # 1 26 (2002) 140 lbs.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Generation of blinding Hashes of ultraviolet light PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

• ^ i *—I * >

Real Name: Height:
INTELLIGENCE

Unrevealed 61"
STRENGTH

,
r-VL .

. ::::

"
First Appearance: Weight:

jt fj

Ate X-Men X 126 (2002)

POWERS/WEAPONS

190 lbs SPEED

DURABILITY

* Generation of intense heat from his hands ENERGY PROJECTION
•—*—— *—*—«

FIGHTING SKILLS

> ^ i—*—*—*—

i

Real Name:
Unrevealed

First Appearance:
NewX-Mm #126 (2002}

POWERS/WEAPON S

• Intangibility that allows physical attacks to pass

through her without harm

Chameleon skin

Height:
57"

Weight:

130 lbs



XAVIER MANSION

ih^ base of operations for the X-Men and home to the Xavier Institute , the Xavier Mansion is

located at H07 Gcaymalkin Lane in the town of Salem Center in New York States Westchester

County. The mansion belongs to the teams founder* Professor X , and has been in his family's

possession for ten generations. A. Dutch seafaring ancestor of Xaviers built it of local stone in the

1700s on the edge of Breakstone Lake,

I h rough the years, the mansion has been electrified, refurbished and modernized. Many of the

renovations have involved Lite installation and construction of facilities for use by the X-Men

—

including the addition of subterranean hangar buildings, the Danger Room and its support

equipment, and high-speed transport tunnels. Rebuilt and expanded several times during the last few

years with an eye toward personal comfort, space and security, the mansion incorporates advanced

alien technology provided by Li land ra of the Shikar ,

Xaviers estate covers an extensive area between Graymalkin Lane and Breakstone Lake. There is an

Olympic -size swimming pool directly to the rear of the mansion. Elsewhere on the property are

stables anti a boathouse. 1 langars and a takeoff pad for the X-Men's Blackbird jet are located in areas

of the estate far from public view. These facilities may be reached from the mansion by means of

high-speed magnetic rail cars that travel through an underground tunnel.



XAVIER MANSION
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DANGER ROOM MASTER CONTROL

Energy Usage
Evaluation

enth er/Environmenta 1

Simulator

Translational Positron

Sensor Display

Memory
Mangement Qravitic
Repeater Projector

Coordinator Alert Panel

Synthesized
World Patterns

Gravitic Projector
Coordinators

Worldview
Emulator
Routines

Active
Sensing
Status

User Interation

Articulation Engine

Multi-Postion
Situation Mapping

Impulse Program
Modification

Hand Contolfers &

Hologram /

Generator

Coordination

Automated
Checklist

Area

Preview Panels

t

To the untrained eye, it is a featureless room. To anyone who; enters and. engages its systems,

however, it is clear die Danger Room is the ultimate battle simulator. Behind unassuming

grayr paneled walls exist a multitude of exercise and combat paraphernalia designed to put even

the most well-trained, mutant through his paces. The Danger Room can assume a three-

dimensional, interactive environment conducive to the constant refinement of teamwork vital to

the X-Men s daily operations.

The original Danger Room was located on the mansions first floor and employed advanced

technology designed on Earth, including robots. The current Danger Room, located on Sub-

leasemeni Level Two, instead employs Shihir technology— including laser cannons, omnium

sp r i tig v i sc s
,
pyro techn i c ex rension lances, scnsory-deprivatioi.i cocoons a n d extrao rd i nan ly

sophisticated holographic projectors, X-Mcn training there may be pitted against formidable

opponents that arc actually either holograms

means. Solid surfaces with thoroughly real is ti'

texture modeling laid on polygonal surfaces

of overlapping gravity fields; ^projectiles’ are

composed of rapidly moving T rightly focused

force fields.

The Danger Room World-View Model

Library includes digital models of more rhan

50 million objects and their attributes.

There are more than 120 levels of increasing

d i fllcu Iry i n thc Da n ge r Room s com p 1

1

te ts

.

r highly advanced robots s both created by Sbi’ar

appearances are achieved with accurate surface-
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technological big sister” to Cerebro, Cerebra is a machine used primarily by Professor X for the

purpose of locating mutants. A sort of global positioning system, it detects aberrations in

electromagnetic brain-wave activity most often attributed to biologicai mutations, allowing users to

observe the distinctive signature of the X-gene that grants mutants their special gifts. The computer
system in Cerebra can roughly measure the amount ol superhuman power possessed by the mutant,
determine the mutants geographical location and even specify the identity of the mutant if given

sufficient data.

Although anyone can be taught to use in Cerebra acts most effectively when linked to the mind of
I rofessor Xoi a being with similar telepathic abilities. By wearing a special headset connected to Cerebra,
Xavier is able to increase Ccrebras ability to detect mutant brain waves. Cerebra magnifies bis ps ionic
senses to the tenth power, boosting his mutant-loeating abilities to global range. Individual members of
the X-Men have sometimes carried smaller versions of Cerebro and Cerebra with them. A portable
Gerebro or Cerebra, in telemetric contact with the rnain computer console, can detect the presence of a

mutant at short range.

I ioiessor X began work on Cerebro before he founded the X-Alen, He used an early version of the

device, Cybcrno, ro locate Scott Summers (Cyclops), bis first recruit, Xavier completed his first true

Cerebro machine shoitly after the filth X- Man, lean Grey
,
joined the team. He named Cerebro after the

human cerebrum, the largest section of the human brain and the part responsible for transmitting psionic
waves, I he Beast developed Cerebra just prior to the emergence of Cassandra Nova.





BLACKBIRD

The X - Men Blackbird—in ten Jed to act as a trans-sonic transportation device is

equipped to fly long-duration, high -altitude reconnaissance missions and shorter trips

to any climate. A mission-specific add-on pod can he equipped for several preplanned or

exotic mission scenarios.

The Blackbird is based on a projected design by Clarence “Kelly'
1

Johnson, former head of

the Lockheed Aircraft Corporations Advanced Development Projects Group frhc Skunk

Works”) prior to his retirement, 1 he Skunk Works were responsible for the design and

fabrication of' the 1%llsand I

l)70s record -holding, high-performance

strategic/reconnaissance craft the SR- 71 . and its offensive version, the Yb- 1 2A. These cratr

are two-seaters, while the X-Men Blackbird (projected designation: RS ISO) accommodates

a flight crew of three with four passengers (projected by escape gear; more ' loose

passengers arc possible)*

The RS-150 was never realized as parr of the U.S. reconnaissance program—but in the

early '70s, the international law-enforcement agency S.HJT..LD. acquired its design and

exotic tooling experience from Lockheed and produced an unspecified number of these

highly classified aircraft. Only one survives today: the X-Men Blackbird, since rebuilt

using ultra-advanced Shi ar technology and further modified by forge.

Art

i>j

Km

.
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X-CORPORATION
Mu rams arc not indigenous

to North America. They are

everywhe re. In every conicr

of the globe. In even'

continent. In the largest of

cities to the smallest of

villages. And chat only

means one thing: that

mutants are being

subjugated on a global scale.

They need help. They need

rescue. They need the

X-Corporation.

Rising from the ashes of

Bsi.nshcc s pa ra

m

1 1 ita ry

X-Corps, the X-Corporadon

maintains headquarters in

Hong Kong, Amsterdam,

Mumbai, Melbourne, and

Paris. From these exotic

global locales, rhe

X- Corporation fulfills their

mandate to monitor mutant

rights violations across the

globe. Staffed by

s 1

1

pcrhum an I y -powe reel

members of the various

teams borne of the vision of

its founder, Professor X, all

mutants in peril need do is

simply think of the emergency
MX rt

and they will regisrer on tine
Art h! hor Gordey

X- Corporal ions Cerebri units, devices used to detect muiuncs. 3 rained X-Men will then be

dispatched to assist no matter what the situation, no matter how grave the danger. Persecution arid

extermination of mutants is not an isolated American problem. It lias gone international. !r is

growing in epic proportions. And it must he stopped. I he X-Corporatjon intends ro do just dial.

Real Name: Nils Styger Height: Variable

First Appearance: Cable#40 fiyy?) Weight: Variable

After he was cured oi rhe Legacy Virus,

Abyss went ro Berlin as a mem her of the

X-Corp oration to battle the fire-wielding

Fever P itch. But both mutants were

captured by members of the Bans heeded

mutant irulkia group, X-Corps, Following

the revelation that Mystique had infiltrated

the X-Corps in an attempt to seize its assets

for her own use, i wounded Banshee freed

Abyss from his confinement allowing rhe

young mutant to confront Mystique and

suck her into the void within his body.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Possesses a shadowy form

that aets as a portal into an

energy source of pure

darkness



-

POWERS/WEAPONS

Ability to manipulate an

energy source of pure to

create, m ental ly-epn trol led

solid objects such as pincers,

rings, columns, and spheres

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

I— —9 9—

i

Real Name: Layiiia Sergeievna Petrovna (Krylova) Height: 5 6

First Appearance: Champions #7 (1976) Weight: 125 lbs

Darks tar was taken from her widower father

to be raised in a Soviet school for mutants,

where she studied to become a government

agenr. When rhe academy was shut down,

Darks tar became a Soviet Super Soldier,

fighting on behalf of her country's citizenry.

Bur she soon became disillusioned with the

Soviet Union and delected to the United

States, Eventually she joined the Paris arm o!

die X-Corpo ration ; on her first mission, she

became possessed by a bacterial

consciousness. She was killed by Fantomex

to prevent the spread of the bacteria.

cc

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Enhanced strengi.li, speed

and agility

* Superhumanly acme sight,

hearing and smell

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

* • *

SPEED

DURABILITY
•—t 0 a—*—9—9

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

9—9 0 9—#—*—

*

Real Name; Maria Cailasantos Height: 5'9"

First Appearanee : Tviw Muranu #98 (1991 ) We igh t: 1

3

2 lbs

When her mothers drug-addicted boyfriend

tried to rape her sister Thornn , Feral killed

him. Enraged over her boytr ien ti’s death..

Feral s mother killed the girl’s pet pigeons—

-

and Feral killed her mother in return. I he

two frightened sisters went underground and

joined the Mor

l

ucks . When Masque

assumed control of the group. Feral left.

Forced to serve prison Lime for her crimes.

Feral escaped anti eventually came to serve in

the X-Corporatimi along with Thornn,

Though the two are now teammates, their

mutual antagonism has yet to abate.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Projection of blasts- of

intense heat and flame from

his hands

* Flight

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY
9 • 0 » —

•

9

ENERGY PROJECTION
#- 9 » 0 ii

—*

FIGHTING SKILLS

m 0 9— —•

Real Name: Unrevealed Height: 59

First Appearance: Generation X #50 ( 1 99.9) Weight: Unrevealed

Fever Pitch was a member of Gene Nation, a

re- Formation of the em battled Morlocks . After

Gene Nation was defeated, he wound up

fleeing to Germany, where he briefly 1ought

Abyss before being captured by the

paramilitary .group X-Corps and telepathic ally

coerced to do their bidding. After he was freed

from bis brainwashing. Fever Pitch went on a

rampage in Paris, hell-bent on setting the

famous Louvre ablaze. But before Fever Pitch

could ruin centuries of artwork, Iceman

cooled die fiery mutants jels. Frozen solid,

Fever Pitch was taken into police custody.



hi

Real Name: Monet St. Croix Height: 57”

First Appearance: (-1994) Weight: ] 25 lbs

§

Raised by an ambassador father in Monaco, M
is accustomed to the finest things money can

buy. Despite her predisposition for Prada shoes

and exotic vacations, she is also a vicious fighter,

having honed her mutant skills as a member of

Generation X amid the somerimes-acrimonious

atmosphere of Emma Frost s Massachusetts

Academy- M knows all too well that no matter

how much money she was born into, her

mutant status still makes her a pariah—not just

in high society, but at all levels of society. M
now serves as a member of the Paris, France

branch of the X-Corporation .

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Enhanced strength

* Flight

• Virtual tnvulnerability

• Low- level telepathy

INTELLIGENCE
• •» %

STRENGTH
I—ft—a—•-

SPEED
^ , u *

DURABILITY
ft ft •

—

» ^ ft

ENERGY PROJECTION
«-—

' ft
—

-ft—ft-

FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name: James Arthur Madrox
First Appeo ranee: Gumt-Sw. Fantastic Four #4

.(1975.)

Height:

Weight:
All"

168 lbs;

On the day lie was born, Jamie M.adrox created

an exact duplicate ol himself when the doctor

slapped him on the rear. Weeks later, at

Professor Xk urging, Jamies father moved the

family to an isolated farm. Jamie was given a

special suit that neutralized his ability. In rime,

Professor X invited Jamie to join the X-Men,

Jamie declined, opting instead to take a position

as laboratory assistant to Dr. Moira MacTaggert

at her gene Lie research station on Muir Island.

Multiple Man now serves as a member of the

Paris, France branch Of the X-Corp

o

rati

o

n .

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Ability to. create exact living

duplicates of himself upon

any physical impact and

later absorb the copy back

into himself

INTELLIGENCE
Q— »-

STRENGTH

^ ft
—*—» • •

SPEED

PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name: Jared Corho Height: 6'

First Appearance: Alpha Flight: in the Weight: 190 lbs

Ikghming.. #-1 (1997)

1 he son of Unus the Untouchable, Jared and his

hall -brother Adrian (Hex) lived as wards of Hull

House, an orphanage in Ontario. Department

hi eventually recruited both men to join Alpha

Flight . Relegated to second- tier status, he joined

the paramilitary strike force X-Corps. When the

X-Gorps were betrayed from within by

Mystique , Radius clashed with some of the

groups rogue members. During ihe fight.

Avalanche opened up a chasm in the earth

beneath Radius and then sealed it above him,

trapping him within the earth. It remains

unclear whether Radius survived.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Permanently surrounded by

a persona] force- field

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY
•—*—•— 9-

ENERGY PROJECTION
* H a a * -c-

FIGHTING SKILLS



i

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Generation of powerful

vibratory waves

Real Name: Julio Kstebm Richter Height: 5'9”

First Appearance: X-Factor*17 (1987) Weight: 162 lbs

Now a member of the X-Corporalion
, Julio

Richter is the son of Louis Richter, Mexico's

most notorious black marker arms dealer.

Young Ju lio left home after witnessing Strvfe

murder his hither over an arms deal gone

wrong. Rictor s quest to find his fathers killer

took up most of his young life. During the

course of one battle, he came face to face with

Nathan Summers , and Rictor thought he had

finally found his fathers killer. Only years later

would Rictor find out that Srrvfe was nothing

more than a monstrous clone of Nathan.

POWERS/WEAPONS
Superhuman strength,

speed, reflexes, endurance

and durability

Ability to bestow hail Iter

strength ro another

INTELLIGENCE
ft ^ ft ft ft—*—

#

STRENGTH
*—»—•— ft ^ ft

—•

SPEED

DURABILITY
ft— ft ft ^ »—ft—

•

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

ft—ft—ft 0 ft—ft—ft

Real Name: Ruth Bat-Seraph Height: VI
T"

First Appearance: Incredible, Ifulk #256 (1 9-8

1

) Weig hi: 150 lbs

A native Israeli, Ruth Bat-Seraph became the

first member of the “Super-Agon 7 program

formed by the Israeli secret service, the

Mossad. After her first-born son was killed by

Palestinian terrorists, 8 abra brought the

terrorists to justice, despite government

admonitions not to get involved. Sabra has

recently joined the X-Corporation anti

accompanied the X-Mcn to survey the ruins of

the destroyed mutant island nation of

Genesha. Despite her international dabblings,

5abra remains a staunch defender of Israel; any

who dare threaten it will feel her wrath.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Superhuman vocal cords,

throat, and lungs that allow

her to create powerful sonic

waves with her voice

* Flight

INTELLIGENCE

* ® *—e—*—«— <*

STRENGTH

SPEED

-ft

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION—ft M * -

FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name: Theresa Rourke (Cassidy) Height: 57"

First Appearance: Spider-Woman 237 (1982) Weight: 130 lbs

Unknown to her father Banshee , the infant

Siryn survived a bomb blast that killed her

mother. Secretly taken In by her uncle, Black

Tom Cassidy , Siryn eventually developed her

fathers sonic powers, which Black Idm

expId i ted . Atter on e c rime sprue , Black lbni

was temporarily incarcerated; while in custody,

Tom exonerated Siryn of responsibility for her

crimes and wrote a letter to Banshee explaining

who she was. The X-Mcn brought Sirvn back

to their headquarters, where she was reunited

with her father. It ida v, S i ryn se rves the

X-Corporat ion .

SIRYN

SABRA

RICTOR



WARPATH

THORNN

SUNPYRE

Real Name: Leyu VbsHtda Height: 5' r "

First Appearance: Uncanny (200!) Weight: 125 lbs

Sister ofSun fire , Sunpyrc came to the

X-Men after she answered a telepathic call for

help from Jean Grey , who needed assistance in

defeating Magneto after he had kidnapped

Professor X , Sunpyrc left the X-Men after

Magnetos defeat and soon came to join the

paramilitary organization X-Corps after her

brother rejected a similar offer When

conducting scientific research on Abyss ,

Sunpyrc was killed by Mystique , who had

infiltrated the X-Corps to usurp its assets.

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Ionization of matter into a fora

plasma state, capable of

reaching 1 ,000-000 degrees

Fahrenheit

* Flight

Real Name: Lucia Cailasames Height; 510“

First Appearance: X-fvrct.miWn) Weight: 137 lbs

Thornn escaped her mothers boyfriends

attempted rape only because her sister Feral

killed the man and then their mother too. The

sisters fled for the safety of the Morlocks , When
Masque Look over control of the Morlocks from

Caltisto , Thornn had no problem with the

change in leadership—but Feral did and left*

Feeling betrayed, Thornn tried to lure her sister

back and tailed, Angry over her abandonment,

Thornn turned Feral in to the police, telling

them about the double murder. After Feral

escaped, she and Thornn found themselves

together again in rhe X-Corporation ,

POWERS/WEAPONS

* Enhanced strength, speed,

and agility

* Superhumanly acute senses

* Can see in total darkness

Real Name; lames IVotuLsrar Height: r2"

First Appearance: AWc Mximts #16 (1 984) Weight: 350 lbs

After his brother Th underbird was killed

serving as a member of the X-Mcn
, James

became bitter towards Professor X, whom he

blamed for his brother s untimely demise, James

was so angered that he accepted an offer from

Emma Frost to join the Hellions. Warpath

eventually sought out Professor X, though, and

made peace with him after a confrontation,

finally realizing thaL Xavier was not to blame for

Thunderbird s death. He now serves the

X-Corporadon in Mumbai, India*

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Superhuman strength,

speed, stamina, durability,

agility, and reflexes

• Flight



X-STATIX-
;
*

Employing savvy marketing skills and glomrning all the glory and riches they can get, ilie X-Statix are

more than happy to enjoy the spoils a media-crazed world provides. This ream of mutants-for-hire

consciously chose celebrity status over Professor X s dream of peaceful coexistence between man and

mutant.

The enterprising X-Sratix burst onto the 2 1st century scene eager to exploit and capitalize on society's

obsession with the sensational Their merchandising rights and media manipulation have fattened their

wallets accordingly. And while most mutants are feared and discriminated against, this crew is widely

embraced and adored—thanks in large part to die team of high-priced public relations people who report

and spin their every move,

Unlike the X-Men , who dont fight for profit, these daring, flashbulb-friendly mutants offer their services

for high-profile missions at a very high price. The X-Statix have a high turnover rate—caused not by

disillusionment, but by death. Over and over again, members gamble with their lives in their efforts to

become celebrities (and to fight evil).

While some members believe their pay more than makes up for the discrimination their kind as a group

suffers, others question whether any amount of money can ever compensate for ones loss of pride, self,

identity, and, as is often the case, life. Dealing with these dilemmas in their own individual way is

XTtatlx's ever-changing line-up of colorfully named mutant celebrities who are sometimes willing to

trade in their lives for fame and money.
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ANARCHIST
Real Name:

Tike Alicar

First Appearance;
(2001 )

P aranoid. Neurotic. 1 (yperscAsitive, While it seems all

these character traits make him better suited to an

analyst's couch than fighting villains for fortune and lame, the

Anarchist manages to set his issues aside when there are Lives

(and money) on the line.

Height: GT
Weight: 22S lbs

Eye Color: Brown

Hair Color: Black witL

orange

streaks

Recruited into X-Statix after the untimely death of Sink , the

Anarchist had a difficult time ignoring his increasing sense of

paranoia. Convinced he was destined to become nothing more

than a stereotype, the Anarchist developed a chip on his

shoulder, at one point stating. 'Tin a black muranflt and in this

country, that’s tike being black with a Little black added!

The Ana rchfees festering resencmen t s of course did 1 i t tlc to stop the

bitter infighting within the team. II anything, he only fanned the

flames and made the situation worse. More concerned with his

public appearance and the X-Statixs popularity ratings than with

being a team player, the Anarchist’s attitude has caused much of the

internal strife that has plagued the team.

POWERS/
WEAPONS

oxi c sweii i

When new candidates were nominated For membership on the team,

the Anarchist vetoed the black mutant the Spike, fearing that the

team would accept only one black member. Instead, the Anarchist

voted for the rime-stopping Lacuna, who was indeed selected

as the new member but turned X-Statix down In favor

of hosting her own television talk show. Against the

Anarchist s self-serving arguments, the Spike was

^ recruited after all and challenged the Anarchist on

^ national television, calling turn “‘Captain

^ Coconut ‘—black on the outside, but white on

the inside.
'

The Spike wasn't far from the truth: White

foster parents in Alaska had raised the

Anarchist, and despire his grand.standing

about his race, he continues to rub even

members of the black community the wrong

way. To this day, the Anarchist engages in his

childhood obsessive-compulsive disorder, and

tries to turn his skin white by washing his

hands dozens ol times each day.

J hc Anarchist managed to deal with his various

neuroses and developed an attraction ro his

teammate Dead Girl . Together the pair left

the X-Surix for a time to tour as 'I he Death

& Anarchy Roadshow/’ performing live in

front ol large crowds. I hey both eventually

had a change ol heart and rejoined the X-

Starix in time to help the Grp linn battle

the powerful mu rant Arnic Lund berg

( Myst erious Fa n Boy ) ,

Art by Mike Afired



DEAD GIRL

S he remembers when she wasn’t dead. When she was warm.

When she bled, breathed., lived, and loved. She remembers,

coming to New York City, alive in the alivest city in the world.

She wanted to act. She needed to act. She wanted a stage. How

did the end happen? She remembers: a man. An actor. A killer.

Real Name:
Un revealed

First Appearance:
X-Forced 125 (2002)

INTELLIGENCE
g e—• m

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

PROJECTION

SKILLS

POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Ability to communicate

with the cells, bacteria, and

disintegrating tissue .of

corpses to learn what

happened to the deceased

* Can rebuild her body’s

molecular structure after

suffering even the most

severe injuries

* Can animate and control

parts of her body even after they

have been severed

She- remembers waking up in rhe dark. The dark, damp smell.

The sound of the worms and the Fidgeting of the living city all

around* Somehow, she remembers what happened. He must have

thought he was so clever, burying her body there, Who would

look for a missing person among the dead in a graveyard? Blil he

didn't know that life teemed through die sinews of the dead. Ihc

dead, the real dead, maybe talcing pity on her long weeks of wailing, found her

killer rehearsing lines in his small room. They whispered new lines into his

living ear and summoned him to the burial grounds—just to make sure she

was still there. She remembers lying in the darkness and hearing his noises

above her—and then the first crack of light that revealed his face when she

dug herself out ol her grave and proceeded to make a mattress out of his bones

Height:

Weight:

Eye Color:

Hair Color:

5
'

7
r1

130 lbs

Red

G ravish

-

green

Perhaps rhe best parr of being dead is the ability to die over and over

again. Knowing she has an infinite life cycle allows Dead Girl to

throw herself into the line of deadly fire so her less immortal

teammates can live.

Time and again, she lias saved rhe Anarchist from

certain doom, and even ran off with him to star in

their ' Death & Anarchy Roadshow” after the X-

Stati\ declined to give iier the “sexy” superhero

status once afforded to the really dead

Girl . But duty (and perhaps ego) snapped

her back to reality and, with the Anarchist

in tow, she rejoined the X-Statix to help

the Orphan battle rhe threat posed by

A] me Lundberg f Mysterious Tan Boy).

Art by Mike Allred
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ORPHAN
Real Name:

Gay Smith

First Appearance:
X-Fom: # i 17

Height: 6V
Weight: m lbs

Eye Color: Purple

Hair Color: Whitt

VMM hen Guy Smith wis born an obvious mutant, his anti-

wlr mutant parents tried to murder hint by setting fire to

their home, but baby Guy survived. His parents were sent to jail

and Guy was raised as an orphan wirh no knowledge of his

parents or their murderous inclinations. Following the

manifestation of his abilities, Guy's senses were heightened to

extreme levels, and lie attempted everything from drugs to

.studying martial arts and menial disciplines to control the

act iteness t >f h is senses . hut no th i ng helped

,

* Superhumanly enhanced

senses of touch, taste, smell

.sight, and hearing

* Can sense vulnerability,

whether emotional or

physical

• Antennae rhat grant him an

innate radar-like detection

anility

POWERS/
WEAPONS

Years later, Guy learned that his parents were still alive—ana that

they had deliberately started the fire in an attempt to kill him, h was this revelation that caused

Guy to develop suicidal tendencies, playing Russian roulette with a loaded revolver at the end ol

every day. When Guy eventually came to the attention of Pro fessor X , the mutanc mentor

designed a special suit that empowered Guy to temper and

control Ills undiluted senses, allowing him to cope with

everyday life and ascend to die covered role as

team leader of the X-Statix.

Before long, though. Spike Freeman

had had it wirh the Orphan's leadership

style and ordered the Coach to arrange the Orphan’s

death . Us i ng U-Go Gi ris enmity towards Gu

y

t the

Coach tricked her into loading every chamber o( the

Orphan’s gun, 1 hanks to his heightened senses, die Orphan

easily detected the change in weight of the revolver and

confronted the Coach. In die ensuing fight, U-Go Girl shot and

killed the Coach after experiencing a change of heart. The

Orphans relationship with U-Go Girl helped him finally give up

playing Russian roulette—at least for a time,

After U -Go Girl wu s killed in battle, the ( ) rphan 1 >ecam

c

despondent and runted once more to the safety and comfort

of his deadly Russian roulette ritual. Despite the wealth

and fame lie enjoyed as part of die X-Statix, the pain of losing

teammates and loved ones caused Guy to quit the ream

following the revelation of the Orphan s role in the death of the

powerful young mutant Arnic I tmJberg (Mysteriou s Fan Boy ).
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PHAT

Hes all “down wit it”—dissin and dismissal villains and

keepin’ it real with his “homies.” And it's all a sham. Real Name:
William Ruben Reilly

First Appearance:
X-Force #11 7 (2001)

This is William Robert “Billy Bob'’ Reilly, who is living his life as

a first-rate poseur. His rather banal upbringing in a middle-class

Jacksonville, Florida family certainly wouldn’t catch the attention

of X-Statix, and his agent knew it. In an effort to get Billy Bob

recruited to join the team, his crafty agent created a whole new

and much more interesting rake on the young mans I he: a

gangsta rapper persona with a dysfunctional family Not only

were they dysfunctional, but his mother and lather were

“alcohol ics” who turned young Billy Bob oul into rite streets not far from the trailer park

where they lived..

Height:

Weight:

Eye Color:

Hair Color:

V9"

1 55 lbs

Blue

Blond

Sleazy? Sure, Deceitful? Of course. Did h work? l ike a charm.

After he and several others were recruited to replace X-Statix members killed in a mission gone

awry, Phat did hr necessarily live up to the high-flying, high-profile lifestyle of the typical

X-Statix. Expected to be out in front, glamoring all the media spotlight be could get, Phat

instead hung back, content to speak his affected grammar and reap die piles of cash instead.

But Splkp Fryman put the kibosh on Phats media-shy ways and forced him to get his face out

there. So Phat and another media-shunning member, Yiviscctor
,
planned to

steal some of the spotlight away from their teammates. Their initial plan was

pretty pedestrian: show up loaded and act like bratty two-year-olds at

lEGo Girl s television premiere. It seemed to have some effect, but they

needed to improve their juvenile efforts somehow.

So they cooked up another scheme and decided to pretend to he

gay Trouble was, it turns out neither one was doing much

pretending. Though they soon discovered they were in love,

Phat had zero comfort with being so
U
putf When he

reverted back to his churlish behavior, VivisecLor had little

choice bur to dump him.

Even though lie wears his best “bling himg” and does

his best to keep in character, Phat drops his

developed persona to step up to the plate for the

X-Statix whenever he is needed. No matter how

deep he goes to disguise his onward appearance,

Phat is still a mutant willing to light the good

fight against those who would do his team harm.

POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Ability to increase the

mass oJ different parts

of his body by

manipulating the fat

underneath his skin,

causing the far to

stretch

Art by Mike Allred
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U-GO GIRL

Real Name:
“EdiG Constance

Sawyer

First Appearance:
X-Forcet 1

1

6 (2001 )

Height: 5
'

7
"

Weight: 125 lbs

Eye Color: Green

Hair Color; Red

G rowing up in a Ma-and-Pa-Kettie house with Ma-and4V
Kettle parents wasn’t easy. Edie Sawyers father aIways gave

her the feeling she didn’t belong. It didn't help that Edie often

iound herself waking up in bizarre places, a malady her doctors

diagnosed as sleepwalking. To soothe herself, Edie bought a

cheap television set and taught herself to talk like the actors and

actresses she saw, dreaming all the while that their scripted

dialogues and interesting locales would take her away to places

much less dreary than her own home.

* 1 deportation

POWERS/
WEAPONS

When Edie was 1 5? she slept with a handsome young Safi

Franciscan passing through town and wound up pregnant.

Scared and contused,, Edie hid her growing belly until it was too

obvious to conceal. Confessing to her mother, Edie learned she

was just repeating family history. The man she knew as her father

wasn t her biological Father, who had in fact been another

stranger "passing through town.'”

Entrusting her daughter Katie to her mother to be raised as her

own, Edie left to pursue her dreams in California as a member of

the X-Statix .

She eventually tell in love with the Orphan, despite having

hated him at fi rst when lie was chosen over her to lead

the team. It was the Orphan who convinced U-Go
Girl to confront her past before they could pursue a

future together. Together they went back to the farm

where she grew up, but U-Go Girl’s mother

cautioned her not to reveal to the child she was her

mother, if only to spare the girl grief should she

witness U-Go Girls death on television. U-Go
Girl complied and, like any good big sister,

took the girl on a whirlwind Teleportation tour

before returning home.

Shortly after the trip, U-Go Girl, well aware

that parr of the high price that comes with

serving with X-Statix is death, knew the rime

had come to pay her ultimate due. Wounded by

a spike through her stomach, she died in her

lovers arms.
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VENUS DEE MILO
185

Real Name;
Dee Mi to

First Appearance:
X-St'Wxn (2002)

Height:

Weight:

Eye Color:

Hair Color:

5
'

6
"

Indeterminate

Yellow

Black

Body consists of a pure energy

form

• Teleportation

• Projection of energy blasts

POWERS/
WEAPONS

A t age 1 D while on a family visit to her grandparents'

home, Dee Milo’s superpowers manifested and she

transformed into a being ol pure energy. The resulting explosion

killed Venus's family, leaving her an orphan. After Professor X
found Venus, he built the girl a containmem suit that allowed

her to assume a human appearance; otherwise, she was now

nothing more than a living ball of energy. The suit hardly

guaranteed her an easier life, however; it just made it a litdc

easier to look good as she walked through her troubled

existence'—eight years of therapy four suicide attempts, a

manic-depressive and self-loathing personality, and die need to

take drugs to stave off nightmares about her family s death.

Things started looking up for Venus w'hen the

X-Stalix rapped her to replace dead member Lb

Go Girl as the fsexy” member of the team. She

had everything the X-Statix needed; spunk, charm,

and sex appeal. There was just one little thing

standing in the way: an ironclad contract binding

her to mutant talent agent Solomon O'Sullivan that

prevented her from plying her Lradc for anyone other

than ills madc-for-TV O-Force crew, flying in the

face of the contract, Venus joined up with the X-Statix

anyway and accompanied them on a mission to dispose ol

a dirty7 bomb. For her efforts, she received l he respect of the

team—and a restraining order slapped against her by

Solomons cutthroat attorney Sharon Ginsburg.

Fortuna rely, Spike Freeman knows a clever way of dealing

with restraining orders and contracts: an endless supply of

money. Solomon O’Sullivan was only too happy to take

scvera I million of Spike s do] la rs o ff has hands, and ci i t Venus

Dec Milo loose of her obligations ro him. But as an X-Sratix

member, Venus may have gotten more than she bargained for

—

namely a seemingly insurmountable public relations debacle,

since the public sees her as nothing more than an opportunist

trying to fill the shoes of a marty red dead hero. However, with

some help from her teammates and her continued prowess in

battle, Venus Dee Milo hopes to turn the tide of public opinion

to her favor.
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VIVISECTOR

Real Name:
Myles Alfred

First Appearance:
X-fvra: #117 (200 L)

Height: 5'6' f

Weight: 1 25 lbs

Eye Color: Brawn

Hair Color: Brawn

Son of an esteemed academic fathe r and a renowned

ethnomusicplpgist mother, Myles Alfred was a brilliant

student at Harvard and the author of a critically acclaimed

pamphlet on the famous poet Walt Whitman, When lie was

bullied by his Ivy League peers, Myles discovered dial he was a

superhuman mutant able to transform into a werewolf-like

creature during times of anger or fear. Myles learned to control,

his transformations over time.

Though he went into it with great trepidation, Myles was one of

several new recruits who joined the X-Statix to replace metnbers

who had been killed on a mission gone horribly wrong.

Vivisector eventually grew used, to his new life and found

some comfort level with the team. But then Vivisector and

Ills teammate Phat were both told by owner Spike Freeman

that they were not doing enough to share in the fame

afforded to the other Learn members: the Anarchist , U-Go
Girl and the Orphan. Egged on by Spike, the two sought to

steal more of the spotlight, showing up drunk to the

television debut of U-Go Girl and acting like loud

I it ^ and rowdy i d io ts * Bu r the stun t did n’t necess ari ly

Iff . do the trick. Deciding to up the ante, the

* pair pretended to be a gay couple in

the hopes of boosting their

popularity. Their raised media

profile wasn't the only effect:

Vivisector and Phat also

developed true romantic feelings

for each other.

The two were a mismatched pair from the start:

Vivisecn > r, the in tellectuaf \vy 1 .,cague graduare a n d Phat,

the trash 'talking, poseur rap kid. Sure enough, their differing

personalities clashed when Phat reverted to his tough -talking

ways, even refuting claims that he was gay in order to keep

Iiis relationship with Vivisector private. Bur Vivisector was

ou t a n d proud and decided lo end hi s re 1 a tion shi p w i tli

his pscudo-closered lover. Though they arc both gay

neither Vivisector nor Phat are attracted ro each

other anymore—a fact they were all too willing to

d i sclose when i n te rviewed o n national telev is ion

.

Now the contemplative Vivisector spends his free

time immersed in his

love for classic l iterature

and the niusings of

great philosophic

minds rather than

engaged in constant

bickering with his

former lover.
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POWERS/WEAPONS
* Mutant powers derived

from his missing arm
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Real Name; Unrevealed Height; 5 11

First Appearance; X-Force#] 16 (2001 }
Weight; 180 lbs

Once known as “The Arm,” the Coach was

res pot] si hie for organizing the X-Statix’s

missions, recruiting new members and

ensuring the ongoing profitable merchandising

of the team. With sales down, Coach decided

that killing off team members could

potentially cause the market for the X-Statis

merchandise to explode, and he decided the

Orphan was the right mutant to go. But the

Coach’s plan backfired when U-Go Girl shot

and killed him to save the Orphan’s life.

POWERS/WEAPONS
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Real Name: Doop Height; 3’5

"

First Appearance; X-F&rw #1 16 (2001) Weight: Unrevealed
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Real Name: Spike freeman Height: 510"

First Appearance: X-Force # 1 20 (2001) Weight: \ 50 lbs

Spike Freeman made trillions as a software developer* In the hope o I adding to

his coffers, Spike bankrolled the X-Statjx and, like any savvy businessman, went

after the real source of money: licensing. Exploiting the X-Starix’s fame and

celebrity for all that it was worth, Spike successfully licensed the ream’s name Lor

every product under the sun. Spike also inched Phat and Vivi sector to attempt

to steal some of the media spotlight afforded to the team's more popular

members: the Orphan , the Anarchist , and U-Gq Girl. Showing some sign of

contrition. Spike recently learned the error of his greedy ways and has become

more of a team player, putting his masterful management, marketing, and

business skills to work for the betterment of rbc X-Statix. He even came to

respect the Orphan's leadership skills, and began to trust hi.s judgment in

various matters affecting the team.

SPIKE

FREEMAN

DOOP

COACH
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LACUNA

Real Name: Woods rock (full name unreyealod) Height: 5 A"
First Appearance: fl 21 (200 1 ) Weight: S 1 8 lbs

Nothing shocked her and-authoritarian parents,

not even her mutant abilities, and Lhis irked

Lacuna more than anything else. She thought

badgering the X-Statix to join their team might

properly annoy her parents, but her parents only

wished her well on rhe endeavor. After .site

declined an invitation to join the team, she did

get to achieve her greatest ambition as the star of

her own television show, “Lacuna and the Stars,”

where she proudly announced to the world that

all she ever wanted was to be a disappointment

to her patents.

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Creation of a temporary

ripple in the timestream,

allowing her to “freeze’ time
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Real Name: A rrhu r K. Lundberg Height; 5*7”

First Appearance: X-Statix #/ 12002) Weight: 120 lbs

After bullies beat Ami e into a coma, he clung to

lib only thanks to the sound of U-Go Girl s

voice. But once he recovered, Arnie learned she

had died. Arnie blamed the Orphan and began

to use his powers to terrorize his hometown in

rev enge . I 'h e Orphan contron ted Arme r< >

convince him to use his powers tor good, but

Arnie blackmailed him into leering him join the

X-Stat ix , lb permanently end the threat that

Arnie posed, rhe Orphan recruited Lacuna to

use her powers to inject him with a lethal

cocktail that affected the arrhythmia in the left

ventricle of his heart.

POWERS/WEAPONS
Alters and restores the

physiology of other living

beings

• Raises and animates corpses
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F irst Appearanee: AAS'tatix # 1 (200 2

)

America, meet your hand-picked team of superheroes; the

O- force! Overkill! Ocean! Obituary! Ocelot! Orbit! Ooze!

Capitalizing on America's love affair with “reality" shows,

mutant talent agent Solomon ( V Sullivan decided to create

his personal imitation of life by having various mutants

compete for America’s love and affection. Though a ratings

bonanza, the team proved anything but combat worthy

when they weren't lighting other actors. During a battle

against Arnie Lundbcrg ( Mysterious han Bo v), C hoice

was decimated by a band of zombies. Solomon was

subsequently mobbed by angry fans who blamed him for

O- Force’s defeat, many believing that the contestants who

became O- Force weren't truly mutants and that their so-

called powers were actually no more than special effects,



POWERS/WEAPONS
* Ability to cure most known

ailments and afflictions

* Low- level telekinesis
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Real Name: Anna (full name un revealed) Height: 5 '6'

First Appearance: X/wre #1 17 (2003 )
Weight: 126 lbs

An object 6fwo rsh ip in Ireland following the

emergence of bet mutant abilities, Anna was

killed, during her first mission with the

X-Statbu Dying, Anna made the Orphan,

promise to find the father she never knew;

when he agreed, she crumbled into dust,

which the Orphan then inhaled. Once the

Orphan had tracked down Annas father, he

sneezed, covering die man In Anna's dust.

Somehow, Annas father experienced her

memories and personality from the dust, and

he thanked the Orphan for letting him get to

know his daughter.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Generation of razor sharp

bone spikes, which he can

launch at high speeds
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Real Name: Unreveaied Height: 6T
First Appearance: X-Fom #l2l |200l) Weight: 170 lbs

Brought on board by Spike Freeman to bring

more racial diversity to the team, the cocky

Spike took an immediate dislike to teammate

and fellow African-American Anarchist ,

calling the seasoned, if paranoid, team veteran

“‘Gaptain Coconut - black on the outside,

white on the inside
75

at a press conference,

dims began die Constant power struggle

between the Spike and the Anarchist over who

was the more worthy of the two. The Spike’s

brawn ultimately imploded under die weight

of his bombast when he was killed in a battle

against the villainous Bush Rangers.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Production of a gelatinous,

cf >rros i ve, aci d- 1 i k e

substance LhaL can

completely dissolve solid

matter
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Real Name: Axel Cluney Height: 6'2"

First Appearance: X-Foreez] 16 (2001) Weight: 225 lbs

When Zeitgeist’s powers manifested, they

nearly burned the lace off his girlfriend.

Zeitgeist's guilt over the incident still plagued

him years later, even though he had joined

X-Statix and tried to bury his nagging feelings

underneath the fame and fortune that had

come his way Perhaps blinded by his relentless

self-absorption, Zeitgeist became a pawn in

one of Coach ’s plans to increase the team's

popularity, a tid was killed in an explosion

during a deliberately botched attempt to rescue

popular music act Boyz R Us from the hands

of a terrorist group.

ZEITGEIST

THE

SPIKE

SAINT

ANNA
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BLOKE

BATTERING

RAM Real Name:
Unrevealed

First Appearance:
X-ForcetniG (2001)

POWERS/WEAPONS

Height:
7'
4"

Weight:

515 lbs

* Superhuman strength* stamina* and a high degree of

resistance lo physical injury
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Real Name;
Michael 'fork

First Appearance:
X-Force #117 (.2.001)

Height:

6T
Weight:

380 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Chameleon-like ability to Mend imp any

environment
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Real Name;
Bockah Parkcr

First Appearance;
X-Iw-e #116 (2001

)

Height:

57
,r

Weight;

1 30 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* A Icobo I-fueled .shockwave generation

Real Name; Height:
INTEUIGENCE

Pierre Truffaut 6T STRENGTH

'I*

First Appearance:
X-Forcc£ 116 (2001)

Weight:

172 lbs
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POWERS/WEAPONS
• Projection of a dark* cloak- like aura used primarily
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Real Name;
UnreveaUd

First Appearance;
XrFom #1 1

6

(2001 )

Height:

Variable

Weight:

Indeterminate

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Protoplasmic body

* Projection of destructive beams from his hands

* Might

Real Name:
Byron Spencer

First Appearance:
x-lvmr #116 (2001)

Height:

0 "

Weight:
140 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Facial tentacles exude a. neurotoxin that causes

paralysis in other beings
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POWERS/WEAPONS
* Razor-sharp teeth and daws
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APOCALYPSE
Bom nearly five diomand years ago in Egypt., Apocalypse

inspired fear even as an infant* Ugly and malformed, he was

abandoned by his own tribe to die in the harsh desert sun.

Wandering dic Earth , Apocalypse fou nd h iinselfin China, wh ere

he stumbled upon an alien ship that had crashed into a

mountain long ago. I le stayed in the ship for thousands of years,

learning [he secrets of the alien technology and devising a suit of

b iO'a rm o r fo r himself This bio -annor gran ted Apocalypsc the

ability to change form, as well as allowing his body to become

extremely malleable. Using the alien technology to artificially

prolong his life, Apocalypse became more powerful over time.

Real Name:
En Sah&h Nut

First Appearance:
X- factor #5 (1986)

Height: Variable

Weight: Variable

Eye Color: Blue

Hair Color: None
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POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Superhuman strength

* Ability to alter die atomic

structure of his body aL will

to change form

* Ability to increase si/c by

taking on additional mass

from an extra-dimensional

in the late 19th century, Apocalypse surfaced in London, where he plotted to slay the royal family of

die lime. He found an assistant in Dr. Nathaniel Essex, whose own desire for scientific knowledge

led him to Foresee rhe mutants that would be abundant in these modern times* Apocalypse earned

the allegiance of Essex and transformed him into Mr, Sinister. In rhe 20th century, Apocalypse

created his Four Horsemen to do his bidding—but his efforts were always thwarted by the X-Mcn
and their allies* Apocalypse is infamous for infecting the bahv Nathan Summers with the techno-

organic virus that caused him to be taken 2,000 years into an alternate future, where he matured into

Apocalypse's mortal enemy* I hough Nathan survived, the virus was meant to ensure he would never

be able to access his full power and thus be a true threat to Apocalypse.

After centuries oi plotting, planning, and waiting,

Apocalypse put his master plan, into action when he

gathered together twelve mutants who had long been

destined to usher in a new golden era lor

mutantkind* Apocalypse intended to use them to

boost his powers and alter reality to his liking* But

his plans went awry when die Twelve broke free, and

Apocalypse attempted to use X-M;m as a new host

body to replace his own, which lie had nearly burnt

out. Cyclops intervened and appeared to sacrifice

fiimse I f , m erg i.ng wi t h Apo cal ypse in a n a tternp t to

defeat the ages-old mutant. Cyclops eventually

managed to assume control of his physical form, but

continually struggled to keep Apocalypses will from

dominating him. In a climactic encounter, Jean

Grey tore Apocalypses spirit from Cyclops! body

and Nathan Summers fulfilled his destiny by

destroying the eternal mutant once and for all.

source

An by Tom 'Runty



APOCALYPSE'S HORSEMEN

First Appearance:
X-Factor #15 (1987)

^Famine. War. Pestilence. Death. The Four Horsemen of
^

this Apocalypse were, servants handpicked to usher in

the beginning of the reign of Apocalypse himself.

Skillfully preying on the vulnerability .of sick or injured

mutants, Apocalypse offered the chosen few the physical

redemption they so desperately sought in return for their

servitude as his Horsemen.

Apocalypses first recruit was the Mo clock named Plague,

whom he rescued from being slaughtered by the Marauders ,

Apocalypse genetically altered Plague to become Pcs tilenote

Next was Abraham Lincoln KEeros, a mutant whose severe

injuries incurred as a soldier during rhe Vietnam War resulted

in paralysis and continual confinement in an iron king in a

Veterans Administration hospital. Apocalypse restored the man

to health and genetically altered him to become War.

Apocalypse then recruited the young anorexic mutant Autumn

Rolfson and genetically altered her into Famine. And then

there was Death, The X-Man Archangel, despondent after

losing his wings, attempted to commit suicide by crashing his

plane. But Apocalypse rescued him from his doomed mission

and offered to restore his wings if he would join rhe Horsemen

and do Apocalypses bidding. It was an offer Archangel could

not turn away, no matter how loathsome the idea was.

After a number of defections and defeats at the hands of the

X-Men and their allies, Apocalypse returned his remaining

Horsemen to their original states* But he did not abandon the

idea of the group entirely

Eventually, Apocalypse revived the concept with four new

H o rsemen : Wolverine beca tnc Dc

a

lh
;
Deaihbird became War;

Caliban became Pestilence; and Rory Campbell, the man one

day destined to become Aiiab * became Famine. Wolverine

u 1 1 im a te 1y overcame Apocalypscs programm ing atid re
j
o ined

the X-Mcn. Following the death of Apocalypse, the three

remaining Horsemen reverted to their former selves.



ARCADE
195

r he assassin-far-hire known only as Arcade has given

numerous (and vastly different) accounts of his past life with

no evidence to substantiate any of them. In fact, there is nothing

to prove or disprove that Arcade is* according to at least one

version of his stone the spoiled and lazy son of a millionaire

living in Beverly Hills, California. Arcade claimed his father cut

off his allowance when he turned 21, saying Arcade didn't

deserve in in retaliation. Arcade killed his father in an explosion,

and inherited his fathers vast wealth as a result. In killing his

father. Arcade discovered that he had both a talent and a liking

for murder, and set out to become an assassin-foi-hire* Within a

year, he left confident enough to boasr he had become the best

Real Name:
Unrevealed

First Appearance:
Marvel learn- Up #65

(1978)

Height: 5'W'

Weight: 140 lbs

Eye Color: BIllc

Hair Color: Red

assassin in the United States. But Arcade became bored with killing by ordinary means, and so he

used ills inheritance to construct his first Murderworid, a hidden complex ol high-tech death traps

designed to resemble an amusement park. There are no height requirements inside Murderworid. No
ride fees. No lines. But any visitor can expect a wait— to die.

* Natural aptitude lor

mechanics*

architecture and

applied technology

POWERS/
WEAPONS

Whatever the truth may he about his life up to that point, the story of his life after lie began using

Murderworid is clear: Arcade now kills victims for large sums of money by trapping them inside

Murderworid. He designs and constructs special traps for individual victims after studying their

strengths and weaknesses, Arcade's customary

fee is one million dollars per victim—a token

amount, as his expenses often exceed that

sum. To Arcade, the game itself is more

important than the cost.

Seeking new challenges, Arcade set his sights

on va rious superhu m an bemgs and dcc i dcd to

kill tlicm , H i s fi is r cnco tin te r w i th cos t uined
adven t.urers was the cap Lure of Spider-Man

and Captain Britain . Since then, Arcade has

attempted to kill off the X-Mcn and their

allies on numerous occasions with his

Murderwo rids. Arcade origi na 1 !y cmpit>yed

two assistants, known only as Miss Locke and

Mr. Chambers, but Arcade killed Miss Locke

after she horribly scarred his face. Seeking to

frame Wolverine for the murder. Arcade was

defeated instead by Wolverine, Gambit and

his own former ally. Mastermind II, who left

Arcade in a temporary state of delusion.

INTELLIGENCE
• •

STRENGTH
I 0 I— •—•-

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION
• m—•— —•—•

FIGHTING SKILLS
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BASTION

"

Real Name: Inapplicable

First Appearance: X-Mm #52 (1 996)

Height; 6'3"

Weight; 375 lbs

POWER5/WEAPONS
Enhanced -strength

Flight via boor jets

A mystical fusion of rhe giant Sentinel Master

Mold and Nimrod, the advanced Sen Lind

prototype from an alternate future, Bastion

wanted nothing- more than to end mutantkind

forever. Upon his creation, however, Bastion

possessed no knowledge of his past, and grew up

thinking he was a normal human. But soon, rhe

directives of the Master Mold and Nimrod

reawakened. Using Prime Sentinels—humans

unknowingly implanted with nano-technology

that changed them into Senduels when their

programming was activated—Bastion sought to eradicate the mutant menace.

His Prime Sentinels, pan of his anti-mutant strike force, Operation: Zero

Tolerance, brutally attacked and captured the X-Men, taking over the Xavier

Institute Lo access Professor Xs files. After the X-Men escaped, Senator Robert

Kelly and Henry Gyrich convinced the President and the international law-

enforcement agency S.ILEF.L.D., who had previously turned a blind eye to

Bastions activities, to intervene and close down Operation: Zero Tolerance. .Some

time later, Bastion escaped government custody and attempted to once again rise

to power. He was seemingly destroyed following the intervention of Nathan

Sum mers , hut his robotic remains were taken into government custody.

-*—» #

INTELLIGENCE
& B

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS
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Height:

Weight:
6

'

4
"

250 lb:

POWERS/WEAPONS
* One of the most powerful

of all Earthbom sorcerers

* Ability to hud bolts of

mystical force, mesmerize I

victims, transform people

into animals, and raise the

dead under certain

circumstances

STRENGTH

Inc' powerful sorcerer Belaseo inhabited Limbo, an

other dimensional plane where years can pass in rhe

same time that moments elapse on Earth, When

Belaseo brought the X-Men to Limbo, he seized

lllyana Rasputin (Maglki- the then-seven-year old

sister of Colossus . Belaseo then granted her great

poten tia 1 my.s tic powe r. Ill vana became Bdascos

apprentice, and he intended to use lllyana to bring

the Elder Gods to Earth once she reached

adu Ithood . Afte r tuin ing th i rtecn ,
howeve r, 1 1lyana

defeated Belaseo in battle and drove him from

limbo, She became the realms new mistress, and

eventually used her powers to return to Earth. She

found only seconds had passed since the X-Men

had returned. After I llyanas death from the Legacy

Virus, Belaseo re-established himself as ruler of

Limbo. He kidnapped whom he believed to be the

sorceress Margafi Sz.ardcis , but she had actually

switched places with her daughter Amanda Sefton (Magrk TT l . With

Nighterawler s help, the mother and daughter sorceresses managed to switch their

bodies back and. defeat Belaseo, Heeling his power ebbing, Belaseo fled. Sefton w a

s

subsequently left in charge of Limbo,

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS



BLACK TOM CASSIDY

A s the heir to die family fortune and rhe estate of Cassidy

Keep in Ireland, Thomas Cassidy literally threw it all

away when he wagered both the Fortune and the estate on a

throw of dice. After losing everything to his younger cousin

Sean Cassidy (Bap.slice), Toms losses continued to mount.

When he and Sean competed for the love of \ laeve Rourke.

Tom came up the loser once again. With hate in his heart for

Sean, lorn set off to make his own way in life but had no

intention of regaining his wealth or status through hard work*

Rather, Tom turned to crime as a way of seeking thrills and

money. Not every venture was a success, and Tom later wound
up in a I hlrd World jail, where he met imprisoned mercenary

Cain Marlco ffiilggcmaiit). Cassidy and Marko struck up a friendship,

muraru power to enable both of them to escape.

Real Name:
f hornasi Samue 1 fiamon

Cassidy

First Appearance:
&kiw#99 ( 1 976)

Height:

Weight:
Eye Color:

Hair Color:
0

6
'

200 lbs

Slue

Black

and Cassidy used Ids own

• Generation of blasts ol

concussive force or heat

• Ability t

f

3 grow u 3 immen sc s i zc

• Degree ol superhuman st rength

• Ability to create simulacra of

human beings from plant j^Tf fay

n t atter u i id [nenrally gon rn > I Dave Johnson
thdr actions

POWERS/
WEAPONS

Eventually, Black Tom made his way to Northern Ireland, After a bomb set off by rhe Irish

Republican Army killed Seans wile Maeve, Black Tom made off with her infant daughter,

Theresa (Siryn ), whom Sean never even knew existed. Black Tom decided to secretly raise rhe girl

as his own. As 1 herexa grew into adolescence, she developed superhuman powers akin to her

father's. Eager to exploit the girl s abilities co help him ply Ids criminal trade. Black Tom forced

Theresa to help him commit crimes. Bur Theresas heart was never in a life of crime. While

briefly in die custody of legal authorities, Black Tom exonerated

Theresa of responsibility for her crimes and wrote a letter to Banshee

explaining who Theresa was. He then escaped while Banshee and

1 heresa enjoyed their first meeting.

Years later. Black Tom, wounded by a gunshot, was

taken to a genetic engineering facility to cure him of his

life-threatening injuries* His injured body parts were

replaced with a wood-like substance through which he

could now focus and project his mutant powers,

and Black dbm felt like a new man. He could

never imagine what kind ol new man he was c
about to become. The genetk experimentation

had iufccted him with a virus that proceeded

lo transform an increasing amount of Black

Toms body into the wood-like substance,

which, while nearly killing him, ultimately

mutated him into a sentient piam dike

being with vast new superhuman powers.

INTELLIGENCE
•—*

STRENGTH
* * * «

SPEED

DURABILITY— • •
ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS
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BROOD
First Appearance:

Uncanny X-Men ft \

(m2)

Length: 8'

Weight: Yellow or

red

Eye Color: Blue

Hair Color: None

Art by Bill Sienkiewicz

T hey need bodies—not just any bodies, but bodies of

superior liic forms. Bodies they can use to incubate their

eggs—eggs that will copy their hosts powers* and eggs that will

eventually hatch to become the forces their race needs to rise up

to conquer the Earth. They are the Brood, a savage insectoid

alien race who travel through space in ships created from the

living bodies of the passive alien race biown as the Acanti. To

further their race anti reproduce themselves, the Brood must

implant eggs into .other living beings, wherein the embryo

metamorphoses its hosts body until it hatches. Upon hatching,

the newborn fully consumes its host and converts it into a

member of the Brood. As a result of the

afterbirth least, the new Brood gains any powers

and abilities the host possessed.

Nature, of course, dictates that the greater the

power of the host, the greater the power of the

offspring. With that always in mind, the Brood

seek out the strongest, most powerful forces in

the universe to achieve the greatest breeding

—

forces such as the X-Mcn The mutant heroes

destruction of the Brood Queen resulted in

primal stresses being inflicted upon Broodwo rid

itself, which exploded.

Bearing a fierce hatred of the X-Men for their

destruction of the Brood home planet, the Brood

still have yet to win a battle against their mortal

enemies and perfect breeding hosts. Losing battle

after battle to the X-Men in their attempts to

conquer Earth, the Brood have been just as

unsuccessful at their attempts to implant their

eggs in members of the mighty team.

With hope running out for implanting the

X-Men, the Brood implanted eggs into latent

mutants during one breeding mission, hoping to

create a force of Brood with superhuman abilities

that could at least rival those of the X-Mcn.

Realizing that it was too I are to save the hosts,

and seeking to prevent the Brood from

implanting any more people, the X-Men slew the

mutant Brood in a feverish battle.

POWERS/
WEAPONS
• Firstborn Brood

possess the ability to

teleport and are fierce

warriors in bank

* Newborn Brood gain

any powers and

abilities- their host

possessed

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY
• » » (

ENERGY PROJECTION
s - » • »—»-

FIGHTING SKILLS



CAPTAIN BRITAIN

S hortly after his parents were killed in an explosion, graduate

student Brian Braddoek nearly Inst his life as well, Fleeing j

breach ar the nuclear research facility where he worked, Brian

took offon his motorcycle and accidentally ran the speeding

vehicle off a cliff As he lay near death, the spirits of the god-

wizard Merlin and Roma , Goddess of die Northern Skies,

appeared to him and granted him superhuman strength and

stamina. The patron spirits decreed that Brian would he Britain

s

champion, and gifted him with a mystical star-scepter to enhance

his fighting skills.

Real Name:
Brian Braddoek

First Appearance:
Giptdin Britain & \

C 1 976)

Height: 5
*

11
"

Weight: 214 lbs

Eye Color: Blue

Hair Color: Blond

Though he remained a member of Excalihur, Captain

Britain tried to quit the superhero life again, this time

to concentrate on science—and his marriage to Meggan.

After the couple bad wed in a ceremony on

Otherworld, they retired to live a normal life in

England, and Captain Britain returned m work at

the nuclear research facility he had left so many

years earlier. However, the Braddocks peace

was shattered when Captain Britain learned

that a seemingly insane Roma had

decimated Otherworid in a quest to

dominate all reality Finally fulfilling

his destiny as the true monarch of

Otherworld. Captain Britain helped

rescue Roma from the thrall of a

sen t icn t super-com purer.

Captain Britain later learned the truth about his family’s exira-

dimensional origins and his metaphysical connection to the land and

people of Otherworld—a glorious kingdom positioned ar die nexus of

reality where science and sorcery e#ist as one. Thanks ro these revelations.

Captain Britain achieved a kind of spiritual peace most human beings

never reach in a lifetime.

But (dip tain Britain’s services were still required, and Brian fought to

save an alternate reality From the worid-warping madness that was

Sir James Jaspers. Brian failed and was killed—hut even in

death there was no escaping his destiny. Merlin resurrected

th e fa lien hero , who came to join Meggan , Shadowea t ,

Lockheed. Nightcrawler and Rachel Summers in

forming Excali bur, England's premier super- hero ream.

INTELLIGENCE
fr—

STRENGTH
m—•—*—*-

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Superhuman

strength, stamina,

and reflexes

* fligliL

* Mystical forte held



DOMINO
Real Name:

Keena Thurman

First Appearance:
X-b'oret'

m

(1992)

Height: 58 "

Weight: 120 lbs

Eye Color: Blue

Hair Color: Bkck

POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Possesses the ability to gen era lc

a pskmk aura around herself

that affects probability* thus

causing events and situations to

“fall into place"’ for her benefit

Jk frer a long and distinguished career in many fields of covert

activity, Domino took an undercover position as a

bodyguard for Milo Thurman
, a genius prodigy in predicting

world events and shifts in the balance of power between

governments.

Over time, Milo found an interest of his own; Domino. The two

eventually married, but their relationship ended after a subversive

organizations raid on the government facility where Milo was

being boused* The act drove Domino into even deeper cover, and

.Milos government superiors told him that Domino was dea3.

Domino subsequently joined a team of mercenaries led by

Nathan Summers , marking the beginning of a long and intimate

friendship with the soldier from the future. Years later, Milo

Thurman was taken hostage by Donald Pierce and bis Reavers .

Domino defeated Pierce and the Reavers, but was unable to save

her husband.

After returning for a time to her lone, mercenary ways? Domino
eventually signed on as a member ol die Hong Kong branch of

the X-Corporation . Domino investigated the activities of |ohn

Sublime , leader of the Third Species Movement, who had just

acquired a Chinese prison where the mutant Xorn was being

held captive. Domino had lo seek the aid of the X-Men to defeat

the Sublimes U-Men, a group of humans who sought to harvest

mutant body parts to graft onto themselves. Together, the heroes

defeated the ITMen and freed Xom,



SENATOR ROBERT KELLY
2

As a United States senator from Boston, Massachusetts, Robert

Kelly had lout; regarded mutants as a threat to national security,

lb cope with this supposed danger, be promoted such legislation

as the Mutant Registration Act, IF passed, the law would have

required genetically empowered individuals to disclose their

abilities to die government.

An assassination attempt on Kelly by the Brotherhood of Evil

Mutants was foiled by die X-Men, but it fueled die Senators

resolve to pass the Registration Act, 1 le cultivated a partnership

with Sebastian Shaw , who oversaw rhe construction of Sentinels

on behalf of the government and supported Kellys efforts.

Unknown to the Senator, Shaw himself was a mutant and the Black King of the JJeHfirejCiub.

Following a meeting with Shaw in New York, the Senators limousine was demolished by debris

from a fight involving the X-Men. Kelly survived, but his wife Sharon died in die wreckage.

Kellys grief strengthened his beliel that mutants were too dangerous to be allowed to run

rampant, and he pushed for the production of additional Sentinels that would hunL down and

kill every mutant alive.

.Along with Henry Gyrich, the Senator supported Operation: Zero Tolerance, a government-

sponsored initiative intended to rid the world of mutants. Only after the Senator discovered that

Bastion was using the program as a cover to convert innocent humans into Sentinels and

trample on the rights of U.S. citizens did Kelly withdraw his support. Fearing for his life, he

turned to the X-Men to help stop Bastion. Despite once again being saved by the X-Men, the

Senator turned his back on their cause when he announced his candidacy for president, running

on an anti'mutant platform.

On a campaign stop in Boston, the Brorherhood struck again, more determined than ever to kill

the mutant-hating Senator. Only saved from certain death by the dying Pyro, the Senator had

no choice but to reevaluate his stance on mutants! After all this rime, he had turned a corner.

Finally, mutants would have someone on the orherside in their corner who was willing to work

through the political system to ensure their rights as citizens and their safety at die hands of a

mutant-fearing populace. But it was all too good to be true. At a college rally, an and- mutant

activist named Alan Lewis, believing the Senator had betrayed his human brothers by toning

down his rhetoric, did what the Brotherhood had failed to do in the past: He assassinated

Robert Kelly.

Art by Salvador Larvaea

Real Name;
Roberr Fdwurd Kelly

First Appearance;
.XrMtn # 135 ' 0 980)

Height; 5TO"

Weight; 175 lbs

Eye Color: Brown

Hair Color: Brown

with graying
;

temples
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MOIRA
Real Name;

Moira Ann Kinross

MucTaggert

First Appearance;
X-Mm #*f (1.976)

MACTAGGERT
T he daughter of a powerful Scottish nobleman, Moira Kinross

was a brilliant student of the biological sciences and selected

genetics as her specialty She hirer married Joseph MacTaggerc, a

thuggish, abusive Royal Marine commando wich political

ambitions, but the marriage was disastrous and die couple

eventualIf separated

.

While in school, Moira met Charles Xavier (Professor X). who

was working coward a doctorate at Oxford University. The two

fell in love immediately. Eventually, they became engaged,

pending the annulment of Moiras marriage to Joe, After Charles

was drafted into military service, Moira promised to wait for

him. But without explanation Moira sent him a letter breaking off their engagement and stating

that she was returning home ro Scotland. Moira intended to reconcile with Joe, but he proved

to be just as brutal as before. The last straw came when Moira and Joe visited New York City,

where Joe beat and sexually assaulted Moira, causing her to be hospitalised tor a week and

leaving her pregnant. Prom then on, Moira lived apart from her husband, who refused to grant

her a divorce, and she kept the fact that he had a son secrer from him for twenty years.

Height: 57"

Weight: 135 Ihs

Eye Color: Blue

Hair Color; Brown

Moira enjoyed a brilliant career as one of the world s leading geneticists, earning a Nobel Prize

for her work, and she Founded a Mutant Research Center on Muir Island, off die coast of

Scotland, She eventually renewed contact with Professor X during a period he spent in England

working on a degree in psychiatry. The two discussed the possibility of establishing a school for

training mutants in the use of their powers, and Moira became the Professors silent partner in

founding the Xavier Institute.

No amount of training could help Moira cure her son Kevin (Proteus), who had developed

destructive mutant powers. Proteus attacked and possessed Joes body, killing him and using i( in

an attempt to kill Iris mother. Before Proteus could carry out his threat, Colossus destroyed the

raging young man. Subsequently, Moira came ro rake as her ward the young orphaned Scottish

gill Rah tie Sinclair (Wolfsbane ), whom Moira had delivered as a baby, after Sinclair manifested

a lycanrhropic mutant power and was attacked by an angry mob.

Years after working rh rough the

tormem of her past, Moira

devoted her energies to finding, a

cure for the deadly Legacy Virus

ravaging the worlds mutant

population. Just as she discovered

the cure, Muir Island came under

attack by Mystique and her

Brotherhood of Evil Mutants.

Mortally wounded in the

explosion that destroyed tier

research center, Moira clung to

life just long enough for Professor

X to make telepathic contact and

obtain the formula for the cure.

Beast was able to extrapolate a

working antidote from Moira's

formula, released when Colossus

sacrificed himself ro disperse h

into the atmosphere.



CASSANDRA NOVA
203

birth. As the in-urero twin of Professor X , Cassandra

attempted to strangle Charles in the womb, but he fought back

with his exceptional telepathic abilities. As a result of the

psychic struggle, Cassandra was stillborn, but her psyche

managed ro live om It took forty Jong, hard years clinging to a

sewer wail underneath the hospital, but Cassandra used her

own telepathic and telekinetic powers to copy Charles a cells

and slowly build her own body.

Real Name:
Cassandra Moya

First Appearance:
New X-Men #1\4 (2001)

Height: 54"

Weight: 115 lbs

Eye Color: Blue

Hair Color: None

POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Telekinesis

* Telepathy

For every ounce of compassion her brother has, Cassandra has only

hatred. And unlike Charles, who only wants peace between man and

mutant, Cassandra’s main mission and driving ambition is to see the

extermination of her brother Charles?—along with the extermination

of other mutants. Summoning all of her cunning and mutant ability,

Cassandra unleashed a fleet of Sentinels on the island of Genosha,

annihilating the mutant population of 16 million, including

Magneto . No one, nor even Charles, could stop her. They could

only stand back in horror and watch it all happen.

After the Genosha massacre, Cassandra allowed herself to he

captured by her brother and the X-Men in a calculated move. She

then attacked her captors at the Xavier Institute and, during the

struggle, unknown to the X-Men, exchanged bodies with her

brother while permitting her own to be severely damaged. Cloaked

in her brothers body, she announced ro the world via television the

Secret Charles had long kept hidden: He was a mutant like his

trained X-Mcn. While the public did turn its scrutiny on Charles, the move backfired on

Cassandra; rather than allowing the truth to ruin him, the revelation made Charles stronger.

Once he had resumed possession of his body, he was grateful she had taken a step that he

could not take himself. After Cassandra attempted to usurp control ol die Shuar empire and

use the Shi’ar Imperial Guard to attack the X-Mcn, she ultimately fell into a trap set by

[can Grey that virtually destroyed her brain and, a 1 ong wi th it, her powers. Now, with he

r

psyche entrenched in the synthetic brain of a morphogenic alien, the X-Men and Charles

hope they can teach Cassandra to become human.

Art

by

Frank

Quite

ly



PHALANX

ONSLAUGHT

Knowing ir might be the last chance to stop the threat forever, the non-mutant

heroes—including members of the Avengers and the Fantastic Four—flew into

the torrent of psion ic energy, disrupting Onslaughts form. Onslaught was

destroyed—along with the heroes. The mutant members of the assembled teams,

including the X-Men, were unable to help. II Onslaught came to possess a

mutant host* he would become invincible. Later, it was revealed that die Avengers

and the Fantastic Four did not die after all. Rather, the heroes were reborn in a

pocket universe. They returned to their rightful home months later.

Name:
Appearance:

Height:

Weight:
tq;

900 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Possessed the mutant

abilities of Professor X and

Magneto, making him one

of the most powerful

psionic beings ever to have

existed

To tire world at large. Professor X is a man of peace.

But his calm exterior belies a torrent of subconscious

doubts, fears, and anxieties. During a battle between

die X-Men and the Acolytes , Professor X used his

telepathic powers to shut down Magneto s mind

in a moment, of foolish arrogance. During the

psion ie contact. Magneto's anger, grief, and lust

for vengeance entered Professor Xs consciousness.

I I is terrible thought patterns combined with eve17

long-suppressed negative emotion that Professor X
h ad end u red > and som eth i ng awfu I was born . 1 ts

name was Onslaught, Festering like a psychic

wound in Xavier s mind, Onslaught soon began to

manifest himself to others. Over itme. Onslaught

became so powerful that he was able to free

himself" from Professor Xs mind and take control of die powerful telepaths body

Wreaking havoc the likes of which the universe had never seen. Onslaught L was

on course to dominate all mutants and mankind; it seemed no one, noL even die

most powerful superheroes on Earth, could Stop him. One by one, they fell to

defeat at Onslaughts hands. Even Xaviers physical separation from Onslaught

proved futile; once Onslaught was no longer tethered to his original host, lie

became a being of pure psion ic energy and more unstoppable than before.
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First Appearance: Uncanuy X-Mtn // 30b { i 993 )

Height: Variable

Weight: Variable

The Phalanx are an offshoot of the alien

Technarchy, a race of techno-organic beings from

deep space bent on galactic conquest. The Phalanx

first manifested on Earth when members til die

anti-mutant group Lhe Friends of Humanity

voluntarily infected diem selves with Warlock s

transmode virus, transforming themselves into

techno-organic beings better able to wage war

against mtrtanckind* They soon found themselves

taken over by the virus’s basic operating program:

assimilate other beings into die Phalanx collective

by infecting them with the virus. I be Phalanx

planned to conquer the galaxy—but, with the help

of Warlock, the X-Men were able to defeat them.

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Highly intelligent

* Ability to assimilate

inorgan i c ma tree to in cteasc

their mass

INTELLIGENCE
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SENTINELS
2

T hey seek. They hunt. They destroy. They will not stop

until there is no muranr left alive. First Appearance:
X-Men #14 (1965)

Eventho ugh h i s two children, .1, anya and Larry were rn utan ts

themselves. Dr* Boliver Trask could not shake his dread of

Homo superior and feared that one day mutants would rule Homo sapiens. Unwilling Lo

accept this fate, Dr. Trask decided to create Sentinels: immense, 30- foot- tall robots designed

specifically to hum down and kill mutants,

Trask created a prototype called the Master Mold and manufactured the first wave of robots,

Mark 1 Sentinels, from it. But die logic he had instilled in the Sentinels leek them to decide

they could best protect humanity by taking control of it. They summarily rebelled against

I task and held him prisoner along with the

X-Mcn * Trask, realizing he had made a grave

mistake by creating this terrible threat to

humanity, sacrificed Ins life by triggering an

explosion Lhat destroyed not just the

Sentinels but the Master Mold as well.

Deciding to blame the X-Men for his father’s

death, Larry rebuilt a new fleet of Sentinels.

These Mark IT Sentinels could now analyze

any threat and determine how best to

counter it, making them nearly

indestructible. But sens ing Latrv s m utan

t

nature, the Mark 11 Sentinels turned on him,

killing him and destroying their own kind

in the ensuing battle. The Sentinel program,

however, did not die with the Mark If and

countless sanctioned, covert Sentinel bases

still exist around the world—operated by

both mutant-hunting humans and Sentinels

themselves. Using Trasks original designs,

Steven Lang, Sebastian Shaw , and even the

U.S. government have all created Sentinels

to serve their own purposes.

I he latest model of Sentinels are the product

of a shadow-ops p rogram ,
assimilating raw

m a re rials f ro \n autontobile and a i rc r a ft

components, machine parts, and building

materials to keep pace with genetic

mutation. These wild Sentinels appear in

many shapes and sizes, including

microscopic nano-Sen ti nets. Now super-

adaptive, these creations mimic the abilities

and maneuvers of their targets. Perhaps even

more deadly than their forebears, the latest:

incarnation of Sentinels saw the greatest and

most vicious proof of their power when they

methodically annihilated 16 million citizens

ol the mutant enclave Genosha—including

its leader, Magneto ,

Art by Frank Quitely
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WILLIAM STRYKER

Art by Brent Eric Anderson

Mk master sergeant in the U.S, Army Rangers, William Srryker

JPwand his pregnant wife Marty had a ear accident in the

Nevada desert, causing M a rcy to go into labor. Stryker delivered

his son and was shocked to see the baby was born an

abomination. Me immediately killed the child. When his wife

asked lor her baby, Stryker broke her neck. Seeking to disguise

the cold-blooded murder ol his family—and hoping to kih

himself in the process—Stryker loaded their hodics in the wreck

ol their car, gor inside with them and. lit a match that ignited the

leaking gas. The explosion blew Stryker clear of the wreckage,

however, and he survived. His wife and child were burned

beyond recogni tion, leaving no one to know of his crime but

himself Try as he might, Stryker could not forget the events of that day,

and he tnrned ro alcohol for solace. Soon after, Stryker read a magazine

article featuring Professor X and die growing mutant population. .After

months of torment, Stryker finally found the first chic as to what his child

had been: a mutant. It was at that moment Srryker turned to religion,

believing his wife had been the vessel through which Cod had revealed

Sara ns most insidious plot against humanity—to corrupt them

through their children while they were still in the womb. From

that misguided beginning came his ministry, the Stryker

Crusade. For years, Stryker labored to amass a power base with

which to strike our against mutantkind.

Real Name:
William Stryker

First Appearance:
Mtirvel Graphic None!

*5 (mi)

Height: 5H rr

Weight: 170 lbs

Eye Color; Brown

Hair Color: White

Stryker learned of the X-Men from a devoted member of

bis crusade who was a senior officer of the FBI. Stryker

became convinced Xavier was the Antichrist, the supposed

friend of mankind that would ultimately lead them to

destruction. Stryker commanded his soldiers to capture

Xavier and intended to brainwash him into becoming a

weapon to use against bis own kind. Xavier was strapped

machine that won 1 d am p I i fy hi
s
p sion ic sen s i t iv i ty,

him to detect die unique brainwave patterns of both

1aten t muta ti rs a n d thcn destrov their m i n d s * A t a

in Madison Square Garden, Stryker preached to the

masses as the psion ic device was activated. Magneto confronted

Stryker while the X-Men, with whom Magneto had temporarily

allied himself, managed

to free Professor X and

destroy Stryker's

machine. When Stryker

was late i’ arraigned on

charges arising out of

the activities of his

sold i ers
,
he deno tinced

the indictment as

religious persecution

and predicted the

eventual vindication of

himself and his crusade.

r
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JOHN SUBLIME

/o!m Sublime was a 30-year-old pharmaceutical company

owner who secretly longed to be a superhuman mutant. He

believed that humans should be able to advance themselves in the

same way that genetics had allowed mutants to improve. Using

his pharmaceutical company as a from for an illegal mutant

organ harvesting operation. Sublime and others with the same

desire dissected mutants and grafted the mutant body parts onto

and into themselves. Sublime then formed the U-Men, a group

of humans implanted with mutant organs who did his bidding.

Sublime believed in his theory of generic perfection so much that

he invested his fortune into founding the Third Species

Movement* and even wrote a best-selling book titled The Third

Real Name:
John Sublime

First Appearance:
New X-Mm Annml
aim)

Height: m*
Weight: 162 lbs

Eye Color: Blue

Hair Color: Black

(toupee)

Species that outlined his philosophy Following Sublimes public announcement of the formation

of the Third Species Movement* he bought an old prison near Hong Kong where the mutant

Xorn was being held prisoner. His efforts to make the Chinese prison into a mutant organ farm

were thwarted when the X-Men were alerted ro his activities by the Hong Kong branch ol the

X-

C

orporadon , and the team swiftly defeated Sublimes U Men* destroyed the prison* and freed

Xorn. This setback did nothing to destroy Sublimes dreams, for he continued to secretly fund

his Augmcrt project, which had successfully performed mutant organ grafts on children.

Unfortunately for Sublime, Iceman shut down die operation after he was lured to the company

under false pretenses in an attempt ro use him as a living superconductor

Sublime* in a supreme act of hubris, later met Cyclops and Emma Frost in private in his posh

office* I Ic showed them Martha Johansson , a runaway mutant the U-Men had captured whose

living brain had been put in a container. Sublime used Martha’s superhuman telepathic abilities

ro subdue Cyclops and Emma Frost: as they were taken away for harvesting, he ordered

his U-Mcn to attack the Xavie r Institute and claim il as an organ farm.

While lean Crev defeated the Lf-Mcn who sought to invade her

home* Cyclops and Emma broke free of Marthas control. Dangling

Sublime our of an open window, Emma threatened to

drop him if he didric stop his illegal organ thefts*

Though Emma may nut have really wanted to kill

Sublime, just shake a little sense into him,

someone else meant to do him greater harm:

Martha. Marthas mutant brain tdeparIdeally

forced Sublime to free himself from Frosts

grip and caused the mutant wannabe ro

plummet to his death.

Art by I.eiuii Francis Yu
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WENDIGO

Art by Lein ii Francis Yu

Real Name:
Various

First Appearance;
Incredible /bulk #T62

(19.73)

Height: 97"

Weight: 1,800 lbs

Eye Color: Red

Hair Color: White

POWERS/
WEAPONS
* Rir^or-sharp daw# and teeth

* Accelerated healing factor

" Immunity to all. forms of

disease

INTELUGENCE

STRENGTH
•—•—•—•-

SPEED

DURABILITY
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ENERGY PROJECTION
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FIGHTING SKILLS

r he Wend
i

go is the result of an ancient curse laid down by

the Elder Gods oi Canadian folklore that transforms any

person who eats the flesh of another human being in the

Canadian wilderness into a massive* fur-covered humanoid beast.

Ill die first modern documented case of the Wendigo, three

Canadians— Paul Carrier, Georges Baptiste and Henri Cluzot-

—

were hunting in the Canadian North Woods when wolves

attacked them. Cluzot was mortally wounded, and his friends

took him inside a cave for shelter. As the men began to starve,

Cluzot died. Carrier, on rhe verge of insanity, resorted tej eating

the dead mans flesh. In doing so, he fell victim to the curse that

transformed him into the Wendigo. Ultimately, Baptiste and Cartier’s

sister Marie attempted to transfer the curse to the Hulk, with whom
Cartier had clashed several times as the Wendigo. Marie cranquilized

the I lulk, then summoned the Wendigo. But before she could begin

rhe necessary ritual, the Hulk awoke and attacked the Wendigo. In

the midst of their battle, they were confronted by Wolverine, who

had been sent by the Canadian government to subdue the Hulk.

Wolverine and the Hulk together took down the Wendigo, but

fought each other as Marie prepared the Wendigo for the transferral

process* She then gassed the two combatants, reverting the Ilulk to

his human form of Dr. Bruce Banner. Seeing Banner, Baptiste lost all

resolve to help Marie transfer the curse to rhe Ilulk. Marie tried to

move Banner, but he reverted back to the I lulk and renewed his

iigliL with Wolverine. Unseen, Baptiste snuck into the cave in which

the Wendigo. lay and completed the ritual, which transferred the

curse from Cartier to himself, transforming him into the Wendigo,

The Wendigo was next seen attacking campers around Hudson Bay

Aided by Wolverine and

Nightcrawler . Alpha

Flight ilarrowiy defcated

the Wendigo. Shaman cast

a spell that removed the

curse, freeing Baptiste. In

its most recent

i nearnation, the Wendigo

attacked Wolverine and

rhe medieval French

cannibal Mauvais as the

pair did battle in Canada.

After feasting on the

Wendigo s h e a i t, Mauvais

transferred rhe curse onto

himself He was

confronted by Wolverine

and Alpha Flight, and

ultimately defeated by the

Elder Gods of the North,

who trapped him in the

dimension of the ancient

Great Beasts.
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POWERS/WEAPONS _ , K1 .. .

.

Real Name: Inapplicable Height: U
* Powerful my.sticil entity, not First Appearance: Uncanny X-Men #1 88 (1 984) Weig ht: I napp lie-able

mutant by nature

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH
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SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION
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FIGHTING SKILLS

The Adversary is an ancient -mystical entity

possibly demonic in nature, who seeks to

destroy the present tin iverse and create a new

one in its place. The .Cheyenne- Indians refer lo

the Adversary as the “The Great Trickster.”

The Cheyennes shaman* Forge, was trained

from birth to combaL the Adversary and the

X-Men willingly agreed to sacrifice their lives

so Forge could cast the spell need eel to defeat

the Adversary. Bur Roma was able to use her

great powers to return the X-Men to life*.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Superhuman heating factor

* Above-average strength,

speed, and dexterity

* Proficient in the use of

virtually any weapon

INTELLIGENCE

ENERGY PROJECTION
#-•— —*—*—*—

*

FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name; Alex; Hayden Height; 6

First Appearance; Agent (2002) Weight; 215 lbs

Though he has no memory of his past, he has

a clear vision for his Future: become the worlds

greatest mercenary—or die trying. Agent Xs

first conscious memory consists of pa ini

—

awaking to find himself seriously injured with

an "X” carved into his face, he dubbed himself

Alex Hayden and obtained the help of

receptionist Saudi Brandonberg and her

mercenary boyfriend. Taskmaster* Now, armed

with the innate abilities Taskmaster

unwittingly unleashed, Alex operates Agency

X—his own no-questions-asked mercenary

service.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Creation of spears of psionic

energy

• Enhanced strength, speed

and stamina

INTELLIGENCE
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STRENGTH
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SPEED

DURABILITY
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Real Name; Roderick Campbell

First Appeara nee; Fantastk Fou rAnnual #23

(1990)

At the request of Professor X psychologist

Rory Campbell accepted an offer from Moira

Mac'Taggcrt to work at her Mutant Research

Center on Muir Island, where he discovered

an alternate reality in which he became the

mu Lam- hunting Ahab. While in this alternate

reality Ahab cap Lured Rachel .Summers , who

then fled his control after hurling him into a

bank of computers; his body was horribly

mangled in the ensuing explosion. Allah's

injuries tendered him a paraplegic, but, he

walked again after being transformed into a

cyborg.

Height1

; 6T'

Weight; 166 lbs

AHAB

AGENT

X

ADVERSARY
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Real Name: Amiko (full name unrevealed) Height: 4’IQ'
1

First Appearance: Uncanny X-Mtn $W (1 934) Weight: 1 00 I bs

She thrived thanks to ^blvcrines devotion—and nearly died from it. too.

Wolverine Lidop ted Amiko when he encountered the little girls dying mother in

Japan* and he left her in the care of his beloved, Mariko Yaahida . After Marikos

death. Wolverine entrusted Amiko to Yujdo, who cared for the sometimes

troublesome teenager as if she were her own, even going so far as to rrain her in

the martial arts. Bur when Lady Deathstrike crippled Yukio, Sabretooth

kidnapped Amiko, Taunting Wolverine., Sabretooth nearly killed Am^ko

moments after the X'Man arrived* The Weapon X program subsequently

brought Amiko back to full health and returned her to Wolverine as a calculated

show of “good faith.”

Real Name: Jesse Aaronson Height: 6
1

First Appearance: X-Fmxe 432 (1998) Weight: 195 lbs

Orphaned at age 5, Jesse Aaronson was

separated from Ids older brother Christopher

after both were placed in foster care. Jesse was

rescued by Professor X . who taught him to use

his powers. But his brother was the only family

lie had left, and when Bedlam had grown into a

young man, he finally located him. When he

learned that Christopher, using h ts mutant

ability ro scramble minds, had killed their

parents so long ago. Bedlam fought against his

brother as part of the mutant strike force

founded by Nathan Summers , remaining a

member until his apparent death in baede.

POWERS/WEAPONS
4 Generation of a bioelectric

field that disrupts the

normal function of

mechanical and electrical

systems
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Real Name: Belladonna Boudreaux Height: 6'

First Appearance: X-Mm #3 (1992) Weight: 1 50 lbs

Belladonna Boudreaux was born to the leaders of

the New Orleans Assassins Guild. She knew

nothing of die femll/is conflict with the '

J

'h i eves'

Guild, in which her best friend Remy LeBcau

(Gambit) had been raised. The warring Guilds

saw their relationship as a way to forge peace, and

Lhc two were betrothed by their respective

guardians. But before the marriage was

consummated. Remy left Belladonna to escape

Guild life. Though she was understandably bitter

u

y

wa rd s her runaway husband, Be lladoana fln ally

made peace wuh Gambit and now serves as

Viceroy of the Unified Guilds of New Orleans.

POWERS/WEAPONS
4 Generation of blasts of

plasma from her hands

4 Ahiliry to wield magic
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DURABILITY
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POWERS/WEAPONS
• I Jigh-order telepath and

Telekinetic

• Limited ability to time travel

• Mechanical genius

Real Name: Uprevealed Height: 5'3"

First Appearance: X~A4en: Prime (1 995) Weight: 105 lbs

Born into a post-apocalyptic alternate future,

Blaqucsmith became the. first male ever to

learn the ways of the Askani Sisterhood, a

group of warrior women who opposed die

tyfan n ica I rule of Apocalypse . Blaquesm i th

willingly twisted and corrupted his mortal

form because he understood it was necessary to

perform the task with which he had been

charged: menroring die Chosen One of the

Askani, Nathan Summers. Blaqucsmith

remains steadfast in his devotion Nathan,

always willing to risk his life to train the young

man in die Ways of the Askani.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Teleportation

INTELLIGENCE
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DURABILITY
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Real Name: Lila Cheney Height; 5 10

First Appearance: Mw MnmM Annual #1 Weight: 1 43 lbs

(1984)

After escaping a life of cosmic slavery, dabbling

for a time as an i ntergalactic thief Lila Cheney

became an interstellar star as a member of Lhe

band Cars Laughing. Blaming Earth as a

whole for her early slavery, she laLer tried to

sell the planet to an alien race. Her failed

attempt led to an encounter with the New

Mu tarns , and then a long and favorable

acquaintance with die young heroes and a brief

romance with Cannonball . Years later. Cats

Laughing would have the profound honor of

playing at die weddings of Cyclops ro [can

Grey and Captain Britain to Meggan ,

Real Name: Valerie Cooper Height: 5 '7"

First Appearance; Uncanny X-Men $
1 76 (19831 Weight: 1 32 lbs

Or, Val Cooper is a political figure who- rose to become Special .Assistant to the

President's National Security Advisor out of her driving concern over the danger

that she believed superhuman activity posed to the United States. Val fervently

believed the LLS. government should be able to protect itself against

superhuman mutants and, if necessary, strike back against them. Though her

stance has softened somewhat over time, even allowing her to use her position to

surreptitiously help the X-Mcn , Val remains very much entrenched in the

bureaucracy of anti-mutant politics.

VALERIE

COOPER

LILA

CHENEY

BLAQUESMITH
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Real Name: Graydon Greed Height: 6

First Appea ranee: 9CAfe #299 (1 993) Weight: 3 8 1 lbs

Graydon Creed hated everything he bad been born into. As die child of

Sabretooth and Mystique, Graydon grew up ro became a rabid anti-mutant

lobbyist and founded the Friends of Humanity, a grassroots campaign

dedicated to eradicating the mutant menace. After his campaign turned into a

national movement* Greed capitalized on his notoriety and ran tor president

on an -and-mutant platform. But on Election Day eve, an unknown assassin

disintegrated Graydon with a plasma beam. It was only later revealc^ that the

blast was fired by a future version ol Mystique who been sent back in time to

ensure her sons death.

Real Name: Silas Burr Height: C2”

First Appearance: Marvel Comks Prints #83 Weight: 300 lbs

(1991)

Wolverine once admired the muLam mercenary

Cyber, but the pair had a falling- out over a

woman. Employed years later as an enforcer lor

a powerful drug cartel, Cyber again encountered

Wolverine, Twice defeated by the X-Mam Cyber

was abducted by Genesis , who released a swarm

of flesh-eating mutant beetles that devoured the

mercenary's flesh and bone, leaving only his

adamannum skin intact. The adamant turn was

forged into a new skeleton for die true object of

Genesis's recruitment: Wolverine, whose own

adman athim hat! been stripped Irani his body.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Adam anti urn-laced skin

* Retractable adamaminm

claws-—one laced with a

hallucinogenic, the oiher, a

deadly neurotoxin
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Real Name: Marius St. Croix Height: 6 3"

First Appearance: Generation X* 1 (1994) Weight: Unrevealed

The Algerian-born Marius St. Croix i.s the

brother of M. After Marius turned to the study

of dark magicks in the hope ol gaining enough

power to one day rule the world, his siblings

banished him to another dimension. During his

long years of imprisonment, Kn ipla te 1 earned he

was a mutant when his powers manifested

themselves in the form of a need to Iced on the

bone marrow of other mutants to live. Taken to

terrorizing his sister and her friends for fresh

food, Emplate: has escaped to his previous

pocket dimension to continue his quasi

-

vampiric 1 i festy 1 e

.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Feeds on the bone marrow

of mutants to remain in this

physical plane

* Can transform others into a

creature like himself
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POWERS/WEAPONS
* Misdirection

* Teleportation

* Superhuman strength,

reflexes., durability and

stamina

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY
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ENERGY PROJECTION
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FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name: Jean-Phi 1 1 ipe (full name

un revealed)

First Appearance: A% X-Mm # 1 28 (2002)

Height: TO
11

Weight: 174 lbs

He is a living weapon created by the enigmatic

Weapon Plus program. Infused with nano-

Sen Li n el technoio

g

y ai ld art i fi ci a 1
1y evolved

through a thousand generations in the space of

a year, Fantomex was dubbed Weapon XIII.

In jured when a train carrying himself and

Weapon XII crashed in the Channel,

Famomex sought sanctuary at the Paris

headquarters of the X-Corporation . Leading

Professor X and lean Grey back to die

Channel to help him stop the threat posed by

Weapon XI 1, Hnnome x activated a remote

detonator and killed Weapon XII instantly.

POWERS/WEAPONS
•Ability to drain the life force

of orher organic beings to

open portals that cross both

time and space
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Real Name: Trevor Fitzrpy Height: 6 2''

First Appearance: Uncanny XrMen #281 (1991.) Weight: 170 lb

A native of the same wantorn future as

BLsJipp, Trevor F.iczroy was imprisoned after

using his powers to embark on a life of crime.

He escaped with nearly one hundred convicts,

who followed him hack in time to our present T

where they were all tracked down and exeemed

by Bishop; only Trevor escaped. While on the

loose, he slew the Hell ions . The X-Mcn s

intervention prevented him from killing

Fmma frost as well. Years later. Trevor met up

with Bishop one last time. Attempting to

escape, he was held fast by Bishop; as his

portal collapsed, Trevor was severed in two.

PCWERS/WEAPONS
• Superhuman telepath

* Possesses the ability to

manipulate the thoughts

and actions of others

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION
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FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name: Un revealed Height: 5'
9"

First Appeara ace: Uncanny X-Men #282 ( 1 99 1 ) Welg ht: 1 57 lbs

The Gamcsrnasters mutant ability to read the

minds of every sentient being on the planet

emerged at an early age, profoundly affecting

hk sanity. At some point, the Gamesrn aster

was contacted by the i minor La I sorceress

Selene, then Black Queen of die Hell fire

Club, to join the Upstarts, a group of wealthy

and powerful individuals handed together for

the sole purpose of killing mutants to earn

points in a twisted game. He agreed, if only to

provide a distraction from the constant chatter

of the billion-plus voices in his mind.

GAM

ESM

ASTER

TREVOR

FITZROY

FANTOMEX
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Real Name: Tyler IMysprkig Height: 6 1

First Appearance: CM / 1 8 [ 1 994) Weight: 225 lbs

Ihe son o! Nadian Summers in a f,ir-ilung

alternate future in which A^ocMyjiye had

succeeded in raking over I he world, Genesis

Traveled buck ra our present: following rhe death

ofApocalypse and set out to usurp the mucant

warlord's power for himself Deciding to enlist

Wolverin e, Genesis captured the X-Maru whose

adarrmnrium had been forcibly removed from

his body by Magneto . Genesis attempted to re-

outfit Wolverine with the adamant i urn lie had

stripped from Cyber's flesh, but Wolverine

rejected the bonding process and killed Genesis

in a feral rage.

POWERS/WEAPONS
Ability to forge a psionic

link with another

consciousness and project its

memories as psi-plasmk

holograms

Real Name: Maddync Jennifer Height: 5 8"

Pryar-Nummers Weight: 143 lbs

First Appearance: Uncamn X-M&i #
1 68 ( 1 983 )

POWERS/WEAPONS
Telepathy

• Telekinesis

• Flight

Mr. Sin ister created Maddync Pry or, the clone of

Jean G rey, to weduer ( yc lops and beat a chi Id

who would possess the genetic potential of both

Jean and Cyclops—something Mr, Sinister had

long sought tor his own personal gain. Though

Sinister s plans came to pass, Madelyne grew too

insane to control and tried to kill herself and her

child, Nathan Summers, to take revenge on

Cyclops, who had left her to reunite with Jean,

Joining NNstlrh in his demon invasion of New

York. Madefyne died Fighting the X-Mcn.

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name: Henrv Peter Gyrich Height: f/H
1

First Appea rance : An'Hgm Tt 165 (

T

)77

)

Weigh t; 2251 l>s

.

Federal Agent Henry Cvrich has devoted his career to cracking down on the

national and international ducats presented by the rise of mutants. In one of

his first high-profile uers, the mutant-hating agent was appointed by die

National Security Council to investigate unofFwi.il reports o I irregularities in

the operations of the Avengers, Girths mightiest heroes. He later went Oil to

consult on Project Widcawakts a covert government commission created io

deal with the problems posed by the growing number of mutants in America.

Next, ( Jvrich was a key player in Bastion s anti-mutant strike force

Operation; Zero Tolerance—until he became a target of the Sentinels

himself and ordered the corrupt operation dosed down.
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POWERS/WEAPONS
• Mother anti fetus allow

individu ais to und ergo

destruction and subsequent

rebirth that results in either

healing or death

INTELLIGENCE
I** a a jb. *>,

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION
» ^ • •

FIGHTING SKILLS

L -

Real Name:
First Appearance:

Radha Dastoot

X-Famr #96 (1993)

Height: 6
'

Weight: 15.1 lbs

Convinced the mutant Fetus growing inside

her signaled the coming ol a golden age that

would see hitmans and mutants evolve into

one race, Rad ha Dastoo r set out to initiate the

Great Destruction foretold in her best-selling

books, Haven used her supporters to fan the

flames of political unrest by inciting riots and

wars In an alarming number of countries. Her

actions caught the attention of the Adversary ,

who possessed Havens fetus and caused it to

grow to term. Haven died in childbirth,

unleashing the threat of the Adversary into the

world once more.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Protective suit of

crystallizeddi afn ium a rm ( j r

* Highly evolved brain

advanced to the upper limit

of human potential

INTELLIGENCE
* 3 —• * * »

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

FIGHTING SKILLS

Rea I Name: t*1erb ert Edgar Wyndham Height: 6'2"

First Appearance: 7'A»r#133 (1966) Weight: 200 lbs

Beginning life as Herbert Wyndham, an

Oxford University student in the 1930s, the

High Evolutionary first built a machine

capable of accelerating the genetic evolution of

living organisms thanks to information

provided by Mr. Sinister, When I vis

experiments provoked anger and hostility in

Ids peers, Wyndham built his own research

fac i 1 tty o i i Wundagore Mounratn ini rails i a.

He continues to master the art of changing the

structure of living things to suit his whims, as

well as engaging in engineering projects to

create his tools ol mutation.

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Enhanced strength

* Flight via boot jets

INTELLIGENCE

SPEED

DURABILITY
*—•—#—•— I ^

ENERGY PROJECTION
* e—» (g U—

Insanely jealous of overprivileged college

roommate Warren Worthington ill

( Archangeld Cameron Hodge came to believe

mutants were a threat to humanity Hodge

secretly plotted against Worthington, arranging

to have his damaged wings amputated. When

Hodge killed Archangels fiancee, the hero

beheaded him in a blind rage. Thanks to a deal

he had struck with Nhisrirh , Hodge survived.

He resurfaced as a: head attached to a

mechanical, spider- like body, and convinced

others to join him in the Phalanx , Hodge was

killed when the Phalanx's base scll-destructed.

Real Name:
First Appearance:

C iamcron Hodge.

U98G)

Height: 5' 10”

Weight: \ 68 lbs

CAMERON

HODGE

high

EVOLUTIONARY

HAVEN



KA-ZAR

CHARLOTTE

JONES

STEVIE

HUNTER

Height; 5T
Weight: 121 lbs-

Real Name: Scovie Hunter

First Appearance: X Men # 1 39 (1 98fl]

Once a talented ballet dancer, Stevie 1 lunter saw her career cut short by an

unfortunate accident that badly injured her knee. Stevie eventually estab-

lished Ms. Hunters Dance Academy in Salem Center, New York. After

Shadowcat began raking lessons at the school, she and Stevie became close

friends. Although initially frightened by the dangerous life Shadoweat 's

X-Men friends led, Stevie stuck by Shadowcat and came to join the staff of

the Xavier Institute as the physical trainer and therapist for botlvyhe X-Men

and the New Mutants, Kvenruaiiy, Stevie returned to her true passion and

resumed teaching dance at her studio in Salem Center.

Real Name; Charlotte Jones Height; 5T
First Appearance: X-Factor #51 f 1 990) Weight; 129 lbs

Once a trauma nurse at a Brooklyn hospital and the wife of a police officer,

Charlotte Jones became a police officer herself after a stray bullet killed her

husband and paralyzed her son. Tommy Charlotte, who was eventually

promoted to detective, remains a steadfast ally and supporter of the X-Mc n,

whom she first encountered when Archangel saved her life. For a time, the two

were also romantically involved. When Sent inels from Bastion s government-

sponsored anti-mutant strike force Operation: Zero Tolerance abducted her son

to force her to betray Iceman and Cecilia Reves , Char Itme bad no choice but

to give up the pair. Fortunately, members of the X-Men rescued Tommy shortly

before OZT was shut down. More recently, Charlotte called in the X-Men to

help investigate the murders perpetrated by Maximus Lobo .

Real Name: Kevin Plunder Height: 6 2"

First Appearance: X-Men *10 (196?.) Weight: 215 lbs

The second son of a British nobleman and

scientist, Ka-Zar has called the Savage Land

home for most of his life. After his fathers

murder, Ka-Zar was raised by Zabu, the last

survivor ol a species of saber-toothed tiger

hunted to near extinction^ and learned the ways

of the flora and fauna of the entire hidden

jungle; he came to think and act like a savage.

He later regained his knowledge of his British

upbringing, and met and married American

explorer Shanna O Hara. Ka-Xar and Shauna

have often aided the X-Men in their exploits in

the Savage Land.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Natural athletic, hunting,

foraging, survival, and

combative abilities that have

been honed to the peak of

human perfection
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POWERS/WEAPONS
* Mayter strategist

* I Highly skilled, in many

forms of armed and.

unarmed combat

Real Name: Unseated Height: 6
r

E"

First Appearance: MremeX-Mm#10(2002} Weight: 352 lbs

Khan rules a vast empire that has mercilessly

con c.jtiered ill lcrna re Earth s in mul tijil

e

dimensions. When Khan led an assault team co

the Earth inhabited, by die X-Men as part of his

invasion force, the powerful mutants captured

him. During Ids captivity, Khan became

infatuated with Storm . After his lieutenant .

rescued him, Khan kidnapped die object of his

desire, swearing to make her Ids queen, Storm

rejected him and escaped, lb stave off the

invasion, the X-Men focused their powers in an

attack on Khan's ship, destroying it and the

portal dial gave Khan’s armies access to Earth.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Ability to siphon off other

mutants' energies

intelligence
i 0 —ft—

*

—ft—ft

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION
ft « •?—ifs?- s =t *>

FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name: Krakoa Height: Variable

F irst Appearanee: Gumr-Size X-Mm #1 (1975) Weighf : Variab l

e

following the test detonation of an atomic

bomb in the South Pacific, the irradiated

components of the tropical island Krakoa

became linked into a collective consciousness.

The X-Mcn learned oi Krakoa s existence buL

did nor realise the island itself was the mutant

when they arrived to investigate, Krakoa

captured them and siphoned off their energies.

Krakoa s end finally came when Polaris

directed a magnetic holt to the center of the

Earth, severing the planets primary lines of

magnetic force, Krakoa was flung into space,

where it apparently died.

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Psion ie ability to cast

illusions, causing people to

see, hear, touch,. smell, or

taste tilings which do not

actually cxisL

Rea I Name: ftegan Wynga rde Height: 5
r

1

0

'

First Appearance: X-Treme X-Man #6 (2001) Weight: 147 lbs

The daughter of the powerful mutant

Mastermind
,
Lad y M as term i nd took erap

1

tyy

with Stfhastian Shaw , agreeing to help him

exact revenge on Sage For her years oi betrayal.

Lady Mastermind trapped Sage m a series of

illusions designed Lo bind her mentally and

emotionally to Shaw onee again , Bm Sage

managed to summon Lifeguard , who diverLed

Lady Mastermind long enough for Sage lo

exact her own revenge.' Fuming Lady

Masterminds powers against her, Sage

shattered her psyche.

LADY

MASTERMIND

KRAKOA

KHAN



MAXIMUS

LOBO

LIVING

MONOLITH

LEGION

Real Name: David Charles Halier Height: 5'9"

First Appearance: New Mutants #26 (1985) Weight: 1 30 lbs

By die time Professor X learned of his son with

Gabriel le I Idler, the teenage boy had been

overtaken by multiple personalities, Though the

New Mutants were able to stabilize Legions,

psych e, his mind was that of a 10-year-old boy

Naively thinking he was helping his father,

legion traveled back in time to kill Magneto ,

legion ended up killing his- father instead when

Professor X selflessly dove in front of Magneto

to save his life. Bishop traveled back in time to

prevent the murder, and Legion died as a result

of the energies unleashed during the encounter.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Telepathy

* Ability to absorb the

consciousness of others

• telekinesis

• Psion ic ability to start fires

Real Name: Ahmet Abdol Height: Til
11

First Appearance: X-Mm #54: ( 1969) Weight: 1 84 tbs

After determining die abilities of Alex Summers

(Havok) canceled out his own, archaeology

p ro lesso r Airmei Abdo I kidnapped h im. and

blocked cosmic rays from reaching his body.

Now able to absorb more radiation than usual.

Abdol grew into a 33 -foot- tall giant with vast

power. After the X-Men freed Havok, the Living

Monolith reverted to normal and escaped.

I h rough the years, Abdol continued to alternate

between forms until Apocalypse tried to make

him a conduit for absorbing the powers of other

mutants. 1 he Monolith went on a rampage that

was stopped only through i he efforts of Bishop.

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Ability to absorb cosmic

radiation to increase his size,

mass, strength, and

resistance to physical injury

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH
*—«—

•

—•-

SPEED

DURABILITY
*—*—•—*—•-

ENERGY PROJECTION
*—*

—

• m ^ i

FIGHTING SKILLS|0I>—#—fr-

Rea I Name: Maximus Lobo Height: 6 4
"

First Appearance: Uncanny X-Meu #4:17 (2003) Weight: 240 lbs

Maximus La >bo headed Lobo
r

[ echnolo gi es
,
a

division of Worthington Enterprises owned by

Archan gel. I .obo decided he would no longer

wait patiently for mankind to become extinct

and led other mutants like himself to slaughter a

group of humans. Called in by Charlotte Jones

to help investigate die murders, the X-Men
tracked the attackers scent to Lobo lech. While

attempting to escape, Lobo set fire to the fuel

tanks in the Lobo Tech warehouse, which

destroyed the facility in a massive explosion. The

X-Men survived, but Lobos fate is unknown.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Ability to transform himself

into a humanoid wolf-like

form

INTELLIGENCE
«

—

o —e

—

m— *

STRENGTH
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SPEED

DURABILITY
*—*
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«

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS
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POWERS/WEAPONS
* Sorceress

Teleportation via stepping-,

discs

Real Name:

First Appearance:

Jimaine Szardos; Amanda

Selton (alias)

X'Meti (imy

Height: 5'6"

Weight: 125 lbs

Daughter of [lie Gypsy sorceress Margali

S/ardos
, J j matn e Szardo s grew np aIon gsid e

Nigh Lerawlcr
,
whom lier sympa thetic mor 1 1 er

had adop red. The two fell in love, only to be

separated once Nigh (.crawler joined die

X-Men, Timainc rekindled her relationship

with Nightcrawler after she helped convince

M argali of Kurts innocence in the death of her

brother Stefan, but the two. ultimately parted

as just friends. After continuing her study of

sorcery, Jimaine became rhe Mistress of Limbo,

taking on the name Magik in honor of illyana

Rasputin (Magik) .

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Psion ic ability to cast

illusions, causing people to

see, hear, touch, smell, or

taste things which do not

actually exist

INTELLIGENCE
n flP ii

—i * *

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name: Martinique Jason Height: 5' 10"

First Appearance: Woberine/Gamhn: Vimrm Xl Weight: ]43 lbs

(1995)

Martinique Jason is the daughter of rhe

original mutant Mastermind . During her stint

with the Brotherhood of Evil Mutants,

Martinique was rendered comatose in a

struggle with rhe X-Mcn . Later liberated by

Multiple Man, she remained in a coma while

Banshee used her powers to control the minds

of former villains serving in his paramilitary

X-Corps. But Martinique awakened, and

conspired with Mystique ro seize control of

X-Corps’ assets and unleash chaos across

Hurop e . When Myst iqu e w its defeated by

Abyss , Martinique fled.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Abiliry to absorb kinetic

energy

* Weapon X augmentation

that greatly retarded his

aging process

INTELLIGENCE
ft ft i— +-

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY
• . •

ENERGY PROJECTION
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»
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FIGHTING SKILLS
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Real Name: Christoph Nord Height: 6'3"

First Appearance: X-Men fS (1992) Weight: 230 lbs

Bom in Hast Germany, Maverick opposed the

C loinmunis t regim e an d bteame a Ireedom
fighter for the West Germans. So devout were

his beliefs dial Maverick killed his own

brother, who had sworn allegiance to the East

Germans, in battle. He later joined the

Weapon X program, serving alongside

Sabretooth , Wolverine , and lohn Wraith .

Weapon X eventually decided Maverick had

outlived his usefulness, and he was seemingly

killed by Sabretooth after rejecting an offer to

rejoin the program.

MAVERICK

MASTERMIND

II

MAGIK

II



MOJO

IRENE

MERRYWEATHER

MEGGAN

leggan Braddock

Migfefy World of'Marvd .#7

{1983)

Height: 57
rt

Weight: 128 lbs

Manifesting her powers ar birth, Meggan

insLincti vdy sprouted fur as a response to the

cold. She later began reading subconsciously to

die suspicions and fears of those around her.

growing wings, fangs, and talons. Rescued by

Captain B ritai n , Meggan began to develop

feelings for die hero, bur they went unrequited.

Realizing that she was an empathic metaniorph,

Megan synchronized herself with Captain

Britains desires and transformed herself into a

stunning young woman. After years as members

of Britain's premier super-team, Excallbur, the

two eventually retired and were wed.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Shapeshifring

• Flight

INTELLIGENCE
*—«-

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY
i t t » «

»

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS
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Real Name: Irene Merrywearher Height: 5' 10"

First Appearance: Cam. #48 (1997) Weight: 1 46 lbs

journalist Irene Merrywearher wanted more from life than the drudgery of

reporting for the tabloid The Inquiring Eye- especially with the reputable Lhuly

Bugle newspaper right next door. Irene decided to lake charge of her career and

report on something that really mattered’ an expose of Sebastian Shaw . After

she got too close to revealing Shaws true identity and actions, Nathan

Sum mers rescued Irene from Shaws clutches, and their ongoing friendship

began. Her tenacity and hard work paid off when the Bugle took notice and

hired Irene as a staff writer.

Real Name: Mojo Height: 6 9"

First Appearance: Umgshot #2 (1985) Weight: 51 2 lbs

.Absolute ruler of the other dimensional

Mojowo rid, Mojo uses television as a means to

dominate the populace. In his quest lo create

over- l lie- top programming for his

entertainment-addicted, citizens, lie has often

captured unwitting X-Men and forced them ro

serve as actors in his bizarre productions.

Operating on the lunatic fringe of the creative

spirit, Mojo places no boundaries on his

imagination or Lite lengths to which he 11 go to

achieve his vision.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Superhuman strength

* "Anti-liteforce" which

causes death and decay to

whatever or whomever he

rouches

INTELLIGENCE
9 S * 0-

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY
•— ^ >—-*—#-

ENERGY PROJECTION
* *—• » *-

FIGHTING SKILLS
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POWERS/WEAPONS
* Flight

* Ability to shape change

•Can transform human

beings into demonic

creatures with his touch

intelligence

STRENGTH
•—•—l ^ l

SPEED

DURABILITY
#—

—

*—*— I 0
ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS
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*
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Real Name:
First Appearance:

N’astirh

X-Faclor #32 ( 1988)

Height: Variable

Weight: Variable

N’astirh Is a demon from the extra-

dimensional realm of Limbo. N’astirh wanted

to study sorcery under Bdasco , nilet of

Limbo, but was passed over in favor Magik. As

a result, Nlastirh stole Belascos book of spells

and fled Limbo to teach himself After S vm

rose ro power in Limbo, N’astirh returned to

aid him in a demonic invasion of New York,

intending to betray S’ym and take control of

the Earth himself I laving unleashed Maddyn

Pryors full potential as the Goblin Queen ,

N’astirh fell afoul of the X-Men , whose

combined attack caused him to explode.

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Master ninja and martial

artist possessing mystical

abilities

INTELLIGENCE
» III 9 • •

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name: Ogun (fu 1 1
•nam e iinreyealed) Height; A9"

F i rst Appearanee: -Kit n> Prye/e & IValvnim-' #2 ( 1 984) We ight: 1 46 Ibs

Once Wolve rine’s teacher, Ogun kidnapped

and hypnotized Shadowcat . trained her in the

martial arts and sent her to kill his former

pupil; only the shock of the battle snapped her

out of the spell. Wolverine then slew Ogun,

who later returned in spirit form by possessing

o lhe rs' hod i es, d etermined to Lil 1 Wo lve ri n e

.

After ultimately possessing Viper
,
Ogun rried

to jump into Wolverine, but the X-Man's mind

was too bestial and fragmented, and Ogun was

driven back into Viper. Only by severely

wounding Viper was Wolverine able to

exorcise Ogun.

POWERS/WEAPONS

• Secretes a ledia.1 airborne

toxin

• Arms are implanted with

carbonadium tentacles

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH
I • 0 • B-B

SPEED

DURABILITY
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ENERGY PROJECTION
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Real Name: Arkady Rossoyich Height: 611

First Appearance: WM^44 (.1992) Weight: 423 lbs

Serial killer Arkady Rossovich was trailshinned

Into a state-ol-Lhe- arl super-soldier by the

KGB, but Omega Red could not control his

abilities and was placed into suspended

animation. Recovered by agents ol the ninja

clan known as the I land, Omega Red clashed

repeatedly with the X-Men and Wolverine .

Later, he was recruited by Sabretooth to attack

the friends and family of Wolverine alongside

Lady Deathsirike. The two crippled Yu kip

before being abandoned by Sabretooth.

OMEGA

RED

OGUN

N'ASTIRH



ROMA

PROTEUS

PENANCE

Real Name: Various Height: 5
'

5
"

First Appearance: GmrnitiwXzi (1994) Weight: 130 Lbs

Penance is a spirit form of magical origin that

acts as a physical and men cal prison for other

sentient: beings. After Monet St, Croix (M)

angered her brother, Em plate, he used screen

to trap her in rhe form ol Penance, Monet

eventually escaped, and Penance took hold of

Monefs twin sisters, Claudette and Nicole,

merging them into one entity. Ultimately, rhe

twins were freed, and Penance was believed to

be nothing more than an empty shelf However,

ir appears a third victim has since been trapped

in the form of Penance—possibly Marius Sr.

Croix.

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Super-dense molecular

structure that renders every

edge of her body sharp

enough to cut through stone

INTELLIGENCE

SPEED
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DURABILITY
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Real Name: Kevin MacTaggert Height: Variable

First Appearance: WMen #104 (1977) Weight: Variable

Proteus, son of Moira MacTaggert, manifested

his dangerous mutant powers as a young boy.

Moira was forced to imprison him in a specially

designed cdJ while she worked to find a cure.

Years 1 a ter, he broke tree, forced to possess

odters to sustain himself, he made his way to

Edinburgh to take possession of his father,

Joseph MacTaggert. Proteus fought the X-Men
while distorting reality throughout the ciry, and

his tremendous outpouring of energy destroyed

his fathers body. When Colossus smashed his

fists into Proteus? energy form, die resulting

explosion temporarily dispersed his energies.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Psion ie ability to

manipulate and alter reality

• Telepathy

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY
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*

ENERGY PROJECTION
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FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name: Roma Height: 6 3"

First Appearance: '€ap&m Britain # 1 (1 976) Weight: .1 75 lbs

Roma and her immortal father Merlin decreed

that Brian Braddock should be Britain s

champion, empowering him to become Captain

Britain. Roma and Merlin together served as

Captain Britain's patrons and advisors until years

later, when Merlin seemingly died after waging

an intense mystical struggle against evil forces.

Roma succeeded him as the guardian of

Otherwot'ld. When a sentient computer

captured Roma and tried to lay waste to

Otherwo rid, Captain Britain helped her defeat

the aggressor.

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Master sorceress

INTELLIGENCE
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STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY
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POWERS/WEAPONS
* Strong telepathic powers

• M&mpuVilkin of the astral

plane

Real Name: Amah l Farouk

First Appearance: X-Nkn #117 (1979)

After a meeting in a Cairo bar witii Professor

X turned into a battle between their astral

forms, Amahl Farouk was defeated by a bolt of

psychic force and collapsed dead at the table.

' Vhough his body died that day, the Shadow

King retained his astral spirit, allowing his

consciousness to survive by taking forceful

possession of a physical host. From Karma to

Professor Xs son Legion, whom Farouk used

to kill Destiny, the Shadow King has

possessed them all. fLilly aware that a

malignant mint! is much harder to kill than a

warm body

Height: Variable

Weight: Inapplicable

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Genetically engineered to be

the perfect warrior

INTELLI0ENCE
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Real Name: Gavecdra Seven Height: 6‘3"

First Appeara nee: New Mutants #99 ( 1 99 1 ) Weight: 1 95 lbs

A bio-engineered being living in the future of

die alternate dimension knowm as irhe

Mo jo verse. Shat terstar wras created to he a

warrior in Mojovvorids televised gladiatorial

games. Eventually managing to escape his

subjugators and travel back in time. Shatterstar

sought help in annihilating his World's leader,

Mojo. Although the defeat has yet to come to

pass, Shatters tar has proven to be a valuable

ally of Earths mightiest mutant teams;

Shatterstar maintains his hope that one day

Mojo wall be no more.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Ability to generate an

extremely powerful taehyon

energy field, typically

focused through his katana

sword

INTELLIGENCE
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STRENGTH
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DURABILITY
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Haight: 6 6
"

Weight: 250 lbs

niLLchio Harada

ipeu i uiilc* Daredevil #111 (1974)

At an early age, Kentitch io H a rad a began

studying the fighting methods and code of

honor of the tried i eval Japai iese samu rai. He

bound himself to Viper , serving as her

bodyguard. The Silver Samurai later struck an

uneasy alliance with Wolverine to free private

investigator Jessica Drew from the influence of

the mystical Black Blade. Alter the death of his

half-sister Mariku Yaahida , Harada took over

as head of Clan Yashida’s business holdings

with the aim of ridding it of all criminal ries.

SILVER

SAMURAI

SHATTERSTAFt

SHADOW

KING



SPIRAL

SKIN

SKIDS

Real Name: Sally Blevins Height: 5'5"

First Appearance: A' Factor #7 ( i <J86) Weight: 1 1 5 lbs

Abused by her stepfather, Skids hie die streets to

find a safer life and eventually came to join [he

Mo rlocks In their underground tunnels In New
York City, it was through the Morlocks that

Skids began a close friendship with Rusty

Collins and came under rhe protection of the

original team ofX-Men (including Cyclops and

lean Urey) . But the pair were kidnapped and

brainwashed by mutant criminals, eventually

joining rhe Acolytes , in whose service Rusty was

killed hy Holocaust. Determined to live a

normal life after Rusty’s death, Skids enrolled in

college to .study biology.

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Ability to create a force field

around her body

INTELLIGENCE

• # •—

•

—•—•—*
STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION
• • «

FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name: Angelo Espinosa Height; s'7”

First Appearance: Uncanny X-Men #317 ( 1 994) Weight: ] 10 lbs

1

’h is former L.A. gang member faked his own

death to leave his ugly past behind. Kidnapped

by the Phalanx in an attempt to assimilate him

into their collective. Skin was rescued by the

X-Men anti then invited to join the new

Massachusetts Academy branch of the Xavier

Ins titute to train with other young mutants.

During this time. Skin was targeted by an

armored vigilante who believed Skin to be

responsible for rhe death of Angelo Espinosa,

nor knowing that the two were one and the

same Wh en ch e Academy clo sed, Skin returned

to Los Angeles,

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Possesses between four and

six feet of extra skin on his

body which he can stretch*

deform, expand or compress

Real Name: Rita (full name imrevealed) Height: 5' 10"

First Appearance: hmgshot/* l (1985) Weight: 162 lbs

Captured by Mojo, stuntwoman Ricochet Rita

was transformed by generic engineering into

Spiral, a six-armed, spell-weaving slave. Under

Mojos command, Spiral manipulated the

X-Men into participating in TV performances

designed to capture huge ratings for Mojos

television-obsessed society. While on assignment

on Barth, Spiral created the Body Shoppe, where

she used genetics and magic to transfarm people

into cyborgs, including Col e, Macon tk Reese

and Lady Pea tits trike. Later, .Spiral provided

Psyiockc with a pair of bionic eyes that doubled

as cameras projecting a live feed of the X-Men s

exploits to Mojoworld.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Four extra arms, one of

which is constructed,

entirely from an unknown

metal

* Sorcery
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POWERS/WEAPONS
• Telekinesis

Real Name: Stryfo Height; 6'fT

First Appearance: New MutantsMG (1990) Weight; 350 lbs

The clone of Nathan Summ ers in on

e

: possible

future, Stryfe s burgeoning arrogance and

cruelty received, encouragement from his

adoptive father Apocalypse , and he saw

destruction as a means to validate his life.

Following his nemesis Nathan into the present,

Stryfe unleashed the Legacy Virus, a terminal

disease targeting mutants. In a final bid to wipe

out humanity* he attempted to release an

ancient evil—but when Nathan forced him to

relive his victims
7

pain, lie sought to atone for

bis actions by containing die evils power inside

himself and was consumed by its energies.

POWERS/WEAPONS
• Ability to project blasts of

concussive force

Real Name: Vmcvcakd Height; 67"

First Appearance: Uncanny X-Men $400 (2001) Weight: 231 lbs

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

^ —•—•—
SPEED

DURABILITY
•—#—•—> ^ *

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

The Supreme Pontiff is the leader of the

Chu rch of I 1um a ni ty, a mu ta n t-bat i ng

organization of religious fanatics. Fie was born

centuries ago and began his lifelong hatred of

non-h umans after a demon summoned by his

occult-practicing parents killed his father.

Working to destroy the mutant scourge, the

Supreme Pont if! compelled his soldiers to

slaughter the staff and clients of the mutant

brothel X-Ranch. By the time the X-Men

arrived on the scene, they could save only

Stacv X—the soldiers had incinerated

everyone else inside.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Demon i cally-derived

incredible strength

* Razor-sharp teeth and claws

Real Name: S ym Height: Variable

F irst Appearance: Uncanny X-Men #160(19 <3 2) Weight: Variable

The demon S'ym served as the enforcer lor the

sorcerer Belasco, ruler of Limbo, but always

hoped to take the reins of power for himself

one day; When Warlocks father pursued the

New Mutants through Limbo, he infected

Sym with the transmode virus, which vastly

augmented his powers, Sym led an assault

against Magik., who fled to Earth and left

S'ym to rule. S'ym then sought to gain control

of Earth as well. Magik was forced to sacrifice

her power and reconfigure Limbo as if she had

never been there. Her action removed S’ym

and all of his followers From Earth.

S'YM

SUPREME

PONTIFF

STRYFE
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TtLBY

M

argali

szardos

SYNCH

Real Name* Everett Thomas Height: 5
r

1T
r

First Appeara nee: &Mm #36- ( 1 994) Weig ht: 165 lbs

Alter straight-A student Everett 1 hom as was

Lidnappet I from his home hi St. Louis by the

Phalanx, Tubilee and Banshee rescued him.

Once freed j Synch joined other young mutants

studying at the newly reopened Massachusetts

Academy The students came under attack from

Emplate , who transformed Synch into a

creature forced to feed tin the bone marrow oi

mutants for survival. Hus k. M, and jubilee

saved him from that late, but Synch was later

killed by a bomb set by Emma Frost s revenge-

seeking sister.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Ability to duplicate the

powers and abilities of other

superhuman mutants in his

vicinity

Real Name: Margali Szardos Height: 6'4"

First Appearance: X-Men Annual ttA C 1 980) Weight: 162 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Phenomenal magical ability

Gypsy Margali .Szardos raised her son Sudan,

daughter Jimaine (Magik II ), and the orphaned

mutant Kurt Wagner (Nightcrawlcr ) while

pretending to be a simple fortune-teller In a

small Bavarian circus. Stefan left to make his

own way in life, but went mad and killed two

children. When he conirouted Stefan,

Nfghtcrawier accidentally killed him. Blaming

hightcrawler for her son’s death, Margali used

sought revenge, but limainc helped him

convince Margali of Ids innocence. Margali later

dedicated her vast powers to combat those who

would employ magic lor evil purposes.

INTELLIGENCE
*—*—< —#—a—

*

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY
-* 9—

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name: Patricia 'filbert Height: 5'6
h

First Appearance: X-Factw #7 (1 986) Weight: 1 1 9 lbs

TV reporter Irish Tilby sought to uncover Lhe truth about Beast , who was

posing as a mutant hunter along with the founding members of the X-Men . in

order to secretly contact mutants and train them in the use of their powers. In

the course of her investigation the two developed an on-again, off-again

romance that lasted for years. Bul 'Irish ended their relationship after Beast s

further mutation gave him a more lion-like appearance. When they next

encountered each other, Beast, still hurt by their breakup, lashed out at Irish by

telling her that he though i he might be gay.



POWERS/WEAPONS
* ' teleportation

Real Name: Telford Porter Height: 5'5"

First Appearance: X-Mett #

2

(1963) Weight: 175 lbs

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY
m -m

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

^ >—•

—

m—#-

The Vanisher fi'rsr gained the X-Men s attention

when he used his powers to steal top-secret

defense plans, demanding ten million dollars

for their return. He later joined the subversive

organization Factor Three, which was intent on

world domination, but the X-Men prevented

their efforts to bring about a nuclear holocaust;

Eventually, the Van Isher took control of a drug

cartel responsible for manufacturing and

shipping a drug that gave superhuman powers.

While lie was kept occupied by the pheromone-

con trolling Stacy X , Archangel bought out and

dismantled the cartel.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Enhanced strength,

endurance, and agility

* Master swordsman

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS
•—*—*

—

—m

Rea I Name: Vatgas Chi I ! name un reve aled) Height: 63

First Appearance: X-Tmm X-Mm (2001) Weight: 222 lbs

Vargas claims to be the ultimate expression of

evolutionary potential. As such, he sought to

kill all mutants, seeing them as having no place

in the world. Encountering Beast and

Esvlockc, Vargas beat Beast to the brink of

death and killed Psylocke. Later Vargas

grievously wounded both Gambit and Rogue.

In die ensuing battle, Rogue defeated him, and

stood poised to plunge bis own sword into his

chest. Rogue realised that such actions would

make her no better than him and instead left

Vargas conquered and bloodied.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Brilliant and cunning

criminal strategist

Real Name: Un revealed

First Appea ra ace: Captain A meriat #110

(1 969)

Height: 5'9
M

Weight: 141 lbs

Viper climbed to the highest levels of

international espionage early in her career, and

was eventually recruited by the terrorist

organization Hydra, After a short time, she

seized control of Hydra's New York operations.

Viper later created her own international

organization, which became an active force in

crime, espionage, and terrorism. Looking for a

more permanent residence. Viper went on to

seize the throne of Mad ripoor, a favorite haunt

of Wolverine , taking control of all activities

—

both legal and illegal—on the Southeast Asian

bland-nation.

VIPER

VARGAS

VANISH

ER



X-MAN

JOHN

WRAITH

PETE

WISDOM

Real Name: Peter Winston Paul Wisdom Height: >’9"

First Appearance: Ext-dlibnr#86(1995) Weight: 158 lbs

Pete Wisdom was a field agent for the British

government organization Black Ah, a secretive

group that conducted clandestine research and

investigation of supernatural phenomena, before

he joined Captain Britain and Excalibur. a

team of mutants based in Great Britain. While

there., he enjoyed a brief but intense relationship

with Shadowcat , who ultimately broke it off

due to their significant age difference. He left

the team shortly afterward, later reappearing as a

mentor to the mutant strike force founded by

Nathan Summers—but Pete faked his own

death to allow the team to find its own path.

POWERS/WEAPONS
Generates '"hot knives/'

blade-shaped darts of

thermal energy from his

fingertips

INTELLIGENCE
«—» ^ s

—

m—«-

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION
*—* i 0 i—•—•

FIGHTING SKILLS

•—•— » ^ »—•—I

Real Name:

First Appearance:

John ipirlMe (presumed,

possibly an alias)

Wolverine #60 (1992)

Height: 6V
Weight: 1 75 lbs

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Ab i I ity to i n sta n tan eously

teleport himself from one

location to another

An agent of the Weapon X project, John Wraith

was a member of
r

I cam X, a secret covert

operations unit formed in conjunction with the

CIA. rh e team disbanded years later, bu t John

reformed learn X after Weapon X targeted its

members For termination. Tracking down a lead

to a secret island base. Team X discovered a man

named AIdo Ferro had implanted them with false

memories during their time with the project.

Ferro was killed in the ensuing battle. When John

later refused to join a revived Weapon X program,

Sabretooth killed him at the Director s behest.

Real Name: Nate they Height: 5
9"

First Appearance: X-Manul (1995) Weight: 171 lbs

In an alternate timeline ruled by Apocalypse ,

Mr. Sinister created Nate Grey from genetic

material from Cyclops and jean Grey . X-Man

eventually escaped to the X-Men's reality to

fully realize the promise of his powers. X-Man

became a modern-day mutant shaman, existing

to heal and guide all peoples, loving them

without question. X-Man fought to protect the

planet from the incomprehensible, impossible

threats of parallel Earth? strung along a spiral

from one end of re a Lily to another. Il was to save

humanity from destruction at the bands of such

a threat that X-Man sacri freed himself

POWERS/WEAPONS
* Vast psion ic abilities

* High-level telepath

* Ability to project his astral form

across the world

* Create sophisticated illusions

_



Real Name: Mariko Yashida Height: 3

First Appearance: X-Men £1 1 8 (1 979.) Weight: 100 lbs

Lady Mariko Yashida fell in love with Wolverine during his stay in Japan; their

love grew deeper when Mariko lived tor a rime in New York. Bur, torn between

her love for Wolverine and her loyalty to her family—despite its criminal

affiliations' she chose loyalty over love. After years spent apart, it seemed

Mariko and Wolverine finally could share each others lives along with foster

daughter Anilko . But Marikois attempt to rid. her clan of die influence of

Japanese organized crime once and for all kept them, from reaching that happy-

ending. After a member of one of Japans criminal clans poisoned her with

blowfish toxin, Mariko, dying painfully in Wolverines arms, begged her lover

to use his claws to end her suffering. Reluctantly Wolverine dad as she asked.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* kxperc hand-to-hand

combatant

INTELLIGENCE

STRENGTH

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION

FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name: Yukio (lull name unrove J led.) Height; Y9
11

First Appearance; WMxwie £1(1 982) Weight: 1 30 lbs

Expert assassin Yukio fell in love with her

quarry Wolverine during his time in Japan.

Realizing that his heart, belonged to Mariko

Yoshida, Yukio settled for his friendship,

Wh

e

j i Wo Ive ri ne placed his Ibs ter daughter

Amiko in Yu kin's care, she swore to raise the

girl as her own. But Yukio was unable to

prevent Amiko s capture at die hands of two of

Lady Dea.th.strike and Omega Re d, who left

her paralyzed. Unable to bear the thought of

living life as a paraplegic, Yukio begged

Wolverine to kill her. Wolverine could not

bring himself to do as she asked.

POWERS/WEAPONS
* 1 deportation

* Healing factor

INTELLIGENCE
a—t§^-- a—*

—

- g

STRENGTH
*—» ^ i—•—•-

SPEED

DURABILITY

ENERGY PROJECTION
»—+— i ^ l—•-

FIGHTING SKILLS

Real Name: AdYA.iM. Unit-Zero Height: 6’

F Irst Appeara nee: New Mutun t$ £86 { 1 990 } We ight: 200 l bs

The android Zero was designed in the post-

apocalyptic future from which Nathan

Summers hailed to maintain peace on a f ragile

world. Zero's programming was corrupted by

S try ft, and he was forced to assist Stryfe's team

of mutant terrorists. Zero was later attacked by

hunter robots pre-programmed by Srryfe

before his death to destroy all traces of his

presence in the 20th century. Just prior to

being destroyed in the dc tonation of one of

•Servlets bases, Zero suddenly became capable of

human emotion when a I a tentiprogram creared

by Sttyle activated.

YUKIO

MARIKO

YASHIDA
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Forty years and thousands of stories later, hundreds of characters, story arcs, and realities—true

and alternate—have made the X-Men everything they are ... or were.

Change was coining.

In an effort to wipe the slate clean and make all that was

great about the X-Men’s rich history accessible and relevant

co a new generation of readers, a reengineering came about.

It was not meant to replace the X-Men of the past, bur to

reinvent them and tell new stones free of the complexity

char history demanded. **

it evas rime to look at the X-Men through new eyes,

listen ro new voices, and open new minds to the

glory that coursed through more than 300 of the

most beloved, talked about, and admired

characters ever.

The has

The Ultimate X-Men have arrived.

Set into motion by Marvel President and COO l Vi 11 Jemas and

Editor-in-chiefJoe Quesada, writer Mark Millar and artist Adam

Kubcrc, Ultimate X-Men Look its characters back to their mots

while reinventing them at the same rime.

They are the Tomorrow People, Homo

superior^ brought together by

Professor X, who trained these

teenage students to become a

highly skilled cask force capable

of promoting peaceful co-

existence between man and

mutant. Professor X
first brought
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together Marvel Girl arid Cyclops* and then went on to recruit

Storm, a weather-manipulating car thief; Beast, a reclusive loner

with a genius-level intellect and the agility of- an ape; Colossus, a

steel-skinned enforcer for the Russian mafia; and Iceman, a

runaway teen petrified of his powers.

And, of- course, there is Magneto. At one time the Master of

Magnetism worked side by side with Professor X to build a

sanctuary tor mutants in the Savage Land, But things

went terribly wrong once Magnetos philosophy shifted:

As soon as Magneto came to believe ihat mutants were

destined to rule—at odds with Professor X’s dream for

peaceful co-existence*— the two battled until Magneto thrust a

metal spear into Professor Xs hack, crippling him.

Professor X left the Savage Land, and Magneto stayed behind to assemble his terrorist

organization, the Brotherhood of Mutants, to conquer not only Professor Xs X-Men but also

die scourge that is humanity. Heeding his call to service were Scarlet Witch, Quicksilver, Toad,

Blob, Mastermind—and Wolverine.

An assassin, Wolverine is a product of the mysterious Weapon X
program later serving as a minion of Magneto. Sent to assassinate

Professor X, Wolverine joined the X-Men as a mole. While

Wolverine lived in the X-Mandon, plotting to kill Professor X
and the others, something happened; something shifted inside

him. 1 he dream seeped in—the dream for peace between man

and murant. He believed it. He wanted to follow it. And he

believed in something else: his deep attraction to Marvel Girl.

Abandoning the Brotherhood, Wolverine took up Xaviers cause.

Having recently opened its doors, the Xavier School

is on the lookout for odicr mutants in trouble who need a place to live,

learn, and grow—and who share in a dream that can only be realized

recognizing the basic tenets ol equality for alb

No matter how the characters in Ultimate X-Men have changed, one

thing remains the same: humans. With their hatred for mutants at

near-epic levels, time might be running out for the mutant

population to survive. Unbridled violence and prejudice

surround every living mutant, each possessing wondrous

abilities the world has convinced itself it can live without.

In the eyes of most humans, there is still no good mutant

other than a dead one.

But with help from the Tomorrow People, redemption for the human

race might come at last.

Readers of a new generation, the Ultimate X-Men are all yours.

Wc I comc to rhe d ream *
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POWER RATINGS

STRENGTH
Ability to lift weight

1 Weak: cannot lift own body weight

2 Normal, able to lift own body

weight

3 Peak human: able to lift twice own

body weight

4 Superhuman: 800 Ibs-25 ton range

5 Superhuman: 25-75 ton range

6 Superhuman: 75-100 ton range

7 Incalculable: In excess of 10G tons

INTELLIGENCE
Ability to think and process

information

1 Slow/Impaired

2 Normal

3 Learned

4 Gifted

5 Genius

6 Super-Genius

7 Omniscient

ENERGY PROJECTION
Ability to discharge energy

1 None

2 Ability to discharge energy on

contact

3 Short range, short duration, single

energy type

4 Medium range, medium duration,

single energy type

5 Long rangB, long duration, single

energy type

6 Able to discharge multiple forms

of energy

7 Virtually unlimited command of all

forms of energy

FIGHTING ABILITY
Proficiency in hand-to-hand combat

1 Poor

2 Normal

3 Some training

4 Experienced fighter

5 Master of a single form of combat

6 Master of several forms of combat

7 Master of all forms of combat

DURABILITY
Ability to resist or recover from

bodily injury

1 Weak

2 Normal

3 Enhanced

4 Regenerative

5 Bulletproof

6 Superhuman

7 Virtually indestructible

SPEED
Ability to move over land by running

or flight

1 Below normal

2 Normal

3 Superhuman: peak range: 700 MPH

4 Speed of sound: Macli-1

5 Supersonic: Mach -2 through

Orbital Velocity

6 Speed of light: 186,000 miles per

second

7 Warp speed: transcending light

speed
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Presenting the X-fflen — the world's

most famous mutant team. Genetically

gifted with extraordinary powers and

abilities, the X-Men have been

brought together by Professor X

% \ to unite humans and mutants

in peaceful coexistence.

For more than two decades, X-Men

has been a chart-topping, best-

selling comic book. The success of

the blockbuster X-Men motion

picture and the 2003 X2 sequel has

catapulted Marvel's mutants from a

line of comic books to a worldwide

pop-culture phenomenon.

Now, learn their secrets: their mysterious

origins, their incredible powers, their titanic

struggles and their hidden tragedies — all

are revealed in this essential resource.


